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PREFACE

The theory of topological transformation groups (ttgs) forms a
fascinating and comprehensive realm in the world of mathematics, bordering
on the domains of topology, abstract harmonic analysis, ergodic theory,
geometry and differential equations. We intend to lead the reader over a
more or less artificial path between a number of "vantage points" which
afford a "scenic view" of this landscape. These "points" are the notes
which conclude the subsections. Without pretending completeness we indicate
there the relationship of the material in the subsection to other literature.
We shall now present a short description of the path mentioned above which
the reader must follow. First of all, we have chosen to take a mainly categorical point of view, with the aim of unifying parts of the existing theory
of ttgs. However, our aim could not fully be realized since more category
theory had to be included than was originally planned. In a subsequent
volume we intend to deal with a number of topics which could only be mentioned in the notes of this volume.
In Chapter I we give some basic material on ttgs. We claim no originality
for its content, except for theorem 2.3.15: for any locally compact Hausdorff group G the dimension of L2 (G) equals the weight of G.
After this prelude, we describe several categories of ttgs in Chapter II.
As in a fugue, we always deal systematically with the same theme in each
category. This theme can be described as follows: facts about a certain
category of ttgs should be expressed in terms of the underlying categories
of topological groups and topological spaces. (Although this tactic will
probably hurt the feelings of every pure category theorist, it is a consequence of their wish that each "working mathematician" should try to use
category theory for the description of the objects he is studying.) Thus,
in §3 we describe the category

TTG of all ttgs. In accordance with the
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policy indicated above, we try to do this by proving certain preservation
and reflection properties of the obvious forgetful functor

K: TTG + TOPGRPxTOP. For limits and monomorphisms everything works well,
because the functor K is monadic, i.e. TTG can be identified with the category of all algebras over a certain monad in TOPGRP x TOP. For colimi ts,
things go wrong; nevertheless, epimorphisms are preserved and reflected
by K. In addition, TTG is cocomplete. In order to prove cocompleteness, we
had to generalize a known construction which is related to "induced representations".
In §4, we consider some subcategories of TTG, defined by imposing
certain restrictions on the phase groups and the phase spaces of ttgs. It
is felt to be a serious omission that in this volume sparse attention could
be paid to the much more interesting subcategories which arise from restrictions on actions. This subject is only touched upon in connection with
certain reflective subcategories of TTG.
In TTG, the "group component" and the "space component" of a morphism
have the same direction. In §6, we define a category TTG*, which has the
same object class as TTG, but in which the two components of a morphism
have opposite directions. Thus, we obtain a functor K : TTG + TOPGRP 0 PxTOP.

*
Although K* has quite nice properties with respect to *colimits,
the category TTG* is not cocomplete; neither is it complete. Therefore, we consider
in §6 also the category k-TTG* which is defined similarly to TTG*, except
that its objects are k-ttgs. (Roughly speaking, all cartesian products have
to be replaced by products in the category KR of all k-spaces.). The study
of these objects is initiated in §5, where we consider the category k-TTG
(morphisms similar to those in TTG). There we show that k-TTG is wellbehaved with respect to limits; it is a category of algebras over a certain
monad in KR. In §6, we show that k-TTG* (morphisms similar to those in TTG*)
is well-behaved with respect to colimits; it is a category of coalgebras
over a certain comonad in KRGRP 0 P x KR. Combining these results, it follows
that the category k-KRG (for a fixed k-group G) is well-behaved in both
respects. This result extends to the category TOP G of all (ordinary) ttgs
with phase group a fixed locally compact group G.
The final remarks in Chapter II concern the existence of cogenerators in
TTG*. This is the starting point for the considerations in Chapter III.
However, the categorical point of view in this chapter is hidden under the
surface of variations on another theme. This theme is the question of whether
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a given class of G-spaces (i.e. ttgs with a co~on phase group G, mostly
locally compact) admits a comprehensi ve object, i.e. an object (not necessarily in the given class) in which all G-spaces in question can be embedded in one way or another. Here the main difference between our results
and earlier ones (among others, by P.C. BAAYEN and J. DE GROOT) is that
we obtain comprehensi ve objects which are G-spaces, whereas in the older
results only Gd-spaces were obtained. To be honest, most of those Gdspaces turned out to be G-spaces, and that is just what we prove in §8.
In other words, the methods used in §8 are modificatio ns of older ones. In
addition, our methods and our categorical starting point made it possible
to give a more unified treatment of the subject.
The internal reference system is self-explai ning; a reference like "cf.
p.q.r" means that the reader may find some useful information (or sometimes,
material for comparison) in the r'th sub-subsect ion of subsection q in
section p. For references to the literature, we used two methods. References
to research papers are by the name(s) of the author(s), followed by the
year of publication between brackets. On the other hand, references to books
and monographs are by a two-letter abbreviatio n of the author's name between
square brackets. This is due to the fact that originally we planned to refer
only to a limited number of standard text books, namely the following ones:
for topology, the books by Bourbaki [Bo], Dugundji [Du] and Engelking [En],
for topological groups the work of Hewitt and Ross [HR], for topological
transformat ion groups the book by Gottschalk and Hedlund [GH] and, finally,
for category theory the text book of Mac Lane [ML]. Unfortunate ly, the list
of books expanded, and it took some efforts to keep it at a reasonable
length.
This book is a revised version of the author's Ph.D. thesis, written at the
Free University at Amsterdam under the supervision of prof.dr. P.C. Baayen
The author wishes to thank dr. A.B. Paalman-De Miranda for reading large
parts of the manuscript and for her valuable suggestions . The author is
indebted to the "Wiskundig Seminarium" of the Free University and to the
Mathematisc h Centrum at Amsterdam for giving him the opportunity to do this
research. Finally, I would like to thank the reproductio n staff of the
Mathematisc h Centrum for the excellent way in which they realized this book.
In particular, I mention Mrs. C.J. Klein Velderman-L os and Mrs T. BaysRenforth, who typed the manuscript.
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CHAPTER I
BASICAL CONCEPTS

0 - PREREQUISITES
Although all terminology and notation in this treatise will be essentially standard, we inevitably have to include some notational conventions and
state some known facts for easy reference. In subsection 0.1 some general
remarks about notation are made. Then, in subsections 0.2, 0.3 and 0,4 we
collect some notions from topology, topological groups and category theory,
respectively. Here the choice of what has been inserted is mainly governed
by the desire to avoid as much as possible repetitions of similar arguments.
This principle is responsible for a number of trivial remarks in subsections
0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. Sometimes this tendency to unification will give rise to
slightly sophisticated proofs in the main text, or to references which are,
strictly speaking, superfluous. In addition, we tried to make this treatise
as self-contained as possible by limitation of the number of text-books and
research papers which are referred to in the main text. A few specialized
topics are dealt with in appendices.
0.1. General remarks and conventions
The following logical symbols will be used: .. (implication),
•(equivalence), & (conjunction), 3 (existential quantifier), V (universal
quantifier). In order to reduce the number of parentheses, we shall

o~en

write Vx,y e: X instead of V(x,y) e: XxX, and Vx : <I>(x) inst.ead of Vx[<I>(x)J.
The sign ! is read "such that"; if it immediately precedes a quantifier, it
will be omitted.
Expressions like P := Q or
defines P.

Q =: P

are used when the expression Q

Next we make some agreements with respect to sets and :f'unctions. In the
following list, A, X and Y denote sets.

2

Ac X

A is a proper subset of X;

ASX

AcX or A=X;

X~A

= {xEX ! xiA};

1x

identity mapping on X;

IXI

the cardinality of the set X.

If f is a fUnction on X with values in Y, we write f: X+Y or x r+ f(x): X+Y.
We shall use the following terminology when f: X+Y is a fUnction:
domain of f
codomain of f

X;
Y;

f(x), f[x], fx

value off at xe:X;

range of f

f[X] := {f(x)

xe:X};

image of A under f

f[A] := {f(x)

xe:A};

inverse image of Z under f:

:f*[Z] := {xe:X

f(x)e:Z};

restriction of f to A

f!A: A+Y.

If f: X+Y is a fUnction and As_X, then for typographical reasons the
restriction of f to A will sometimes be denoted f: A+ Y. We shall not
introduce a special notation for corestrictions. If we wish to consider
a corestriction, we shall use phrases like "consider f: X + Z" ( corestriction
to Z

=.

Y), or "consider f: A+ Z" (restriction to A=. X and corestriction to

Z =. Y, where f[A]

=.

Z).

Compositions of fUnctions are denoted f

0

g or fg; to be sure, if

f: X+Y and g: Z+X, then fog(z) := f(g(z)) for ze:Z.
If 1T: XxY + Z is a function then for each ( x, y) e: XxY we write
1Tx{y) := 1T(x,y) =: 1T (x).
y

Obviously this convention defines functions 1Tx: Y+Z and 1Ty: X+Z.
The cartesian product of a family {X. ! je:J} of sets will be denoted
J

by P{X. ! j e:J} or simply l' .X.; its elements are denoted by (x.) .• Notations
J
J J
J J
like IT.X. are reserved for products (in the categorical sense) in the
J J
category under consideration.
Some fixed symbols denoting sets are:

a:

:

JR :

the set of complex numbers;
the set of real numbers;

Z:

the set of all integers;

JN :

= {n ! ne:Z & n~1};

IQ :

the set of rational numbers;

3
Z€~

'I:

= {z l

lF:

the unspecified scalar field of a vector space

& lzl=1};

(in this treatise, always lF = lR or lF =

~).

Parts of the text) 1 between braces can be skipped without further ado.
Braces are also used to indicate alternative reading: if in a certain
passage there are several pairs of braces, then all these pairs can be
replaced by the word "respectively". Thus the phrase "if P{Q} then R{S}"
means "if P, resp. Q, then R, resp. S".
O. 2. Topology
0.2.1. In this section we embody some definitions and notational conventions which are not universally agreed upon. Otherwise, the reader is referred to [Bo], [Du] or [En].
In general a topological space (X,T), i.e. a set X endowed with a
topology T, will be denoted only by the symbol X. A similar convention
holds for uniform spaces. Some notations (where As X and x € X) :
T-clX(A), clX(A), cl(A)

closure of A in (X,T),

T-intX(A), intX(A), int(A): interior of A in (X,T),
neighbourhood of A {of x}

VA
Vx

a set U;:X with As_int(U) {x
:= {U

U_sX & As_int (U)},

:= {U

Us_X & xdnt (U)}.

€

int(U)},

Our use of the concepts regular, aompletely regular, normal, paraaompaat,
aompaat and loaally aompaat is, that they do not incorporate the T1-separation axiom. So T3 = regular&T 1 , T 3 ~ =completely regular&T 1 , T4 = normal&T 1 .
A T 3 ~-space will also be called a Tyahonov spaae. In contradistinction to the
above convention, a k-spaae will always be assumed to be a Hausdorff space.
Thus, a k-space is just the same as a aompaatly generated spaae in the
terminology of [ML].
0.2.2, For easy reference we present here some well-known properties of
continuous functions with respect to compactness. The proofs are completely
standard, hence they are omitted:

)1

•

Here, of course, mathematical formulae have to be excluded.
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Let X, Y and Z be topological spaces, let f: XxY + Z be a continuous function,
and let A and B be compact subsets of X and Y, respectively. Then:
(i)

VW E Vf[AxB]

3(U,V) E VAxVB ; f[UxV] ~ W.

(ii) If the topology of Z is generated by a uniforrrrity U, then for all y

and y

E

U there exists

V E

( f(x,y) ,f(x,v)) E y

E

Y

V such that
y

for all x EA and v E V.

Thus, {fx : xEA} is an equicontinuous set of mappings on Y.
0.2.3. If T1 and T2 are topologies on a set X then we say that T2 is finer
than T1 (or T1 is weaker than T 2 ) if T1 ~ T2 •
If X is a set and if for each i E J we have a mapping f.: X+Y. (Ja set,
l
l
each Y. a topological space), then the weak topology defined by the mappings
l

fi is, by definition, the weakest topology on X making each fi continuous.
If X is endowed with this weak topology, then it is well-known that for any
topological space Z, a mapping g: Z +X is continuous iff fig: Z +Yi is
continuous for each i E J.
The "dual" notion of a weak topology is the finest topology on a set X
making all members of a set of functions fi: Yi+Xcontinuous (each Yi a topological space). Then a function g: X + Z is continuous iff each gf.: Y.+ Z is
l

l

(Zany topological space).
In this context it is useful to recall that a continuous surjection
f: X + Z is called a quotient mapping if the topology of Z is the finest one
making f continuous.
0.2.4. Let X and Y be topological spaces, R and S equivalence relations on
X and Y, respectively, and let r: X+ X/R, s: Y + Y/S denote the quotient mappings. Then RxS := {((x,y),(x',y')) : (x,x') ER & (y,y') ES} is an equivalence relation on X x Y, and there is an obvious bijection f: XxY/RxS +
+ (X/R)x(Y/S) such that fq = rxs, q denoting the quotient mapping of XxY
onto XxY / RxS. Plainly, f is continous. Moreover, it is easy to see that
f is a homeomorphism iff rxs : XxY + (X/R) x (Y/S) is a quotient mapping. Now
a repeated application of the lemma below shows the following:

If r and s are either open or perfect (one of them open and the other
perfect) 1 is also allowed) then r x s is a quotient mapping, and f is a
)l A perfect mapping is what [Bo] calls a proper mapping: a continuous
function f: X+Yisperfect whenever it is closed and, in addition, each
fiber r[y] is compact (y E Y).
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homeomol'[Jhiam. Thie ho"ldJJ tz.ue a"lao if the aodomain of one of the maps r
and s and the domain of the other one are "loaaUy aompaat Hausdorff apaaea.
Incidentally, conditions implying that a quotient space is T2 are given
in [Du], Chap. VII, 1.6 and 1.7; cf, also [En], Theorem 2.4.5.
LEMMA. Let f: X+Y be a quotient mapping and "let Z be any topo"logiaa"l spaae.
Eaah of the fo"l"lcMin,g aonditions imp"liea that 1Zxf: ZxX+ZxY is a quotient
mapping:
(i )
f is an open mapping ;
(ii) f is a perfect mapping; .
(iii) Z is a "loca"l"ly aompact T2-apaae;
(iv) Z x Y is a k-apace.
PROOF. We give only brief indications or references to proofs.
(i):

This is easy (cf. [Bo], Chap. I, §5.3, Cor. to Prop. 8).

(ii): This is a straightforward application of 0.2.2(i}. Alternatively, by
[Bo], Chap. I, §10.1, Prop. 4, 1z xr is perfect, hence a quotient
mapping.
(iii): er. [Du], Chap. XII, 4.1.
(iv): Replace in the proof referred to in (iii) the application of [Du],
Chap. XII, Theorem 3.1 by its Corollary 3.2. Alternatively, see the
proof of Theorem 4.4 in N.E. STEENROD [1967].

D

O. 2. 5, The following example shows that 1Zx f is not necessarily a quotient
mapping if f is. There exist other examples in the literature, but we shall
need this particular example, where Z is a topological group.
Take Z :=IQ, with its usual topology. Let X := [0,1]xlN,and let
Y := X/R, where R is the equivalence relation defined by

((x,n),(x',n'))

€

R.,. {

either x = x' , n = n'
or

x = x' = O.

So X is a countable disjoint union of unit intervals, and Y consists of a
countable set of unit intervals with a common begin point p. Let f: X+Z
denote the quotient mapping> 1 , and let Y be given the quotient topology.
We claim that on IQ x Y the quotient topology induced by 1Qxf: QXX +Qxy is
strictly finer than the product topology on Q x Y. Thus, with this product
topology on
)1

Q

x Y, 1IQ x f is not a quotient mapping.

Thus, p = f(O,n) for all n

€

lN.
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{Indication of proof: for each n E JN , take as V

n

c

Qx[O, 1] the set

that can be pictured as follows:

- /2

-1

n

0

n

Identifying QxX with (Qx[0,1]) x JN, we see that the set
V := {(t,x,n): nEJN & (t,x)EVn}is open in QxX. Since (1Qxf)+(1Qxf)[V] = V,
it follows that ( 1Qxf)[VJ is a neighbourhood of the point (O,p) in Q x Y with
respect to the quotient topology induced by 1Q x f. However, if it were a
neighbourhood of this point in the product topology, then there would be a
real number a > 0 and an open subset W of Y such that { tEQ : -a < t < a} x f +[W]
_::. V. But this is impossible.}
0.2.6. Let X and Y be topological spaces. Then C(X,Y) shall denote the set
of all continuous functions on X with values in Y. In this set we shall
consider the following topologies:
(i)

The point-open topology: this is the weakest topology in C(X,Y) making
each evaluation o: f ,_.. f(x): C(X,Y)+Y continuous (xEX),i.e.itisthe
x
relative topology of C(X,Y) in ~ with its product topology. If C(X,Y)

is endowed with this topology, we write C (X,Y).
p
(ii) The compact-open topology: This is the topology having as a subbase all
sets of the form
N(K,U) := {f : fEC(X,Y) & f[K] _:: U},
where K,::: X is compact and U,::: Y is open. If C(X, Y) is endowed with this
topology, we write C (X,Y).
c

If the topology in Y is generated by a uniformity U, then the topology
of C (X,Y) is generated by the uniformity in C(X,Y) having as a subbase
c
all sets of the form
M(K,a) :={(f,g)EC(X,Y)xC(X,Y): (f(x),g(x))Ea

forallxEK},

where K,::: X is compact and a E LJ. In this case, a local base at
f E C (X,Y) is formed by the family of all sets M(K,a)[f] (K and a as
c
before). For simplicity, we shall use the following notation:
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Uf(K,a) := M(K,a)[f]
{gEC(X,Y): (f(x),g(x)) Ea

for all XEKL

(iii) The topology of uniform convergence: Y is supposed to be a uniform
space with uniformity U, and the topology under consideration is the
one generated by the uniformity in C(X,Y) having as a subbase the
family of all sets M(X,a) with a EU (where M(X,a) is defined as in
(ii) with K = X). If C(X,Y) is endowed with this topology, we shall
write C (X,Y).
u

If A .s C(X,Y), then we shall always write Ap , Ac or Au if we consider the
point-open topology, the compact-open topology or the topology of uniform
convergence on A, respectively.) 1 Sometimes, this notation will slightly be
modified. Thus, we write C*(x,Y), C*(x,Y), etc. instead of (C*(x,Y)) ,
p

c

p

(C*(x,Y)) , etc. Here C*(x,Y) is defined as follows:
c
c*(x,Y) := {f

€

C(X,Y) : clyf[X] is compact}.

0.2.7. If X, Y and Z are topological spaces, then we shall need several
times the following facts. For proofs, cf. [Du], Chap. XII.
(i) If Y is locally compact Hausdorff, then the composition-ma pping
w:(f,g) >-+-fog : Cc (Y,Z)xC c (X,Y) + Cc (X,Z)
is continuous. If Y is not locally compact, then w is separately
continuous.
(ii) If Y is locally compact Hausdorff, then the evaluation mapping
o:(f,y) >-+- f(y) : C (Y,Z)xY + Z
c

is continuous.) 2
(iii) I f fE C(XxY,Z), then the mapping
f:x ,.....

r:

is continuous.) 3

X+C (Y,Z)

Conv~rsely,

if either Y is locally compact T2 or

r

€ C (Y ,Z)
and f: XxY+Z is any function such that
c
that
implies
(Y,Z)
C
+
for all XEX, then continuity of f:x>+ fx:X
c
fEC(XxY,Z). In addition, then the mapping

X x Y is a k-space

)1

Equations like A = A express that the corresponding topologies on A
c
P
coincide.

) 2 This result is an immediate consequence of (iii) below.
) 3 This is an easy corollary of 0.2.2(i).
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f,...... f: C (XxY,Z)+C (X,C (Y,Z))
c
c
c

is a homeomorphism; in particular, it is a bijection.

Concerning (ii) above we have to make the following remark, which is due
to R. ARENS [1946b]: if Y is aorrrpZeteZy reguZar a:nd o:(f,y)i-+ f(y) :
C (Y,[0,1])xy + [0,1] is aontinuous, then Y is ZoaaZZy aompaat. A close
c

examination of the proof reveals that C(Y,[0,1]) can be replaced by any of
its subsets which separates points and closed subsets of Y. Consequently,
if Y is a uniform space with uniformity U, and if UC(Y,[0,1]) denotes the
set of all uniformly continuous functions from Y into [0,1], then the
lemma below can be used in order to prove that aontinuity of the restriated
evaZuation o: UC c (Y,[0,1])xy + [0,1] aZready impZies that Y is ZoaaZZy
aompaat.

Let Y be a uniform spaae. Then for a:ny y € Y and a:ny aZosed
set SsY suah that yf.S there exists f € UC(Y,[0,1]) suah that f(y)
f( s) = O for aU s € S.
LEMMA.

1

a:nd

PROOF. Cf. [Is], Theorem I.13. One may also have a close examination of the
proof of Cor. 3 to [En], Theorem 8.1.4. Cf. also [Ke], Th. 6.15.

D

0.2.8. It will be convenient to have the following well-known statements at
hand, leading up to a proof of the ASCOLI theorem. Let X be any topological
space and let Y be a uniform space. Then:
(i)

If AsC(X,Y) is equicontinuous at XEX, then the closure of A in YX

(ii)

If AcC(X,Y) is equicontinuous on X, then A
p

is equicontinuous at x as well.
Ac .

(iii) I f AsC(X,Y) satisfies the condition that
x

€

X => A equicontinuous at x & clyA[x] is compact,

then the closure of A in C (X,Y) is compact. In this situation the
c

closure of A in C (X,Y) equals the closure of A in YX and the
c
point-open and compact-open topologies coincide on it.
There is a converse to (iii), namely the following one: if X has the
property that the evaluation mapping o: C (X,Y)xX + Y is continuous on all
c
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sets BxX, where Bis a compact subset of Cc(X,Y), then every relatively
compact subset A of Cc (X,Y) satisfies the condition in (iii). {In fact, only
_ equicontinuity of A needs a proof, and this is just 0.2.2(ii).}
Notice that the above mentioned condition on X is fulfilled if X is a
locally compact T2-space, or more generally, if X is a k-space: then
Bx X is a k-space for every compact B -c Cc (X,Y) ( cf. [Du], Chap. XII,
Th. 4.4), so that o.2.7(iii) gives the desired result) 1
0.2.9. Let lF denote either JR or IC. Then we shall write C(X) := C(X,lF) and
C*(x) := C*(X,lF) for any topological space X. Thus, C*(x) is just the set
is
of bounded continuous lF-valuedfunctions on X. The topology in C*(X)
u
.

generated by the norm II •• II x· Here we define, for each A_s X and f E C* (X),
II fll A := sup{ f f(x)

I : XEA};

instead of II •• II X we write mostly II •• II •
If f E C(x), then the support off is defined to be

~upp(f) :=

clX{x ! XEX & f(x)#O}. The following subspace of C*(x) will be of
importance to us: C00 (X) := {fEC(X) ! ~upp(f) is compact}.
0.2.10. A cardinal invariant in topology is an assignment of a cardinal
number to each topological space in such a way that equal cardinal numbers
are assigned to homeomorphic spaces. We shall use the following cardinal
invariants: the weight W, the local weight .ew, the density d and the
Lindel8f degree L. They are defined as follows: if X is a topological space,
then
the weight of X is
W(X) := min{IBI ! Bis an open base for X};

the local weight of X at x is
V is a local base at x};

fw(X,x) := min{ I VI
the local weight of X is
fw(X) := sup{fw(X,x)

xEX};

the density of X is
d(X) := min{ IAI
)1

cl A= X};

See also R.W. BAGLEY & J.S. YANG [1966].
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the LindeZ8 f degree of X is

L(X)

:= mink

each open covering of X
has a subcover ing of cardinal ity K},

For a systema tical treatmen t of these and other cardinal invarian ts we
refer
to [Ju]. However, the followin g relation s are well-know n and easy to prove
(for (2), see [En], Theorem 1.1.6):
( 1)

d ( x) s w( x) s

(2)

L(X)

( 3)

d(X) •.f.w(X)

$

2 1x

I;

)

1

W(X);
$

W(X).

It can be shown by examples that the inequali ty in (3) may be strict.
However, in metrizab le spaces X one has always equality in (3),
If A is a dense subspace of a T -space X, then it is not difficul t

3

to prove that .f.w(A) = .f.w(X). In general however, W(A) s W(X), and
d(A) ~ d(x). Consequ ently, d(X)·.f.w(X) s d(A)·.f.w(A) s W(A) s w(X). If X is
metrizab le, then d(X)•.f.w(X) = W(X), and we obtain the followin g result:

If A is a dense subspaee of a metrizab Ze spaee X, then w(A) = W(X).
0.3. Topolog ical groups
0.3.1. For all basical knowledg e about topologi cal groups we refer to
[HR],
Vol. I, or to [Bo], Chap. III. In particul ar, results from [HR], §1-§8
will be used mostly without explicit referenc e. Some notation al conventi
ons
in a topologi cal group G which we shall use:
eG,e
A.(G)

Gd

,>..

the unit of G;
the multipli cation mapping (s,t) o-+ st: GxG+G;
the group G endowed with its discrete topology ;

G/H{G\H} : the space of all right {left} cosets of a subgroup

H of G.

Note the differen ce between the expressi ons G\H

and G ~ H ( cf · 0 · 1) •

) 1 In locally compact T2-spaces X one has even W(X) s IXI;
cf. [En], Theorem. 3.6.9. See also [Ju], 2,2.
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0.3.2. The left unifor'ITlity in a topological group G is the uniformity
generated by all sets of the form {(s,t) E GxG : s-\ EU} with U E Ve • The
topology of G is generated by its left uniformity. Similarly, the right

uniformity is the uniformity generated by all sets { ( s, t) E GxG : st -l
with U E V • The right uniformity of G is also compatible with the

E

U}

e
topology of G. In general, the left and the right uniformity in a topolog-

ical group do not coincide.
We shall use these uniformities mainly in order to introduce the
following classes of functions. Let X be a uniform space with uniformity

U.

Then a function f: G+ X is said to be left{right} uniformly continuous
whenever it is uniformly continuous with respect to the left{right} uniformity on G. The set of all le~{right} uniformly continuous functions on G
to X is denoted LUC(G,X) {RUC(G,X)}. Thus, if f: G+X is a function, then
f E LUC(G,X) iff
Va. E U, 3U E ve

s- 1t EU,. (f(s),f(t)) Ea.,

and f E RUC(G,X) iff
Va. E U, 3U E Ve

st- 1 EU,. (f(s),f(t)) Ea..

We write LUC(G) and RUC(G) instead of LUC(G,lF) and RUC(G,lF), where lF is
either JRor C. In addition, LUC*(G,X) := LUC(G,X) n C*(G,X) and similarly,
RUC*(G,X) := RUC(G,X) n c*(G,X).

0.3.3. We shall use integration theory on locally compact Hausdorff groups
with respect to Haar measure. Here we shall follow [HR], Chap. II, III. Some
notations and conventions about this topic will be presented in 2.3.1.
Only a modest amount of knowledge is required about this topic: we
need existence of Haar measure and some elementary facts from integration
theory, up to the FUBINI theorem and the LEBESGUE theorem on interchangeability of limits and integrals.
In this context, a certain knowledge of functional analysis is needed.
For this, we refer to [Sc] or [HR], Appendix B. The following notation will
be used: if X is a Banach space, then L(X) {GL(X)} denotes the set of all
bounded {invertible bounded} linear operators on X.
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0.4. Category theory
o.4.1. For all undefined notions from category theory the reader is referred
to [ML], the first six chapters. One of the most notable conventions is,

LTG
LTG(X,Y). No rule without exceptions, an4 the most important one
here is the category TOP, where morphism sets are denoted C(X,Y). Other

that the set of all morphisms with domain X and codomain Y in a category
is denoted

deviations from the notation used in [ML] are the shape of certain arrows
(we use only +, also if [ML] writes

~ or~)

and brackets (e.g. we denote

monads with (H,n,µ) where [ML] writes <H,n,µ>, etc.). However, the author
believes that this will cause no confusion. Yet another deviation from [ML]
is that by a diagram we always understand a smaii diagram. Consequently,
our term' {ao}aompZete means smaii· {co}complete.
For the reader's convenience, we present here a listing of the categories which we shall use frequently:

SET

Objects, all (small) sets; morphisms, all functions between them.

TOP

Objects, all topological spaces; morphisms, all continuous functions between them.

HAUS
COMP

Full subcategory of
Full subcategory of

TOP with as its objects all Hausdorff spaces.
HAUS with as its objects all compact

Hausdorff spaces.

KR
GRP
TO PG RP

Full subcategory of

HAUS determined by all k-spaces.

Objects, all groups; morphisms, all homomorphisms.
Objects, all topological groups; morphisms, all continuous
morphisms of groups.

HAUSGRP
COMPGRP

TOPGRP determined by all Hausdorff groups.
The full subcategory of HAUSGRP determined by all compact
The full subcategory of
Hausdorff groups.

KRGRP

cf. 5.1.7 for its definition.

0.4.2. For easy reference we present here some of the various equivalent
formulations of adjointness (cf. also [ML], pp. 78-81).
Let

A and X be

categories. An ad.junation from

X to A is

a triple

( F ,G ,(fl), where F: X+A and G: A+ X are functors, while (fl is a function which

assigns to each pair of objects X E X, A EA a bijection
( 1)

\Px,A: A(Fx,A)

+

X(x,GA)
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which is natural in X and A. Given such an adjunction, the functor F is said
to have a right adjoint G, and G is said to have a left adjoint F. The following characterizations of adjointness will be used:
(i) A functor G: A-+ X has a left adjoint F iff for each object X.E X there
exist an object F0x EA and a universal arrow nx: X-+ GF 0x from X to G.
This means that nx is a morphism in X such that for every object A E A
and every morphism f: X-+ GA in X there exists a unique morphism f' in A
such that the following diagram commutes:

( 2)

{Then the functor F has object function F0 ; F can be defined on a
morphism h: X-+Y in X, using universality of nx' in such a way that

nx = nyo h. Obviously, the morphisms nx for XE x are the
components of a natural transformation n: IX-+ GF.}

G(Fh)

0

(ii) A functor F: X-+A has a right adjoint Giff for each object AE A there
exist an object G0A E X and a universal arrow EA: FG 0A -+ A from F to A.
This means that EA is a morphism in A such that for every object X E X
and every morphism g: FX-+A in A there exists a unique morphism g' in X
making the following diagram commutative:
FG 0A

G0A

Fg•i/

't
I

(3)

E
.A

1g'
I
I
I

x

A

FX

In this way, a natural transformation E: FG-+ I A is obtained.
In the above situations, tp

(4)

<.p

X,A

g = Gg

if g: FX-+ A, or by

o

·

and~

nX: x -+ GA

can be determined either by
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(5)
if f: X+GA. In fact, in diagram (2) we have f'
g'

~X,Af' and in diagram (3),

= ~X,Ag.
The natural transformations n and s are called the unit and the counit

of the adjunction. The adjunction

(F,G,~)

will often be denoted (F,G,n,s).

0. 4. 3. If A is a subcategory of X and the inclusion functor G: A+ X has a
left adjoint F, then A is called a refZective subcategory of

X.

If n is the

unit of adjunct ion, then for each X e: X, nx: X+ GFX is called the refZection
of X in A (in concrete categories, the inclusion functor G is usually
suppressed here). If Eis a class of epimorphisms in

X and

each nx is in

E,

then A is called an E-refZective subcategory of X.
We wish to formulate a theorem giving sufficient conditions for a subcategory A of a "nice" category X to be reflective. Let E{M} denote a class
of epimorphisms {monomorphisms} in
isomorphisms. Then

X is

X that

is closed under composition with

said to have the E-M-factorization property whenever

each morphism f in X factorizes as f

= me

with me: M and e e: E. The category

X is said to be co-E-smaU whenever for each object X e: X there exists a
subset EX of

E with the property that for each e' e: E with domain X there are

an element e e: EX and an isomorphism f in X such that e' = f e.

Finally, a

subcategory A of X is said to be cZosed under the formation of M-subobjects
{of products} in X provided for each m: X+A in M the condition A e: A implies
X e: A {each product in X of A-objects is again in A}. Now the following
theorem can be proved (cf. [He], 10.2.2(c); see also [HS], 37.1):
THEOREM. Let A be a fuZZ subcategory of X cZosed under isomorphisms in X.
Let E and M be as above and suppose that X is co-E-smaZZ and has the E-Mfactorization property. Assume that X has aZZ products and consider the
foZZowing conditions:

(i)

A is E-refZective in X.

(ii) A is cZosed under the formation of products and M-subobjects in X.
Then aZways (ii)~ (i). If, in addition, the E-M-factorization is unique (up
to isomoPphism) and if both E and Mare dosed under compositions, then we
have aZso (i) ~(ii).
PROOF. (outline).
( i)

~

(ii): That A is closed under the formation of M-subobj ects rn X follows

from [HS], 36.13. For products, cf. 0.4.4 below.
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(ii) .. (i): Since

X is co-E-small, there exists for any X € X a set EX

with the above mentioned property. For f € EX, let Af be the codomain of
-f. Let A0 := Il{Af ! f€EX & Af€A} (product in X). The induced morphism
g: X+A0 admits an E-M-factorization, say X ~ A1 --2!!+ A0 • Then e: X+A 1 is
the desired reflection of X in

A. D

Of course, the above theorem is an extension of the FREYD adjoint
functor theorem for the particular case of an inclusion functor. The condition of co-E-smallness replace_s the "solution set condition" in FREYD's
theorem. Cf. [ML], p.117.
o.4.4. For easy reference we collect here some preservation and reflection
properties of functors. First, notice that monomorphisms and limits are
related in the following way: a morphism f: X+ Y in a category X is monic
iff
1x

x

(6)

x

x
is a limiting cone for

1'x

x

x

f

l'
y

Thus, if a functor preserves all limits, it preserves all monomorphisms.
Similar for colimits and epimorphisms.
Now let F: X+A be a functor. Then the following statements can be proved:
(i)

If F is faithful, it reflects monomorphisms and epimorphisms.
Cf. [Pa],- Lemma 1 in Section 2. 12.) 1

(ii)

If F has a lefi{right} adjoint, it preserves all limits and monomorphisms {all colimits and all epimorphisms}. Cf. [ML], Chap. V,

§5, Th.1.
(iii) Suppose F is lefi adjoint to a full and faithful functor G: A+ X.
If D: J +A is a diagram such that the diagram GD: J + X has a limit
{colimit} in

X, then D has a limit {colimit} in A. Cf. [Pa], Prop. 4

in Section 2.14. A straightforward proof can easily be given, using
the fact that in the given situation e:X: FGX+X is an isomorphism
in
(iv)

A (e:

is the counit of adjunction).

If D is a diagram in

X such that FD has a limit in A, and F creates

the limit of D, then F preserves the limit of D (indeed, limits are
)l In [ML], Exercise 9 on p.21, "carries ... to" should be replaced by

"reflects".
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unique up to isomorphism). In particular, if F creates all limits and
A is complete, then X is complete and F preserves all limits.
As an application of (ii) and (iii) we mention the following well-known
statement (cf. also [He], p. 88):

If A is a full and reflective subcategory of X, closed with respect to
isomorphisms in X, then limits in A can be calaulated in X. That is, if a
diagram D in A has a limit in X, then this limit is completely included in
A, and it is the limit of D in A. Conversely, a limit of D in A is also
limit of D in X. In partiaular, if X is complete then so is A. Moreover,
if X is cocomplete then so is A (use again (iii)). In the latter case, the
colimit of a diagram in A is obtained as the reflection in A of the colimit
of that diagram in X.
0.4.5. A monad in a category C is a triple (H,n,µ), consisting of a functor

H: C+ C and two natural transformations,
n: le

+

H;

µ:

H2

+

H,

such that the following diagrams commute:

2
nH
H------+H

":l~l"
µ

µ

If (F,G,n,e) is an adjunction from C to a category D, then the monad,
defined by this ad.junction is the monad (GF,n,GeF) inC (cf. [ML], p.134). The
following construction shows that, conversely, every monad is defined by an
adjunction. For proofs, we refer the reader to [ML], Chap. VI, §2.
Let (H,n,µ) be a monad in a category C. Then an H-algebra is a pair
(X,1T), consisting of an object XinCandamorphism 1T: HX+X in C such that
the following diagrams commute:

nx

Hn
2
H x-------+- Hx

x-------'> Hx

~1· ~l

l·

HXc------~x

X

If (X,n) and (Y,cr) are H-algebras, then a morphism f: X~Y in C is called
a morphism of H-algebras, from (X,n) to (Y,cr), whenever the following
diagram commutes:

cr
Since composites (in C) of morphisms of H-algebras are again morphisms of
H-algebras, it is obvious that in this way we obtain a category: the aate-

gory CH of all H-algebras.
There is an obvious "forgetful" functor GH: CH -+

H {(X,n)

I-+

x

C, namely

on objects

G:

on morphisms.

f

In the other direction, there is a functor FH: C-+ CH, defined by

x

1--+

f

1--+

(HX,µX) on objects
Hf

on morphisms.

The H-algebra FHX := (HX,µX) is called the free H-algebra on X. Notice that
GH o FH = H. The following theorem can be proved ( cf. [ML], p. 136) :

o.4.6. THEOREM. The funator FH is left ad.joint to GH, and the monad defined
by this ad,junation is just the original monad (H,n,µ). O
Th e

n: le

-+

un~•t

f or

· the natural transformation
.
.
t he adJunction
of FH an d GH is

HH
G F = H. Its aounit

~ is given by the morphisms
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t;;(X,lf) := lf: (HX,µX)

+

(X,lf)

in CH, for every H-algebr a (X,TI).
all
o.4.7. It follows from the precedin g theorem that GH: CH+ Cpreserv es
limits and monomorphisms, and that FH: C+CH preserve s all colimi ts and
H
epimorph isms (cf. o.4.4). For G , more can be shown, namely
THEOREM. The funator GH: CH+ C areates aU limits.
PROOF. Cf. [ML], Exercise 2, p.138. For a detailed proof, the reader is
referred to E. MANES [1969 b]. D
If C is complete , then the precedin g theorem implies that CH is
H
complete . In that case, the facts that G creates and preserve s all limits
by
and that GH preserve s and reflects all monomorphisms may be expresse d
saying that "limits and monomorphisms in CH aan be aalau"lated in C".
0.4.8.) 1 Let (H,n,µ) and (H' ,n' ,µ')be monads in C. Then a natural trans,n' ,µ')
formatio n 6: H+ H' is called a morphism of monads, from (H,n,µ) to (H'
the
Whenever en : n I and 6µ : µI 92 > that is> Whenever for each Object X € C
followin g diagrams commute:

n

Here

ei

µx

x~rx

"j:i

H'X

H12x

Hx

1'x
H'X
µ'
x

is defined as the dotted arrow in the commuta tive diagram

6H1 X

) 1 This is Exercise 3 on p.138 in [ML].
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If e is such a morphism of monads from (H,n,µ) to (H',n',µ'), then
commutativity of the diagrams
H2X

/I

HTI

Hex

HH'X

Hx

~·xl

Bx

~T

x~f 1~

l'x

H'TI

H'X

l·

H'X

Hx

x

'if

ex
shows that for each H'-algebra (X,TI) the morphism 7f8X: HX

+

X in

C is such

that (X,7f8X) is an H-algebra. Moreover, it is easily seen that for each
morphism f: (X,7f) + (Y,cr) of H'-algebras, f may also be interpreted as a
morphism of H-algebras, namely, f: (X,7f8X)
e*: cH' +CH, defined by the assignments

+

(Y,cr8Y). So we have a functor

(X,7f8X) on objects

e*: { (Xf,7f)

f

on morphisms.

0.4.9. We shall briefly deal with the dual of o.4.5 through o.4.7. A comonad
(H,o,e:) in a category D consists of a functor H: D+ D, together with natural
transformations

such that the following diagrams commute:

E),~}

H

e:

H2

Ej

j EH

H2

H3
He:

Ho

Suppose we are given a pair of functors F: C+ D, G: D+ C, where F is left
adjoint to G with unit

a comonad in D.

~:

IC + GF and couni t o : FG

+

I0 • Then

(FG,o,F~G)

is
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Furthermore, any comonad (H,o,£) in D arises in this way by considering
the category DH of H-aoaZgebPas. An object of DH is a pair (X,cr) with X an
object in D and cr: X+ HX a morphism in D such that the diagrams

commute. Moreover, morphisms in DH from (X,cr) to (Y,~) are morphisms
f: X+Y in D such that

f

commutes. Next, one defines functors FH: DH + D and GH: D+ DH by

FH:

{

(X,cr)

1-+

X on object.s

f

1-+

f on morphisms

Then we have natural transformations o: FHGH

G. {
H"

X

~

f

1-r

(HX,Ex) on objects) 1
Hf

on morphisms.

= H + I 0 and 8: I 0 + GHFH,

where

H

8(X,cr) := cr: (X,cr) + (HX,EX)
for each H-coalgebra (X,cr). Then FH is Zeft ad.joint to GH with unit 8 and

aounit o, and the aomonad (FHGH,o,FH8GH) defined by this adjunation, just
aoinaides with the oPiginaZ aomonad (H,o,£),
The functor FH preserves colimits and epimorphisms, and, in addition,
it reflects epimorphisms and creates colimits (dual of 0.4.7).

o.4.10. CategoPiaaZ notions in topology. All proofs of the following
statements can be found in [He] or else they are trivial. First, we describe

)1

(HX,EX) is called the fPee aoaZgebPa foP X.
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some categorical notions in the category TOP. Basical is the observation
that the forgetful functor TOP + SET has a left and a right adjoint (providing a set with the discrete and the indiscrete topology, respectively). Hence
this forgetful functor preserves all limits, colimits, monomorphisms and
epimorphisms. In addition, TOP is aomplete and aoaompZete. Now the following descriptions can be given:
Product of {X.

J

je:J} in TOP

cartesian productspace :JP.X. with projections
J J

p.: :JP.X.+ X. (ie:J).
1

Coproduct of {Xj

je:J} in TOP

J J

1

disjoint union L: .X. of the spaces XJ· with the
J J
topological embeddings r.: X. + LX. (i e: J).
1

1

J J

Monomorphisms in TOP

injective continuous functions.

Epimorphisms in TOP

surjective continuous functions.

Equalizer of f 1 ,f2 : X+Y

inclusion mapping i: Z + X, with Z : =
{xEX : f 1 (x) = f 2 (x)}.

Coequalizer of f 1 ,f2 : X+Y

quotient mapping q: Y+ Y/R with R the
smallest equivalence relation in Y containing all points (f 1 (x),f 2 (x))e: YxY (xe:X).

One particular colimit will be mentioned here: let A be a subset of a
topological space X and let i: A+ X be the inclusion mapping. The colimi t
of the diagram

in TOP shall be denoted X uA X with coprojections f 1 ,f2 : X uA X. Then
f 1 and f 2 are topological embeddings of X into XuAX. In fact, XuAX can
be realized as (X x {1 ,2})/R,where {1,2} is a discrete two-point space
(hence X x {1,2} is the disjoint union of two copies of X) and R is the
equivalence relation {((x,1),(x,1)) : xe:X} u {((x,2),(x,2) : xe:X} u
{ (( x, 1 ) , ( x, 2) ) : xe:A} on X x { 1 , 2} •
The most important facts about HAUS can be derived from the preceding
ones, because the inalusion funator HAUS+ TOP areates, henae preserves,

all limits and all aoproduats (not aoequalizers!). In particular, it preserves and reflects monomorphisms. Notice that the epimorphisms in HAUS are
just all continuous mappings with dense ranges.

The inalusion funator COMP + HAUS areates all limits, all finite
aoproduats and aU aoequaZizers. The epimorphisms in COMP are the surjections.
Finally, the inclusion functors COMP + HAUS and HAUS + TOP have left
adjoints, i.e. COMP is (epi-)reflective in HAUS and HAUS is reflective in
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TOP.) 1 The reflection of an object X E TOP in HAUS is always a quotient
mapping. The reflection of X E TOP in COMP will be denoted Sx: X + SX; if X
is a Tychonov space, it is a dense embedding, and then SX is called the
Stone-<:ech compactification of X; in all cases, the mapping Sx has a dense
range in SX.
A description of the important category KR is postponed untill subsection 5.1.

o.4.11. CategoricaZ notions in topoZogicaZ gPoups. The basical observation
is, that the forgetfUl functor TOPGRP + GRP has both a left and a right
adjoint (assigning to each group the discrete and the indiscrete topology.
respectively). So by o.4.4, the foPgetfuZ functoP

TOPGRP

+

GRP pPesePves

aZZ Zirrrits, coZirrrits, monomorphisms and epimorphisms. In addition, it can
be shown that TOPGRP is compZete and cocompZete. Limits and colimits in

TOPGRP can be formed by first computing the corresponding limits and
colimits in GRP and then the resulting objects have to be provided with a
suitable topology, in order to obtain the desired limits and colimits in

TOPGRP. For limits, this suitable topology is easy to find. In fact, the foPgetfuZ functoP TOPGRP + TOP pZainZy cPeates aZZ Zirrrits. For colimits, the situation is more complicated. Cf. for instance S.A. MORRIS [1971] or
E.T. ORDMAN [1974] and the references given there. Incidentally, it follows
from the above remarks that monomorphisms in TOPGRP aPe the injective
morphisms and that epimorphisms in TOPGRP aPe the sUPjective morphisms
(indeed, in GRP this is well-known).
The fUll subcategory HAUSGRP is PefZective in TOPGRP, for each object
GE TOPGRP the reflection being the morphism G + G/cl 0 {e}. So the last
paragraphs in o.4.4 provide the device to compute all limits and colimits
in HAUSGRP. In fact, HAUSGRP is closed under the formation of all limits
and coproducts (= free products) in TOPGRP (not under the formation of
coequalizers) 2 ); for limits this is obvious, for coproducts, cf. for example
E.T. ORDMAN [1974] and the references given there.

)1

)2

It follows that HAUS and COMP are complete and cocomplete
(completeness follows also from the earlier remarks, but
cocompleteness does not!).
Consequently, we cannot characterize epimorphisms in HAUSGRP. It is
an outstanding conjecture that it are the morphisms in HAUSGRP with
dense ranges.
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The categoI'IJ COMPGRP is ref'lective in HAUSGRP, hence in TOPGRP. The
reflection a 0 : G+Gc of an object G of TOPGRP in COMPGRP is called the
BohP compactification of G. In contradistinction to the reflector of TOP to

COMP, the reflector of TOPGRP

to

COMPGRP preserves all products (cf.

P. HOLM [1964]).
The full subcategory of TOPGRP of all locally compact T2-groups seems
to be not yet systematically investigated, although a lot of information
about it is known in the literature. For instance, coproducts in TOPGRP of
locally compact Hausdorff groups may be not locally compact. The full subcategory of TOPGRP of all abeZia:n locally compact T2-groups behaves better,
and a lot is known about it. Although, we shall not use this category, we
refer the interested reader to D.W. ROEDER [1974] and the references given
there for a categorical approach of the duality theorem.
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1 - GENERALITIES ON TTGS
In this introductory section the basical concepts of this treatise
are defined, and some simple properties are derived. First of all, the
definition of a topological transformation group (a ttg) is given, and
the relation with suitably topologized homeomorphism groups is investigated.
Then, in subsection 1.3, more shape is given to the concept of a ttg by
introducing orbits, the orbit space and the enveloping semigroup of a ttg.
After this superficial glance at the internal structure of a ttg, the
possibility of studying relations between ttgs is opened by defining
morphisms of ttgs. This happens in subsection 1.4, where also some examples
are provided, using the previously defined concepts. In order to facilitate
subsequent constructions, this section will be closed by presenting some
elementary constructions of new ttgs from given ones. In order to exclude
trivialities, all phase spaces of ttgs in this section are supposed to be
non-void.
1.1. Definitions and terminology
1.1.1. Let G be a topological group. For any topological space X
G

G

nX: X + GxX and µX: Gx (GxX)
( 1)

G

nx(x) := (e,x);

+

¥~.let

Gx X be defined by
G

µX(s,(t,x))

:=

(st,x)

(xE X and s,t E G). If G is understood we shall often write nx and µX inG
G
stead of nx and µX.
An action of a topological group G on a non-void topological space X is
a continuous function 1T: GxX + X such that the following diagrams commute:
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G
nx

x
(2)

l
µ~
l·

GxX

lx

G x {GxX)

lG x 7r

GxX

GxX

1.
'IT

x

A topological transfoI'fl'lation group (abbr,: a ttg, plural: ttgs) is a triple
<G,X,71"> with G a topological group, X a topological space, X ~ 0, and 7r
an action of G on X. Here G {X} is called the phase group {the phase space}
of the ttg <G,X,71">.
In accordance with our notational conventions, let

(3)

7rt (x) := 7r(t,x) =: 7r (t)
x

(tEG, XEX). Then the continuous mappings

11\

the transitions {the motions} of the action

X+X {'II": G+X} are called
x

'IT.

1 • 1 • 2. Let G be a topological group, X a topological space, and 'IT: GxX + X
a continuous function. Then 7r is an action iff the following conditions are
satisfied:

It is convenient to notice that for any ttg <G,X,71"> the following diagrams
commute for every ( t ,x) E GxX (recall that >..: GxG + G denotes the multiplication in G; in addition, tx stands for 11(t,x)):

(4)
X------+X

1.1.3. PROPOSITION. If <G,X,'Tr> is a ttg then each 'Trt is a homeomorrphism ofX
01,to itself (t E G). In addition, the mapping iT: t ' - 'Trt defines a morrphism

of groups from G into the fuU homeomorrphism group H(X,X) of X.
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PROOF. Use (i) and (ii) of 1.1.2.

0
x

- 1.1.4. The tl'ansition mapping of a ttg <G,X,ir> is the mapping iT: G+X ,
defined by the rule
iT(t) := 1Tt

(5)

for t£G.)l Obviously, iT[G] is a subgroup of the full homeomorphism group
H(X,X) of X. It is called the tPansition gPoup of <G,X,ir>.
1.1.5. It follows immediately from 1.1.3 that for every ttg <G,X,ir>, 1T may
also be considered as an action of the group Gd on the space X, where Gd
denotes the group G with its discrete topology. Consequently, if <G,X,ir>
is a ttg, then we can speak about the ttg <Gd,X,ir> as well.
1~1.6.

We present now some elementary examples of ttgs. To this end, we fix

a ttg G. Several ttgs <G,X,ir> will be described by indicating X and ir. Most
proofs are left to the reader.
(i)

The ttg <G,G,A>.
Here A(t,s) := ts. The transitions are the left translations in G, and
the motions are the right translations in G.

(ii) The ttg <G,GxX,µX>' where X is any topological space.
Here µX := µ~ : (s,(t,x)).......,.. (st,x) : Gx (GxX) + Gx X. If we take
for X a one-point space, then we may identify G x X with G, and we obtain
the ttg of example (i).
(iii) Suppose G is a subgroup of some topological group H. I f 1T: GxH + H is
defined by ir(t,u) := tu, then <G,H,ir> is a ttg. The transitions are
the left translations in H over elements of G. If G= H then we obtain
the ttg of example (i) above. If the quotient mapping q: H+H/G admits
a continuous CPoss-section, then the ttg <G,H,ir> may be identified
with the ttg <G,Gx(H/G),µH/G>' defined according to example (ii). Here
H/G denotes the space of all Fight cosets of G in H with its usual
quotient topology.{Recall that a continuous cross-section of q is a
continuous mapping f: H/G + H such that qf = 1H/G. If it exists, then
1
- the mapping u.......,.. (u•(fqu)- ,qu): H+Gx(H/G) is a homeomorphism.

)l War>ning: we shall also use the symbol iT for the corestriction of iT to
certain subsets of xX containing iT[G]; if this occurs, such a corestriction shall also be called a transition mapping.
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If we identify H with Gx (H/G) via this homeomorphism, then the action n
of G on H carries over to the action µH/G of G on G x (H/G).}
(iv) Let H be a subgroup of G and let the space G\H of left cosets of H in
G be provided with its usual quotient topology. Then 7r: Gx (G\H)-+G\H
may Unambiguously be defined by
7r(t,q(s)) := q(ts)
for t,sE G. Here q: G-+G\H is the quotient mapping. Then <G,G\H,7r>
is a ttg (since q is open, continuity of 7f follows from 0.2.4(i)),
( v)

Let S denote a semigroup with multiplication ( s ,n)

t-+-

sn : SxS-+ S,

not necessarily continuous. Let qi: G-+ S be a morphism of semigroups,
and suppose that the topology on S is such that the mapping

ii>: (t ,/=;) ,__,. qi( t )/=;

: GxS-+ S

is continuous. If, in addition, qi( e) is a left unit in S (i.e. qi( e )~ =
for every E; € S), then~ is a continuous action of G on S, so <G,S,qi>

s

is a ttg. In particular, if S is a topological group and if qi is a
continuous morphism of groups, then we can define the ttg <G,S,<$> in
this way. In the general case, it is useful to notice that qi can be recovered from~ by means of the equality qi= <Pqi(e)'
(vi) Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff group, and let X :=Gu {oo} denote
its one-point compactification. Then

7r(t,x)

:= {

:(t

,x) = tx

7f:

GxX-+ X may be defined by

if X€ G
if x = 00

for all t €G. Plainly,
(vii) Let X :f

(<1

7f

is continuous, and <G,X,7r> is a ttg.

be any topological space. Then 'x: ( t ,x)

1--+-

x : GxX-+ X

defines an action of G on X. The transition group of this action
consists just of the one-element group {1X}. This action 'x will be
referred to as the tT'ivial action of G on X.
(vili) Let x be a topological space and let f be an autohomeomorphism of X.
For n € JN, let fn := fo ... of
( n times), let fo := 1x and
. k € z ' k < o. Finally, set 7r(n,x) := fn(x) for every
fk := ( f +)-k if
nE Zand XE X. Then 7r: :iZxX-+X is continuous, and

7f

is an action of :iZ

on X. The ttg <Z,X,7r> is called the disaPete ttg, genePated by the ho•
f • Notice,
.
meomorp hi.sm
that 7f 1 = f, and that, for all n € 7l, 7f n = f n = ( 7f 1 )n •

Observe that each action a of
1
way by a

~

on any space X is generated in this

1.1.7. We shall now agree upon some informal terminology and notation. If
<G,X,TI> is a ttg, then TI(t,x) is denoted more concisely by t·x or tx when
there is no risk for ambiguity. The statement "<G,X,TI> is a ttg" may be rephrased as "G acts on X {by TI}" or "X is a G-space {with action TI}". We
shall also use the description "the G-space <G,X,TI>".
If in a ttg <G,X,TI> the action TI has a certain property, then we may
express this also by saying that <G,X,TI> has that property, and vice versa.
Alternatively, we say that G has the property on X, or that X has the
property under G. Similarly, if <G ,X, TI> has a certain property at x E X then
we say that G has the property at x, or that x has the property under G. In
the same spirit we shall use in the sequel sometimes a more or less informal
terminology which is not always defined explicitly but which is hoped to be
clear from the context (and, of course, from previously given definitions).

n

for a ttg <G,X,TI> is not inject1.1.8. In general, the transition mapping
ive (consider the trivial action of a non-trivial group G on any non-void
space X). The action TI in a ttg <G,X,TI> is called effeative (by 1.1.7, we
may call <G,X,TI> then an effeative ttg) if
Equivalently, <G,X,TI> is effective iff

(6)

n:

G -+- H(X,X) is injective.

\/t E G [t;i! e • 3xE X : TI(t,x) ;i! x].

Stated more loosely, in any effective ttg the phase group may be identified
with a topologized group of homeomorphisms of the phase space, namely with
the transition group. We shall consider the topologies on such homeomorphism
groups in more detail in section 1.2.
1 • 1 • 9. An action TI: GxX-+- X of the topological group G on the topological
space X is strongly effeative provided for every x EX the motion TIX: G+ X
is injective. Equivalently, TI is strongly effective iff

(7)
(compare this with (6).above). So a ttg <G,X,TI> has a strongly effective
action provided no transition TI t with t ;i! e has a fixed point ( t E G) .
1.1.10. If G is a topological group then for any topological space X the
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ttg <G,GxX,µX> (cf. 1.1.6(ii)) is strongly effective. The ttgs of this form
constitute a subclass of the class of all ttgs which plays a role similar to
the class of free groups in the class of all groups. Cf. section 3.1.
Therefore, we shall call the ttgs of this form free ttgs.
Warning: in a considerable part of the literature on ttgs a free ttg is
what we have called a strongly effective ttg. For an example of a strongly
effective ttg which is not free in our sense, see 1.3.8(iii) below.
1.1.11. Let <G,X,1T> be a ttg. For each XE X, the set G := 1T+[x] = {tEG:
1)
x
x
1T(t,x) = x} is plainly a subgroup of G; it is called the stability group
of x. The stability groups are related to the transition mapping 1T!
G + H( X,X) in the following way: if Ker
t
Ker 1T := {tEG : 1T =1x}, then

(8)

Ker 1T

n{Gx

TI denotes the kernel of TI,

i. e ·

XEX}.

Plainly, Ker 1T is a normal subgroup of G; it is called the stability group 1 )

of <G,X,1T>.
1.1.12. PROPOSITION. If <G,X,1T> is a ttg and X is aT0 -space, then each Gx
is closed in G. In particular, Ker 1T is a closed noT'ITlal subgroup of G.
PROOF. In view of (8) it is sufficient to prove that each Gx is closed in G.
c cl1T [G] = cl{x}. Since Gx is a
Let t E cl G . Then 1T(t,x) E 1Tx_[clG]
x x
x
1
1 x
E clG, and as before, 1T(t- ,x) E cl{x},
subgroup of G, we have also t
x

whence x
that 1TtX

E

cl{1Ttx}. Now the T0-separation property of X implies
x, i.e. t E Gx. D

1Tt[cl{x}]

1.1.13. The property of being effective or strongly effective can be
expressed in terms of stability groups, as follows:

A ttg <G,X,1T> is effective iff Ker 1T = {e}, and it is strongly effective iff Gx = {e} for every x EX. This follows immediately from the definitions, and the proof is left to the reader.
1.1.14. To any ttg <G,X,1T> there is related in an obvious way an effective
ttg with X as a phase space and with the same transition group as the given
ttg: take as the new phase group simply the transition group TI[G] of
<G,X,1T> with its discrete topology. As the action of TI[G] on X we choose
the obvious action, viz.

o:(~,x) ~

s(x)

1 ) In [GH], the term "period" is used.

11[G]xX

+

X.
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For certain purposes it is, however, undesirable that 1T: G-+ iT[G] may
be not continuous if iT[G] has its discrete topology. However, if we provide
iT[G] with the finest topology ma.king iT: G-+iT[G] continuous, then plainly
iT[GJ is homeomorphic with G/Ker iT, and the homeomorphism which achieves this
is, in addition, an isomorphism of groups. So by [HR], 5.2.6, iT[G] is a
topological group, and iT: G-+iT[G] is an open mapping. It follows that
iTx1X : GxX-+iT[G]xX is a quotient mapping. Since cS

o

(iTx1X) is continuous (it

just equals the continuous mapping 1T: GxX-+X), we obtain that cS: iT[G]xX-+X
is continuous. Thus, iT[G] acts on X by means of cS. Since cS is plainly an effective action, this proves
1.1.15. PROPOSITION. Let <G,X,1T> be a ttg and let ~[G] be given the finest
topology making iT: G-+iT[G] continuous. Then cS:(E;,x) ,.._.. E;(x) : iT[G]xX-+X is

continuous, and <iT[G],X,cS> is an effective ttg.

D

1.1.16. If X is a T0-space then the topology on iT[GJ indicated in 1.1.15 is

a HausdoPff topology. Indeed, as mentioned before, iT[G] is topologically
isomorphic to G/Ker iT , and if X is a T0-space, then so is G/Ker iT, by 1. 1 • 12
[~], 5.2.6. Finally, recall that for topological groups, the T0 and
the T2 separation axioms are equivalent.
and

1.1.17. Intuitively, in effective ttgs the connection between phase group
and phase space is stronger than in non-effective ones. This is illustrated
by the fact that most theorems relating properties of the phase group to
properties of the phase space and of the action apply only to effective ttgs.
As an example, we present a relation connecting the local weight of the
phase group to the local weight of the phase space and the "measure of
effectiveness". First, we have to introduce some terminology in order to be
able to give a 'precise meaning to "measure of effectiveness".
1.1.18. A stabilizing set in an effective ttg <G,X,1T> is a subset A of X
such that 1TtlA = 1TelA implies t = e (t € G). Equivalently, A<.:. X is a stabilizing set iff n{Gx ! X€A} = {e}. If <G,X,1T> is an- effective ttg, then the
cardinal number
e<G,X,1T> := min{ IAI ! A<.:.X

&

A is stabilizing}

is in a certain sense a measure for the effectiveness of <G,X,1T>.
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1.1.19. If <G,X,n> is an effective ttg, then X is a stabilizing set, hence
e<G,X,n> s IXI. If, in addition, X is a T2-space, then every dense subset of
X is stabilizing, so e<G,X,n> s d(X), the density of X. If <G,X,n> is
strongly effective, then each {x} is a stabilizing set (x EX), hence
e<G,X,n>

= 1.

1. 1. 20. LEMMA. Let Y be any topo Zogica'L space and suppose y

E

Y has a corrrpact

Hausd.orff neighbourhood. Let B s VY and n B = {y}. Then iw( Y,y) s IBI •
PROOF. I f IBI is finite, then y is isolated, and iw(Y,y) = 1 s IBI. Suppose
IBI ~ ~ 0 • Without restriction of generality we may suppose that each BE B
is compact and closed in Y. Let B* denote the family of all intersections
of finitely many members of B. Then IB*I = IBI and s* is easily seen to be
a local base at y. Hence iw(Y,y) s IB*I = IBI.

D

1.1.21. PROPOSITION. Let <G,X,n> be an effective ttg. If G is a Zoaa'L'Ly

compact Hausd.orff group and if x is a Trspace, then

(9)

iw(G) s e<G,X,n>. iw(X).

PROOF. Let A be a stabilizing set such that IAI = e<G,X,n>. For each aE A,
let B denote a local base at a such that IB I = iw(X,a). Observe that
+

a

na[V] E V for every a E A and V E B • Then
e

a

a

by the T1-separation property of X and the
apply 1.1.20. D

fac~

that A is stabilizing. Now

1.1.22. Actually, we proved a little bit more than has been expressed by the
inequality (9), namely, that we have iw(G) s !Al •sup{iw(x.a) : aEA} for
any stabilizing set A in X. In particular, if IAI = 1, then iw(G) s iw(X,a),
where a is the unique point in A.
1.1.23. COROLLARY. Let <G,X,n> be a ttg UJith Ga Zoca'L'Ly corrrpact Hausd.orff

group and X a Hausdorff space. If the action n is effective, then
iw(G) s d(X) • iw(X). If n is strong'Ly effective, then iw(G) s min{iw(x,x)
x E x}. In partiau'Lar, if G acts effective'Ly {strong'Ly effective'Ly} on a

separab'Le first countab'Le {a first countab'Le} Hausd.orff space, then G is
metrizab'Le.
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PROOF. Apply 1.1.21, 1.1.22 and [HR], 8.3, and recall from 1.1.19 that
e<G,X,n>

~

d(x). D

1.1.24. NOTES. We shall not enter into the history and the development of
the concept of a ttg. Nor shall we try to convince the reader of the importance of ttgs. For a flavour of it, the reader may read the prefaces to
[MZ], [GH] and [El]. See also W.H. GOTTSCHALK [1958, 1964, 1968].
Usually, the definition of a ttg is given in the form of 1.1.2. The
more "abstract" definition that we have presented in 1.1.1 has been motivated by the needs of §3.
In example 1.1.6(iii), the existence of a continuous cross-section
f: H/G+ H is equivalent to the existence of a alosed subset S in H meeting
each right coset of G in H in exactly one point, provided q is a closed
mapping. In general, the best one can do is to prove the existence of Borel
sets with this property: cf. G. MACKEY [1952], or J. FELDMAN & F.P. GREENLEAF
[ 1968]. A sufficient condition for the existence of a continuous crosssection f: H/G + H can be found in E. MICHAEL [ 1959]: H is metri zable and
G is a complete subgroup which is isomorphic to the additive topological
group of a Banach space. Another result can be found in P.S. MOSTERT [1956]:
if H is any locally compact Hausdorff group and G is a closed subgroup such
that H/G is 0-dimensional, then q has a continuous cross-section. For
related results, namely the local existence of continuous cross-sections,
cf. P.S. MOSTERT [1953; 1956], [MZ], p.221 and [Ch.], p.109.
The question which additional conditions imply that a strongly effective ttg is free (of which the condition in 1.1 .6(iii) is an instance) is
related to the problem of parallelizability of flows (a flow is nothing but
an action of the additive group JR). We shall return to this question in the
notes to section 1.3.
The statements on the metrizability of Gin 1.1.23 are well-known; see
for instance [MZ], 2.11. The slight generalization of these statements
formulated in 1.1.21 seems to be new, but as such it seems to be of limited
interest. As an application we shall show in 2.3.15 that W(G) = W(L 2 (G))
for every locally compact Hausdorff group G.
1.2. Topological homeomorphism groups
1.2.1. For any topological space X, the set XX of all (not necessarily
continuous) mappings of X into itself has a natural semigroup structure,
the multiplication being defined by composition of mappings. Obviously,
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C(X,X) is a subsemigroup of~. and the set H(X,X) of all homeomorphisms
of X onto itself is a subgroup of C(X,X). This group is called the fuZZ
homeomozrphism grooup of X. The identity element of H(X,X) is 1X, and the

inverse of any ~ in the group H(X,X) is ~+. Thus, ~- 1 = ~+.
A homeomor'f?hism g'l'oup of X (or: on X) is a subgroup of H(X,X). A topoZogicaZ homeomozrphism g'l'oup on X is a subgroup T of H(X,X) with a topology

such that.Tisa topological group and the mapping o:(h,x)...._ h(x): TxX+X
is continuous.
1.2.2. If T is a topoZogicaZ homeomozrphism g'l'oup on X and if o: TxX+X is
defined by o(h,x) := h(x), then o is an effective action of T on
<G,X,~>

Conversely, if

x.

is an effective ttg, then T := i[G], endowed

with the unique topology making i: G+T a homeomorphism, is a topological
homeomorphism group on X. If we identify G with T by means of i, then~
corresponds to the mapping (h,x) ~ h(x) : TxX+ X.
It follows from these remarks, that studying topological homeomorphism
groups amounts to the same thing as studying effective ttgs. We shall
collect now some facts about topologies on homeomorphism groups.
1.2.3. The following statements are well-known. The reader may find proofs
e.g. in [Bo), Chapter X. As to the notation, see subsection 0.2.
(i)
Let X be a ZocaZZy compact topological Hausdorff space and let
T

s

C(X,X). Then the mappings
(~,n)

1--+

~n:

T xT +C (X,X);
c c
c

(~,x) 1-+ ~(x):

T xX+X
c

are continuous (cf. also 0.2.7).
(ii)

Let X be a unifo:r'ITI space, and let T
(~,x) >-+ ~(x):

s

C(X,X). Then the mapping

T x X+X
u

is continuous.
(iii) Let X be a unifo:r'ITI space and let T be an equicontinuous subset of
C(X,X). Then the mappings
(~,n)

1--+

~n:

T xC (X,X)+ C (X,X);
p p
p

(~,x) 1-+ ~(x):

T xX+X
p

are continuous.
Before going into details on the continuity of the mapping ~1-+ ~- 1
on homeomorphism groups, we wish to stress the fact that the compact-open
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topology is in many cases the best candidate for a topology on a homeomorphism group to make it a topological homeomorphism group. In addition,
it is important to observe the following: if for a certain topology on a
subset T of C(X,X) the evaluation o: (E;,x) >-+ E;(x): TxX+X is continuous,

then this topology is finer than the compact-open topology (this is an
immediate consequence of the first statement in 0.2.7(iii)).
1.2.4. Let X be a topological space and let T be a subgroup of H(X,X). The

bilateral compact-open topology on T is the weakest topology making the
mappings E;

>-+

E; and E;

>---+

i;- 1 : T +Tc continuous. If T is endowed with this

topology we shall indicate this by writing Tbc instead of T.
1.2.5. LEMMA. Let T be a homeomorphism'group on the topological space X.

Then the bilateral compact-open topology is the weakest topology for which
the mapping E; ,_.. C 1 : T + T is continuous and which is finer than the
compact-open topology.
PROOF. A straightforward consequence of the definition in 1.2.4 and the
fundamental property of a weak topology (cf. 0.2.3).

0

1.2.6. COROLLARY 1. Suppose Tisa topological homeomorphism group on the

topological space X. Then the topology of T is finer than the bilateral
compact-open topology on T.
PROOF. The mapping (E;,x) ,_.. E;(x): TxX+X is continuous, so the topology on
T is finer than the compact-open topology on T. Now apply 1.2.5.

0

1.2.7. COROLLARY 2. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then for any

subgroup T of H(X,X), Tbc is a topological homeomorphism group on X. In
particular, Hbc(X,X) is a topological homeomorphism group.
.

PROOF. By 1 . 2. 5, the mapping E;

>--+

E;

-1

: Tbc + Tbc

.

.

is continuous. Moreover, the

mapping ( E;, n) ~ E;n: Tbc x Tbc+ Tbc is continuous because its compositions
with E; i---+- E; and E; ,___.. i;- 1 : Tb + T are (use 1 • 2. 3 ( i)) •
c c

O

1.2.8. Let T be a subgroup of H(X,X). A subbase for the bilateral compactopen topology on T is formed by all sets N(K,U) n T, together with all sets
of the type {!;ET : i;+E N(K,U) n T} with K compact and U open in X. Since
+

.

E; E T iff E; E T, sets of the latter type are equal to sets of the type

{!;ET: i;+EN(K,U)},
A similar description of a subbase for

~c(X,X)

can be given. In partic-
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uZa:!', it foZZOUJs that Tbc has just the reZative topoZogy of Hbc(X,X).
1.2.9. COROLLARY 3, For any ttg <G,X,ir> the transition mappingn: G+HbJX,X)

is continuous. Consequentiy, 1i: G+Hc(X,X) is continuous as weU.
PROOF. By the conclusion of 1.2.8, it is sufficient to show that n: G+'ii'[G]bc
is continuous. If we give n[G] the finest topology making 1f continuous,
then n[G] is a topological homeomorphism group (cf. 1.1.15). By 1.2.6, this

0

topology.is finer than the topology of n[G]bc'

1.2.10. Let X be a unifo'l'TTI space with uniformity U. In addition, let T be a
homeomorphism group on X. We shall consider two situations in which T is a
topological homeomorphism group in the compact-open topology.
( i)

Suppose T is equicontinuous. Then Tb c = Tc = Tp , and this is a topoZogicaZ homeomorphism group.
{In view of 1.2.3(iii) and 1.2.6 it is sufficient to show that the
mapping E; ...,.. E;- 1 : T + T is continuous, i.e. ·that for each x € X the
p
p
mapping E; >-+- E;- 1(x): T +X is continuous. The proof is straightforward,
p

and the reader may find the details in [Bo], Chap. X, §3.5.}
(ii) If X is a compact Hausdorff space, then T is a topoZogicaZ homeou

morphism group. In pa:!'ticuZa:!', Hu (X,X) is a topoZogicaZ homeomorphism
group.

Hu (X,X), it is sufficient to
prove the last statement. Observe, that H (X,X) = H (X,X), so by
u
c
1.2.3(i), it is enough to show that the mapping E;>-+- E;- 1 : H (X,X) +
u
{Since T has the relative topology of
u

Hu(X,X) is continuous. Again, the proof is straightforward, and we refer the reader to [Bo], Chap. X, §3.5.}
1.2.11. PROPOSITION. Let X be a ZocaZZy compact Hausdorff space, Ta homeo-

morphism group on X and S the cZosure of T in Cc (X,X). If Sc is compact,
then S .s H( X, X) , SP = Sc = Sbc , and this is a compact topo Zogica Z homeomorphism
group.
PROOF. Since Sc is a compact space and Sp is a Hausdorff space, it follows
that Sc= Sp. The proof ofTheorem 4 in [Bo], Chap. X, §3.5, implies that
S .s H(X,X) and that E;.......+ E;+: S+Hc(X,X) is continuous. Using 1.2.3(i), it
follows that Sc is a topological homeomorphism group. Therefore, Sc= Sbc by
the result of 1.2.6.

0

1.2.12. COROLLARY. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, Tan equicontinuous
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homeomorphism group on X and S ' the a losUPe of T in 0. Then S ' ::.: H( X, X) ,
so that S' equals the alosure of T in Hu (X,X). Moreover, Sp =Su and this is
a aompaat topologiaal homeomorphism group.
PROOF. Apply 0.2.8 and 1.2.11.
1.2.13.

~·The

0

results in this section are well-known. The definition

of the bilateral compact-open topology occurs in [GH], 11.44 in a slightly
different form, but it follows easily from 1.2.8 that our definition
is equivalent to the one in [GH]. Our definition was motivated by [Bo],
Chap. X, §3.5, Prop. 12. If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space then
this topology is just the g-topology, introduced in R. AHRENS [1946aJ (i.e.
the relative topology of the given homeomorphism group in Cu (X00 ,X00 ), where
X00 is the one-point compactification of X).
There exists a notable generalization of proposition 1.2.11, namely,
that for a homeomorphism group T on a loaally aompaat T -spaae the following
2

aonditions are equivalent:
(i) The aZosure of ·Tin Cc (X,X) is aompaat.
(ii) The alosUPe of Tin Cp (X,X) is aompaat and this alosUPe is a
subgroup of H(x,x).
Of course, here (i) =>(ii) is an immediate consequence of 1.2.11.
Crucial in the proof of (ii)=> (i) is that o:(t;;,x) ...:..+ t;;(x): Sp xX-+Xturns
out to be continuous, where S denotes the closure of Tin C (X,X). This is
p

an immediate consequence of the following famous theorem (cf. R. ELLIS
[1957J):

Let X be a loaally aompaa~ T2-spaae and let T be a homeomorphism
group on X. Suppose T is given a loaally aompaat topology whiah is finer
than the point-open topology, suah that multipliaation is separately aontinuous. Then T is a topologiaal homeomorphism group.
It is an easy consequence of this theorem that a group with a locally
compact T2-topology such that multiplication is separately continuous is a

topological group. An alternative proof of this statement for the compact
case has been given in K. DELEEUW & I. GLICKSBERG [1961] (cf. also [Bu],
Theorem 1 . 28) .
The following result of J. KEESLING [1971] is related to 1.2.11. In
fact, it is an easy consequence of the above mentioned theorem of ELLIS
and the fact that the product of a locally compact space and a k-space is
again a k-space:
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Let

X

be a T2-space and Zet

T

be a homeomor>phism gr>oup on

X

suah that

T is ZoaaUy aompaat. Then T is a topoZogiaaZ gr>oup (henae T =Tb ) • If,
c
c
c
in addition, X is a k-spaae, then T is a topoZogiaaZ homeomor>phism gr>oup
c

on X.
For more results on topological homeomorphism groups, we refer the
reader to R. ARENS [1946 a,b], or [GHJ. Chap. 11.

1.3. Orbit space and enveloping semigroup
1.3.1. In this section <G,X,TI> always denotes a fixed ttg.
1. 3. 2. Let H=: G and Y=: X. We say that Y is inva!'iant under> H whenever TI[Hxy]

.=.

Y, or equivalently, whenever TitY .=_ Y for all t €H. In that case Y is
said to be an H-inva!'iant subset of X. If x E X and {x} is H-invariant,
then x is called an H-inva!'iant point of X. The G-invariant subsets and

points of X will simply be called inva!'iant subsets and points of X (or of
<G,X,TI>).
1 . 3. 3. PROPOSITION. Let H£ G, and Zet Y be an H-inva!'iant subset of X.
Then intXY and clXY ar>e aZso H-inva!'iant, and clXY is even clGH-inva!'iant. If
. H--z-nva!"l-ant.
.
.
H = H-1 , t hen X ~ Y -z-s
In addition, inter>seations and unions of ar>bitr>ary aZasses of H-inva!'iant subsets of X ar>e H-inva!'iant.
PROOF. Everything except clGH-invariance of c1xY follows trivially from
the fact that each TIt is a homeomorphism of X ( t € H) • That clXY is invariant
under clGH is a consequence of the inclusion TI[clGHxclXY] £ clXTI[HxY]. D
1.3.4. If His a subgr>oup of G and Y is a non-void H-invariant subset of X,
then_<H,Y,TIIHxY> is obviously a ttg. The following notational convention
will often be employed in this situation: TIIHxY will simply be denoted by TI,
so that we can speak and write about the ttg <H,Y,TI>.
1.3.5. I f x € X, then the or>bit C [x] of x in X (under> the aation of G by TI)
TI
is the set
( 1)

C [x] :=TI [G] = {TitX : tEG}.
TI
X

Plainly, CTI[x] is the least invariant subspace of X containing the point x.
More generally, if A is a subset of X then C [A] := U{C [x] : XEA} = TI[GxA]
TI
TI
is the smallest invariant subset of X including A.
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1. 3. 6. A subset Y of X is invariant iff C [y] c Y for every y € Y. In partic1f
-

X then either C [x] = C [y] or C [x] n C (y) = ~. ConsequentTI
1f
1f
1f
ly, the orbits in X form a partition of X. The corresponding equivalence

ular, if x,y

€

relation in X will be denoted with Cir. In other w©rds
( 2)

c1f = {(x,y)

€

xxx

1.3.7. The orbit spaae of the ttg <G,X,TI> is the quotient space X/CTI,
endowed with its quotient topology. The quotient mapping of X onto X/C

1f

shall consistently be denoted by cir.
In discussions where the action TI is understood we shall often write C
and c instead of C and c .
1f
1f
1.3.8. EXAMPLES. We shall indicate here the orbit spaces for some of the
ttgs defined in 1.1.6.
(i)
(ii)

The orbit space of <G,G,A> consists of one point.
The orbit space of <G,GxX,µX> is homeomorphic to X. In fact, the
projection p: ( t ,x)

i--+-

x: GxX + X establishes a one-to-one correspon-

dence between orbits in Gx X and points of X, i.e. there is a bijection f": (GxX)/C+X such that fc

= p.

This bijection is plainly a homeo-

morphism.
(iii) Let G be a subgroup of the topological group H, and let 1f := A.(H)

I

GXH
(cf. 1.1.6(iii)). Then the orbit space of <G,H,TI> is just the space H/G

of right cosets of G. It is obvious that the ttg <G,H,ir> is strongly
effective. If it were free, i.e. of the form <G,GxX,µX>' then it
would follow from example (ii) that (up to homeomorphism) X = H/G,
hence H = Gx (H/G). If we take H = 5r and G = {-1,1} then this is impossible (otherwise T would be disconnected). So not each strongly effective ttg is free.
(iv)

Let H be a subgroup of the topological group G, and consider the
action 1f of G on the space G\H of left cosets of H in G defined in
1.1.6(iv). Then the orbit space of <G,G\H,ir> consists of one point
only.

1. 3. 9. PROPOSITION.

The quotient mapping cir: X+ X/CTI is open.

PROOF. Let Ube an open subset of X. Then c+c [U] = U{irtU : tcG}, hence it
1f 1f
is an open subset of X. Consequently, c1f[U] is open in X/CTI. D
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1.3.10. PROPOSITION. The follOUJing statements are tzoue:

(i)

X/Cn is a T1-spaae iff eaah orbit in X is alosed.

(ii)

X/Cn is a T2-spaae iff en is a alosed subset of Xx

x.

(iii) X/Cn is a p3-spaae iff eaah orbit in X is alosed (i.e. X/Cn is T1)

and the foUOUJing "regularity aondition" is satisfied (i.e. X/Cn is
regular): Every invariant neighbourhood of any point in X aontains

a alosed invariant neighbourhood of that point.
PROOF. (i) and (iii) are straightforward. For (ii), cf. [Du], Chap. VII,
1.6. Notice that here it .is essential that cn is open.

D

1.3.11. For x € X, the set K [x] := clXC [x] is called the orbit-alosure of x.
n

n

If n is understood, we write K[x] instead of Kn[x].
1.3.12. For every x € X, Kn[x] is an invariant subset of X, by 1.3.3.
Obviously, it is the least alosed invariant subset of X aontaining x.
Consequently, a alosed subset Y of X is invariant iff Kn[y]

s

Y for

all y € Y. In general, the sets K [x] for x € X do not form a partition of X.
n
For example, in the ttg of 1.1.6(vi), Kn[x] = X for each X€X- {co}, and
K [co] = {co}.

n

1.3.13. Let 0

be endowed with its usual topology of pointwise convergence.

Define a mapping n*: Gx0 + 0
n * (t,!;) := nt

o

by

i;

for t€G, !;€0. Since for any X€X the mapping (t,!;)1-+ n(t,!;x): GxXX+X
is continuous, it follows that n* is continuous. Moreover, n* is easily seen
.
_J{ *
to be an action, so we have a ttg <G,x--,n >.
Obviously, 1X € 0, and the orbit of the element 1X in 0

under the

action n* of G is just the transition group ~[G].
1.3.14. The enveloping semigroup E
of the ttg <G,X,n> is the closure
_J{<G,X,n>
~[G] in x--. Instead of E
we will o~en write
<G,X,n>
~ or even E. The natural aation (sometimes called the obvious action) of
of the transition group

G on Eis the restriction to E of the action n* of G on 0

(er. 1.3.4). This

action will also be denoted by n*.
1.3.15. A few comments are in order about the terminology. The space 0

has

a semigroup structure: if !;,n € 0, then their composite !;n is in 0, and

4o
th a t 1X
.
Not ice,
.
· .
· ·
· an associative
multiplication.
XX x XX + XX is
is the identity of 0 with respect to this multiplication. We shall show
( ..c- ,n )

c- n:
r-+ ..

is. a subsemigroup of 0.
that E G X
< ' , 1T>
1.3.16. LEMMA. Let X be any topological space. Then the following statements

aPe valid:
( i ) For every n E 0, the mapping F; r-+ F;ri: 0 + XX is aontinuous.
(ii) If F; E 0, then the mapping n 1-+ F;n: XX + 0 is aontinuous iff F;: X+ X
is continuous.
PROOF.
For any XEX, the mapping F; I-+ F;(nx): 0+x is continuous.
(ii): "If": for any x EX, the manping n I-+ n(x): 0+x is continuous. Hence
n I-+ F; ( nx) is continuous, provided F; is continuous. So n I-+ F;n is continuous
(i):

in that case. "Only if": we leave this as an exercise for the
reader.

D

of <G,X,1T> is a sub1.3.17. PROPOSITION. The enveloping semigroup E
<G,X,1T>
X
semigroup of X , and the mapping n: G + E<G•X , 1T> is a continuous morphism of
semigroups. In addition, using the notation of 1.1.6(v), the natural action
TI* of G on E<G, X, TI> is exactly the action (n)~, induced by the morphism n

of semigroups.
is a subsemigroup of
PROOF. The only non-trivial fact is that E := E
<G,X,1T>
xx. The proof is completely standard, but one has to start at the right
point, as follows.
First notice that n[G] is a subgroup of 0, consisting entirely of
continuous elements of XX. If F; E n[G], then the mapping n t-+ F;n: XX+ XX
sends n[G] into n[G]. By 1.3.16(ii), this mapping is continuous, so it sends
cl n[G] into cl n[G], i.e. its sends E into E. Thus f;n E E for all F; E n[G]
and nE E. This means that the continuous mapping F; r-+ F;n: XX+XX sends n[G]
into E. Hence it sends E (= cln[G])
all F;,n E E.

into E (= clE), that is, F;n EE for

D

1.3.18. PROPOSITION. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and <G,X,1T> is an

0

)l, then:
equicontinuous ttg, i.e. n[G] is an equicontinuous subset of
(i) The enveloping semigroup E of <G,X,TI> is a group of continuous mappings
of X into itself, and

Recall that a compact Hausdorff space has a unique uniformity compatible
with its topology.
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(ii) EP = Eu, and this is a compact HausdoPff topological homeomorphism

gPoup.
PROOF. Clearly, (ii) is a direct consequence of 1.2.12. The implication
(ii) • (i) is trivial. D
l .3.19. REMARKS.
(i)

The converse of l.3.18 is also valid, i.e. if (i) of 1.3.18 holds,
then n[G] is equicontinuous. The proof reads as follows: since E is
compact and E

~

C(X,X), E equals the closure of n[G] in C (X,X). Therep
fore, by the implication (ii) • (i) in the theorem mentioned in the
notes to section 1.2, the closure of n[G] in C (X,X) is compact. Now a
u
straightforward compactness argument, viz. 0.2.2(ii), shows that n[G]
is equicontinuous (use 1.2.3(iii)).
(ii) The preceding proposition applies also to the ttg <Gd,X,n>. This shows
that the topology of G is irrelevant (this follows also from the proof).
1.3 .20. NOTES. Orbit spaces are intensively explored in those parts of the
theory of ttgs which have to do with bundle theory (in fact, a G-bundle is nothing
but the triple (X,c,X/C) for some G-space X (cf. [Hu], p.40)). One of the
important questions concerning the orbit space of a ttg <G,X,n> is the
existence of a CPoss-section, i.e. a continuous function f: X/C-+ X such that
cof
1X/C" Plainly, such a cross-section exists, whenever <G,X,n> is isomorphic to <G,Gx{X/C),µX/C> as a G-space (for the precise definition of an

=

isomorphism of G-spaces, cf. 1.4). Sothisproblemisrelatedtot hefollowing
question: when is astPongly effective ttg fPee? (Cf.1.1.10). For actions of the
group JR, this problem is known as the question of when is a flow paPaZZelizahle? For some pertinent literature, cf. J. DUGUNDJI & H.A. ANTOSIEWICZ
[1961] and 0. HAJEK [1971]. The technique in these papers is to prove first
the existence of local cross-sections and then "paste" them together to a
global one (cf. also [St], Theorem 12.2 or [Br], Chap. II, 9.2). For the
existence of local cross-sections, we have the classical WHITNEY-BEBUTOV
theorem (cf. [Ha], Chap. VI, 2.13), or more generally, the existence theorem
for so-called slices (e.g. R.S. PALAIS [1961]). For related results, cf. also
Theorem 1.8 in App. II in [HM] and the paper P.S. MOSTERT [1956]. A related
question is, which properties of the phase space of a ttg are inherited by
the orbit space. We glanced at this subject already in 1.3.10. For more
results in this direction and for some pertinent literature, we refer the
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reader to the notes in 4.1.11.
Concerning enveloping semigroups we can be brief here: they play an
important role in certain parts of topological dynamics: cf. [El], from
which 1.3.17 and 1.3.18 are ta.ken.
1.4. Morphisms and comorphisms
1.4.1. Let <G,X,TI> and <H,Y,cr> be ttgs. A morphism of ttgs from <G,X,TI>
to <H,Y,cr> is a pair <1/J,f> with 1/J: G+H a continuous morphism of groups and
f: X+ Y a continuous fUnction such that the following diagram commutes:

( 1)

a
Notation: <1/J,f>: <G,X,TI> + <H,Y,cr>. If <1/J,f> is a morphism of ttgs, then
1/J and f are called its group aomponent and its spaae aomponent, respectively.
If G is a topological group, then a morphism of G-spaaes from a G-space
X with action TI to a G-space Y with action a is a morphism of ttgs of the
form <1G,f>: <G,X,TI> + <G,Y,cr>. In this case we shall also say that f: X+Y
is a morphism of G-spaces.
A morphism <1/J,f>: <G,X,TI> + <H,Y,cr> of ttgs is said to be an isomorphism
of ttgs whenever 1/J is a topological isomorphism of G onto H and f is a
homeomorphism of X onto Y. A morphism <1G,f>: <G,X,TI> + <G,Y,cr> of G-spaces
is said to be an isomorphism of G-spaaes whenever f is a homeomorphism of X
onto'Y (i.e. <1G,f> is an isomorphism of ttgs).
1.4.2. Let <G,X,TI> and <H,Y,cr> be ttgs, 1/J: G+H a continuous morphism of
groups and f: X+Y a continuous fUnction. Then <1/J,f> is a morphism of ttgs
iff for all (t,x) € GxX one of the following diagrams commutes:

x
(2)

Tit

jf
y

x

G

lf

l·

y

al/I( t)

TIX

x

1f
y

H

0 f(x)
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In that event, both diagrams commute for every (t,x)

E

GxX.

If <G,X,n> and <G,Y,T> are G-spaces, then f is a morphism of G-spaces
iff for all (t,x)

E

nt

l, lf

x
(3)

GxX one of the following diagrams commutes:
---4X

y

y

G

nx

x

~f
y

Tt
In that event, both diagrams commute for every (t,x) E GxX.
Sometimes it occurs that commutativity of the diagrams in (1) or (2)
in a given situation has already been established before it is known that
ljl and f are continuous. Then we say that f is ljl-equivcwiant. If (3) always
commutes, then f is simply called equiva:l'iant. {Thus, <$,f> is a morphism of
ttgs iff f is ljl-equivariant and both ljl and f are continuous. Similarly, f is
a morphism of G-spaces iff f is equivariant and continuous.}
1.4.3. Let <ljl,f>: <G,X,n>

+

<H,Y,cr> and <n,g>: <H,Y,cr> + <K,Z,T> be mor-

phisms of ttgs. Then clearly <nljl,gf> : <G,X,n> + <K,Z,T> is a morphism of
ttgs. We call <nljl,gf> the composition of the given morphisms <ljl,f> and
<n ,g>. Notation:
<n,g>

0

<ljl,f> := <nljl,gf>,

In addition, if 1; :=nljl and h :=gf, then we shall use diagrams like

(4)

to illustrate the situation.
If in the above situation G = H = Z and ljl = n = 1G' then, of course,
1;

= 1G. In other words, the composition of mor>phisms of G-spaces is again

a mor>phism of G-spaces.
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1.4.4. EXAMPLES. Although we shall consider many examples of morphisms in
the subsequent sections, we shall present here some simple examples.
(i)

(ii)

If <G,X,1T> is any ttg, then for every x € X, the motion nx: G+X is a
morphism of G-spaces from G (with action A) to X (with action n).
Cf. the diagrams (4) in 1.1.2 and (3) in 1.4.2.
If G and H are topological groups and ijl: G+H is a continuous morphism of groups, then <W,ijl> is a morphism of ttgs from <G,G,A(G)> to
<H,H,A(H)> (recall that A(G) and A(H) are the actions of G and H on

themselves by le~ translations; cf. 1.1.6(i)).
(iii) In the situation of (ii), ijl: G+H is a morphism of G-spaces from
<G,G,A> to <G,H,$>, where$: GxH+H is defined by $(t,u) = ijJ(t)u for
( t , u)
(iv)

€

GxH ( c f. 1. 1. 6 ( v) ) •

Let H be a subgroup of the topological group G, G\H the space of all
left cosets of H in G and <G,G\H,1T> the ttg which is described in
1. 1. 6( iv). Then the quotient mapping q: G+ G\H is a morphism of

(v)

G-spaces from G (with action A) onto G\H (with action n).
Let <G,X,1T> be a ttg and let x € X. Let G\Gx denote the space of all
left coset.s of Gx in G and qx: G+ G\Gx the quotient mapping. Since
for all s,t € G we have sx = tx iff sGx = tGx' there exists an injective function II)x : G\Gx + X such that 1T x = II)x qx • I t is easily seen that
IP is continuous and that it is a morphism of G-spaces from G\Gx
x
(cf. 1.1.6(iv)) into X. Observe, that qJC : G+ G\Gx and 1T x : G+X are
morphisms of G-spaces as well.
It is clear that II) maps G\G onto C[xJ. So if 1jl is the corestricx
x
x
tion of IP to C[x] and if j denotes the inclusion mapping of C[x]
x
x
into X then we have the following decomposition of 1Tx into morphisms
of G-spaces (clearly, 1jl

x

and j

x

are morphisms of G-spaces when G acts

on C[x] by n)
ijJX
~
G-----_,. G\Gx----=----

jX

C[x]--~~--i'x.

Topologically, qx is a quotient mapping, ijJx is a continuous bijection
and j

x

is a topological embedding.

In this context, the following observation is useful, namely, that

the statements
(i)

ijJx: G\Gx +C[x] is a homeomorphism,

1T : G+C[x] is open,
x
(iii) 1Tx: G+C[x] is open at e,

(ii)

ai>e all equivalent (the proof is almost trivial).

(vi) Let <G,X,n> be a ttg, and consider the ttg <G,E,7T*>, where E is the
enveloping semigroup of <G,X,7T>, and 7T* is the natural action of G
on E (cf. 1.3.14). Then iT:t 1-+ 7Tt : G-+E is a morphism of G-spaaes

from G (with aation A) into E (with aation 7T*). See also (iii) above
(notice that 7T* = ~).
For every x

1£

ox (~)

X, let ox: E-+X be defined by
:= ~(x)

Obviously, o is continuous. Moreover, o (7Tt) = 7Ttx = 7Txt'
x
x
so that o iT[G] = C [x]. Since iT[G] is dense in E, this implies that
x
7T

It is clear that we have equality here iff ox[E] is closed in X.
In particular, if X is a aompaat Hausdorff space, then E is compact,

=

hence ox[E] is closed in X, and ox[E]
K7T[x].
It is clear that, for any ttg <G,X,7T> and x EX, o

is a morphism
of G-spaaes from E (with aation 7T*) into X (with aation 7T). Indeed, if
x

t E G and

~

E E, then

*
on
x (t,~)

= ox (7T t

o

~)

= 7T t ~(x) = 7T(t,o x ~).

If <G,X,7T> is equiaontinuous and, in addition, X is a aompaat Hausdorff
space, then E is a compact Hausdorff topological homeomorphism group;
cf. 1.3.18. In that case, <E,X,o> is a ttg (here o is defined by
o(~,x) := ~(x),

in accordance with the definition of o above). In
x
addition, <iT,1X>: <G,X,7T>-+ <E,X,o> is a morphism of ttgs.

1.4.5. Let <ljJ,f>: <G,X,n>-+ <H,Y,o> be a morphism of ttgs. If AsX is
invariant under a subset S of G, then f[A] is invariant under the subset
ljJ[S] of H. Hence clyf[X] is invariant under clHljJ[S] (cf. 1.3.3). In
addition, if BsY is invariant under a subset T of H, then f + [BJ is invariant under ljJ+[T]. In particular, for each xi;:X, f+C 0 [f(x)J is an invariant
subset of X. Since it contains x, it includes all of C7T[x]. Hence
(5)

If 1jJ is a surjection, then the inclusion in (5) is easily seen to be an
equality. In fact, then the image under f of any invariant subset of X is
an invariant subset of Y.
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1.4.6. LEMMA. Let <G,X;rr> and <H,Y,cr> be ttgs and f: X+Y a continuous
function. Then there exists a continuous function f': X/C1T +Y/C 0 such that
f'c1T = ccrf iff for au XEX, the inclusion f[C1T[x]] ~ Cif(x)J is vaZid.
PROOF. Obvious.

0

1.4.7. PROPOSITION. If

<~,f>:

<G,X,1T> + <H,Y,cr> is a morphism of ttgs, then

there exists a unique continuous function f': X/C +Y/C -with the property
1T
cr
that f I C = C f •
1T

cr

PROOF. Use 1.4.5 and 1.4.6. · 0

1.4.8. If

<~,f>:

<G,X,1T> + <H,Y,cr> is a morphism of ttgs, then the function
f': X/C +Y/C for which f'c = c f will be called the continuous mapping of
1T
cr
1T
cr

orbit spaces, induced by

<~,f>.

In general, f is not uniquely determined by f'. For example, all Gendomorphisms of a G-space which consists of one orbit induce the identity
mapping of the (one-point) orbit space onto itself.

1.4.9. PROPOSITION. Let

<~,f>:

<G,X,TI> + <H,Y,cr> be a morphism of ttgs. If
f is an open mapping then f': X/C +Y/C is open as -weU. If f is relatively
1T
cr

open and, in addition,
open.

~

is a surjection of G onto H, then f' is relatively

~·

The first statement is almost trivial. In order to prove the second
.
+
one, consider an open subset U of X/C1T. Then fc1T[U]
= f[X] n V for some open

subset V of Y. Since fc+[U] and f[X] are H-invariant subsets of Y, it follows
1T
easily that f[X] n V = f[X] n cr[HxV]. Therefore, we may suppose that V is Hinvariant. Hence, f'[U] = f'[X/C1T] n c0 [V] with c 0 [V] open in Y/C 0 • n
1.4.10. COROLLARY. If A is an invariant subset of the ttg <G,X,TI>, then the
inclusion mapping i: A+ X is a morphism of G-spaces from A (-with action 1T)

into X (-with action TI), and the mapping i': A/C1T+X/C1T induced by i, is a
topological enV:Jedding. Consequently, if Z is any subset of X/C1T, then the
orbit space of <G,c+[Z],1T> may be identified -with Zin the obvious -way. D
1T

1.4.11. PROPOSITION. Let

<~,f>:

<G,X,1T> + <H,Y,cr> be a morphism of ttgs,

-where X and Y are uniform Hausdorff spaces, and f is uniformly continuous.
If Y is corrrplete and i.f f is sur,iective .• then there exists a uniaue continuous
morphism of semigroups f": EX+ EY such that the foUo-wing diagram commutes
for every x EX:
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(6)

In particular, it follows that <iJ!,f">: <G,EX,TI*> + <H,EY,a* > is a morphism
of ttgs.

x

y

PROOF. Let us first observe that the topologies of X , Y and their subspaces are generated by the weakest uniformities making all evaluations on
these spaces uniformly continuous. We shall first define f"': n[ G] + o[H] S Yy
in such a way that

r is easily seen to be uniformly continuous. Since Yy

is a complete uniform snace and n[G] is dense in EX' f"' has a unique uniformly continuous extension denoted by f", mapping EX into cl o[HJ = Ey
(cf. [Bo], Chap. II, §3.6, Theorem 2).
So let us define f"' on n[G] by f"'(7rt) := aiJ!(t) (t € G). This definition
is unambiguous, because 7Tt = 7Ts implies aiJ!(t)f = criJ!(s)f, whence criJ!(t) =
criJ!(s) (f is surjective! ). Now f"': n[G] +Yy is uniformly continuous, because
0 ofA: n[G]+Y is uniformly continuous for every yeY. Indeed, if yEY,
y

then y = f(x) for some x EX, and ofx 0 r = f
continuous. So we can extend fA to f": E + E

x

0

y

0 with 0 and f uniformly
x
x
in the way described above.

Finally, the requirements that f" is a morphism of semigroups,
that (6) commutes and that <iJ!,f"> is a morphism of ttgs can be expressed
as equations of continuous functions. These equations are easily seen to
hold on dense subspaces of the spaces under consideration. Hence they hold
everywhere. The details are left to the reader. D
1.4.12. The conclusions of the preceding proposition are in particular valid
if X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces and f is a continuous iJ!-equivariant
surjection: then f is uniformly continuous with respect to the (unique)
uniformities for X and Y.
1.4.13. In this section we have obviously defined a category TTG• whose
objects are ttgs, and whose morphisms are the ordered pairs <1j!,f> satisfying
diagram (1) in 1.4.1. In addition, 1.4.7 shows that the assignment of the
orbit space to a ttg is functorial on all of TTG',and 1.4.11 shows that the
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same is true for enveloping semi groups on a suitable subcategory of TTG •
However, in considering invariant subsets of a ttg <H,Y,cr> another
definition of a "morphism of ttgs" may come to one's mind. If X is an
.
.
subset of Y, set G := {at X : tEH . Then G is a subgroup of
invariant

.

I . }

crtlx: H+G is a morphism of groups. If we give G the
finest topology making 1jJ continuous, then cS:(i;,y)>--+ i;(y): GxX+X is continuous, and <G,X,cS> is a ttg (apply 1.1.15 to the ttg <H,X,cr>). If f: X+Y

H(X,X), and ljJ:t

1-+

denotes the inclusion mapping, then the following diagram commutes for all
t EH:

( 11 )
H

Y-------~y

at
This motivates the following definition:
1.4.14. If <G,X,TI> and <H,Y,cr> are ttgs, then a pair <1jJ 0 P,f> is called a
aomo:rphism of ttgs from <G,X,TI> to <H,Y,cr>, if ljJ: H+G is a continuous
morphism of groups) 1 , f: X + Y a continuous function, and for each t EH
the diagram (11) commutes (with cS replaced by n).
Notation: <ip 0 P,f>: <G,X,TI> + <H,Y,cr>. In this situation, 1jJ and fare
called the gPoup aomponent and the spaae aomponent of the comorphism,
respectively.
1.4.15. Notice that the direction of a comorphism is the same as the direction of its space component. This choice is more or less arbitrary, but now
we have the advantage that what we would like to call a aomo:rphism of G1G in definition 1.4.14) is exaatly the same as
spaaes (i.e. H = G and 1jJ

a morphism of G-spaaes.
1.4.16. If <ip 0 P,f> and <n°P,g> are comorphisms of ttgs, and the codomain of
<ip 0 P,f> equals the domain of <n°P,g>, then <(1jJn) 0 P,gf> is a comorphism of
ttgs.
Notation: <(1jJn) 0 P,gf> =: <n°P,g>
)1

o

<ip 0 P,f>.

If 1jJ: H + G is a continuous morphism of groups, we shall express this sometimes by writing ip 0 P: G+H. Cf. 6. 1 for the proper context of this notation.

Obviously, we have defined now another category, denoted TTG*. Its objects are just all ordinary ttgs and its morphisms are the comorphisms,
defined in 1.4.14. We shall have now a brief look at the behaviour of orbit
spaces and enveloping semigroups with respect to comorphisms.
1.4.17. PROPOSITION. Let <~ 0P,f>: <G,X,n> + <H,Y,cr> be a aomoT'phism of ttgs.
If~:

H+G is SUl'jective then thePe exists a unique continuous funation

f': X/Cn +Y/C0 such that f'cn = c0 f.

PROOF. Straightforward.

D

1.4.18. PROPOSITION. Let <~ 0P,f>: <G,X,n> + <H,Y,cr> be a comoT'phism of ttgs,

whePe Y is a unifol'Tfl HausdoPff space, X is a subspace of Y and f: X+Y is
the inclusion mapping. If X is aomptete then thex>e exists a unique aontinuous moT'phism of semigPoups f": ~+EX such that the foUowing diagPam
aomnrutes f OP evez>y x E X:

x------Y
f
II
1~0PeoveP,

,,,op ,f II >: <H,EY,cr*> + <G,EX,n *>
<o/

PROOF. Similar to 1 • 4. 11 •
1.4.19.

~·There

• of ttgs.
• a moT'{?h~sm

~s

0

exist several other definitions of "morphisms of ttgs".

Cf. 0. HAJEK [1968]. The concept of a comorphism seems to be new, like propositions 1.4.17 and 1.4.18. However, 1.4.17 is an obvious adaptation of the
well-known proposition 1.4.7. A similar remark holds with respect to 1.4.18
and 1.4.11. Here it may be noticed that 1.4.11 slightly generalizes [El] 3.8,
where only the compact case has been treated.
1.5. Operations on ttgs
1.5.1. The operations we have in mind are the usual ones on topological
groups and on topological spaces, but now combined in order to obtain operations on ttgs. Most of these operations are exactly what they are expected
to be. These will not be treated here: we shall mention them here with a
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reference to the place where they are treated in more detail.
Subobjects:

1.3.4, 3.1.12(ii) and 3.2.6.

Products

3.1.12(i) and 3.2.6.

Coproducts:

3.4.12 and 3.4.2.

In this section we shall consider only some questions related to the formation of quotients.
1. 5. 2. Let <G,X, 1r> be a ttg and let H .s G. Then an equivalence relation R
on X is said to be inva.riant under H or H-inva.riant whenever (x,y) E R
implies (tx,ty) E R for all t EH. If R is a G-invariant equivalence relation,
then R will simply be called inva.riant.
1.5,3, Let <G,X,TI> be a ttg and let R be an invariant equivalence relation
on X, with quotient map q: X+X/R. Since q(x)

= q(y)

implies q(tx)

= q(ty)

for all t E G (x,y E X), it follows that there exists a unique function
T: G x ( X/R) + X/R such that the following diagram commutes:
Gx

x----n___...,x

1,

\vq

(1)

X/R

G x (X/R)
T

Equivalently, T is the unique mapping such that
(2)

t

T q(x)

= q(n t x)

for all tEG and XEX (uniqueness: q is surjective).
1.5.4. In the sequel, up to 1.5.10, we shall use the notation of 1.5,3. In
particular, the symbols s,t will always denote elements of G, and x,y will
denote elements of X. Notice that each point in X/R is of the form q(x),
because q is a surjection.
1 • 5. 5. The function T: G x ( X/R) + X/R is separately continuous and, in

addition, it is an action of Gd on X/R. It is the unique action of Gd on
X/R making q a morphism of Gd-spaces, from X (with action n; cf. 1.1.5)
onto X/R.
Continuity of each Tq(x) is obvious from the equality Tq(x)
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t
continuity of a;ny T follows from the continuity of its composition with
the quotient mapping q, which equals qrrt. The other statements are easily
verified.
1.5.6. In 1.5.11 below we present a:n example which shows that T may be not
continuous. Notice that T is the only aa:ndidate for a:n aation of G on X/R

for whiah q: X+X/R is a morphism of G-spaaes from <G,X,rr> to <G,X/R,T>.
1.5.7. PROPOSITION. If one of the following aonditions is fulfilled, then
T is aontinuous, i.e. then T is the unique aation of G on X/R making q

a morphism of G-spaaes:
(i )
R is a:n open equi va lenae relation, i. e. q is a:n open mapping.
(ii) R is a alosed equivalenae relation a:nd eaah equivalenae alass R[x] is
aompaat, i.e. q is a perfeat mapping.
(iii) G is a ZoaaUy aompaat Hausdorff group.
(iv) Gx (x/R) is a k-spaae.
PROOF. Apply

0.2.4. 0

1 • 5. 8. COROLLARY 1 • Suppose we are given a:nother aation on X, say o: HxX + X,

where His any topologiaal group, a:nd suppose that o aommutes with rr, i.e.
(3)

t s
s t
orr =rro

Then there exists a unique aation T of G on X/C 0 suah that c0 : X+ X/C 0 is
a morphism of G-spaaes (X with aation rr a:nd X/C 0 with aation T).

c0 ,

PROOF. Use 1.5.7(i) with R

hence q = c0 (keep in mind that c 0 is an

D

open mapping; cf. 1.3,9).

1.5,9. In 1.5.8, (3) is used in order to prove that

c0

is a:n invariant

equivalence relation in X. For this, however, it would be sufficient to
require

(4)

'v'(s,t) E GxH,

3t' EH l ot'rrs

s t

rr o .

This condition will certainly be fulfilled if H is a normal subgroup of G
a:nd O = rr IHxX (i.e. ot

rr t for every t E H). In this case, we obtain a:n

action T of G on X/C 0 , making c0 a morphism of G-spaces. Obviously, H.s Ker T,
hence T: G+T[G] factorizes over the quotient mapping 1/J: G+G/H, as follows:
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-T

G

·l

( 5)

T[G]
et

G/H

Now we can define T 1 : (G/H)x(X/C 0 )

(6)

+

X/C 0 by the rule

T'(u,z) := et(u)(z)

for u E G/H and z E X/C 0 • Since et is a morphism of groups (notice that H
was assumed to be a nor'f11al subgroup of G), T' is plainly an action of (G/H)d
on X/C 0 • However, by (5) and (6), T 1 (1jJ(t),c 0 (x)) = 1:(t)(c0 x) = T(t,c 0 (x)) =
c0 (n(t,x)), so the following diagram commutes:
Gxx

(7)

TI

x
c

l•"'a

(G/H) x (X/C 0 )

a

1

I

X/C 0

T

It follows, that the mapping T 'o (1jJxc 0 ) is continuous. Since 1jJ and c0 are
both open mappings, 1jlxc 0 is a quotient mapping. Hence T' is continuous.

So we have the ttg <G/H,X/C 0 ,T'> and by (7), <1jJ,c 0 > is a morphism of ttgs.
Moreover~ T' is the unique action of G/H on X/C0 making <1jJ,c 0 > a morphism
of ttgs.
We shall see later, in 3.3.15, that the preceding construction is a
special case of a more general one with nice functorial properties.
1.5.10. COROLLARY 2. Let <G,Y,cr> be a ttg and let A be a closed invariant

subset of Y. Then there exists a unique action T of G on Y uAY such that the
canonical injections f 1,f2 : Y + Y uA Y are morphisms of G-spaces.
~·

Recall that the space Y uA Y is obtained in the following way: first,

form X := Y x {1,2}, the disjoint union of two copies of Y, then form the
quotient space Y uA Y := X/R, where R is the equivalence relation {(x,x) :
XEX} u {((a,1),(a,2)) : aEA} in X. Notice that we have canonical embeddings
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r.: y>-+ (y,i): Y+X, and that f. :=qr. (i=1,2).
1

1

1

Define TI: GxX+X by Tit(y,i) := (crty,i) fort

E

G, y

E

Y and i = 1,2. Then

TI is continuous, <G,X,TI> is a ttg, and r 1 ,r2 : Y+X are morphisms of G-spaces.
Now apply 1.5.7(ii) to the ttg <G,X,TI> and the equivalence relation R in X,
which is obviously invariant. Notice that R is a closed equivalence relation
in X because A is closed in Y; each equivalence class R[x] is compact, since
it consists of at most two points.

D

1.5.11. EXAMPLE. In 0.2.5 we described a locally compact Hausdorff space X
and an equivalence relation R on X such that on ~ x (X/R) the quotient
topology induced by

1~Xf: ~xx

+

~x(X/R)

(f: X+X/R the quotient mapping)

is strictly finer than the product topology on

~

~

x (X/R). If

x (X/R) is

endowed with this quotient topology, we shall indicate this by writing
~

• (X/R) for this space.
Consider the ttg <~.~xX,µX> (cf. 1.1.6(ii)). Let D~ := {(t,t) : te;~};

then

D~x

R is clearly an invariant equivalence relation in

that the quotient mapping q:
~Ill

of

~xX+ (~xX)/(D~xR)

(X/R). The induced action T of ~don~
~d-spaces

~ x (~111(X/R))

Ill

just equals

~

(X/R) making 1~Xf a morphism

is given by T(t,(s,f(x))) = (t+s,f(x)). We claim that T:
+ ~ 111 (X/R) is not continuous.

Suppose it were. Then in particular the mapping ( s, O,y)
~

xA +

~

x X. Observe

1~xf: ~xx+

• ( X/R) would be continuous, where A : = { ( 0 ,y) : y

Now A is a closed subspace of the quotient space

~ 11

E

i--+

(

X/R}

s ,y):
~ <!), 111 ( X/R)

•

(X/R), hence its topo-

logy equals the quotient topology when considered as a quotient space of
{O} x X; cf. [Du], Chap.VI, 4.2. So A may be identified with X/R, and the
domain of the above mapping may be identified with ~x (X/R) in its product
topology. It would follow that this product topology is finer than the
quotient topology, which is not true.

RemaPk. In the above example, l.!l. is a k-space and X is a locally compact
T2-space, hence <!). x X is a k-space. Moreover, ~ 111 ( X/R) with the quotient
topology induced by 1<!),x f is a T2-space, hence it is a k-space, by [Du],
Chap. XI, Cor. 9.5.
I f l.!l.X (l.!l.lil(X/R)) were a k-space, then by 1.5.7(iv), the action T of l.!l.d
on~

(X/R) would be continuous on~ x (<!).111 (X/R)), which we just proved to
be not true. Consequently, the product of the k,-space ~ and ~ 111 ( X/R) is
11

not a k-space (another example is given in [Du], Ex. 5 on p.132).
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2 - ACTIONS OF GROUPS ON SPACES OF FUNCTIONS

Aim of this section is to provide some examples of ttgs which will be
needed in the following chapters. In subsection 2.1 we study the action of
a topological group G on the space 0 (G,Y) by means of right translations,
c
where Y is a topological space, fixed throughout the discussion, The most
interesting applications are those with Y = JF; however, it will only rarely
be assumed that Y = JF. In general, right translation in C (G,Y) is only
cseparately continuous; if G is locally compact T2 , then it is simultaneously
continuous, and we have, indeed, an action of G on C (G,Y). If G is not
c
locally compact, but under the assumption that. Y is a uniform space, right
translation is at least simultaneously continuous on orbit closures of
elements of RUC(G,Y). Moreover, these orbit closures are compact in the
compact-open topology. In addition, we shall consider briefly the subspace
{~

y

! y€Y} of C (G,Y) when ~ is an action of G on Y. This will turn out to
c

be important for the considerations in §7.
If Y is a uniform space, right translations of G on Cu (G,Y) are the
context in which almost periodic functions are to be studied. We shall make
some remarks about them in subsection 2.2. Here the original definition of
H. BOHR is employed, and the difference between le~ and right almost periodicity (which does not occur if one uses the VON NEUMANN definition) is discussed.
Finally, we consider right translations in LP(G) and so-called
weighted translations in L2 (G), where G is a locally compact Hausdorff
group. The results on weighted translations in L2 (G) (subsection 2.4) will
be needed in 8.2 for tneor~s on linearization of actions.
Most material in this section, except perhaps subsection 2.4, is
well-known in one form or another, and can be omitted at first reading.
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Notation. Throughout this section, the following notation will be used.
G: any topological group (which may be subjected to conditions like
local compactness, etc.).
Y: any topological space (which may be specified to be :IRor ~. or
which may otherwise be subjected to conditions of being a uniform
space, etc.).
_G
.
. a short-hand not at.ion for the mapping
. is
-p: this
Py: GxYG + YG ,
defined by [(p~)tf](s) := f(st) for f E YG and s,t E G (right

translations in YG).
We shall make an intensive use of the notational convention in 1.3.4: if
Ax YG and p[GxA] s A (i.e. A is right invariant) then the restriction and
corestriction of p to the domain G x A and the codomain A will be denoted
also by

p.

2.1. Action of a group G on Cc (G,Y)
2.1.1. Obviously, p is an action of Gd on the space YG with its discrete
topology: in fact, it is easy to see that pe is the identity mapping on YG,
· easy to see that C( G,Y )
· is
· ·
it
for all s,t E G. In addition,
p
p p = .-.st
and -s-t
G
is a right invariant subspace of Y •

2.1.2. PROPOSITION. The mapping p: GxC c (G,Y) +C c (G,Y) is separately aontinuous. Consequently, <Gd,Cc(G,Y),p> is a ttg.
PROOF. If K

s

G is compact and U

s

Y is open, then for all t

E

G we have

(cf. 0.2.6 for notation):
( 1)

ptN(Kt,U) = N(K,U).

This shows that pt: C (G,Y) +C (G,Y) is continuous.
+
c
c
In addition, if f E N(K,U), then K s f+[U], where f [U] is open in G.
+
By compactness of K, there exists V E Ve such that KV s f [U], hence
Psf E N(K,U) for alls E V, that is, pf[V] s N(K,U). It follows that p is
continuous at e. By (1), it follows easily that Pr is continuous at any
point t E G. 0
2.1.3. THEOREM. If G is a locally aompaat Hausdorff group, then p:
GxC (G,Y) +C c (G,Y) is continuous, and, aonsequentZy, <G,C c (G,Y),p>
c

is a ttg.
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PROOF. By 2.1.2, each pf: G+C c (G,Y) is continuous (f EC c (G,Y)). So in view
of o.2.7(iii) it is sufficient to show that the mapping f,_,. pf: Cc(G,Y) +

Cc (G,C c (G,Y)) is continuous. Now the codomain of this mapping may be iden-

tified with Cc(GxG,Y) according to o.2.7(iii). In doing so, Pr corresponds
to f o p, where p( s, t) = ts for s, t E G. So we have to prove that the mapping
f ,_,.fop: C (G,Y) +C (GxG,Y) is continuous. This is easy and well-known
c
c
(cf. [Du], Chap. XII, 2.1). 0
2.1.4. If G is not locally compact, then

p may be not continuous on

G x C (G,Y). To see this, first observe that continuity of p: GxC c (G,Y) +
c
Cc(G,Y) implies continuity of the evaluation mapping o:(f,t)i---r f(t) =
jjtf(e): C (G,Y)xG+Y. By the result of ARENS, mentioned in 0.2. 7, this is
c

impossible if G is not locally compact (e.g. G

=~)and

Y = [0,1].

2.1.5. If G is not locally compact, there still are certain useful right
invariant subspaces of C (G,Y) on which G acts continuously by means of p.
c

For simplicity, let us assume from now on up to 2.1.11 that Y is a uniform

Hausdorff space with uniforrrrity U.
2.1.6. LEMMA. The mapping p: GxCc(G,Y) +Cc(G,Y) is continuous on each set
GXA with A s C(G,Y) such that A is equicontinuous at each point of G.
PROOF. By equicontinuity Ac =Ap and in addition, the mapping (f,t)>-+ f(t):

~~-

A xG+Yis continuous (cf. 1.2.3(iii)). Therefore, the mapping b.:(f,s,t)1--+
p
f(ts): (A x G)xG+ Y is continuous. So for any compact subset K of G, the set
p

{D.t: tEK} of functions from ApxG to Y is equicontinuous (cf. 0.2.2(ii)).
Let f E A , s E G, and let M(K,a) be a typical element of the uniform
p

base of Cc (G,Y), where K is a compact subset of G and a EU. By equicontinui ty of {b.t : tEK} on Ap x G at the point ( f, s), there are neighbourhoods of
fin Ap and of s in G, say U and V respectively, such that (D.t(g,v),b.t(f,s))
E a for all g E U and v E V, and all t E K. That is, (pvg,psf) E M(K,a) for
all (v,g) E VxU. This proves continuity of p on G x A at the point (f,s).
p

2.1.7. Recall that the orbit off E Cc(G,Y) under the action

p of

Gd on

The orbit-closure off, that is, the closure
C (G,Y) is denoted by C-[f].
p
c

of C-[f] in C (G,Y) is denoted by K-[f].
p
p

c

D
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2.1.8. LEMMA. For f

Cc(G,Y) the following conditions are equivalent:

E

RUC(G,Y).

(i)

f

(ii)

Cp[f] is equicontinuous on G.

E

(iii) Kp[f] is equicontinuous on G.
(iv) K-[f] 5 RUC(G,Y).
is continuous. If, in ad+K-[f]
If thes: conditions. are fulfilled then p: GXK-[f]
p
p
dition, f[GJ is relatively compact in Y, then Kp[f] is a compact subspace of RUCc( G,Y) ·
In that case, as a set and as a topological space, KP[f] equals the closure of CP[f]

in YG.
~·
An immediate consequence of the definitions.
~ (ii)
(i)
(ii) ~(iii): Cf. 0.2.8(i).
(iii) *(iv) : If Kp[f] is equicontinuous on G, then for all g
Cp[g] 5 Kp[f], hence Cp[g] is equicontinuous on G, and
the implication (ii) * (i) above.
(iv)

* (i)

g E

E

Kp[f],

RUC(G,Y), by

: Obvious.

The other statements follow easily from 0.2.8, using the obvious observation
that for each t E G, (Cp[f])(t) = f[G], D
2.1.9. PROPOSITION. RUC*(G,Y) is an invariant subset of the ttg
<Gd,C (G,Y),p>. Moreover, for each f
c

E

RUC*(G,Y), K-[f] is a compact
p

invariant subset of RUC*(G,Y), and p: GXK-[f] +K-[f] is continuous.
Hence <G, Kp[f], p> is a ttg with a compa~t Hausdorff phase space.) 1
~·Use

D

2.1.6 and 2.1.8.

2.1.10. In general,

p:

GxRUC*(G,Y)+RUC*(G,Y) is not continuous. In fact,
c

c

if Y = [0,1] (consequently, also if Y = R or Y = C), then continuity of

p

implies that G is locally compact. Cf. the remark preceding the final lemma
in 0.2.7 and use the method of 2.1.4.
2.1.11. We have shown in 2.1.9 that each point of RUC*(G,Y) has a compact
orbit closure in Cc (G,Y) under .the action of Gd by p. It follows from 0.2.8
and the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in 2.1.8, that the converse is also true
if G is a k-space. Thus, we obtain the following statement:
If G is a k-space (in particular, if G is a locally compact T2-space)
then an element f E Cc(G,Y) has a compact orbit closure in the Gd-space
C (G,Y) (with action
c

}1

p)

iff f

E

RUC*(G,Y).

If f E RUC(G,Y), then <G,K-[f],p> is a ttg as well, but if f is not
bounded, then K-[f] is notpcompact.
p

2.1.12. In the remainder of this section, let <G,Y,TI> be an arbitrary ttg.
Then, for every y E Y and t E G,
( 3)

(cf. the second diagram in 1.1.2). Consequently, the mapping

(4)

TI: y1-+ TI : Y + C (G,Y)
y
c

-

is equivaroiant with respeat to the aation TI of Gd on Y and the aation

p of

Gd on Cc(G,Y). In particular, it follows that 1!_[Y] is a right invariant subset of C(G,Y).
2 • 1. 13. LEMMA. The mapping .:!!. : Y + C ( G, Y) de fined in ( 4) above is a topo loge

iaal errbedd.ing.
PROOF. For y,z E Y, y f:. z, we have TI (e)=yf:.z=TI (e).Hence TI is injective.
y
z
Moreover,.:!!. is continuous, by o.2.7(iii). In order to show that.:!!. is a topological embedding, it is sufficient to show that for each y E Y and for each
U E V there exist a compact subset K of G and an open subset V of Y such
y
that
( 5)

{zEY

.:rr(z) EN(K,V)} SU,

Obviously, (5) is fulfilled if we take K = {e} and V = int U.
2.1.14. PROPOSITION. The mapping

p:

D

GxTI[Y]
+ TI[Y] is aontinuous, so
c c

<G,1!_[Y]c,p> is a ttg. Moreover, 1!_: Y+1!_[Y]c is an isomorphism of G-spaaes.
PROOF. A trivial consequence of 2.1.12 and 2.1.13.

D

2.1.15. NOTES. The reader may have had the feeling that the proof of 2.1.3
as we have given it is somewhat obscure. We have chosen this proof in view
of its generalization in 6.2.3 and 6.2.8. {A straightforward formulation
of the proof of 2.1.3 is as follows (it is, indeed, exactly the same proof):
proceed as in the second half of the proof of 2.1.2; since G is locally
compact T2 , V may be supposed to be compact, hence KV is compact, and now
+
.
KV s f [U] means that N(KV,U) is a neighbourhood off in Cc(G,Y). By (1),
however, p[VxN(KV,U)] s N(K,U), sop is continuous at (e,f) E G xCc(G,Y).
Using (1) again, it follows that

p is continuous on all of G x Cc (G,Y).}

Although 2.1.8 is well-known, the ttgs of the form <G,K-[f],p> with
p
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f E RUC*(G,Y), Y a uniform space, are considered in the literature mainly
under the (superfluous) assumption that G is locally compact T2 • In this
context, the following references are worth to be mentioned: L. AUSLANDER

& F. HAHN [1963], J. AUSLANDER & F. HAHN [1967], A.W. KNAPP [1964, 1966,
1967]. In these papers classes of ~ctions on G are considered which have
been defined by means of certain dynamical properties of <G,Kp[f],p>,
mainly for the case that G = :rn. Cf. also J.F. KENT [1972], where arbitrary
locally compact groups are considered. For related results, cf. J.D. BAUM
[1953] and R. ELLIS [1959, 1961].
2.2. Action of a group G on Cu (G,Y)
2.2.1. Throughout this subsection we shall assume that Y is a uniform space
with uniformity U. Then C(G,Y) is a right invariant subset of YG, and we
shall consider this space with its topology of uniform convergence on G,
i.e. we consider the space Cu (G,Y). Since for every t E G obviously G =
{st ! sEG} it is clear that for a E U we have
( 1)

Consequently, <Gd,Cu(G,Y),p> is a ttg, and its transition group {pt
is equi-uniformly aontinuous.
:ffi

p:

GxC (G,Y) +C (G,Y) is not continuous, not even in the
u
u
or Y = ~. This is an immediate consequence of:

In general,
case Y =

tEG}

2.2.2. PROPOSITION. Let f E C(G,Y). The following aonditions are rrrutually

equivalent:

Pr:

( i)

(ii)

C} G, Y) is aontinuous.
For every t E G, p: GxC u (G,Y) +C u (G,Y) is aontinuous at the point (t,f).
G+

(iii) f E LUC(G,Y).
PROOF. The straightforward proofs are left to the reader.

D

2.2.3. The preceding proposition remains true if we replace C(G,Y) by
C*(G,Y) and LUC(G,Y) by LUC*(G,Y). In particular, if Y = lF, then for any
f E c*(G)' the mapping pf: G+C:(G) is continuous iff f € LUC*(G).
2.2.4. PROPOSITION. The set LUC(G,Y) is right invariant and
LUC (G,Y) is aontinuous. Henae <G,LUCu (G,Y),p> is a ttg.
u

p:

GxLUCu(G,Y) +
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PROOF. In view of the preceding proposition it is sufficient to prove that
puf E LUC(G,Y) for each f E LUC(G,Y) and u E G. If such f and u are fixed,
then for every a EU there exists VE V such that (f(t),f(s)) Ea for all
1
· u -1 Wu~ V. Consequently, if
· W EeV e with
s, t E G wi"th t- s E V• Now there is
t- 1s E W, then (tu)- 1su E V, and (puf(t),puf(s) ) Ea. Therefore, puf E
LUC(G,Y). D

2.2.5. We shall characterize now the elements in Cu (G,Y) having a compact
the action of Gd by -p. To this end we introorbit closure in Cu (G,Y) under
.
duce some new concepts. Although everything may be done for an arbitrary
complete uniform space Y (completeness is essential in 2.2.13 below), we
shall write down the proofs only for the case Y = IF.

2.2.6. A function f E Cu (G) is called Von Neumann almost periodic if C-[fJ
p
is a relatively compact subset of Cu (G). The set of all Von Neumann almost
periodic functions will be denoted by AP(G).
2.2.7. LEMMA. Let
( i ) f € AP ( G) .

f

E

C(G). The following conditions are equivalent:

(ii) There exist a compact topological Hausdorff group H and a continuous
morphism of groups i/J: G-+H such that f = f' oi/J for some f' E C(H).

in C (G) is a
PROOF. (i) •(ii): If f E AP(G), then the closure of C-[fJ
u
p
compact Hausdorff space. Let this space be denoted by X. Observe that X is
right invariant (indeed, each pt Cu (G)-+C u (G) is continuous and leaves
Cp[fJ invariant); so we can consider the ttg <Gd,X,p>. By 2.2.1, this ttg is
equicontinuous , hence 1.3.18 implies that the enveloping semigroup E of
<Gd,X,n> is a compact topological Hausdorff group. Obviously, f': ~>-+ ~(f)(e):
E -+ JF is continuous, and f = f' on. Since 7T: G-+ E is a continuous morphism
of groups, this shows that (i) implies (ii).
(ii),. (i): Since His compact, RUC(H) = LUC(H)

= C( H) .

So for any g E C ( H) ,
u

p : H-+ Cu (H) is continuous. In particular, pg [HJ is a compact subset of
g
C (H). A straightforwar d calculation shows that the mapping C(i/J): h 1-+ hoi/J:
u
of goi/J in <Gd,Cu(G),p>.
onto the orbit C-[goi/JJ
Cu (H)-+ Cu (G) sends pg [i/J[G]J
p
Hence C-[goi/JJ is included in the image of the compact set p [HJ under the
g

p

continuous mapping C(i/J). It follows that goi/J

E

AP(G).

D
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2.2.8. Instead of the action p of Gd on C (G) we can consider al.so the
-t
1
u
action A, defined by A f(s) = f(t- s) for f e C(G) and t,s e G. Then,

similar to 2.2.7 it can be shown that the following conditions on f e C(G)
are equiva.1.ent:
(i)

CA[f] is a relatively compact subset of Cu(G).

(ii) There exist a compact topological. Hausdorff group H and a continuous
morphism ljJ: G+H of groups such that f = f' oljJ for some f' e C(H).
Combining this with 2.2.7 it foilows that the

11

"left 11 and the

Pight 11 Ve:l'sions

11

of Von Newna:nn almost pePiodicity coincide: if f e C(G), then f e AP(G) iff
Cp[f] has a compact closure in Cu(G), iff CA[f] has a compact closure in
Cu (G).For a different proof, see [HR], 18.1.
2.2.9. THEOREM. The set of Von Newna:nn almost pePiodic functions equaZs

the ronge of the mapping C(aG): C(Gc) + C(G), !JJhe:l'B aG: G + Ge denotes the
Bohl' compactification of G.
PROOF. A straightforward consequence of 2.2.7 and the universal property of

the Bohr compactification.

O

2.2.10. We shall present now another definition of almost periodicity which

is, in general, not equivalent to the above defined concept, and for which
the le~ and right versions can be different.
Ca.1.1 a subset A of G :l'BZativeZy dense in G provided there exists a
compact subset of K of G such that G = KA. Equivalently, A is relatively
dense in G provided there exists a compact subset K1 of G such that for
each t e G, An K1t ~~(in this case, Kand K1 are related by K1 = K- 1 ).
{In [GH] the term Pight syndetic is used.}
If f e C(G) and E
defined as follows:

>

O, then the set of all E-almost pePiods of f is

(2)

Notice, that A(f ,E) is a symmetric subset of G, that is, t e A(f,E) iff
t- 1 e A(f,E). Stated otherwise, A(f,E)- 1 = A(f,E).
An element f e C(G) is said to be Pight aZmost pel'iodic provided A(f,E)
is relatively dense in G for every

E >

O. The set of a.1.1 right almost

periodic functions on G will be denoted RAP(G).
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2.2.11.Let f € C(G). Then f € RAP(G) iff for every E > 0 there exists
a compact subset K(f,E) of G such that
(3)

Indeed, if f € RAP(G), then for every E

>

0 there is a compact set

K(f,E) £ G such that G = K(f,E)A(f,E). For each t € G, take k €
•
p
f-f u < E; since
such that t -1 k €A ( f,E )-1 =A ( f,E ) • Then .-t-1k
.
.
isometry,
this is equivalent·
to u-k
p f-P-t f I < E. The proof of the
statement is

le~

K(f,E)
-t
. an
p is
reversed

to the reader.

2.2.12.LEMMA. RAP(G) c RUC*(G).

-

--

PROOF. Consider f € RAP(G), and let E

>

O. Fix K := K(f,E) in accordance

with (3). For all t € G, (3) implies that Jf{t)l
It follows that f is bounded.

~

llfllK + E, where DfDK< 00 •

Next, apply 0.2.2(ii) to the continuous function (u,v)i---+- f(vu):
GxG-+ JF. There exists V € V such that If( u)-f( vu) I < E for all u € K and

e
v € V. If we choose kt € K for each t € Gin accordance with (3), then we

have

for every v €

v.

It follows that lf(s ) -f(t)I < 3E if s,t € G, st

-1

€ V.

2.2.13.LEMMA. Let f € C(G), and aonsideP the foUowing statements:
(i)

The alosure of C-[f] in C (G) is aorrrpaat, i.e. f € AP(G).
p

u

(ii) f € RAP(G).

Then (i) implies (ii). If f € LUC(G), then also (ii) irrrplies (i).
PROOF. (i),. (ii): Condition (i) is equivalent with total boundedness of
C-[f] in the complete uniform space C (G). This, in turn, is equivalent
p

u

with the existence, for every E

>

O, of a finite set K s G such that

Since finite sets are compact, this shows that (i)-. (ii), by 2.2.7.
Conversely, let f € RAP(G) n LUC(G), and let E

>

O. Take K := K(f,E)

such that (3) holds. By 2.2.2, pf[K] is a compact subset of Cu(G), hence
it is totally bounded. So there is a finite subset K1 of K such that

D
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Vk

. -l f II
p f-p
e: K, 31 e: K 1 :· u-k

<

E,

<

2£.

In view of (3), it follows that
p f-p-l f II
Vt e: G, 31 e: K 1 :' 11-t
is totally bounded.
Consequently, C-[f]
p

0

2.2.14. Instead of the action .p of Gd on Cu (G) we may also consider the
action A., defined in 2.2.8. Then for f e: Cu (G) and E > O, set
-t
B(f,E) := {t i te:G & UA. f-fU

<

£}.

Then f is called left almost periodic if B(f,E) is relatively dense in G for.
every E > 0. The set of all left almost periodic functions is denoted by

LAP( G).
2.2.15. By similar methods as before, it may be shown that
(i) LAP(G) s LUC*(G) (cf. 2.2.12).
(ii) For any f e: C(G), relative compactness of CX[f] implies that f e: LAP(G).
The converse implication is valid whenever f e: RUC(G) (cf. 2.2.13).
2.2.16. THEOREM. Let f e: C(G). ThBn the following conditions are mutually

equivalent:
( i)

CP[ f]

(i)'
(ii)

C~[f]

is a relatively compact subset of Cu ( G) .
is a relatively compact subset of Cu(G).

f e: RAP(G)

n

LUC*(a).

(ii)' f e: LAP(G)

n

RUC*(G).

(iii) f e: LAP(G) n RAP(G).

In particular, it follows that AP(G)

= LAP(G)

n RAP(G).

PROOF. For the equivalence of (i) and (i)', cf, 2.2.8 above.
(i) •(iii): Use2.2.13and 2.2.15(ii) and the equivalence of (i) and (i)'.
(iii)• (ii) and (iii)• (ii)': Use 2.2.12 and 2.2.15(i).
(ii) • (i) and (ii)'• (i)' : Use the converse implications in 2.2.13.
and 2.2.15(ii). O
2.2.17. COROLLARY. If the right and the left uniform structures on G coin-

cide, then thB concepts of left almost periodicity, right almost periodicity
and Von Neumann almost periodicity are all equivalent.
f!!QQE_. Immediate from 2.2.12, 2.2~15(i) and 2.2.16, since now obviously
LUC*(G) = Ruc*(G). 0
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2.2.18. It may occur that LAP(G) f RAP(G). Notice that for any f E LAP(G)
the function t......+- f(t- 1 ) is in RAP(G), and vice versa. So in case of
inequality we must have LAP(G) i RAP(G) and RAP(G) £ LAP(G). In addition,
in that case the set of Von Neumann almost periodic functions cannot coincide with LAP(G) nor with RAP(G). The following example is due to T.S. WU

[1966].
2.2.19. Let G be the semidirect product of a compact normal subgroup Kand
a subgroup H. This means that G = KH and KnH = {e} (cf. [HR], 2.6 and 6.20).
Then each t E G has a unique representation t = ktht with kt E K and ht E H.
We shall assume that the mapping t r-.. (kt,ht): G+KxH is continuous (hence
it is a homeomorphism!).
I f f E C(K), then define f": G-+JF by f"(t):= f(kt). By our assumptions,
it is clear that fA E C(G). First we show that fA E RAP(G) for every f E C(K).
To this end, observe that for every E > O, h E H and t E G the inequality

shows that A(f",E) 2 H. Hence G = KA(f",E), i.e. A(f",E) is relatively dense
in G. So indeed r E RAP(G).
Finally, let us assume that G,K and H satisfy the following condition:

( 4)

G is metrizable and there exist k E K, k f e, and
a sequence { h : nE:lli"} in H such that lim h-\h
e.
n
n-+<x> n
n

Now for any f E C(K) with f(k) f f(e) we have
lf"(h h- 1kh )-f"(h )I= lf"(kh )-f"(h )I
n n
n
n
n
n

lf(k)-f(e) I f

o,

hence f" t LUC(G). So by 2.2.15, f" i LAP(G).
The only thing that remains is to give an example of a group G which
satisfies all conditions above. To do this, we proceed as follows:
As a topological space, let G := T2 x z. Let ~ denote any continuous
automorphism of i 2 , ~ f 1']['2 , and define a multiplication in G by
(u,m)(v,n) = (u~m(v),m+n).
Then G is a metrizable topological group, and G is the semidirect product
of the compact normal subgroup K :=
x {O} and the closed subgroup

J!-

H := {e'} x ~.where e' = (1,1) is the unit of T2 • Now G meets all requirements, except possibly (4).

n·
~ i(v)
We shall show now that we can choose~ in such a way that lim
i-+<x>
e' for some v E 'lr 2 , v 'f e', and some sequence {n. : iE:IN} in ~. For then,
i
-n·
we obtain
setting k := (v,O) and h. := (e',1) i = (e',-n.),
i

=

i

n.

-1
h. kh.
i

( e' ,n. )( v, 0 )( e' , -n.i )
i

i

-1

and, consequently, lim h. kh ..
i
i-+<x> i
( 4) is also satisfied.
Finally we show that

~

(e' ,n. )(v,-n.)
i

i

(~ i(v),O)

(e',O), the identity of G. Thus, condition

has the above mentioned property if we take

(t~t 2 ,t 1 t 2 ) for (t 1 ,t 2 ) E ~2 • Obviously, ~is a continuous
automorphism of ~2 • Then we can apply [GH], 10,28 to the effect that

~(t 1 ,t 2 )

:=

n·
.
and a sequence {n. : iE:IN} in Z such that lim ~ i ( v) = e' ,
i-><x>
i
as desired. {In order that this theorem can be applied, it must be checked
that e' E ~ 2 is invariant under~. and that the neighbourhood U := {(t 1 ,t 2 )

there exists v E ~

2

exp(ia) with lal < n/3} of e' satisfies the condition that
E ~2 : t 1
none of its points, except e', has its orbit under~ completely in U.}
2.2.20. NOTES. In view of proposition 2.2.2 it is natural to ask when it
occurs that LUC(G,Y) = C(G,Y). Of course, a sufficient condition is that G

= JF

more can be said: then for any topological
group the conditions LUC(G) = C(G) and LUC*(G) = c*(G) are equivalent, and
they imply that either G is pseudocompact (that is, C(G) = C*(G)) or G is
is compact. In the case Y

a P-space (that is, each countable intersection of open sets in G is open
in G). Cf. W.W. COMFORT & K.A. ROSS [1966]. In that paper it has also been
shown that pseudocompactness of G is equivalent with the property that
AP(G) = C(G). See also Appendix A.
The definition of almost periodic functions which we have employed in
2.2.10 is a straightforward generalization of the original definition in
H. BOHR [1924]. We borrowed it from [GH], Chap. 4. Notice that 2.2.10
through 2.2.16 are adapted from [GHJ,4.58-4.61. Theorem 2.2.16 is a generalization of a characterization of almost periodic functions for the case
G = JR, due to S. BOCHNER [ 1926] . It was used by VON NEUMANN [ 1934]
to define almost periodic functions on arbitrary topological groups. Since
then, the literature on almost periodic functions has grown enormously. Cf.
for instance E.M. ALFSEN & P. HOLM [1962], P. HOLM [1964], and for semigroups, K. DE LEEUW & I. GLICKSBERG [1961] and J.S. PYM [1963]. In this
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context, also W.F. EBERLEIN [1949] should be mentioned. For almost periodic
functions on groups, cf. also [Ma.]; [BH] and [Bu] deal with almost periodic
functions on semigroups and the relation with compactific ations of semigroups (i.e. generalizat ions of 2.2.9).
The proof of 2.2.9 as we have presented it follows roughly the lines
of Theorem 16.2.1 in [Di] (cf. also [We], §§33-35). It can also be shown
that a compactific ation lji: G+H of G(i.e. H a compact T -group, ljJ a contin2
uous morphism of groups with dense range) such that C(lji)[C(H)] = AP(G)
essentially equals the Bohr-compa ctification of G. Cf. the papers of ALFSEN
and HOLM and of DE LEEUW and GLICKSBERG mentioned above, or the last chapter
in [Lo]. For a very simple proof, applying both to the group and the semigroup case, cf. J. DE VRIES [ 1970]. {All these references deal with the Von
Neumann definition of almost periodicity : one considers points with compact
orbit closures in <Gd,C(G),p> , where C(G) is given some suitable topology.}

2. 3. Action of a locally compact Hausdorff group G on Lp( G) for 1 s p

<

00

2.3.1. In this section, G is a locally compact Hausdorff group with a fixed
right invariant Haar measure µ. If G happens to be compact, we take µ
normalized, i.e. µ(G) = JG 1Gdµ = 1. If f is an extended real- or complex
valued function on G, then we shall often write !Gf(t)dt instead of !Gfdµ
whenever this expression has a meaning.
Let 1 sp <oo, and let LP(G) be the set of all extended real- or complex
valued measurable functions f on G such that llfllp := (JG !f!P dµ) l/p. is
•

I

'

finite.

)

1

It is well-known that, with the usual pointwise operations, Lp ( G) is
a linear space and that II ,II is a pseudo-norm on it. Given f,g e: LP(G), we
p
have llf-gll = 0 iff f(t) = g(t) almost everywhere on G, iff f(t) = g(t)
p

locally almost everywhere on G. Let N : = {fe: Lp ( G)
II fll = O}. Then N is a
p
linear subspace of Lp(G), and Lp(G) := Lp(G)/N is a Banach space with its
usua+ quotient norm. As is usually done, the elements of Lp(G) will be
denoted by their representan ts in Lp(G). So we will frequently refer to a
function f e: Lp(G), and it will be clear from the context in every case
whether we mean the fixed function f or the equivalence class f + N containing f.
By right-invar iance of µ and the fact that each right translation s

) 1 We do not i.nc
· 1 u d e th e case p = 00 , b ecause lemma 2. 3. 2 below is false
for p = oo,

>-+
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st: G+ G is a homeomorphism, it follows that Lp ( G) is a right invariant
subset of lFG, and that II pt fll = II fll for each f E Lp ( G) • In particular,
p

p

N is right-invariant, and it follows easily that pt[f+N] = ptf+N. Therefore, we can define ptf for t E G and f E Lp(G) in an obvious way (cf.
also 1.5,3). Thus, we obtain for each t E Ga linear isometry pt: LP(G) +
Lp(G). It is clear that p is an action of Gd on Lp(G), i.e. <Gd,Lp(G),p>
is a ttg.
2.3.2. LEMMA. For each f

E

LP(G), the mapping pf: G+LP(G) is continuous.

PROOF. Continuity of each pfmeans that the mapping t

r-+

pt: G + GL(Lp(G)) is

codoma~n

is given the strong operator topology (i.e.
the topology of pointwise convergence). It is weli-known that this mapping
continuous when its

D

is continuous: cf. [HR], 20.4.
2.3,3, PROPOSITION. For each p

2:

1, the mapping p: GxLP(G) +LP(G) is

continuous, and <G,LP(G),p> is an effective ttg.
PROOF. The continuity of p follows from the inequality

for s,t

E

G and f,g

E

Lp(G). Indeed, each pt is an isometry and each

Pr

is continuous.
t

E

In order to show that <G,LP(G),p> is effective, observe that for every
E Ve such that t t uu- 1 • Since G is a locally

G, t # e, there exists U

compact T2 -space there is f

llptf-fll~ = f

( 1)

E

C00 (G), f

lf(st)-f(s)lpds

=

f

~upp(f) ~

lf(st)lpds +

Ut- 1

G

p •
p r~ -e
p f r~ f, hence -t
Therefore, -t

# 0, such that

f

U. Then

lf(s)lpds.

U

D

2.3.4. It is not difficult to construct examples showing that in general
<G,LP(G),p> is not strongly effective. On the other hand, there are no p-

invariant points # O in LP(G) unless G is compact.
Indeed, if G is compact, then all constant functions are in Lp(G), and
constant functions are clearly invariant under the action p. If G is not
compact, then no constant function
µ(G) <

00 ,

# 0 is in Lp(G), otherwise we would have

contradicting the non-compactness of G (cf. [HR], 15.9).
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However, this does not prove our claim that 0 is the only p-inva:r>iant point
in Lp(G) for non-compact groups G.
The difficulty in proving this claim is the following one: the condition
ptf = f for all t € G means in the context of LP(G) that for every t € G
there is a local null set Nt such that f( st) = f( s) for all s € G ~ Nt. We
would like to show that there exists s € n{~Nt : t€G}; then f(st)
f(s)
for all t € G, and f would be constant. Actually, a little bit less is

=

needed, and that can be shown using FUBINI's theorem: if for some f € Lp(G)
we have llptf-fll = 0 for all t € G, then
p

II
G G

lf(st)-f(s)IP dt ds

II

lf(st)-f(s)IP ds dt

GG

J llptf-fll~

dt

o.

G

It follows, that !Glf(st)-f(s)JP dt = 0 for almost alls€ G. Fix such an
s € G: then lf(st)-f(s)IP = O for almost all t €G. Consequently, f(u)
f(s)
for almost all u € G, and f may be assumed to be a constant function in
Lp(G). Hence f = 0 by the above remarks.

2,3,5, Suppose GL(LP(G)) is given its strong operator topology. Then the
mapping t i---+ pt: G+ GL( LP( G)) is a topoZogiaal erribedding. Consequently,

the transition group {pt : t€G} with its point-open topology is a topologiaal group.
Since the point-open topology on {pt : t€G} is just the relative topology of this set in GL(Lp(G)), it is sufficient to prove the first statement.
Obviously, the mapping t i--r p\ G+GL(Lp(G)) is continuous. To prove that it
is relatively open, it is sufficient to show that for every V €
exist E > 0 and a finite subset F in L2 (G) such that
(2)

for all f € F

=>

Ve there

t € V.

This is easy: take U € V such that UU-1 ~ V, take F = {f} with f as in the
e
proof of 2.3.3, and take E = llfll • Then for all t € G, t i V, we have by
p
formula (1) in 2.3.3:

lf(s) IP ds = 2 lfOP > E.
p

Hence (2) is valid for our choice of

and F.

E

2.3.6. For p = 1,2, the ttgs <G,LP(G),p>, or rather their transition mappings~: G+GL(LP(G)), pley- an important role in representation theory of

locally compact groups. Cf. [HR], Chap. V. We cannot go into details here,
but we wish to make the following remarks.
For p = 1 (and if G is compact, also for p = 2), the space LP(G) has
the additional structure of a Banach aZgebra. Multiplication is provided by
aonvoiution: if f,g E: L1 (G), then f*g is defined by
(3)

f * g(s) :=

f f(t)

g(t- 1s) dt

G

(this expression has a meaning for almost every s E: G, and if we take
f*g(s) = O for all other s) 1 , then f*g E: L1(G)). The relation between
convolution and right translation is as follows:

(4)

-t(
-t
p f*g ) =f*pg

for all t E: G. The straightforward proof of (4) is left to the reader.
For p = 2, the space Lp(G) .has the additional structure of a Hi'Lbert

spaae, its inner product being defined by

(5)

(fig) :=

J

f(t)

grt')

dt

G

for f,g E: L2 (G) (the horizontal bar denotes complex conjugation). Here
each pt is a unitary operator.
1

We shall present now two theorems, one for the Banach algebra L (G) and
one for the Hilbert space L2 (G), which are both based on proposition 1.1.21.
2.3.7. Recall that an appro:cimate unit in L1 (G) is a set {f
such that lim f*f
td

1

l

l

! tE:I} in L1(G)

= f for each f E: L (G) (cf. [HR], 20.27).

The following is well-known and easily established by standard methods:

)1

p

If one allows representants of elements of L (G) which are defined
almost everywhere, then ( 3) suffices as a definition of f * g.
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L 1 (G) has an approximate unit of the form {fV : VEB}, where

B is a local

base for the neighbourhood system at e in G, and fV E C00 (G) (in fact,
s V; cf. [HRJ, 20.2).

4uppfv

2.3.8.
{f

1

:

PROOF

~~-·

~· If {f1 : 1EI} is an approximate unit in L1(G), then the subset
1€1} of L1 (G) is a stabilizing set in <G,L 1 (G),p>.
Suppose we h ave t E G sue h th a t -tf
p 1 = f 1 f or every 1 E I • Then f or

each f E L1 (G) we have
-t
.
p f = lim
1EI

-t(
p f*f )
1

.
-t
limf*pf1
1EI

lim f * f
1EI
1

Since <G,L 1(G),p> is effective, it follows that t =e.

f.

D

2.3,9, PROPOSITION. For any approximate unit {f : 1EI} in L1(G) we have
1
III ~ lw(G). Consequently, the least cardinal nurrber of a directed set for

an approximate wit in L1 (G) equals lw(G).
PROOF. Since L1 (G) is metrizable, its local weight is ~ 0 . Moreover, if
{f1 ! 1EI} is an approximate unit in L1 (G), then III ~ e<G,L 1(G),p> by
2.3.8. Now 1.1.21 implies that III ~ lw(G).
The final statement in the proposition is a straightforward consequence
of the first one and the observation in 2.3.7. D
2.3.10. Recall that the dimension o(L2 (G)) of the Hilbert space L2 (G) is
the cardinal number of an orthonormal base for it.
Since all rational combinations of elements in an orthonormal base are
dense in L2 (G) and, conversely, the base elements form a discrete subset in
. is
. easy to see that
L2 ( G) , it

~o·o(L 2 (G))

= d(L 2 (G))

= W(L 2 (G)).

.
.
.
.
. completely
Obviously,
each -t
p : L2( G) + L2( G) , being
continuous
and linear
is
determined by its values at the elements of an orthogonal base. Consequently,

each orthonormal base of L2 (G) is a stabilizing subset of <G,L 2 (G),p>. In
particular, e<G,L 2 (G),p> s o(L 2 (G)).
Yet another well-known inequality regarding the dimension of L2 (G) is:
o(L (G) s W(G). For a proof, we refer the reader to the proof of Theorem
2

24.15 in [HR], which gives the desired result with only minor modifications.
For compact groups it is known that o(L 2 (G)) = W(G) (see [HR], 28.2). We
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shall prove this equality for an arbitrary locally compact Hausdorff
group G.
2.3.11. ~· W(G) s £.w(G)•L(G).
PROOF. Let B denote a local base at e with IBI = £.w(G). For each VE B,
let FV be a covering of G with L(G) left translates of V. then U{FV : VeB}
is a base for the topology of G, and the cardinality of this base is
IBl•L(G) = £.w(G)!L(G). This proves the lemma.

D

2.3.12. LEMMA. L(G) s iS(L2 (G)).
PROOF. If G is finite, then L(G) = IGI = iS(L2 (G)). So we may assume that G
is infinite. Then there exists a family
open subsets of G such that IWI

~

W of pairwise disjoint, non-empty

L(G). Indeed, if G is not sigma-compact,

then take for W the family of all left cosets of an open, sigma-compact
subgroup of G (more details can be found in the first part of the proof
oflemma7,2.2). And if G is sigma-compact, then let W := {un~clGUn+ 1 :
nelN} for some suitable sequence of open subsets Un in G.
For each WE W, let fW E C00 (G), 0 ¥ fW ~ 0, ~upp(fW) SW. After
suitable normalization, {fw : WeW} is an orthonormal subset of L2 (G),
hence iS(L2 (G)) ~ IWI ~ L(G). D
2.3.13. COROLLARY 1. iS(L2 (G)) ie finite iff G ie finite.
PROOF. If G is finite, then iS(L2 (G)) = IGI < N0 • Conversely, if iS(L2 (G) <N0 ,
then L(G)
L(G) < N0 •

<

N0 , by 2.3.12. Now it is easy to see that G is finite iff

D

2.3.14. COROLLARY 2. £.w(G) s iS(L2 (G)).
PROOF. If iS(L2 (G)) < N0 then G is finite, by 2.3.13. Now £.w(G) = 1 S
iS(L2 (G)). If iS(L2 (G)) ~ N0 , then 1.1.21 and 2.3.10 imply the desired
inequality. D
2.3.15. THEOREM. For any ZoaaUy aompaat Hauedorff
W(G) = iS(L2 (G)) ie valid.
PROOF. The inequality

"~"

~·The

G the equaiity

was known before (cf. 2.3.10), and "s" follows

from 2.3.11 through 2.3.14.
2.3.16.

(JI'Oup

D

first part of the proof of 2.3,3 is a special case of a

much more general theorem, namely the following one: if E ie any Banaah
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space and 'II": GxE+E is sepaPateZy continuous, whel'e each 'fl"t is a continuous
"Lineal' opel'at01.' on E~ then the inequa"Lity H1r(t,x)-1r(s,y)I s D1rtllx-yH +
I'll" t-11" sl shows that 'II" is continuous. Indeed, each s € G has a compact
y
y
neighbourhood U, so that {'fl"tz ! t€U} is compact, hence bounded in E, for
each z € E. Since E is not a first category space, the principle of uniform
boundedness (cf. [Sc], Chap.III, 4.2) implies that l'fl"tl s k for all t

€

U,

where k > O. Observe, that here local compactness of G is quite essential.
Even more is known. Again, let E be a Banach space, and let Ew denote
E with its weak topology (i.e. the a(E,E')-topology). By the principle of
uniform boundedness it is easy to see that a linear mapping t: E+E is
continu0us with respect to the norm topology iff t: E + E is continuous.
w w
Now the following can be shown: if 'II": GxE + E is sepaPateZy continuous
w
w
and ea.eh 1Tt: E + E is "Lineal', then 'II": GxE + E is continuous. By the preceding
remark ; , it is sufficient to prove that each

G+ E is continuous. This
x
can be done, using a certain amount of integration theory; see K. DE LEEUW

& :i..

'II" :

'1LJCKSBERG [1965], Theorem 2.8. A proof is also contained in [BHJ, p.41.
Proposition 2.3.9 is well-known: cf. [HR], 28.7o(b); our proof seems

to be a ~ittle bit simpler then the one suggested there. The inequality
in lemm& 2.3.11 is a special case of [Ju], 2.27; there it has been show.n
that we even have equality in 2.3.11. Corollary 2.3.13 is well-known (cf.
[HRJ, 28.1) but our proof differs fr.om that in [HR]. Finally, theorem 2.3.15
for general locally compact groups seems to be new. With only minor modifications, the proof carries over to LP(G) for 1 s p < m. In that case,
6(LP(G)) should be defined as the least cardinal number of a discrete subset of Lp(G) spanning a dense subspace of LP(G).
2.4. Weighted translations in L2 (G)
2.4.1. According to an idea of P.C. BAAYEN (cf. [Ba], Chap.IV; see also
P.C. BAAYEN & J. DE GROOT [1968]) we wish to modify the ttg <G,L2 (G),p>
by using a "weighted" translation instead of the mapping p. Notation will
be as in the previous section. In particular, G is a locally compact
Hausdorff group.
2.4.2. A weight function on G is an element w
lowing conditions:

€

L2 (G) satisfying the fol-
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(i)

For all t e G, w(t) > O.

(ii)

The function t

1-+

1 /w( t): G + JR is bounded on compact subsets of G.
~

(iii) For all s,t e G, w(st)

w(s)w(t).

2.4.3. For examples of weight functions and for a proof of the following
lemma, we refer to Appendix B, in particular B.2 through B.7.
2.4.4. LEMMA. Thel'e e:cists a weight function on Giff G is sigma-compact. In
that case, we may asswne the e:cistence of a l,Ob)el' sernicontinuous weight
function won G such that w(t- 1 ) = w(t) s 1 fol' a"l"l t e G. D
2.4.5. In the remainder of this section, G is a sigma-compact, locally
compact Hausdorff group. Fix a weight function w on G. For every t e G,
let a mapping crt: L2 (G) + L2 (G) be defined by
( 1)

(crtf)(s) =

~ f(st)

WCStT

ifs e G and f e L2 (G). Observe that crtf e L2 (G) for every t e G and
f e L2(G). Indeed, crtf is a measurable function, and it follows from the
inequality
(2)

2.4.6. LEMMA. Fol' each t e G, crt is a bounded invel'tib"le "lineal' opel'atol' on
the Hi "lbel't space L2 ( G). and fol' i ta operotol' nol'111 the inequaU ty
lcrtl s w(t)- 1 is va"lid. If w is "lowel' sernicontinuous, then
(3)

~
wrtf s

Ocr

t

U

1

)1

s w(t) •

PROOF. We know already that crt maps L2 (G) into itself. Plainly, crt is
linear, and since formula (2) implies that

ncrtfl~

s w(t)- 2

f

lf(st)1 2 ds = w(t)- 2

lfU~.

G

)1

t

1

If, in addition, w(e) = 1, then Ocr U = w(t)- • Notice that in this case
w is continuous, by Appendix B.9.
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it follows that at is bounded and II atu ~ w( t )- 1 .
Next, let Ube a compact symmetric neighbourhood of e in G. In view
of condition 2.4.2(ii), there exists a number k(U)

(4)
Then w(t)
( 5)

Vs EU

w(s) :<:k(U).

= w(s- 1 st)
Vs

E

such that

> 0

::: w(s- 1 )w(st), whence

<!!..lti
w( s t) - k(U) •

U

Let f E C00 (G) with .6upp(f) S Ut and lifll 2 'f 0. Then we have by (4) and (5)

=

I (il:ltl.)

2

w( st)

4
1f( st) 12 ds ::: ltl!LL. II fll 2 ,
w(t)2

G

2

and it follows that llotll ::: k(U) 2w(t)- 1 • Observe, that this inequality is
valid for each compact symmetric neighbourhood U of e in G. If w is lower
semicontinuous at e, then for each E

0 we can choose U such that
k(U) :<: (1-E}w(e). Then we obtain llcrtll::: (1-E} 2w(e) 2w(t)- 1 . This holds for
every E > 0, so that, indeed, llcrtll ;:: w( e ) 2w( t )- 1 •
>

Finally, it is an easy calculation to show that oe is the identity
.
or on L2(G) an d that, f or all s,t E G, the equal"ity a st = a s at is
valid. From this it follows that a is an action of Gd on L2 (G). In partict
t +
t-1
ular, it follows that each a is invertible, and that (a ) = a
is a
bounded linear operator on L2 (G) as well. D
operat

2.4.7. PROPOSITION. The mapping iJ: t~ at: G-+ GL(L2 (G)) is a morphism of
groups and if GL(L 2 (G)) is given its strong operator topology, it is a

topoZogiaaZ embedding.

a

PROOF. The fact that
is a morphism of groups has been indicated at the
end of the proof of 2.4.6. So we shall confine ourselves to the proof that
is a topological embedding of G into GL(L2 (G)).

a

In order to show that iJ is relatively open, it is sufficient to show
that for each neighbourhood U of e in G there exist a finite set A c L2 (G)
and a real number E

(6)

>

0 such that

Vt E G: llatf-fll

< E

for all f E A

t

€

u.
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The proof is similar to 2.3.5:
of e in G such that
Now for all t

E

G, t

v2 SU.
i

let V be a compact symmetric neighbourhood

There is f

E

C00 (G) with .6Upp(f) S V and DfD 2 = 1.

U implies V n Vt- 1 = (ll, hence

f l:{(sst))

f(st)-f(s)l 2 ds

G

f

l:i(sst)) f(st) 12 ds +

f

lf(s) 12 ds

v

yt-1

So we ma;y take A= {f} and£= 1 in (6). This proves that o is relatively
open. Notice, that the above proof shows that otf ~ f for all t E G, t i U.
If we have any t E G, t ~ e, then there exists U E V such that t i U,
e
t
e
2
t
whence O f ~ f for a suitable f E C00 {G) SL (G). Hence o ~ o • Therefore,
o is injective.
We proceed by proving that cr is continuous. It is obviously sufficient
to show that the mapping t t-+ otf: G+L 2 (G) is continuous at e for every

L2 (G) (continuity of

a

a

at each point of G).
at e implies continuity of
20. 4 ( cf. also
[HR],
of
proof
the
to
similar
steps,
two
The proof is in
f

E

2.3.2).
First, we show that for every f € C00 (G), f ~ O, the mapping t i-+ Otf:
G+L 2 (G) is continuous at e. So take f E C00 (G), f ~ O, fix £ > O, and set
K := .6upp(f). In addition, fix a compact neighbourhood U of e in G. Then
U u KU is compact, hence k := sup{w(s)- 2 : s EUUKU} is finite, by 2.4.2{ii).
Consequently, for every t EU we obtain (use, that la+bl 2 ~ 2lal 2+2lbl 2
for all a,b

E

JF ):

llotf-fll 22 <- 2

2
f (..!!.W..)
w( st)

2

If( st )-f(s) I

ds +

G

+ 2

f l:{(s~))
G

-

11 2

lf(s) 12 ds
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$ -22

w(t)

I

lf(st)-f(s) I2 ds +

G

lw(s)-w(st) I2
2
If( s) I ds
2
w( st)

$

I

2k{

lf(st)-f(s) 12 ds +

G

I
I

lw(s)-w(st) I

2

2
2
!w(s)-w(st) I lf(s) I ds}.

ve

such that for all t E V

G

By 2.3.2 (for the case p = 2). there exists V E
lf(st)-f(s)I

I

2
E
ds < 4k

G

and

G

where Ufll G : = sup{ If( s) I

2

ds

2
<-E__
4kll fll

~ •

sEG} is finite and non-zero. Hence for all t E

unv we obtain

This shows, that t-+- crtf: G + L2 (G) is continuous at e for each f E C00 (G).
In the general case, take f E L2 (G), and let E > 0. Since C00 (G) is
dense in L2 (G), there exists g E C00 (G) such that ilf-gll 2 < E/(2m),where
m := l + sup{w(s)- 1 ! sEU} (as before, U is a fixed compact neighbourhood
of e). Since for each t E G we have llatll

t

€

$

w( t )- 1 , it follows that for all

u

By our previous result, there exists a neighbourhood W of e such that
llatg-gll 2 < ~E for all t E W. Consequently, Ucrtf-fll 2 < E for all t E UnW.

D
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2.4.8. COROLLARY. The mapping cr: GxL2 (G) +L2 (G) is aontinuoWJ, henae it is
an aation of G on L2 (G). Moreover, the ttg <G,L2 (G),cr> is effeative, and

the transition mapping cr: G+cr[G] is a topologiaal isomorphism if the
transition group cr[ GJ is gi Ven i tB point-open topo Zogy.
PROOF. The fact that cr is a topological mapping is equivalent to saying that
cr is a topological embedding of G into GL(L2 (G)) if the latter space has
its strong operator topology. So by 2.4.7 it remains only to show that cr is
continuous. To this end, consider for f,g E L2 (G) and s,t E G the inequality

Since each s E G has a compact neighbourhood on which the f'unction t1-+
w(t)- 1 is bounded, it follows easily, that cr is continuous at each point
( s ,g) E G x L2 ( G). D
2.4.9. COROLLARY. Any sigma-aompaat ZoaaZZy aompaat HaWJdorff group G

admits an err/bed.ding (as a group and aB a topologiaaZ spaae) cr: G+GL(L2 (G))
in suah a way that the funation w0 : t 1-+ llcr(t)ll- 1 is an upper semiaontinUOWJ weight funation on G.
PROOF. Take any lower semicontinuous weight function w on G and construct
cr: G+ GL(L2 (G)) as before. Then cr is the desired embedding.
Indeed, it follows from (3) in 2.4.6 that

(7)

w(t) <-

- 1t -

II cr II

<
-

...fil..:t2...2
w( e)

It follows that the f'unction w0 : t i-+ llcrtll- 1 on G satisfies the conditions
(i) and (ii) of 2.4.2. In addition, for all s,t E G we have llcrstll = llcrscrtll $
Ucrsllllcrtll, so w0 satisfies 2.4.2(iii). It remains to show that w0 E L2 (G)
(then w0 is a weight function) and that w0 is upper semicontinuous.
To begin with the latter, we shall show that II • II is lower semi continuous on L(L2 (G)). Obviously this implies that w is upper semicontinuous,
0

crt is a topological embedding of G into GL(L 2 (G)) s L(L2 (G))
(of course, we consider the strong operator topology on L(L 2 (G))). If we
write of(T) := T(f) for any T € L(L 2 (G)) and any f € L2 (G) with ilfll2$ 1,
then, by the definition of the norm on L(L2 (G)),
because t

1--+
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Since each of the of: L(L2 (G))

+

L2 (G) is continuous, and a pointwise

supremum of continuous functions is lower semicontinuous, it follows that
II .II is lower semicontinuous on L(1 2 (G)).
Finally, note that semicontinuity of w0 implies its measurability. As
w0 is dominated by a scalar multiple of w e: 1 2 ( G), it follows that w0 e: 1 2 ( G) .D
2.4.10. There is a useful connection between the ttg <G,C*(G),p> and the ttg
c
<G,L2 (G),o>. If w is the weight function on G, used in the definition of the
action a according to 2.4.5, let F: C*(G) + 1 2 (G) be defined by

(8)

F(f)(t) := w(t)f(t)

for all f e: C*(G) and t e: G. Observe that llF(f)ll 2
f e: C*(G).

$

llwll 211fllG for all

A straightforward calculation shows that F is equiva:ri-a:nt. Moreover,
Fis injeative. For if f and g are in C*(G), f ~ g, then there is an open
subset of G, i.e. a set with positive Haar measure, on which f and g differ
~ 0 for all t e: G, it follows that F(f) cannot

from each other. Since w(t)

equal F(g) almost everywhere, i.e. F(f)

~

F(g).

Obviously, Fis linear. Hence the inequality llF(f)ll 2 $ llw11 211fllG for
all f e: C*(G) and the equality llF(f)ll 2 = llwll 2 11fllG for f = 1G show, that
. a continuous
.
.
.
F: c*(
u G) + L2( G) is
linear
operator with
operator norm
llFll = llwll 2 •
The following shows that F is not a topological embedding of C*(G)
into 1 2 ( G) ) 1 • In fact, F doesn't even induae a topologiaal embedding ~f
C00 (G) into 1 2 (G) unless G is a finite gpoup. For suppose that F+: F[C 00 (G)J
+ C00 (G) were a continuous linear operator. Then there would be a number
c > 0 such that llF(f)ll 2 ?: cllfllG for all f e: C00 (G), that is,

J w( t) 2 I f( t) J2

(9)

G

dt :c: c 2 supJf(t)J 2 •
te:G

=

Since G is sigma-compact, G U{Cn : ne:JN}, where c 1 s c2 s ... are compact
subsets of G. It follows, that
(10)

J w(t) 2

dt

w(t)

2

dt.

G

)1 So
by BANACH's homomorphism theorem (cf. [Sc], Chap.III, 2.1), F has not
a closed range in 12(G).
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Hence there is an index n such that
( 11 )

I f G~en

f
ere

w( t)

2

dt

<

2

c .

n

'f. \11, there exists f

C00 (G) such that llupp(f) :_

€

G~en

and f ':/- 0.

Now (9) and (11) imply
c 2 suplf(t)1 2
tEG

f

5

w( t) 2 1 f( t) 1 2 dt < c 2 suplf(t)1 2 ,

tEG

eren

a contradiction. Hence G = en' that is, G is compact.
Next, let us assume that G is not discrete. Then for each m E JN there
is U E V such that µ(U) < m- 1 • Indeed, by [HR] 19.21, µ({e}) = O, hence
m
e
m
inf{µ(U) : UEV } = 0 by regularity of µ. Since w(t) 5 1 for all t E G, we
e

with~ replaced by U . As before,
n
m
we obtain a contradiction. Thus, the assumption that F is a topological
embedding implies that G is compact and discrete, hence finite. The converse

can choose m such that (11) is valid

is almost trivial, and its proof is omitted.
2.4.11. LEMMA. If A is a u:nifol'mly bounded subset of c:(G), tmm FIA:
A + L2 (G) is continuous. In particular, if A is a compact, bounded subset
c

of c:(G), then FIA: Ac+
PROOF. Suppose llfllG

5 k

L 2 (G)

is a topologiaal errV:>edding.

for all f

€

A. Fix f

€

A, and let e:

>

O. In view of

formula (10) in 2.4.10, there exists a compact subset K of G such that

f

w(t) 2 dt

erK
Now for every g E A nUf(K,o) with o := ~e:llw11; 1 we have
llF(g)-F(f)ll 22·=

I

G~K

2

<

f

w(t) 2 lg(t)-f(t) I2 dt +

K

2

~ II wll 2 + 4k
411wll 2

This shows that FIA is continuous at f.

2

2

e: 2
8k

<

2

e: .
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Since a continuous injection of a compact space into a Hausdorff space
is a topological embedding, the last statement of the lemma is clear. D
2.4.12. If G is not compact, then compact subsets of c*(G) may be not unic
formly bounded. The following example shows that FjA may be not continuous
on A if A is required only to be compact in C (G).
c
Let G = JR, and set w(t) := exp(-ltl) fort€ JR. Then w is a weight
function on JR. Define A := {f
n

nEJN} in C*(JR) as follows:
.
c

0

f (t) :=
n

if t

$

n

(t-n) exp(2n) if n

$

t

exp(2n)

;?:

n+1

{

if t

$

n+1

Then {f

: nEJN} is pointwise bounded and equicontinuous on JR. In fact, the
sequence {f : nEJN} converges to o in c*(JR), so {f : nEJN} u {O} is a
n
*
c
n
compact subset of C ( JR).
n

c

In this situation, F(f)(t) = f(t) exp(-ltl) fort€ JR and f € C*(JR).
c
In particular,

f exp(-21tl)

I

:<:

f n (t) 2 dt

exp(-21t1+4n) dt

[n+1 , 00 [

=~

exp(2n-1).

Therefore, the sequence {F( f ) : nEJN} does not converge to 0 in L2 ( G).
n
Consequently, F is not continuous on the compact set {f ! nEJN} u {O}.
n

2.4.13. PROPOSITION. If A is a unifo!'mZy bounded, inva:ria:nt subset of the
ttg <G,C:(G),p>, then FIA: Ac~ L2 (G) is an injeative morphism of G-spaaes

f!'om Ac (with aation p) into L2 (G) (with aation a). If, in addition, A is
c
aompaat, then F is a topoZogiaaZ embedding.
PROOF. Apply 2. 4. 10 and 2. 4. 11.

0

2.4.14. For our purposes in §8, the ttg <G,L 2 (G),cr> is too small. Therefore,
we shall consider now the "Hilbert sum" of copies of <G,L 2 (G) ,cr>. To this
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end, let K be a cardinal number, A a set with IAI = K, and let H(K) be the
Hilbert sum of K copies of L2 (G). Recall, that the elements of H(K) are just
all elements ~ = (~ ) E L2 (G)A for which the expression
a. a.

( 12)

11~11

:= (

l u~

Cl.EA

o2)1/2

a. 2

is finite. Then (12) defines a norm on H(K), and this norm can be derived
from an inner product on H(K) which makes H(K) a Hilbert space.
For each t E G we have the bounded linear operator ot on L2 (G). Define
O(K)t: H(K) +H(K) by o(K)t~ := (ot~ ) for ~ = (~ ) E H(K). Then O(K)t is
a. a.
a. a.
t
easily seen to be a bounded linear operator with operator norm llo(K) U
llotll. In fact, o(K): t i--+- o(K)t is a morphism of groups from G into the
group GL(H(K)).

2.4.15. LEMMA. If GL(H(K)) is given its str>ong oper>ator> topology, then the
mapping a(K) :t >--+ o(K) t: G+ GL(H(K)) is a topologiaal errbedding.
PROOF. Straightforward (use, among others, 2.4.7).

D

2. 4. 16. COROLLARY. For> any aar>dinal nwriber> K, the mapping a( K) : G x H( K) +
H(K) is aontinuous, henae it is an aation of G on the Hilber>t spaae H(K).

Mor>eover>, the ttg <G,H(K),o(K)> is effeative, and the tr>ansition mapping
cr: G+cr[G] is a topologiaal isomorphism if the tr>ansition gmup cr[G] is
given its point-open topology.
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of 2.4.8, since we have, again,
local boundedness of the mapping t >--+ Ho ( K) t 11- 1 • D

2.4.17. In contradistinction to the ttg <G,L 2(G),p>, the ttg <G,L 2 (G),o>
and its "Hilbert sums" <G,H(K) ,o(K)> do have invariant points
~ 0 (for the lack of non-trivial invariant points in <G,L2 (G),p>, see
2.3.4). The proof is more or less similar to the proof in 2.3.4. Indeed,
we have:

2.4.18. PROPOSITION. The set of invar>iant points in <G,H(K),o(K)> is homeomorphia to a Hilber>t spaae of dimension K. In faat ~ = (~a.)a. is an invar>iant point iff ~ = Aw for> saalar>s A E JF suah that E{IA j2 ! a.EA} < 00 •
a.
a.
a.
a.
PROOF. Obviously, it is sufficient to show that f E L2 (G) is invariant
under the action a of G iff f = Aw with A E JF. Since a straightforward
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calculation shows that atw = w for all t € G, it suffices to show that the
condition llatf-fD 2 = O for all t E G implies that t 1-+ f(t)w(t)- 1 : G+IF is
almost everywhere constant on G. The proof is an easy application of
FUBINI's theorem: if Uatf-f0 2

I

w(s)

G

2

=0

for (almost) all t

I 1.ili.tl

E

G, then

I

w(st) - .tltl
w(s) 2 dt ds

G

ff

lw((s~))

f(st)-f(s)

2
1

ds dt

GG

=

J llatf-fU~

dt

o.

G

Consequently, for almost all s

E

G we obtain

almost all t

E

G. Then it follows that f(st)w(st)- 1 = f(s)w(s)- 1 for
G, i.e. there exists c € IF such that f( u)w( u)- 1 = c for

almost all u

E

G.

Fix such an s

E

D

2.4. 19. By 2.3.15, the dimension of L2 (G) is just W(G), the weight of G.
Consequently, for any cardinal number K, the dimension of H(K) equals
K•W(G). If G is infinite, then W(G)
of H(K) equals max{K,W(G)}l 1 •

~ ~0 ,

henae in this aase the dimension

2.4.20. NOTES. The contents of this subsection are needed in section 8.
For comments on this material, we refer the reader to the notes in 8.2.17
Most of these results are also contained in J. DE VRIES [1972]. Corollary
2.4. 9 forms a partial answer to a problem posed by P.C. BAAYEN in [Ba],
p.144.

)1

This is equivalent with the statement which appears without proof at the
bottom of p.372 in P.C. BAAYEN & J. DE GROOT [1968].
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CHAPTER II
CATEGORIES OF TOPOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION GROUPS

3 - THE CATEGORIES TTG AND TOPG

In this section we investigate the category TTG. This category is obtained from the category TTG' ( cf. 1. 4. 13) by taking into consideration also "actions" of groups on empty spaces. These additional objects of TTG
shall be called ttgs too. In addition, we investigate the category TOPG
of all G-spaces for a fixed topological group G. These categories turn out
to.be isomorphic to categories of algebras over suitable monads. As a consequence, we find that TTG and TOPG are complete categories. The limit of
a diagram in TTG can be computed by computing the limit of the corresponding
diagram of phase groups in TOPGRP and the limit of the corresponding diagram
of phase spaces in TOP: then there exists a unique action of this "limit
group" on this "limit space" producing the limit in TTG of the given
diagram. The situation in TOPG is similar. For colimits the situation is a
little bit more complicated. In order to prove that TTG and TOPG are cocomplete, we have first to consider "induced actions". This concerns a construction which generalizes the well-known construction of extending the
action of a subgroup to an action of the whole group. It turns out that
these induced actions have nice functorial and universal properties. Using
this, it can be shown that TTG and TOPG are cocomplete. However, the structure of colimits in TTG is rather complicated. In TOPG the situation is a
little bit simpler: modulo the topology, colimits can be computed in TOP;
if G is locally compact, then even the right topology is obtained.
3.1. Limits in TTG
3.1.1. Recall that TTG 1 denotes the category with all ttgs as its objects
and with morphisms as defined in 1.4.1. As composition the operation will
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be used that has been defined in 1.4.3. In this subsection, we would like
to investigate limits of diagrams in the category TTG 1 ; in particular, we
shall consider the categories TOPGRP and TOP as "known", so we shall be
satisfied if we are able to express the behaviour of diagrams in TTG' in
terms of the behaviour of corresponding diagrams in TOPGRP and TOP. The following convention will be convenient.
We shall consider TOPGRP simply as a subcategory of TOP. Thus, if G
is an object in TOPGRP and X is an object in TOP, then the topological (cartesian) product G x X is just the product of G and X in the category TOP.
We can express this convention also by saying that we shall suppress the
forgetful functor TOPGRP +TOP.
In order to avoid difficulties, we have to extend the object class of
TTG 1 with all objects of the form <G,91,~G> (Ga topological group), where

~G denotes the empty mapping from the empty set G x Ill to the empty set. For
each ttg <H, Y,a> and each morphism 1jl: G+ H in TOPGRP we can consider the
pair <1jl,ci>y> as a morphism from <G,91,~G> to <H,Y,a>; similarly, we have

<1jl,~9l>: <G,91,~G> + <H,91,~H> (here ~y: gl+Y is the unique mapping of Ill into
Y). In this way we obtain a category which properly contains TTG'; it will
be denoted by TTG. Notice, that there exist no morphisms in TTG from
<G,X,Tr> to any <H,91,~H>, unless X = {6. In the sequel, all terminology and
all notions from §1 and §2, as far as they are meaningful, will be applied
to the objects and morphisms in the extended category TTG.
3. 1 • 2. Let the covariant functors G: TTG + TOPGRP and S : TTG +TOP ( "fo!'get-

ful" funatops) be defined in the following way:

G: {

S: {

<G,X,Tr> t--+ G

on objects

<1jl,f>

I-+

1jl

on morphisms,

<G,X,Tr>

I-+

X

on objects

<1jl,f>

I-+

f

on morphisms.

As usual, let TOPGRP x TOP denote the following category: objects are all
pairs (G,X) with G and X objects in TOPGRP and TOP, respectively; morphisms
are the pairs (1jl,f) with 1jl and f morphisms in TOPGRP and TOP, composition
of morphisms being defined coordinate-wise. Let G0 : TOPGRP x TOP + TOPGRP
and S0 : TOPGRP x TOP + TOP denote the canonical projection functors. Then
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there exists a unique covariant functor K: TTG + TOPGRPxTOP such that
G0K = G and S0K = S. Obviously, K is described by:

K: {

<G,X;rr> I--+ (G,X)
I-+ (lji,f)

<lji,f>

on objects
on morphisms.

3.1.3. The program suggested in 3.1.1 will partly be carried out by investigation of preservation and reflection properties of the functor K. In this
context, the following trivial observations are useful:
(i)

A morphism (lji,f) in TOPGRP xTOP is monic {epic} iff 1jJ is monic {epic}
in TOPGRP and f is monic {epic} in TOP. Similar for isomorphisms.

(ii) A diagram D: J + TOPGRP x TOP has a limit iff the diagrams G0D: J +
TOPGRP and S0 D: J+TOP both have a limit. I f so, then 1/J: G+G 0 D and
f: X+S 0 D are limiting cones in TOPGRP and TOP, respectively iff
(lji,f): (G,X)+D is a limiting cone in TOPGRPxTOP. Here, of course,
(1/J,f). := (lji. ,f.) for each object j in J.
J

J

J

In particular, it follows that TOPGRP xTOP is complete, since TOPGRP
and TOP are complete. Similar statements hold with respect to colimits of
diagrams, so that TOPGRP x TOP is cocomplete.

3.1.4. Let <lji,f> be a morphism in TTG. Then the following statements are
true:
(i) <1/J,f> is an isomorphism in TTG iff 1/J is an isomorphism in TOPGRP and
f is an isomorphism in TOP. Thus, the isomorphisms of ttgs defined in
1.4.1 are isomorphisms in TTG.
(ii) If 1/! and f are monic {epic} in TOPGRP and TOP, respectively, then
<1/J,f> is monic {epic} in TTG.
The proofs are easy: we leave them to the reader.

3,1.5. We shall see that the converse of 3.1.4 (ii) is also true: the functor K preserves aZZ monomorphisms and aZZ epimorphisms. Although we can
give a direct proof for the case of a monomorphism, we prefer to obtain it
as a corollary to 3.1.10 below, where we show that K has a

le~

adjoint.

However, see also 4.1.7 below. Since K cannot have a right adjoint (cf.

3.4.12 below), we have to proceed in a different way if we want to show that
K preserves epimorphisms. This will be postponed to subsection 3.4, where we
shall show first that G:TTG+TOPGRPxTOP has a right adjoint (cf. 3.4.9 and

3.4.10).
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3. 1 •6. In the sequel,

we

shall denote the category TOPGRP x TOP simply by C.

We shall construct a monad. in C such that the corresponding category o_f algebras is isomorphic to TTG. To this end, consider the functor H: C+ C,
defined in the following way:

H: {

(G,X)

I-+

(G,Gxx)

on objects

(w,f) ._.. (w.wxf)

on morphisms.

In addition, for each obje~t (G,X) in

n(G,X) : (G,X)

+

C, let the morphisms

(G,GxX)

and

ll(G,X) : (G,GX(GxX))

+

(G,GxX)

in C be defined by

Here

ni and µi

are the mappings, defined in 1.1.1.

3.1.7. PROPOSITION. The morrphisms n(G,X) and µ(G,X) in C for all objeats

(G,X) in C fom up two

na~al

transfomations,

2
µ: H + H,

and (H,n,µ) is a monad in C.
PROOF. The straightforward verifications that n and µ are natural transformations are le:f't; to the reader. The proof that (H,n,µ) is a monad now reduces to showing that for each object (G,X) in C the following diagrams commute:
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H(G,X)

nH(G,X)

H2 (G,X)

jµ(G,X)

1H(G,X)

""co,x>l
H2 (G,X)

H(G,X)

µ(G,X)

H3(G,X)

µH(G,X)

H2 ( G,X)

jµ(G,X)

]""co,xl
H2 (G,X)

H(G,X)

µ(G,X)

The images under G0 : C+ TOPGRP of these diagrams commute trivially, because
they contain only arrows 1G: G+G. The images of these diagrams under the
functor S0 : C+TOP are:

GXX
1x G
G nx

G
nGxX

Gx (GxX)

1~

Gx(Gxx)

G

G
µx
Gxx

GX(Gx(Gxx))

G
µGXX

Gx(Gxx)

i~

j'

1G µXG

Gx(Gxx)

~

G
µx

GXX

The first of these diagrams commutes because es = s = se for all s E G, and
the second one commutes because s(tu) = (st)u for all s,t,u E G. ) 1 D

3.1.8. By definition, an H-algebra for the above defined monad (H,n,µ) is
an ordered pair ((G,x),($,n)), consisting of an object (G,X) and a morphism
H(G,X) + (G,X) in C such that the following diagrams com($,n): (G,Gxx)
mute:

(G,X)

(1G,1X)

G
( 1G,µX)

(G,GxX)

j

(W.rr)

(G,X)

(G,G x (Gxx))

($,$XTI)

G
( 1G'µX)

(G,GxX)

(G,GXX)
( lf1 ,

(1/i,n)

(G,X)

) 1 So we need only that G is a semigroup with unit (i.e. G is a monoid).

TI )
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. The first of these diagrams requires that $ = 1G. Hence the condition that
both diagrams commute is equivalent to the condition that the morphism
ir: GXX+X in TOP is an action of G on X (cf. diagram (2) in 1.1.1). Stated
otherwise: the assignment K0 : <G,X,ir>i-+((G,X),(1G,ir)) defines a bijection

of the class of all objects in TTG onto the class of all H-algebPas.
A mozrphism of H-algebPas, from ((G,X),(1G,ir)) to ((H,Y),(1H,cr)) is by
definition a morphism ($,f): (G,X) + (H,Y) in C such that the following diagram commutes:
( 1G,ir)
( G,G x X)------~( G,X)
($,f)

1
(H,H

( 1H'cr)

x Y)------~

(H,Y)

This is equivalent to saying that <$,f>: <G,X,ir>+<H,Y,cr> is a morphism in

TTG. Stated otherwise: the assignment K0 : <$,f>

1-+ ($,f) defines a bijection of each mozrphism set TTG(<G,X,ir>,<H,Y,cr>) onto the coPPesponding set
of all mozrphisms of H-algebPas with domain K0<G,X,ir> and codornain K0<H,Y,cr>.
Since K0 is easily seen to preserve compositions of morphisms, this
proves most of the following

3,1,9, THEOREM. ThePe e:x:ists an isomozrphism K0 of categoPies j'Porn TTG onto
the catego:ry CH of aZZ H-algebPas. If GH: CH +C denotes the usual foPget-

ful functoP, then the following diagr'am of functoPs commutes:

PROOF. The first statement has been proved in 3.1.8. The second one is trivial, ta.king into acco:unt the definition of K0 • D

3.1.10. COROLLARY 1. The functor K: TTG+C has a left ad.joint. In a.ddition,

it areates all limits in TTG.
PROOF. Apply o.4.6 and o.4.7, taking into account 3,1,9,

D

3. 1. 11. COROLLARY 2. The category TTG is aorrrp lete and the funator K: TTG + C

preserves all limits and all monomorphisms.
PROOF. Completeness follows innnediately from completeness of C (cf. 3.1.3)
and the fact that K creates all limits in TTG. The preservation properties
of K are a consequence of its having a le~ adjoint (cf. 0.4.4(ii)),

D

3.1.12. It follows from 3.1.11 and 3.1.4(ii) that a morphism <w,r> in TTG
is monia iff is monia in TOPGRP and f is monia in TOP. We may summarize

w

this by saying that "monomorphisms in TTG can be calculated in C".
Similarly, the behaviour of K with respect to limits may be expressed
by saying that "limits in TTG can be calculated in C". That is ) 1 , if D:

J+TTG is a diagram, then its limiting cone <w,r>: <G,X,ir>+D is obtained

w:

G+GD is the limiting cone of the diagram
GD in TOPGRP; in addition, f: X + SD is the limiting cone of the diagram SD
,f.>:
in TOP,; finally, 1f is the unique action of G on X such that each
J J
<G,X,ir> + Dj (jEJ) is a morphism in TTG.
We shall present now a short description of products and equalizers in

by taking W and G such that

<w.

TTG, using the above characterization:
(i) The produat in TTG of a set {<G.,X.,ir.> ! jEJ} of its objeats is the

J J J
ttg <lP.G.,JP.X.,ir>, together with the projections <w 1.,f1.>:
J J
J J
<lP.G., lP.X., ir> + <G.,X.,ir.>, Here lP.G. and JP.X. are the usual proJJ
JJ
lll
JJ
J J
denote the usual products in the categories TOPGRP and TOP, and w.,f.
l
1
jections. Moreover,

1f

is defined by

v((t.).,(x.).) := (ir.(t.,x.)) .•
J J J J
J J
J J
(ii) The equalizer of a pair of morphisms <w 1 ,f 1>,<w 2 ,f2>: <G,X,v> +<H,Y,cr>

in TTG is the morphism <w,r>: <K,Z,irjKxz> + <G,X,ir> in TTG,where

) 1 We present here just a reformulation of "K creates all limits in TTG".
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and 1/J: K->-G, f: Z->-X are inclusion maps (i.e. equalizers of 1/! 1 ,1/! 2 in
TOPGRP and of f 1 ,f2 in TOP, respectively).
The straightforward justifications of (i) and (ii) are left to the reader.

3.1.13. As an application and extension of the preceding results, we prove
the following well-known fact:

Let <G,X;rr> be a ttg and let f': Y->-X/Crr be a continuous function. Then
there exists a ttg <G,Z ,z;;> and a morphism of G-spaces f: Z->- X such that
(i) Y is homeomorphic to Z/Cz;;.
(ii) If we identify Y with Z/Cz;; according to (i), then f'cz;; = crrf.
PROOF. Let a and T denote the trivial actions of G on Y, resp. X/Crr. Then
we have the following diagram in TTG (solid arrows only):

The limit of this diagram is the object <G,Z,z;;>, together with the dotted
arrows in the above diagram. Here f: Z ->-X and g: Z ->-Y form the limiting
cone of the diagram

in TOP. So we may take Z := {(x,y) EXXY: c Tf (x) = f'(y)}, and for f and g
we may take the restrictions to Z of the projections of X x Y onto X and Y,
respectively. The action z;; of G on Z is given by (still according to 3.1.12)
Z::(t,(x,y)) := (rrtx,crty) = (rrtx,y). Now some straightforward computations
show that g: Z ->-Y is an open mapping, and that g induces a bijection of
Z/Cz;; onto Y. Then (i) and (ii) follow readily (cf. also 1.4.9 and notice
that Y = Y/C 0 ).

0

3.1.14. According to o.4.6 and 3.1.9, the left adjoint F: C->- TTG of the
. ·
. the left adJoint
. the functor K+FH , where FH is
of GH •
functor K: TTG ->- C is
0
To be concrete:
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For any object (G,X) EC, the free H-algebra is (H(G,X),µ(G,X))' which
corresponds to the ttg <G,Gxx,µ~> (cf. 3.1.8, where K0 is explicitly described). This ttg will be called the f'r'ee ttg foP G and X. Combining in a
H
similar way the definitions of F and K0 on morphisms, we obtain the following description of the

le~

adjoint F of K:
on objects
on morphisms.

Translation of the remainder ~f 0.4.6 to the present situation gives the
following results:

F to K is the natural transformation
n: Ic+KF =H. So for each object (G,X) in C the arrow
The unit of the adjunction of

is universal from (G,X) to K.
The aounit of the adjunction of F to K is the natural transformation
~:

FK+ITTG' defined by

for each object <G,X,n> in TTG.
{It may be comforting for a reader who doesn't like monads and algebras that it is easy to show directly that (F,K,n,~) is an adjunction from
C to TTG; in addition, it can easily be shown that K creates limits (cf.
also 4. 1. 3) • }
3.1.15. According to
unit

~

o.4.9, the adjunction of F and K, with unit n and co-

gives rise to the comonad

(FK,~,FnK).

The coalgebras for this comonad

are the pairs (<G,X,n>,<ljl,f>) with <ljl,f>: <G,X,n>+FK<G,X,n>
morphism in TTG such that the following diagrams commute:
G
<ljl,f>
<G' x' TI> ----'--=----~<G ,Gxx. µ >
( 1)

i''a·:'
<G,X,TI>

G
a
<G,GxX,µX>
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(2)

By (1), we obtain

and then (2) implies, writing f(x) =: (y(x) ,g(x)) E G x X for x EX,
(4)

y(g(x)) = e;

g(g(x)) = g(x).
G

In addition, the condition that <1G,f>: <G,X;rr> +<G,GxX,µX> is a morphism
in TTG implies that
(5)

y(n(t,x)) = t.y(x);

g(n(t,x)) = g(x)

for all t E G, x EX. If we set S := g[X] and T(x) := y(x)- 1 , then (3),
the first formula in (4) and the first formula in (5) imply that for eaah
x EX, T(x} is the unique element of G for whiah n(T(x),x) ES.
Conversely, if we are given an object <G,X,n> in TTG, a subset S of X,
and a continuous function T: X+G such that for each x E X, T(x) is the
unique element of G for which n(T(x) ,x) E S, then we can define y(x) :=
T(x)- 1 , g(x) := n(T(x) ,x) and f(x) := (y(x) ,g(x)). I f we do so, then (3),

(4) and (5) can be derived (uniqueness of T(x) is essential!), and
(<G,X,n>,<1G,f>) is an FK-coalgebra.
A pair (S,T) as described above will be called a aontinuous aross-seation of the ttg <G,X,n>) 1 • Now the first statement in the next proposition
is just a reformulation of the preceding remarks:

in TTG are
just the ttgs <G,X,n> admitting a aontinuous aross-seation (S,T). If <G,X,n>
(with aontinuous aross-seation (S,T)) and <G',X',n'> (with aontinuous arossseation (S',T')) are two suah aoalgebras, then a morrphism <$,f>: <G,X,n> +
3.1.16. PROPOSITION. The aoalgebras for the aomonad

)1

(FK.~.FnK)

Here terminology is a little bit confusing, because this concept of a
cross-section is not the same as the one in 1.3.20. The latter concept
is o~en called a aontinuous seleation.
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<G',X',n'> in TTG is a morphism of coalgebras iff f[S]

~

S'

and, in addi-

tion, the following diagram corrmutes:

x-------+ x •
f

PROOF. The characterization of the morphisms of coalgebras follows by a
straightforward argument from the definitions in o.4.9 and the remarks, preceding our proposition. D
3,1,17, If <G,X,n> is a ttg with continuous cross-section (S,T), then x I-+
( T(x)- 1 , n( T (x) ,x)) is a homeomorphism of X onto G x S; in fact, it defines
an isomorphism in TTG of <G,X,n> onto <G,GXS,µ~>. In addition, it is easy
to see that in this way the category of all FK-coalgebras is isomorphic to
the subcategory F[CJ of TTG) 1.
3.1.18. NOTES. It is well-known that group actions have a close connection
with certain monads (H,n,µ) and that, in fact, G-spaces can be obtained as
H-algebras. This is not surprising, since the abstract definition of H-algebras was constructed on the model of group actions. To be precise, one of
the original examples which were of interest to GODEMENT when he introduced
the concept of a "standard construction" (which is the same as a monad) in
[Go] was the monad, generated in the category of abelian groups by tensoring
with a fixed ring R. Moreover, in the paper of S. EILENBERG & J.C. MOORE
[1965] where it was proved that each monad arises from a pair of adjoint
functors, the construction of H-algebras was motivated by the example of
the category of all A-modules. This is just the category of all H-algebras,
where H is the functor in the category of modules over a commutative ring K,
defined by tensoring with the fixed K-algebra A. Cf. also the motivation in
[ML], p.137. Our functor H, defined in 3.1.6 is just similar to these examples, except that we do not restrict ourselves to a fixed group G; this
is the only new point of view in this subsection. In addition, we were unable to find the observations of 3.1.16 in the literature. References to
) 1 It can be shown that this is not a full subcategory of TTG.
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the literature about continuous cross-sections in ttgs can be found in the
notes to subsection 1.3.
3.2. Limits in TOPG
3.2.1. In this subsection, the symbol G denotes always a given topological
group. Then TOPG denotes the subcategory of TTG defined by all objects having G as a phase group and all morphisms with 1G as a group component. Ob-

viously, the morphisms in TOPG ar>e just the morphisms of G-spaces, defined
in 1.4.1.) 1 For most_groups G, TOPG is not a full suhcategory of TTG.
Let SG: TOPG-+ TOP be the restriction to TOPG of the functor S, defined
in 3. 1.2. Thus,
SG:

( 1)

{<G,X;rr> I-+ x on objects
<1G,f>

I-+ f on morphisms.

3.2.2. Let <1G,f> be a morphism in TOPG. Then the following statements ar>e

true:
<1G,f> is an isomorphism in'TOPG iff f is an isomorphism in TOP. Thus,

(i)

the isomorphisms of G-spaces defined in 1.4.1 ar>e isomorphisms in
TOPG.
(ii) If f is manic {epic} in TOP, then <1G,f> is manic {epic} in TOPG.
The easy proofs are le~ for the reader. We shall prove now first of all
the converse of (ii) for epimorphisms.
3.2.3. PROPOSITION. A morphism <1G,f> in TOPG is epic iff f is epic in TOP;
that is, SG preserves and reflects epimorphisms.
PROOF. Reflection: cf. 3.2.2(ii).

--_

Preservation

)2

: Let <1G,f>: <G,X,TI>-+ <G,Y,cr> be an epimorphism in TOPG. Then
f[X] is an invariant subset of <G,Y,cr> (cf. 1.4.5), Consequently, R :=
C0 u (f[X]xf[X]) is an equivalence relation in Y, which is invariant under

the action cr of G. Let Z := Y/R with its usual quotient topology, and let
q: Y-+Z be the quotient mapping. In addition, let q': Y-+Z be the constant
function with q'[Y] = q[f[X]], Finally, let T denote the trivial action of
) 1 According to our agreement in 3,1.1, TOPG contains also the object <G,0,~G>
and, for every G-space <G,Y,cr>, a morphism <1G,~y>: <G,0,cpG>+<G,Y,cr>.
2
) For alternative proofs, see 3.4.6 and 3.4.8 below.
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G on Z) 1 • Then q and q' are morphisms of G-spaces, from Y with action a to Z
with action T. Since <1G,q><1G,f> = <1G,q'><1G,f>, where <1G,f> is an epi.
. follows that q I = q, whence f [ XJ = Y. Therefore, f is
. TOPG , it
.
in
morphism
an epimorphism in TOP.

D

3.2.4. THEOREM. The functor SG: TOPG+TOP has a left ad.joint. In addition,
it creates all limits in TOPG.
PROOF. Completely similar to the proof of 3.1.10, so we shall present only
a brief outline of it. Define a functor HG: TOP +TOP by
on objects
(2)

on morphisms.
G
G2
G
G
G
.
(H ) +H , where
Then we have natural transformations n : ITOP +H and µ
for each object X e: TOP, n~ andµ~ are as in 1.1.1 (compare also 3.1.6).
Then similar to 3,1.7, one shows that (HG,nG,µG) is a monad. The category of
all HG-algebras may be identified with TOPG in such a way that SG: TOPG +TOP
G
corresponds to the forgetful functor from the category of H -algebras to TOP.

Now the theorem follows from o.4.6 and o.4.7.

D

3.2.5. COROLLARY. The category TOPG is complete, and all limits can be calcrulated in TOP, i.e. SG creates and preserves all limits. In addition, SG

preserves and reflects all monomol'phisms.

D

3.2.6. The product in TOPG of a set {<G,X.,TI.> : je:J} of its objects is the
J J
G-space <G,JP.X.,TI>, where TI is defined by TI(t,(x.).) := (TI.(t,x.)) .• MoreJ J

over, the equalizer in TOP

G

J,l

J

J

J

of a parallel pair of morphisms <1G,f>,<1G,g>:

I

. <G,X, TI>+ <G, Y,a> is the morphism <1 G'h> :<G,Z, TI GXZ> + <G ,X, TI>, where Z :=
{xe:X: f(x) =g(x)}, and h: Z+X is the inclusion mapping.
Notice, that it follows immediately from this description that the in-

clusion functor of TOPG in TTG does not preserve products, but that it creates and preserves all equalizers.
3.2.7. For the description of the le~ adjoint FG of the functor SG and the
unit and counit of adjunction we refer the reader to 3.1.14, where each morphism~

)1

in TOPGRP has to be replaced by 1G.

Plainly, this proof fails if X = 0. In that case, however, it is easy to
see that <1G,f> is not an epimorphism if Y # 0. So in that case, Y = 0,
and f is epic in TOP.

3.2.8. Now we consider another topological group H, and the corresponding
monad (HH,nH,µH) in TOP. Again, the category of all HH-algebras may be identified with the category TOPH. We shall investigate now the morphisms of moH H H
nads from (H ,n ,µ ) to (H GGG
,n ,µ ).
According to 0.4.8, a natural transformation e: HH+HG is a morphism
of monads from (HH,nH,µH) to (HG,nG,µG) iff

For each object X E TOP, ex is a continuous mapping,

Identifying the HG- and HH-algebras with G- and H-spaces, the functor e induces the functor e *: TOPG + TOPH according to o. 4. 8, as follows:

(5)

e*:

{<G,X,7T> I--->- <H,X,7TeX>
<1G,f>

1-4- <1H,f>

on objects
on morphisms.

We shall describe now e and e* in terms of morphisms in TOPGRP and in TOP.
3.2.9. LEMMA. There exists a bijeation e I-+ We from the set of all natural
transformations e: HH +HG onto the set of all aontinuous funations We: H +G.
Here e and We are related by

for eaah objeat X

E

TOP.

PROOF. Let ( *) denote any one-point space. If 8: HH +HG is a natural transformation then by (4) there is a continuous function we: H+G such that
e(*) = wex1(*)' Next, fix any non-void object XETOP and any point XEX,
and let f: (*) +X be defined by f(*) := x. Then f is a morphism in TOP, hence

= (1Gxf)o8(*)" It follows that
eX(s,x) = (we(s),x) for alls €H. Since x € X has been chosen arbitrarily,
this proves (6) for each X # ~. For X = ~. (6) is obvious.

naturality of e implies that 8Xo(1Hxf)

Conversely, if w: H+G is any morphism in TOP, then defining ex :=

Wx 1X for every object X € TOP, we obtain a natural transformation e: HH +
HG such that
= We· This completes the proof. D

w
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3.2.10. LEMMA. Let 9 and w9 be as in 3,2.9. Then 9 satisfies the relations
( 3) iff w9 : H -+-G is a morphism in TOPGRP.
RBQQE. By a straightforward argument one shows that the natural transformat'ion 92 : (HH)2 -+- (HG)2 is
. re1 ated with
.
,,,
. X is
. an obJect
.
.
.,. 9 as follows: if
in
TOP, then
HX(Hxx)-+- GX(Gxx) is given by
= w9xw9x1x. Therefore,
the relations (3) are equivalent with

ei:

ei

(s,t EH). This proves the lemma.

D

3.2.11. THEOREM. There exists a bijeation 9 1--+- w9 from the set of all morphisms of monads 9: (HH,nH,µH)-+- (HG,nG,µG) onto the set TOPGRP(H,G). Here
9 and 9 a?"e related by (6).

w

RBQQE. Obvious from the preceding lemmas.

3.2.12. I f

D

w:

H-+-G is a morphism in TOPGRP, then let RW: TOPG-+-TOPH be the
functor, defined by RW :=a*, where 9 is the morphism of monads corresponding tow (i.e.

w= w9 ).

Thus, by (5) and (6),
on objects

(7)

on morphisms.
3.2.13. ~·Most of the contents of this subsection are classical (cf.
the notes in 3.1.18). Only 3.2.3 and 3.2.11 seem to be new.
Another approach to categories of G-spaces would be to consider G as
a category. Then G is a small strict monoidal category, and as such one can
define actions of the category G on the category TOP. For more details, cf.
[ML], p.170, where also some references to pertinent literature are given.
3.3. Induced actions
3,3.1. In this subsection, let

w:

H-+-G be a fixed morphism in TOPGRP. For

any G-space <G,X,n>, let
(1)

1Tw := no(wx1x).

So the functor RW:
lows:

T(')p

G

-+-TOP H defined in 3.2.12 can now be described as fol-

~

<H,X,1T >

"'

(2)

on objects
on morphisms.

For each G-space <G,X,1T>, we have the morphism
(3)

<ljl,1X>: <H,X,1T > + <G,X,1T>

"'

in TTG. If <1G,g>: <G,X,1T> + <G,Z,r;;> is a morphism in TOPG, then plainly
the following diagram commutes:
"'
<ljl, 1x>
<H,X,1T >------~ <G,X,1T>

(4)

<1H,g>

1

1

<1G,g>

<H,z,r;;"1>---,----~ <G,Z,I;>
<ljl,1z>

{So the morphisms <ljl,1X> form a natural transformation from EHoRljl to EG,
where EG and EH denote the inclusion functors of TOPG and TOPH in TTG.}
3.3.2. EXAMPLES.
(i)
Let H be a subgroup of G and let ljl: H+G be the inclusion mapping.
Then the functor Rljl assigns to each G-space the H-space which is obtained by restricting the action of G to H: Rljl<G,X,1T> = <H,X,1TIHxx>.
(ii)

Let H = Gd and let ljl: Gd + G be the identical mapping. Then for each
G-space <G,X,1T>, we have Rljl<G,X,1T> = <Gd,X,1T> (cf. also 1.1.5).

(iii) Let G = {e} be a one-point group, and let ljl: H+G be the obvious surjection. Identify TOPG in the obvious way with TOP. Then Rljl assigns
H

H

to each object X E TOP the H-space <H,X,TX>' where TX denotes the
trivial action of H on X.
3,3,3, PROPOSITION. Let <ljl,f>: <H,Y,cr> + <G,X,1T> be any mo'I'phism in TTG.

Then <1H,f>: <H,Y,cr> + <H,X,1Tljl> is the unique morphism of H-spaoes fo;
'IJ)hioh the foUO'IJ)ing diagram in TTG oorrmutes:
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<H,X,iriii >

<iii, 1x>

II.

'

<1H,f> ' ',

(5)

<G,X,ir>

;..~

''
'
<H,Y,cr>
PROOF. Straightforward.

0

3.3.4. We shall see in 3.3.12 below that this property of the arrow<ili,1x>
is related to the fact that Rili has a le~ adjoint Lili. We shall prove
this according to 0.4.2{i) by constructing for each H-space <H,Y,cr>
a G-space <G,X,ir> =: Lili<H,Y,cr> and a universal arrow y<H,Y,cr>: <H,Y,cr>-+
<H,X,irili> = RiliLili<H,Y,cr> from <H,Y,cr> to Rili. We shall present first the construction of the object function of Lili.
3,3,5, Let <H,Y,cr> be an object in TOPH. Define an action p of Hon GxY by
the rule

(u

€

H, (t,y)

€

GxY). Obviously, the action p of Hon GxY commutes with

the action ~ of G on G x Y, so by 1 • 5. 8 there exists a unique action

1T

of

G on X := (GxY)/Cp making <1G,cp>: <G,GxY,~>-+ <G,X,ir> a morphism of Gspaces. Now set Lili<H,Y,cr> := <G,X,ir>.
3,3.6. With notation as in 3,3,5, set f := c onyG• Then f: Y-+X is continup

u

ous, and using the fact that cp(ili(u),y) = cp(e,cr y) for all (u,y) € HXY,
it follows that <ili,f>: <H,Y,cr>-+ <G,X,ir> is a morphism in TTG. Let

Then, indeed, <1H,f> is a morphism of H-spaces (cf. 3,3,3). We shall show
now that it is a universal arrow from <H,Y,cr> to Rili.
3,3,7, LEMMA. Let <H,Y,cr> be an object in TOPH and 'let <G,X,ir> and f: Y-+X

be constructed as above. In ai/ilition. 'let <G,Z,~> be any object in TOPG,
and 'let <1H,g>: <H,Y,cr>-+ <H,z,~ili> be a moirphism in TOPH. Then there e:cists
a unique moirphism <1G,g>: <G,X,ir> -+ <G,Z,~> in TOPG such that g = gf, i.e.
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such that the following diagram commutes:
< 1H'f>
W
<H, Y,er> - - - - - = - - - - - ' > <H ,X, rr >

<G,X,rr>
I

I

I
I
I <lG,g>
I
I
W'
<G,Z,1;;>

I

(8)

I < 1 ,g>
I
H
I

,), w

<H,Z,1;; >

PROOF. Let notation be as in 3,3,5 and 3,3,6. Define a function g': GXY+Z
by g'(t,y) := i';;(t,g(y)) for (t,y) E GxY. Plainly, g' is continuous. In addition, for each u

E

H and each ( t ,y)

E

G x Y we have

l;;(tw(u)- 1 ,g(cruy))
1;;(tw(u)- 1w(u),g(y))
g' ( t ,y)'

that is, g'pu(t,y) = g'(t,y). Consequently, g' is constant on the orbits in
G x Y under the action p of H. Hence there exists a unique continuous func-

g: X =GxY/C +Z such that g' = gc . By
G
P
_
Gp
= g'ny• hence g = gcpnY
= gf. Moreover, a

tion
g

the definition of g', we have
.

.

straightforward calculation
shows that <1G,g'>: <G,GxY,µ~> + <G,Z,1;;> is a morphism of G-spaces. This implies that <1G,g>: <G,X,rr> + <G,Z,1;;> is a morphism of G-spaces as well.
Finally, suppose that <1G,h>: <G,X,rr> + <G,Z,1;;> is another morphism of
G-spaces such that g = hf. Then we have for all ( s ,y) E G x Y:
G

hcpµY(s,(e,y)) = i';;(s,hcp(e,y))
i';;(s,hf(y))

= l;;(s,g(y)) = g'(s,y).

Hence hep = g' = gcp. Since cp is a surjection, it follows that h
proves uniqueness of g. D

-g.

This

3. 3. 8. THEOREM. Let w: H + G be a morphism in TOPGRP. Then the functor RW:

TOPG + TOPH has a left ad.joint LW: TOPH + TOPG.
~·

Use 3,3,5 through 3,3,7, and apply o.4.2(i).

0

3,3,9, The unit of the adjunction of LW and RW is the natural transformation

y: IropH+Riw• indicated in 3,3.6 above (cf. (7)).
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We shall describe now the aounit y': L111 R111 + IropG· To this end, consider an arbitrary object <G,Z,~> in TOPG. According to formula (5) in o.4.2.
Y~a.z.~> is obtainable as the morphism <1G,g> in diagram

(8) in 3.3.7 by

taking there <H,Y,a> := R111 <a,z.~> = <H,z.~1'1> and g
1Z~ If we do so, then
the ttg <G,X,~> occurring in diagram (8) is L111 R111 <G,Z,~>, i.e. it is

=

L111 <a,z.~1'1>. According to 3.3.5 and 3.3.6, the phase space of this ttg is

the quotient space (GxZ)/C , where p is defined according to (6) (of course,
with C1 := ~1'J). Obviously, ee have for (t 1 ,z 1 ),(t 2 ,z 2 ) «:: GXZ:
1'J(u) z = z
_ •"( )
cp (t 1 ,z 1 ) -_ cp ( t 2 ,z 2 ) ...,. 3ueH :. t -1
2 t 1 - ~ u &~
1
2

(9 )

...,. t ; \ 1 e 1'J[H] & ~(t 1 ,z 1 ) = ~(t 2 ,z 2 ).
Let the function k: axz + ( G\1'J[H]) x Z be defined by
k(t,z) := (q(t) .~(t,z))
((t,z)

E

axz); here q: G+G\1'J[H] is the usual quotient mapping). It is easy

to see that k is a surjection. Furthermore, (9) implies that there exists
a bijeation h: (GxZ)/Cp + (G\1'J[H]) xz making the following diagram commutative:

/GXZ~
(GxZ)/C p ---- -h - - - -•(G\1'J[H]) xz
Therefore, if rue give ( G\ljJ[H]) x Z the quotient topology, induaed by k, then
it may be identified with (Gxz)/Cp• via h. In doing so, the action of G on
(GxZ)/Cp turns out to correspond to the action v of G on (G\1'J[H]) xz, defined by
t

v (q(s),z) :=

(q(ts),~

t

z).

If p: ( G\ljJ[H]) xz + Z is the projection, then pk = ~, hence p is continuous
with respect to the quotient topology in (G\1'J[H]) xz, induced by k. In addition, p is equivariant with respect to the actions v and

~.

A close ex-

amination of the proof of 3.3.7 shows, that under the above mentioned identification p corresponds to the mapping gin diagram (8), provided g = 1Z.
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Thus, up to isomorphism, we have

y'

<G,Z ,~>

= <1 ,p>: <G,(G\w[H])xz,v> + <G,Z,~>.

G

3.3.10. In diagram (8), we can insert arrows <w,1x> and <w,1z>. Then diagram (4) shows, that the resulting diagram is still commutative. Now lemma
3,3,7 can be reformulated as follows:
3. 3. 11. COROLLARY. Let <H, Y,a> be an obj eat in TOPH, and let f: Y + X be as
in 3.3.6. Then the al"row <w,f>.: <H,Y,cr> + <G,X,7T> is "u:niversal"in TTG for

w

the class of all morphisms in TTG having group component and domain
<H,Y,cr>. in the following modified sense: for any morphism <w,g>: <H,Y,cr>+
<G,Z,~> in TTG there exists a unique morphism <1G,g>: <G,X,7r>+<G,Z,~> in
TOPG )1 making the following diagram commutative:
<w,f>
<H,Y ,a>---~---~
<G,x1,7T> := Lw<H,Y ,a>
I

<w,g>

I

I
I

<1G,g>

.,,I

<G,Z ,~>
PROOF. By 3.3.3, any morphism <w,g>: <H,Y,cr> + <G,Z,~> in TTG factorizes as
<w,g> = <w,'1Z><1H,g>. Taking into account the observation made in 3.3.10,
the corrollary is an immediate consequence of 3,3,7. D
3,3.12. We mention without proof, that a similar reformulation of the universal property of the aou:nit y' of the adjunction of LW and R~ shows:
for any object <G,Z,~> in TOPG the arrow <w,1z>: <G,Z,~~> + <G,Z,~>is"uni
versal" for all arrows in TTG with group component

w and

codomain

<G,Z,~>

in

the sense which has been described in 3,3,3,
3.3.13. EXAMPLES.
(i)

Suppose His a subgroup of G and w: H+G is the inclusion mapping.
Then for each object <H,Y,cr> the universal arrow <w,f>: <H,Y,cr> +
<G,X,7T> has the following additional properties. First, f: Y+X is

injective. Indeed c (e,y 1 ) = c (e,y 2 ) iff there exists u EH with
u
p
.
p
)2
.
w(u) = e and a y 1 = y 2 , iff y 1 = y 2
(notation: cf. 3.3.5 and 3.3.6).
) 1 If there is no morphism a ~ 1G in TOPGRP such that W= aw, then <1G,g>
is unique in TTG.
2
) In fact, this argument shows that ~ injective=> f injective.
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Second, f[Y] is an H-invariant suhset of <G,X,TI> and the smallest
G-invariant set containing f[Y] is just all of x. Indeed, for all
t
t
G
(t,y) e: Gxy we have c (t,y) = c µy(t,(e,y)) =TI '\,(e,y) =TI f(y),
t
p
p
whereas c (t,y) e: f[Y] iff t e: H. Consequently, TI f(y) E f[Y] iff

No~ice

that we proved just a little bit more: Titf[Y] n f[Y]
1
r/J iff t f. H.)

t

(ii)

E

H.

Let H = Gd and let lji: Gd +G be the identical mapping. Similar to the
argument in 3,3.9 one shows that for each Gd-space <Gd,Y,cr> the universal arrow <lji,f>: <Gd,Y,cr> + <G,X,TI> is as follows: X = GxY/Cp may
be identified with Y (as a set) in such a way that cp: GxY+X corresponds to cr: GxY+Y; furthermore, the action TI of G on X corresponds
(as a function GXX+X) with the function cr: GXY+Y, and, finally,
f: Y+X corresponds to the identical mapping of Y onto itself. The
only differences between <.G,X,TI> and <Gd,Y,cr> are the topologies on
G and X. If T denotes the original topology on Y, then X = (Y,T')

where T' is the finest topology making a: Gx(Y,T) + (Y,T') continuous. )2 Notice that always T's T.
(iii) Let G = {e'} be a one point group, and let lji: H+G be the obvious
surjection. Identify TOPG in the obvious way with TOP (by means of
the functor SG, which is now an isomorphism of categories). According
to the construction in 3.3.5 and 3.3.6, for any object <H,Y,cr> in TOPH
obtain for f: Y +X just the quotient mapping c : Y +Y/C • So in
a
H a G
G
identifying TOP with TOP, the functor Llji: TOP +TOP carries over to

we

H

H
the functor S1 : TOP +TOP, defined as follows:

H {<H,Y,cr> I--+ y /C a
S1:
<1H,g> I--+ g'

on objects
on morphisms,

where for each morphism <1H,g>: <H,Y,cr> +

<H,Z,~>,

g': Y/C 0 +

Z/C~

is

the unique continuous function with g'c 0 = c~g (cf. 1.4.7). By 3.3.8,
the functor S~ has a right adjoint R~: TOP + TOP~ where R~ is the
functor, described in 3.3.2(iii). Moreover, the unity of adjunction

) 1 In the general case, Titf[Y] = f[Y] iff t e: 1/1[H] and Titf[Y] n f[Y] = r/J
iff t E Gr-1/J[H].
)2.

.

In this example we used only that lji: H+G is bijective, i.e. G is just
the group H with a weaker topology.
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is given by
y<H,Y,er>
H

where TY/C

denotes the trivial action of H on Y/Cer.
er

3,3,14. We close this subsection with some trivial, though useful remarks
about the functors R$ and L$. The easy proofs are lef't to the reader.
(i)

The functoP R$ is alMays faithfuZ. If$ is BUI'jeative then R$ is
fuZZ.

(ii)

If

q>:

K + H is a morphism in TOPGRP, then we have also functors Rtt>:

TOPH + TOPK and LIP: TOPK + TOPH, and Ltt> is lef't adjoint to Rep' In ad-

dition, Rl/l<P = R<PoR$' henae Ll/l<P = L$oltp.
3,3,15. The reader is invited to calculate the universal arrow <$,f>:
<G,X,ir> + <G/N,Y ,er>, where N is a normal subgroup of G and$: G+G/N is
the quotient mapping. Cf. 1.5.9.
3,3,16. NOTES. The central facts in this subsection are the construction of
the functor L$ and the proof that L$ is lef't adjoint to R$. If $: H+ G is
an embedding (cf, 3.3.2(i) and 3.3.13(i)), then the construction is wellknown, and has as its classical analog the famous FROBENIUS reciprocity
theorem. The corresponding construction in ergodic theory can be found in
K. LANGE, A. RAMSAY & G.-C. ROTA [19711.
It is interesting to know in example 3. 3. 13 ( i) when f: Y+ X is a topological embedding. It is easy to see that this is so if G is a disCJI'ete

(JI'oup. A second situation in which f is a topological embedding occurs
when G is a Hausdo'I'ff (JI'OUp and H is a aompaat sub(JI'oup of G: then n~:
Y + GXY is a closed embedding and c : GXY + GXY/C is now a closed mapping
p

p

(in any ttg with a compact phase group the projection of the phase space
onto the orbit space is closed; this is an easy consequence of [GH], 1.18(5);
cf. also [Br], Chap. I, Th. 3.1). This case is very important for the study
of the structure of transformation groups with compact phase groups. Cf.
for instance [Br], Chap. II. Finally, if Y is a aompaat HausdoPff spaae

and H is a aZosed sub(JI'oup of G, then Cp turns out to be a closed subset of
(GxY) x (GxY), so that X = GxY/Cp is a Hausdorff space, by 1.3.10(ii). Since
Y is compact and f: Y+ X is injective, f is a topological embedding. See
W.H. GOTTSCHALK [1973], p.123.
In ail cases that H is a subgroup of G and f: Y + X is a topological
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embedding, the construction of L$<H,Y,cr> can be described as an extension
of the action of a subgroup to an action of the whole group by means of an
extension of the phase space. Notice that the particular case of H =Z:, G = lR
fits in this situation with respect to compact spaces Y. It is an outstanding problem to give sufficient conditions for an action of Z: on a compact
T2-space to be extendable to an action of lRon the same phase space. That
is, when can a single homeomorphism on a space Y be described as the transition 1T 1 for some ttg <lR,Y,1T>? Cf. G.D. JONES [1972], also for further references to this subject and some remarks about its history. For certain
spaces, this so-called embedding pPoblem is equivalent to the HILBERT-SMITH
conjecture for those spaces. (This conjecture reads as follows: if a compact Hausdorff group acts effectively on a connected manifold, then the
group is a Lie group.) Cf. H. CHU [1973],
A close inspection of the construction off: y-..x in 3,3,6 shows that
f = cpn~, where cp is the coequalizer in TOP of the morphisms
(s,u,y) t-+ (s$(u),y)
GXHXY

G xy,

(s,u,y) 1-+ (s,cruy)
Since cp is an open mapping, it follows from the first remark in 3.4.4 below, that the f'unctor SG creates the corresponding coequalizer in TOPG, thus
producing the action 1T of G on GXY/C • If we look at the construction from
p
this point of view, we see that a basic point in the proof of theorem 3,3,8
is the existence of a certain coequalizer in TOPG. A similar statement, involving arbitrary morphisms of monads, may be found in Corollary 1 in
F.E.J. LINTON [1969]. Although the idea of our proof of 3,3,8 is similar to
that of LINTON's, our theorem turns out to be not a simple application of
his result.
Finally, it is easy to see that 3,3,8 could have been proved by means
of the FREYD adjoint f'unctor theorem. Indeed, the solution set condition
is obviously fulfilled, whereas R$ trivially preserves all limits (use
3,2,5), However, then it would be difficult to describe the f'unctor L$ explicitly.
3.4. Colimits in TTG and TOPG
3.4.1. We are now in a position to prove that TOPG and TTG are cocomplete
categories. First we shall deal with TOPG. Here all coproducts turn out to
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be areated by the functor SG: TOPG +TOP, but SG does not even preseroe all
coequalizers. However, if G is locally compact, then SG creates all coequalizers, and TOPG is cocomplete. The case of an arbitrary group G is then reduced to the locally compact case by considering Gd, using techniques from
the previous subsection.
In TTG the situation is somewhat more complicated; fortunately, the
functor G: TTG + TOPGRP preserves all colimits. Refinements of the arguments
used for the proof of cocompleteness of TOPG then show that TTG is cocomplete as well. The bad behaviour of the functor K: TTG + C := TOPGRPxTOP
with respect to colimits is caused by bad preservation properties of the
functor S: TTG +TOP. There are several "explanations" for this bad behaviour of S. First, S forgets all about actions of groups on spaces. Therefore, it seems quite natural that S has no reasonable preservation properties. However, S behaves nicely with respect to limits, so this explanation
is quite unsatisfactory. No doubt, therefore, the difficulties are related
to the fact that (unlike for limits) colimits in TOPGRP are not obtained
by giving a suitable group structure to the corresponding colimit in TOP.
On the contrary, colimits in TOPGRP are calculated in the category of (discrete) groups and a~erwards they are provided with a suitable topology
(cf. o.4.11).
There is another functor, S 1 : TTG +TOP, which behaves better than S.
It is defined as follows:
on objects
( 1)

on morphisms
<~,f>: <G,X,n> + <H,Y,cr> in TTG, S 1f := f': X/CTI +
Y/C 0 is the unique continuous function with f'c = c f (cf. 1.4.8). The reG
G
TI
a
striction S 1 of SJ to TOP has already been defined in 3.3.13(iii). The
functors s1 and s1 will also be considered in this subsection.
All notation will be as in subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. In particular,
G will always denote a topological group.

where for each morphism

3.4.2. PROPOSITION. The funator SG: TOPG+TOP areates aZl aoproduats and,
consequently, SG preseroes aZZ aoproduats.
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that SG creates all coproducts: then by
0.4.4(iv) SG preserves them, because TOP is cocomplete. The proof that SG
creates the coproduct for a given set {<G,X.,n.> : jEJ} of objects in TOPG
J

J
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is straightforward. Representing the coproduct X of the set {X. ! j€J} in
J

TOP as the disjoint union of the spaces x., the created coproduct of the
J
given set in TOPG is just what it is expected to be: the G-space <G,X,n>
with nt IX. = n

j

for each t € G and j € J. Details are le:f't to the reader. 0

J

3,4,3. THEOREM. Suppose G is a ZocaZZy compact HausdoPff gPoup. Then the
functor: SG: TOPG +TOP CPeates aU coUmits. Hence TOPG is cocompZete, and
SG pPese:r>Ves all coZi.rnits.
PROOF. Since TOP is cocomplete, it is sufficient to show that SG creates
all colimits. In view of 3.4.2, we can restrict ourselves to coequalizers
(er. [ML], p.109).
Suppose <1G,fi>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,a> (i=1,2) are morphisms in TOPG. Let
g: Y+Z denote the coequalizer of r 1 ,r2 : X+Y in TOP. Then for each t € G,
gat: Y+ Z is a morphism in TOP, and

By the coequalizer property of g, it follows that there exists a unique continuous mapping r,;\ Z+Z such that gat = r,;tg. Stated otherwise, the quoti-

ent mapping g: Y+Z (cf. o.4.10) is defined by an equivalence relation in
Y which is invariant under the action a of G. Then 1.5,7(iii) implies that
is a continuous action of G on z. It is the unique action of G on Z making g a morphism of G-spaces (cf, 1.5,5), So the proof will be finished if
<1G,g>: <G,Y,a> + <G,Z,r,;> is shown to be the coequalizer of <1G,r 1> and
<1G,r2> in TOPG. This may be done by a straightforward argument which is
r,;

le:f't to the reader.

0

3.4.4. If G is not locally compact, one shows as above that 5G creates
coequalizers for those morphisms <1G,r 1>,<1G,r2>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,a> in TOPG
for which the coequalizer g: Y+ Z in TOP of f 1 , f 2 : X+ Y is either an open
mapping, or a perfect mapping, or for which G x Z is a k-space. er. 1 • 5. 7.
The following example shows that some restriction has to be made in
3.4.3, Let G =IQ and let Y be the locally compact Hausdorff space which admits an equivalence relation R such that on IQX(Y/R) the quotient topology
induced by 11Q x f is strictly finer than the product topology (here f:
Y+Y/R is the quotient mapping). er. 0.2.5. In 1.5.11 we pointed out that
the equivalence relation DIQ xR (with DIQ := {{t,t) ! t€1Q}) is invariant in

<IQ,!QxY,µ~, but that thePe e:cists no continuous action of IQ on IQXY/DIQxR
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(= Q x (Y/R) with its quotient topology) for which the quotient mapping

q: QXY+Ql.XY/DQxR is equivariant. Let X := DQxR, and observe that X is an
invariant subset of the product in TOPQl. of <Ql.,QXY,µ~> with itself. Let TI
denote the action of Ql. on X obtained by restriction of the action in this
product to X. Then the restrictions f 1 and f 2 to X of the projections of
(ill,XY) x(ill,XY) onto Ql.XY are equivariant, i.e. we have morphisms <1Q,fi>:
<G,X,rr> + <Ql.,Ql.XY,µ~> in TOPill.. It is not difficult to show that the coequalizer in TOP of f 1 ,f2 : X+Ql.XY is the quotient mapping q: Ql.XY+Ql.XY/DQl.xR. By
what we noticed above, it follows that SQ). cannot create the coequalizer of
<1'1l.,f 1> and <1'1l.,f2>.
We shall see in 3.4.5 below, that the morphisms <1'1l.,f 1> and <1'1l.,f > do
2
have a coequalizer in TOPai.. So the above example shows, in addition, that

the functor sill. does not preserve all colimits in TOPai..
3.4.5. THEOREM. For any topological group G, the category TOPG is cocomplete, but in general the functor SG: TOPG +TOP does not preserve all co)1
limits
PROOF. The bad behaviour of SG is already illustrated in 3.4.4. In order
to prove that TOPG is cocomplete, proceed as follows.
Let H := Gd and let ip: H + G be the identical mapping. Observe, that i)!
is a bijection, so that the functor Rip: TOPG+TOPH is full and faithful (cf.
3.3.14(i)). Since His a locally compact Hausdorff group, TOPH is cocomplete
by 3.4.3. Since Rip has a le~ adjoint Lip (cf. 3.3.8), an obvious application
of 0.4.4(iii) shows that TOPG is cocomplete. D
3.4.6. In the preceding proof we can replace the appeal to o.4.4(iii) by
the following argument (which is, in fact, a proof for 0.4.4(iii), adapted
to the present situation): if Dis a diagram in TOPG, then by o.4.4(ii) the
functor Lip preserves the colimit of the diagram RipD in TOPH, thus giving
rise to a colimit for the diagram LipRipD. However, it follows immediately
from the description of Lip for this particular case in 3.3.13(ii) or from
the description of the counit of the adjunction of Lip and Rip in 3,3,9, that
LipRip may be identified with the identity functor on TOPG (take into account
that for any ttg <G,Z,s> the finest topology T' on Z making s: Gx(Z,T) +

(Z,T') continuous just equals the original topology Ton Z).

)l Hence SG cannot have a right adjoint, by 0.4.4(ii).
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Thus, the image under LW of the colimit in TOPH of RWD is just the colimit
of Din TOPG
We ma:y rephrase this loosely by saying that it is only the topologies
for which things go wrong. Indeed, colimits in TOPH can be computed in TOP
(H = Gd is discrete; cf. 3,4,3), and application of

LW to these colimits

means (according to 3.3.13(ii)) that the topologies of their phase spaces
have to be altered. Stated otherwise: a colimit in TOPG can be computed in
TOP, but af'terwards the topology in the phase space of an obtained "colimit"
has to be suitably weakened in.order to obtain the colimit in TOPG.
It follows immediately from these remarks that the composition of SG
with the forgetful functor P: TOP +SET preserves all colimi t s (recall that
P preserves colimits). In particular, PSG preserves all epimorphisms. Hence
SG prese?"l)es all epimoz>phisms (P reflects them). This yields an alternative
proof of 3,2,3,
We close our considerations about TOPG by a brief inspection of the
functor S~: TOPG +TOP, defined in 3. 3. 13( iii).
3,4,7. PROPOSITION. The functor S~ prese?"l)es all colimits and epimoz>phisms.
In addition, S~ preserves all equalizers, but it does not prese?"l)e all
finite products, unless G = {e}.
PROOF. By 3.3.13(iii), S~ has a right adjoint. So 0.4.4(ii) implies that

s~ preserves all colimits and all epimorphisms.
Next, consider morphisms <1G,f 1>,<1G,f2>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,a> in TOPG.
Their equalizer in TOPG is the morphism <1G,g>: <G,Z,~> + <G,X,n>, where
Z := {x l xe:X & f 1 (x) = f 2 (x)} is a G-invariant subset of X, g: Z +X is the
inclusion mapping, and~ := nlGxz (cf. 3.2.6). By 1.4.10, S~g is a topological embedding of S~<G,Z,~> = Z/C~ into S~<G,X,n> = X/Cn' and its range is
easily seen to be the subspace of X/Cn on which the mappings S~f 1 and S~f 2
coincide. This proves that S~ preserves all equalizers.

Finally, the following observations show that S~ does not always preserve finite products. Plainly, S~<G,G,A> is a one-point space. On the
other hand, the product of <G,G,A> with itself in TOPG is <G,GxG,n>, where
nt(u,v) := (tu,tv) (t,u,ve:G). Hence S~<G,GXG,n> may be identified with G
(and en then corresponds to the continuous and open mapping (u,v) 1-+ u- 1v:
GXG + G). So if G is not a one-point group, S~ does not preserve the product
of <G,G,A> with itself, 0
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3.4.8. If <1G,f>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,cr> is an epimorphism in TOPG, then f' :=
S~f: X/CTI + X/C 0 is epic in TOP, by 3.4.7, hence f' is a surjection. It follows that for every y € Y there exists x € X with C0 [y] = f'cnx = C0 [fx].
Since fCTI[x] = C0 [fx], it follows that f: X+Y is a surjection. Consequently,
we have proved, again, that SG preserves all epimorphisms.
3. 4. 9. PROPOSITION. The funator G: TTG + TOPGRP has a right adj oint. Conse-

quent Zy, G preserves aZZ aoZirnits and epirnorphiams.
G

PROOF. Fix a one-point space (*). For any object G € TOPGRP, let T denote
the obvious action of G on ( *). Define the functor R: TOPGRP + TTG by
on objects
(2)

on morphisms.
Then the following diagram shows that R is right adjoint to G (apply
o.4.2(ii)):
<G, ( *)

,T

G

>

-1'
I
(3)

: <ljJ,fy>
I
I

<H,Y,cr>

1

G

G

G

·i/
H

Here fy: Y+(*) is the unique surjection of the object Y onto(*).

fJ

3. 4. 1o. COROLLARY. The funator K: TTG + C) 1 preserves and rejleats epirnorphiams, i.e. a morphism <ijJ,f> in TTG is epia iff 1jJ is epia in TOPGRP and
f is epia in TOP.
PROOF. In view of 3.1.4(ii) we need only to prove that K preserves epimorphisms. So let <ljJ,f>: <G,X,n> + <H,Y,cr> be an epimorphism in TTG. Then 3.4.9
implies that ljJ: G+H is epic in TOPGRP, i.e. 1jJ is a surjection. Hence f[X]
is an invariant subset of <H,Y,cr> (cf. 1.4.5). Therefore, the proof of 3.2.3
applies to the present casel 2 , showing that f[X] = Y. D

) 1 Recall that C := TOPGRPxTOP.
) 2 We have only to replace the trivial action of G on the space Z considered
in 3~2.3 by the trivial action of H on Z.
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3.4.11. We shall show now that TTG is cocomplete. The existence of coequalizers is shown by means of a more or less obvious modification of the proof
of the existence of coequalizers in TOPG (cf. 3,4,5), However, the construction of coproducts in TTG offers some difficulties. We shall show first that
the object that might expected to be the colimit of a given set of ttgs is
not the right one.
Let {<G.,X.,n.> ! j€J} be a set of objects in TTG. If it has a coproJ J J
duct, the phase group of the colimiting object has to be the coproduct of
the set {G. ! j€J} in TOPGRP,.and the group components of the coprojections
J

in TTG have to be the coprojections 13.: G. +G of the coproduct in TOPGRP
1

1

(cf. 3.4.9), There exists an obvious action n of G on the disjoint union
E.X. of the spaces X. (i.e. the coproduct of the set {X. ! j€J} in TOP)
J J
J
J
such that each <13. ,r.> is a morphism in TTG; here r.: X. +E.X. is the can1 1
1 1
J J
onical embedding (coprojection) of X. into E.X .• In order to define this
1

J J

action n, first observe that each G. admits a canonical embedding a.: G.+
1
1 1
lP.G .• Since a. is a morphism in TOPGRP for each i € J, there exists a
J J
1
unique morphism a: G + lP. G. in TOPGRP making the following diagram commutaJ J

.

tive for every i € J:

(4)

Furthermore, let p.: lP .G.+ G. be the canonical projection. Then we can form
1

J J

1

the object <G,Xi,nipia> in TTG. Since piai = 1Gi' we have pial3i = 1Gi' whence
'D'a

(5)

<13 1., 1x.>: <G. ,x. ,n .> + <G,X. ,n-;1 >
1 1 1
1 1
1

is a morphism in TTG. Finally, form the coproduct <G,E.X.,n> of the set
G
J J
{<G,X.,n~j~ ! j€J} in TOP
(cf, 3.4.2); the coprojections are the morJ

J

phisms <1G,r.>, and using (5), we see that each <13.,r.>: <G.,X.,n.> +
1 1 1
1
1 1
<G,E.X.,n> is a morphism in TTG. These morphisms form a cone in TTG, but we
J J

shall show now that it is not a colimiting cone for the given set of objects
in TTG.
To this end, suppose we are given morphisms <lji. ,g.>: <G. ,X. ,n. > + <H,Y ,cr> in
1 1
1 1 1
TTG. Since (G,E.X.) is the coproduct of the set {(G.,X.) ! j€J} in C (where
J J
J J
C = TOPGRPxTOP), there exists a unique morphism (lji,g): (G,l..X.) + (H,Y) in
J J
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C such that (w.,g.) = (w,g)(B.,r.) for all i E J. We shall show now that,
i
i

i

i

in general, (w,g) is not a morphism in TTG from <G,E.X.,n> to <H,Y,cr>. This
J J

shows that <G,E.X.,n> together with the morphisms <8.,f.> cannot form the
J J

i

i

desired coproduct in TTG. To this end, observe first that for i,j E J, i '# j
implies that pjait = ej' the unit of Gj' for each t E Gi. Hence fort E Gi
and x EX., n(B.t,r.x)
r:1ft:ja(B.t,x) = r.n.(p.a.t,x) = r.(x). Consequently,
J

i

J

JJ

i

gn(B.t,r.x) = gr.(x)
J

i

JJ

Ji

J

g. (x)'
J

J

whereas, on the other hand
cr(wB.t,gr.x) = cr(w.t,g.x).
J

i

i

J

Since there is no guarantee that cr(w.t,g.x) = g.(x) for all i,j E J, i '# j,
i
J
.J
E G. and x E X., it follows that (w,g) need not be a morphism in TTG.

t

J

i

Observe, that the reason for this failure is, that the restriction of
the action n 8i of G. to r.[X.] is trivial if i # j.
J

i

J

3. 4. 12. THEOREM. The category TTG is cocomp Zete. The functor K: TTG + C does
not preserve all colimits) 1•
PROOF. We shall prove separately the existence of coproducts and of coequalizers in TTG. From the constructions it will be clear that K does not preserve all coproducts or all coequalizers.
I. Suppose {<G.,X.,n.>: jEJ} is a set of objects in

B.i : G.i

(6)

J

+

J

J

TTG. Let G and

G be as in 3. 4. 11 , and let for each i E J,
<8.,h.>: <G.,X.,n.> + L8 <G.,X.,n.> =: <G,Y;,cr;>
i
i
i
i
i
•
i
i
i
~
~
i

be the morphism in TTG which is universal for the family of all morphisms
in TTG with domain <G.,X.,n.> and group component 8.(cf. 3.3.11). In addii

i

i

i

tion, let <G,E.Y.,cr> denote the coproduct of the set {<G,Y.,cr.> : jEJ} in
J J
TOP G, with coprojections
<1G,f.>: <G,Y.,cr.>
i
i
i

J

J

<G,E.Y.,cr> (cf. 3.4.2). We

+

J

J

claim that <G,E .Y. ,a>, together with the morphisms <1G,f .><$.,h.>=<$. ,f.h.>,
J

J

i

i

i

i

i

i

form the coproduct of the given set {<G.,X.,n.> : jEJ} in TTG.
J

J

J

In order to prove this, suppose that we are given morphisms <wi,gi>:
<G. ,X. ,n.> + <H,Z,1;> in TTG (iEJ). Then there exists a unique morphism
i
i
i

) 1 In view of 3.4.9 this implies that S does not preserve all colimits. Hence
S cannot have a right adjoint, no more than K can have.
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lji: G+H in TOPGRP such that lji. = wa. for every i
1

1

E

J, Using 3,3,3, we see

that each <ljii,gi> factorizes as <iji,1Z><f3i,gi> over the object <G,z,~W> in

TIG.

By the universal property of <f3.,h.>, there exists a morphism of G-spaces
1ji 1 1
.
.
<1G,g.>: <G,Y.,cr.> + <G,Z,~ >such that g.= g.h., for every 1 e J, Since
1
1 1
1
11
G
·
<G,I:.Y.,cr> is the coproduct of the G-spaces <G,Y.,cr.> in TOP, this implies
J J
1 1
1ji
the existence of a unique morphism of G-spaces <1G,g>: <G,I:.Y.,cr> + <G,Z,~ >
J J
such that g.1 = gf.1 for every i e J,
Thus, we have obtained a morphism <lji,g>: <G,I:.Y.,cr> + <H,Z,~> in TIG
J J
such that <lji.,g.> = <1ji,g><f3.,f.h.> for every i e J, It is easy to see that
1 1
1 1 1
this is the unique morphism in TTG with this property (use the fact that
any morphism <lji,g'>: <G,I:jYj,cr> +
<G,z,~W>), This proves our claim.

<H,Z,~>

factorizes as <lji,1z><1G,g'> over

{Rema?'k. If a.,p. and a are as in 3.4.11, then set y. := f3.p.a. Observe
1
1

1
1 1
that y.a.
=
f3
.•
In
3,4,11,
we
considered
the
morphisms
<'3
·
1
>:
<G1. ,X1. , n1.> +
1 1
1
i• xi
PiQ
<G,X1.,n1. > = R <G.,X.,n.>. Let
pia 1 1 1

(7)

<y1.,h1!>:

<G,X.,n~ia>

1

1

+ <G,Y!,cr!>
1 1

be the universal arrow, according to 3,3,11. Here <G,Y!,cr!> :=
1
1
Pia
L <G, Y. , n. > = L R <G. ,X. , n. > = L0 (L R <G.,X. ,n.>) (use 3.3.14(ii)),
Yi
1 1
Yi pia 1 1 1
Pi Pia pia 1 1 1
Since p.a: G+G. is surjective, R
is full and faithful (cf. 3,3,14(i)),
1
1
pia
hence L R <G.,X.,n.> may be replaced by <G.,X.,n.>, and <G,Y!,cr!> may
Pia Pia 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1
by replaced by L0 <G.,X.,n.>, hence by <G,Y.,cr.>. In addition, the morPi 1 1 1
1 1
phism (6) is just the same (up to isomorphism) as <y.,h!><f3.,1X
1 1 1
.> =
<y.f3.,h!>
=
<f3.,h!>:
<G.,X.,n.>
+
<G,Y!,cr!>.
It
follows
that
th~
construc1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1
1 1
tion in the present proof is just the construction of 3.4.11, except that
p·a
we first apply L to <G,X.,n. 1 >for each i e J,}
Yi
1
1
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II. For i=1,2, let <$.,f.>: <G,X,rr> + <H,Y,cr> be a morphism in TTG.
J.
J.
Let q>: H+K denote the coequalizer in TOPGRP of $ 1 ,$2 : G+H, and let g 0 :
Y + z 0 be the coequalizer in TOP of f 1 , f 2 : X + Y. In general, the equivalence
relation R0 in Y defined by g0 is not invariant under the act ion a of H. Let
R be the least invariant equivalence relation in Y with R0 .:::_ R, i.e. R is
the intersection of all invariant equivalence relations which include R0 •
Let z 1 := Y/R and let ~ 1 be the action of Hd on z 1 induced by cr. It follows
easily, that the quotient mapping q 1 : Y + Z1 is universal for all morphisms
of Rd-spaces g: Y+Z with gf 1 = gf2 •
Next, let

1 :

Hd + H denote the identical mapping, and let, according to

3.3.11,

be the morphism in TTG which is universal for all morphisms <1,h> in TTG
with domain

<Hd,z 1 ,~ 1 >.

Then obviously

is a morphism in TTG, and this morphism is easily seen to be universal for
all morphisms of H-spaces <1H,g> with domain <H,Y,cr> and satisfying the relation f 1g = f 2g.
Finally, let

be the morphism in TTG which is universal for all morphisms <q>,g'> in TTG
with domain

<H,Z 2 ,~ 2 >.

We claim that <q>,q 3q2 q 1>: <H,Y,cr> +
coequalizer of <$1 ,f 1>and <$ 2 ,f2> in TTG.

<K,z 3 ,~ 3 >

is the

To this end, consider the following diagram, where <$,g>: <H,Y,cr> +
is any morphism in TTG with <$,g><$ 1 ,f 1> = <$,g><$ 2 ,f2>. Observe
that there exists a unique morphism $' in TOPGRP such that $ = $ 1 q>. Now the
<L,Z,~>

trick is to factorize <$,g> a couple of times, using 3.3.3, and then to apply the above mentioned universality properties of <1H,q 2q 1> and <q>,q 3> in
order to obtain the dotted arrows in the diagram.
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The proof that <1/J' ,g"> is the unique morphism in TTG with the property that
<1/J,g> = <1/J' ,g">«p,q3q2q 1> is left as an exercise for the reader. D
3.4.13. In the first part of the preceding proof, each S.: G. +G is injec1.
1.
tive (indeed, aS. =a. and a. is injective). So 3.3.13(i) shows that h.:
1.
1.
1.
1.
X. +Y. is an injection (cf. (6)). We can show somewhat more, namely, the
1.

1.

functions h.: X. +Y. (iEJ) CU'e topoZogicaZ embeddings, and there exist con1.
1.
1.
tinuous surj ections r 1! : Y. + X. such that r ! h. = 1X • Thus, each X. is a re1.
1.
1. 1.
i
1.
tract of Y ••
1.

Indeed, for each i E J we have in the first part of the proof of
3.4.12 a morphism f.h.: X. +L:.Y. in TOP. Hence there exists a unique mor1. 1.
1.
J J
phism k: L:.X.+LY. in TOP such that f.h. = kr., where r.: X.+LX. is
J J
J J
1. 1.
1.
1.
1.
J J
the canonical embedding. On the other hand, in 3.4.11 we obtained morphisms
<$. ,r.>: <G. ,X. ,7T.> + <G,LX. ,7T> in TTG, and since <S. ,f.h.>: <G. ,X. ,7T.> +
1.

1.

1.

1.

J J

1.

1.

1. 1.

1.

1.

1.

<G,L:.Y.,cr> for i E J form the coproduct in TTG of the objects <G.,X.,7T.>,
J J
J J J
it follows that there is a unique morphism <y,r>: <G,L:.Y.,cr> + <G,L:.X.,7T>
J J
J J
in TTG such that <S.,r.> = <y,r><S.,f.h.>. Then clearly y = 1G and r. =
1.

1.

1.

1. 1.

1.

rf.h .• In particular, the last equality together with the equality f.h.
1. 1.
1. 1.
kr. shows that (rk)r. = 1~·x·r., hence rk = 1~·x·· Hence k is a topological
1. .
1.
LJ J 1. ~
LJ J
embedding of L:.X. into L:.Y. 1 mapping each r.[X.] into f.[Y:J. So by the ·
J J
J J
1.
1.
1.
1.
definition of k, each h. is a topological embedding of X. into Y.• In ad1.
1.
1.
dition, if r! is defined as the "restriction" and "corestriction" of r to
1.

the domain Y. and the codomain
1.

x,-1. ..

then r!h. =
1. 1.

1xi •

3. 4. 14. Now we turn our attention to the functor S 1 : TTG +TOP, defined in
3.4.1. We start with a generalization of 3.3.13(iii), where it has been
shown that the restriction of S1 to TOPG has a right adjoint.
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3,4,15. PROPOSITION. The functor S1 : TTG+TOP has a Pight ad.joint. Hence

S1 prese?'Ves aZZ coZimits and aZZ epimorphisms.
PROOF. Fix a one-point topological group E, and define the functor

R1 :

TOP+TTG by

R: {
1

x I-+ <E,X,Tx>

on objects

f I-+ <1 ,f>

on morphisms

E

Here TX denotes the trivial action of E on the topological space X. Now S1
is easily shown to be left adjoint to R1 , with unit y: 1TTG + R1S1 , given by
y<G,X;rr>
for every object <G,X,7T> e: TTG; here 1jJG: G+E is the obvious surjection.

D

3.4.16. If <ijl,f>: <G,X,7T> + <H,Y ,cr> is epic in TTG, then ijl: G+H is surjective, by 3.4.9. Hence the arguments in 3.4.8 can be modified to the
effect that we obtain a proof that f is surjective. Thus, we obtain an alternative proof of 3.4.10.
The following proposition should be compared with 3.4.7, where the bes~ with respect to products and equalizers is considered.

haviour of

3. 4. 17. PROPOSITION. The functor S1 : TTG +TOP prese?'Ves aZ Z products, but

it does not prese?'Ve aZZ equaZize!'s.
PROOF. Let {<G.,X.,7T.> : je:J} be a set of ttgs. According to 3.1.12(i),
J J J
their product in TTG is <lP.G., lP.X.,7T> with projections <ij1 1. ,f1.>:

--

J J

J J

<lP.G., lP.X. ,7T> + <G.,X.,7T.>. For each (x.). e: lP.X. we have plainly
JJ
JJ
l.l.l.
JJ
JJ
C7T[(x.) .] = lP. C [x.]. It follows that C = lP. C
(cf, 0.2.4 for proJ J
J 7Tj J
7T
J 7Tj
ducts of equivalence relations). Since each c7f. is an open mapping there
exists a homeomorphism g: lP.X./C

+lP.(X./C

, such that goc = lP. c • If
7T·
7T
J 'ITj
we identify lP. X./c
) via g, then S1<1/J. ,f.> is easily seen
J J .7T
J
J 'ITj
l.
l.
to correspond to the projection p.: lP. (X./C ) + X./C
in TOP. This proves
l.
J
J 7f.
l.
7Ti
that the functor s1 preserves all products. J
7T
with lP. (X./C
J J

J

J

The following example shows that S1 does not preserve equalizers. Let
G be any topological group with at least two points, and define actions 7T
and cr of G x G on G x G and on G by
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w((s,t),(x,y)) := (sx,ty);
for (s,t),(x,y)

€

cr((s,t),x) := sx

GxG. Furthermore, let f: GXG+G be the projection (in

TOP) of G x G onto its first coordinate, and let 1/J 1 , w2 : GxG + GXG in TO PG RP
be defined by

w,(s,t) := (s,t);
for (s,t)

1y2(s,t) := (s,e)

GxG. The equalizer of the morphisms <1/J 1 ,f>,<1/J2 ,f>: <GxG,GxG,w>+
<GxG,G,cr> in TTG is, by 3.1.12(ii), the morphism <1/J,1GxG>: <Gx{e},GxG,w1/J> +
€

<GXG,GXG,TI>, where 1/J: GX{e} + GXG is the inclusion mapping. Then s,<1/J,1GXG>
may be seen as the obvious mapping of G onto a one-point space, whereas
s,<1/J,,f> and s,<1/J2,f> both are mappings of this one-point space onto another
one. Since G has at least two points, S1<1/J,1GXG> is not the coequalizer of

S1<1/J 1 ,f> and S2<1/J 2 ,f> in TOP. D
3.4.18. NOTES. Most results in this subsection seem to be new. However, it
is not unlikely that some of them are straightforward modifications of
known facts from category theory concerning categories of algebras over a
monad (or, more specifically, of known theorems about the category of Amodules, say, where A is some K-algebra, Ka commutative ring; cf. the
notes in 3.1.18). The only result in this direction of which the present
author is aware is a theorem in F.E.J. LINTON [1969], stating that the
existence of coproducts in an algebra over a monad follows from the existence of certain coequalizers. Although our methods are quite different
from LINTON's, the following similarity is quite striking. As a by-product,
LINTON shows that the existence of certain coequalizers in a category A im.
t hat t he induced
.
~AH has a le~ adJoint,
. .
plies
functor of algebras e* ·. AH' ~
where

e:

H+ H' is a morphism of monads. The analogue of this is our theorem

3,3.8, which played an essential role in the considerations of this subsection.
The attentive reader will have noticed that it is suggested by 1.4.11
that there is a functor from a suitable subcategory of TTG to the category
of semigroups. Although this "enveloping semigroup functor" plays an important role in topological dynamics (cf. for instance the monograph [El]) it
falls outside the scope of the present treatise. We return to it briefly
in subsection 4.4.
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4 - SUBCATEGORIES OF TTG

First, in subsection 4.1, we shall analyse the proofs of some of the
reflection and preservation properties of the functor

K: TTG->- TOPGRPx TOP,

given in §3. In addition, some generalizations will be given. We restrict
ourselves here to limits, monomorphisms and epimorphisms. This is mainly
due to the fact that we are interested in the applicability of the theorem

o.4.3 to certain subcategories of TTG in order to prove that they are
reflective. This will be done in subsection 4.3. We shall consider here only
subcategories of TTG of the form K+[AxBJ, where A is a subcategory of TOPGRP
and B is a subcategory of TOP. Consequently, we shall not consider subcategories of TTG which arise by imposing also conditions on the actions of their
in

objects. Nevertheless, some results in subsection 4.4 are related to such
subcategories, namely, the full subcategories of

TTG, defined by all

equicontinuous ttgs or by all ttgs on compact spaces having a dense orbit.
There we investigate what the reflection of an object of

TOPG in COMPG

looks like. This provides us with an example that the functor

SG: TOPG->- TOP does not map reflections of objects of TOPG in COMPG onto
TOP in COMP (i.e. SG does not "preserve reflec-

reflections of objects of
tions").

4.1. Limits, monomorphisms and epimorphisms
4.1.1. In this section we consider mainly subcategories

X of TTG

which can

A and B denote subcategories of
.
+
TOPGRP and TOP, respectively,
and set X := K [AxBJ; here K: TTG->-TOPGRPxTOP
is the functor defined in 3.1.2. Thus, objects in X are all ttgs <G,X,TI>
with (G,X) E AxB; we do not require that n: GxX->-X is a morphism in B.
be described in the following way. Let
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Morphisms in X are all morphisms <1/J,f> in TTG with (1/J,f) in Ax B. In this

section. A. B and X shaU always have the above T11Baning.
~

+

' If A has only one object G and one morphism 1G, then K [AxBJ will be
denoted BG. Obviously, BG is a subcategory of TOPG, namely, BG= (SG)+[BJ.
We shall be a little bit careless with respect to notation. The inclusion functors A+ TOPGRP, B +TOP and X + TTG are always omitted. In addition, the restriction and corestriction of the functor K to X and Ax B
will be denoted simply K: X+AxB; similarly, we write G: X+A, S: X+B and
SG: BG+B.
4. 1. 2. At this point• we investigate which conditions have to be imposed
upon A and B in order that the methods of §3 can be used in order to solve
the following questions:) 1
( i)

When can limits and monomorphisms in X be calculated in Ax B ( cf.
3.1.12 and 3.2.5)?

(ii) When can epimorphisms in X be calculated in Ax B ( cf. 3. 4. 10 and
3.2.3)?

M.J.i.l:

In order that the monad (H,n;µ) can be defined in Ax B similar to
the definition in 3.1.6, it is necessary and sufficient that the following
conditions are fulfilled:
(M1) For each object ( G,X) in AxB, the topological product G x X is an object
in B.
G

(M2) For each object (G,X) inAxB, the continuous functions nx:x>--+- (e,x):
G
X+GxX and µX: (s,(t,x)) 1--+- (st,x): Gx (GxX)+GxX are morphisms in B.
If so, then the category of all H-algebras may be identified with the full
subcategory of X, defined by all its objects <G,X,1T> for which 1T: GxX+X is
a morphism in B (cf. 3.1.8); this is all of X if Bis a full subcategory of
TOP. Resuming: if Bis a full subcategory of TOP and if condition (M1) is
fulfilled, then limits and monomorphisms in X can be calculated in A x B.
Ad (ii): In order to imitate the proof of 3.4.10, one has first to prove
the analogue of 3.4.9, i.e. that the functor G: X +A has a right adjoint.
This can be done if

)1

The analoguous question about isomoPphisms has obviously the answer:
always (i.e. no additional conditions!).
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(E1) The category B has a final object.
Then the proof of 3.4.10 works in the present context if
(E2) Epimorphisms in A are surjective.
(E3) For each object <H,Y,cr> in X,

the quotient mapping c 0

:

Y-+Y/C 0

belongs to B.
(E4) For each object B in B and subset A of B, the quotient mapping q: B-+
B/R(A) and the constant mapping f: B-+ B/R(A) sending B into q[A]
belong to B; here R(A) := (AxA) u {(b,b) ! bEB}. ) 1
We might also try to immitate the proofs indicated in 3.4.16 (cf. also
3.4.8). Then we need, among others, again condition (E3). For a discussion
of the conditions we refer to the notes in 4.1.11. It appears that (E3) and
(E4) are almost never fulfilled. Therefore, we shall now try to develope
methods which do not require these conditions.

4.1.3. LEMMA. Suppose the inclusion functor of B into TOP preserves lirrrits.
Then the functor K: X-+AxB creates lirrrits.
PROOF. Let D: J-+ X be a diagram, and set D. =: <G .,X., 7f. > for each object

--

J

J

J

J

j E J. Suppose the diagram KD: J+AxB has a limiting cone (ljJ,f): (G,X)-+KD
in AxB; set (ljJ.,f.) := (ljJ,f). for j EJ. Note that f: X-+SD is a limiting

J

J

J

cone for the diagram SD: J-+TOP in TOP. Plainly, the morphisms n.o(ljJ.xf.):

J

J

GxX-+ X. in TOP form a cone GxX-+ SD in TOP. Hence there exists a unique
J

morphism n: GxX-+X in TOP such that f.o7f

J

= n.o(ljJ.xf.)
J

J

J

J

for each j E J. It is

routine to show that 7f is an action of G on X, and that <ljJ,f>: <G,X,n> -+D
is a limiting cone in X for the diagram D.

D

4.1.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose that A and Bare complete, and that the inclusion functor of B in to TOP preserves limits. Then the functor K: X-+Ax B
creates and preserves lirrrits, and X is complete. In addition, K: X-+AxB
preserves and reflects monomorphisms.
PROOF. Use 4.1.3 and o.4.4.

0

4.1.5. LEMMA. Let Y be a subcategory of TTG and let <ljJ,f>: <G,X,n>-+<H,Y,cr>

be a monomorphism in Y. If either
)1

The space Z constructed in the proof of 3.2.3 can be obtained by
identification of the subset c 0 f[X] of Y/C 0 with a point.
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Vx e X : <1G'1Tx>: <G,G,A> + <G,X,ir> is in y

( 1)

Ol' Y is a Hausdol'ff spaae and ) 1
Vx e X : <1G,ox>: <G,E,ir*> + <G,X,ir> is in

(2)

then

f

y~

is injeative.

PROOF. Suppose that (2) is valid and that Y is a Hausdorff space (the proof
under assumption of (1) is similar and is

le~

to the reader). Let x,y e X

be such that f(x) = f(y). Then for all t e G,
rir

x (t) = a(wt,rx) = a($t,ry) = riry (t)

whence fo x (irt) = fo y (irt) for all t e G. Since ~[G] is dense in E, it follows that fo x = fo y • Consequently, the morphisms <1G,o x > and <1G,oy > in Y
have equal compositions with the monomorphism <$,f>, Hence o = o , and
x
y
x = y. This shows that f is injective. D
4.1.6. LEMMA. If <$,f>: <G,X,ir> + <H,Y ,a> is a monomozrphism in X and f is
injeative~

then $ is monia in A.

~·

s

E

Let a,a: K+G be morphisms in A such that $a = wa. Then for all
K and X E X

Since f is injective, it follows that ira =ire. Let p := ira =ire. Then
<a,1x> and <a,1X> are morphisms in

X from <K,X,p> to <G,X,ir>, and their

composites with <$,f> are equal to each other. Since <$,f> is monic in X
it follows that a = a. This shows that $ is monic in

A. D

4.1.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose that Bis a fuZZ subaatego:r>y of TOP~ and that

one of the foUoUYlng aonditions is fuZfil:led:

(i) A : B.
(ii) B £ HAUS and B is aZosed undel' the fomation of topoZogiaaZ pl'oduats

and aZosed subspaaes_.
Then the funatol' K: X +AxB pl'esel'Ves and l'efZeats monomozrphisms.
PROOF. Reflection is obvious since

)1

er.

1.4.4(vi) for the notation.

K is faithful. Preservation is an easy
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consequence of the preceding lemmas. Condition (i) implies that (1) in
4.1.5 is fulfilled, and (ii) implies that (2) in 4.1.5 is valid. Hence,
the conditions of 4.1.6 are trivially fulfilled.

D

4.1.8. The preceding lemmas and propositions, from 4.1.3 up to 4.1.7 may
be seen as an effort to save as much as possible if the general method,
indicated in 4.1.2 for the computation of limits and monomorphisms cannot
be used. For epimorphisms, the method indicated in 4.1.2 is not general at
all (condition (E3) is very heavy; cf. the notes in 4.1.11 below). So our
next proposition can be seen as an improvement on the above mentioned
method.
4.1.9. LEMMA. Let Y be a subcategopy of TTG and let <ljJ,f>: <G,X;rr>+<H,Y,cr>

be an epimorphism in Y. In addition, let A be an H-invaT'iant subset of Y,
A 2 f[XJ, and let thepe exist an action p of H on Y uA Y) 1 such that the
canonical injections f 1 ,f2 : Y+YuA Y ape morphisms of H-spaces. If the
morphisms <1H,fi>: <H,Y,cr>+<H,YuAY,p> foP i=1,2 belong to Y, then A= Y.
PROOF. Plainly f 1 = f 2 , hence A= Y.

0

4.1.10. PROPOSITION. Suppose that A and B satisfy the following conditions:

Epimorphisms in A have a dBnse Pange.
(ii) Bis a full subcategoPy of HAUS having a teT'minal object.
(iii) Fop any object Y E Band closed subset A of Y the space Y uA Y is an
object in B.

(i)

Then the functor' K: X+Ax B pPesePves and Pe fleets epimorphisms.
PROOF. Reflection: K is faithful.
Preservation: let <ljJ,f>: <G,X,rr> + <H,Y,cr> be an epimorphism in X.
Since B has a terminal object, we can use the proof of 3.4.9 in order to
prove that G: X+A has a right adjoint. In particular, it follows that ljJ is
epic in A (cf. the discussion in 4.1.2(ii)). By (i), ljJ[G] is dense in H.
Next, set A:= clyf[X]. Then A is H-invariant (cf. 1.4.5). By 1.5.10, there
exists an action p of H on Y uA Y making <1H,f 1> and <1H'f2 > morphisms in
TIG from <H,Y,cr> into <H,Y uA Y,p>. Obviously, these morphisms are in X,
hence 4.1.9 implies that A= Y. So f has a dense range in Y. Since Bis a
subcategory of HAUS, it follows that f is epic in B.

D

) 1 F or t h e defim.tion
. . .
of YuAY and of f 1 ,f2 : Y+YuAY' cf. 0 •4. 10.
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4.1.11. NOTES. If Bis a full subcategory of TOP, then (M1) implies (M2),
and in (E3) and (E4) we need only to require that the quotient spaces under
consideration are objects in B (which is a quite heavy requirement!).
Observe that (M1) is fulfilled whenever As Band B is closed with
respect to the formation of topological products. Although the condition

A s B seems to be quite natural, it is rather inconvenient. For example, in
Topological Dynamics one is interested in actions of discrete groups on
compact Hausdorff spaces; here this condition would imply that one could
consider only actions of finite discrete groups.) 1 Fortunately, the condition As B does not occur in 4.1.4, nor in 4.1.7(ii).
A problem, related to the condition A s B, is the following one: if

A and B are suitable subcategories of TOPGRP

and

TOP, respectively, and if

<G,X,n> is a ttg, under which additional conditions on the action n the
assumption X

E

B implies G

E

A? Of course, the condition that n is effective

seems to be indispensable. As examples of this general problem we mention
two particular problems:
(i)

When does metrizability of X imply metrizability of G if <G,X,n> is
an effective ttg?

An answer is included in 1.1.23: X separable and G locally compact Hausdorff.

(ii) When does the condition that X is an n-manifold imply that G is a Lie
group, if <G,X,n> is an effective ttg?
The HILBERT-SMITH conjecture states that compactness of G is a sufficient
condition. In its generality, the conjecture is still open. For a survey and
for more references to pertinent literature, cf. R.F. WILLIAMS [1968]. See
the notes in 3.3.16 for a related problem.
We proceed with a brief discussion of the conditions which are sufficient in order that epimorphisms in

X can be calculated in A xB. Let us

first observe that the condition on Bin 4.1.10 are rather weak. Indeed,
many useful full subcategories B of HAUS contain a one-point space and
satisfy 4.1.10(iii); we mention the following ones:
T2-spaces, T3-spaces, Tychonov spaces (easy);
T4-spaces (cf. [Du], Chap. VII, 3.3(1));
paracompact T2 -spaces ([Du], Chap. VIII, 2.6);
locally compact T2-spaces (easy);
)1

To avoid misunderstanding, actions of finite groups on compact spaces
form an important field of mathematical research. Cf. also [MZ], p.222,
where the connection with actions of general compact groups is indicated.
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k-spaces (easy);
compact T2-spaces (obvious).
Concerning condition 4.1.10(i), observe that each subcategory

A of TOPGRP

is admitted in which epimorphisms are surjections (e.g, all discrete
groups). However, the question whether the subcategory HAUSGRP of TOPGRP
satisfies condition 4.1.10(i), seems still to be unsolved (of course, all
morphisms in HAUSGRP with a dense range are epic in HAUSGRP). Although the
conditions (E3) and (E4) do not explicitly impose conditions on A, they are
quite unattractive. First, (E4) works only for nice subcategories of TOP if
we consider aZosed subsets, and then 4.1.10 seems to be preferable. Second,
in practice condition {E3) can only be verified for nice subcategories of

TOP if As COMPGRP. Indeed, the question under which additional conditions
on a ttg <H,Y,cr> (either on H or on the action a) the orbit space Y/Ccr in~
herits nice properties from the phase space Y, has drawn considerable attention in the literature. As a general rule one can state that the orbit space
has better properties according as the action looks more like the action of
a compact group. In fact, orbit spaces form an important tool in the study
of ttgs with a compact phase group. We shall mention now some properties
which Y/Ccr inherits from Y if the phase group of <H,Y,cr> is a compact T2 group. First, notice that in any ttg <H,Y,cr> with H E COMPGRP and Y E HAUS,
the function ccr: Y +Y/Ccr is perfeat (its fibers are the orbits, and orbits
are compact because they are continuous images of H; moreover, c is a

a

closed mapping by Theorem 3.1 of [Br], Chap. I, or [GH], 1.18(5)). In that
case one can prove that each of the following properties are inherited from
Y by Y/Ccr:
T2 , T3 , metrizable, (cf. [Du], Chap. XI, §5);
paracompact Hausdorff (cf. [Du], Chap. VIII, 2.6);
T4 (cf. [Du], Chap. VII, 3.3(1));
Tychonov (cf. [Du], Chap. XI, Problem 5.12 on p.254).
The above references do not use the fact that Y/Ccr is the orbit space of a
ttg (only the fact that ccr is a perfect mapping is used). Using the peculiar
properties of a given ttg <H,Y,cr> some of the above "inheritance theorems"
can be proved easier or in greater generality. For example, using normalized Haar measure on the compact T2-group H, it is easy to show that a
metrizabZe phase space may be assumed to have an invariant metric d. Then
it is easy to see that
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defines a metric on Y/Ccr' This proof generalizes to arbitrary locally compact T2-groups H, provided Y is a locally compact metrizable space, Y/Ccr is
given to be paracompact and the action cr of H on Y is pl'Oper. Cf. [Ks],
Chap. I. Here the property "proper" (cf. also [Bo], Chap. III) may be seen
as an "approximation" for the action of a compact group. Yet another "approximation" is unifom equicontinuity. And indeed, it is easily shown that
for any uniformly ~quicontinuous ttg <H,Y,cr> with Y metrizable) 1 , there
exists an invariant metric on Y. Cf. [SK], p.186.
Other conditions on the action cr of an arbitrary topological group H
on a space Y implying that Y/Ccr inherits nice properties of Y can be found
in [Ks], in [Bo], Chap. III, in R.S. PALAIS [1961], and in O. HAJEK
[ 1970; 1971].
4.2. Applications
4.2.1. The notation in this subsection will be as in subsection 4.1, and G
will alwaurs denote a fixed topological group. We shall apply now the results

A and B.
Since in aU e:x:amp Zee the categones A and B ai'e aomp Zete and K: X+ AxB
of proposition 4.1.4, 4.1.7 and 4.1.10 to some special categories

creates (hence presePVes.1 )

Zimits~ the catego'I'Y X is comptete. We shall not
repeat this fact in each case separately.
In the case that A is the category consisting of one object G and one

morphism 10 , we shall also consider briefly some coproducts and coequalizers.
Cocompleteness for subcategories of TTG will be considered more intensively
in subsection 4.3 (cf. in particular 4,3,3),
4.2.2. A = TOPGRP; B = HAUS.
The inclusion functor of HAUS into
functor

TOP creates all limits, so by 4.1.4, the
K: X+TOPGRPxHAUS creates all limits. In addition, it preserves and

reflects all monomorphisms (this would also follow from 4.1.7), Finally,
4.1.10 applies in the present situation to the effect that

K preserves and

reflects epimorphisms.

) 1 In topological dynamics such a ttg is

of Liapunov.

o~en

called stabte in the sense
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4.2.3. A = HAUSGRP; B = HAUS.
4.2.2, except the statement on epimorphisms: we can apply 4.1.10
only if the conjecture that all epimorphisms in HAUSGRP have dense ranges

Similar to

is assumed to be true.

4.2.4. The category HAUSG.
The results concerning limits, mono- and epimorphisms are similar to those
in 4.2.2 for ('°[TOPGRPxHAUSJ.
Since coproducts in

HAUS can be computed in TOP, the proof of 3.4.2
SG:

can be given entirely within the present context. Thus, the functor

HAUSG

HAUS creates and preserves all coproducts. {Notice that it follows
that the inclusion functor HAUSG + TOPG creates and preserves them as well;
use 3.4.2 to prove this.}
Finally, the coequalizer g: Y+Z in HAUS of a pair of morphisms f 1 ,f2 :
X+Y in HAUS is always a quotient mapping. Consequently, the proof of 3.4.3
shows that SG: HAUSG + HAUS creates all coequalizers whenever G is a toaaity aompaat Hausd.ol'ff (Jl'Oup. In this aase, HAUSG is aoaomptete) 1, and SG
+

al'eates and pl'esel'Ves aii aotirrrits.

4.2.5. A = TOPGRP; B = COMP.
4.2.2.

Similar to

4.2.6. A= HAUSGRP; B = COMP.
Similar to 4.2.3.
4.2.7. The category COMPG.
The results about limits, monomorphisms and epimorphisms are similar to
those in 4.2.4 for HAUSG.

COMP can be computed in TOP. So
similar to 4.2.4 it can be shown that the functor SG: COMPG + COMP creates
and preserves all finite coproducts. In addition, coequalizers in COMP are
Observe that all finite coproducts in

always pel'feat continuous surjections, so in view of the first remark in

3.4.4 we can use the proof of 3.4.3 in order to show that SG creates all
COMPG is finitely cocomplete) 1,and SG: COMPG
COMP al'eates and pl'esel'Ves aii aotirrrits of finite diagl'Cllfl8.

coequalizers. Consequently,

) 1 We shall see in subsection 4.3 that this category is cocomplete for
every topological group G. However, SG may not preserve limits of
infinite diagrams.

+
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4.2.8. The category COMPG for discrete G.
For limits, monomorphisms and epimorphisms the situation is similar to
4.2.7,
We shall indicate now why the f'tmctor SG: COMPG + COMP creates colimits
:for all diagrams in COMPG >1 • In view of 4.2.7 it will be sufficient to
prove that SG creates all (infinite) coproducts in COMPG. To this end, one
has to apply proposition 4.2.9 below to the (created!) coproduct in HAUSG
of a given set of objects in COMPG (use the fact that coproducts in COMP are
obtained as reflections in COMP of the corresponding coproducts in HAUS).
4.2.9. PROPOSITION. Let <G,X,~> be a ttg with Ga discrete group
and Zet ax: X + ax denote the ref"lection of X in COMP. Then there
e:r:ists a unique action a of G on ax making aX a morphism of G-spaces
from x (~ith action ~) into ax (~ith action a).
PROOF. For every t e G, let at: ax + ax be the unique continuous function satisfying crtaX = aX~t. Since G is discrete, we obtain a continuous mapping cr:
Gxax + ax, and a is easily seen to meet all requirements.

D

4.2.10. There remain several other subcategories of TTG to be considered,
for example the cases
A = COMPGRP; B = HAUS.
A = COMPGRP; B = COMP.
In these cases, limits, mono- and epimorphisms) 2 in X are created and preserved by K: X+AxB (cf. 4.2.2).
4.2.11. The results of this subsection are summarized in the schemeonp.128.
Anticipating the results in 5.3.4 on the category KRG for locally compact
Hausdorff groups G, we have also inserted some properties of the f'tmctor
SG: KRG + KR.
4.2.13. NOTES. In view of proposition 4.2.9 one might ask under what conditions an action ~ of a group G on, say, a Tychonov space X can be extended to an action of G (not merely of Gd) on the Stone-~ech compactification
>1 In particular, COMPG is cocomplete. However, we shall show in 4.3.3 that

discreteness of G can be omitted as far as it concerns cocompleteness.
2
) Epimorphisms in COMPGRP are surjective; see D. POGUNTKE [1970].
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ax

of X. This, and related questions are dealt with in D.H. CARLSON [1971]

for the case G = JR. In general, the action of G on X cannot be extended to
an action of G on

ax

(cf. Theorem 4.10 in the above mentioned paper).

We mentioned some cases in which a subcategory BG of TOPG is cocomplete
(cf. 4.2.4, 4.2.8). However, if

X is any full reflective subcategory of the

complete and cocomplete category TTG or TOPG (or of any other complete and
cocomplete subcategory of TTG), and if X is closed with respect to isomorphisms, then X itself is complete and cocomplete. Therefore, the results in
our next subsection show among others that COMPG and HAUSG are cocomplete
for every topological group G.
PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTOR K: X+ AxB AND
THE FUNCTOR SG: BG+ B
A = TOPGRP

HAUSG

B = HAUS
products
equalizers
monomorphisms

COMPG

B = COMP

} c,p

} c,p

} c,p

r,p

r,p

r,p

coproducts

}

r,p

r,p

c,p

r,p

KRG
(G loc.
comp. T2 )

}

r,p
c,p)2

c,p
c ,p) 1

coequalizers
epimorphisms

A = TOPGRP

c,p
r,p

c,p
r,p

}

c,p
r,p

)l only for locally compact Hausdorff groups G

)2 only creation and preservation of finite coproducts;
if G is discrete, then of all coproducts.
c = creates
p

preserves

r = reflects
4.3. Reflective subcategories of TTG
4.3.1. Notation will be in accordance with the previous subsections. However, we shall consider now subcategories A0 ,A of TOPGRP and B0 ,B-of TOP,
subject to the following conditions:
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(R1) Ao s As

TOPGRP; Bos B s TOP.

(R2) A0 is a full subcategory of A, closed with respect to isomorphisms

in A. Similarly, B0 is a full subcategory of B, closed with respect
to isomorphisms in B.
Let now the subcategories X0 and X of

TTG be given by X0

+
:= K CA 0 x B0 J

and
X := K+[AxBJ. Obviously, X0 is a full subcategory of X, closed with respect

to isomorphisms in X. Next, let

E {M} denote a class of epimorphisms {mono-

morphisms} in X and suppose that X has the following properties:
(R3) X has the E-M-factorization property.
(R4) X is co-E-small.

(R5) X has all products.
In addition, let X0 satisfy the following conditions:
(R6) XO is closed under the formation of products in X.
(R7) XO is closed under the formation of M-subobjects in

x.

Under these conditions, X0 is an E-reflective subcategory of X (cf. o.4.3).
We shall consider now classes E and M which are defined in the following way. Let Ea and Eb {Ma and ~} denote classes of epimorphisms {monomorphisms} in A and B, respectively, and set E := K+[Eax EbJ, M := K+[Max MbJ.
Since K is faithful, it follows that E is a class of epimorphisms in X and
that M is a class of monomorphisms in X)l.
Next, suppose that A0 and A satisfy the conditions (R3) through (R7)
Ea and Ma • In addition, let B0 and B have them with
respect to Eb and~· {Then A0 is Ea-reflective in A and B0 is Eb-reflective
in B; however, we shall not use this explicitly.}
above with respect to

Then the categories X0 and X obviously have the properties ( R4) and
(R7). Moreover, if K: X+AxB creates aU products in X, then also conditions
( R5) and ( R6) are satisfied.
However, in this abstract setting it is not possible to show that X has
E-M-factorization. The difficulty is the following one. Suppose we are given
a morphism <ljl,f>: <G,X,7T> + <H,Y,o> in X. Let G ~ H' ~ H {X~
Y'~ Y be the Ea -M a -{Eb -M"b -} factorization of 1jJ in A {off in B}. Then
)1

Here we need only that K reflects all epimorphisms and all monomorphisms,
and our efforts in obtaining results on preservation of such morphisms
by K seem to be superfluous. Strictly speaking, this is true. However, if
K: X+ AxB preserves all monomorphisms and epimorphisms, the above method
yields E and M as general as possible.
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<~,f> = <1,i><~',f'> is an E-M-factorization of <~,f> iff <1,i> and <~',f'>
reaZZy are morphisms in TTG, i.e. iff there exists an action cr' of H' on Y'

which makes the following diagram commutative:

( 1)

Intuitively, this means that Y' is an H'-invariant subset of Y. We shall
present now a few examples where the above described situation is, indeed,
as follows: H' is a subgroup of H, Y' is a subspace of Y, and 1 and i are
embedding mappings. Then such a cr' exists iff Y' is an H'-invariant subspace
of Y. In that case, a'
a j H, x y,
filled in all examples below.

H'x Y' +Y'. This condition will be ful-

4.3.2. EXAMPLES. The following examples are obtained by specification of
A0 , A, B0 , B, etc., taking care that the conditions (R1) through (R7) are
satisfied for Ea and Ma with respect to A0 and A, and for Eb and ~ with
respect to B0 and B.
(i)

K+[TOPGRPxHAUSJ is an E-refZective subcategory of TTG, where E denotes
the cZass of aU morphisms in TTG whose group and space components

both are surjective.
{To see this, take (in the notation of 4.3.1):
Ao := A := TOPGRP; Bo := HAUS; B := TOP;
Ea {Eb}: all surjective morphisms in TOPGRP {TOP};
Ma{~}: all topological embeddings in TOPGRP {TOP}.
In diagram (1), we obtain H' = ~[G], Y' = f[X], and 1 and i are embedding mappings. Then by 1.4.5, Y' is an H'-invariant subset of Y,
and the arguments in 4.3.1 show that not only conditions (R4) through
(R7), are fulfilled, but also (R3). For (R5), notice that the functor
K: TTG + TOPGRPxTOP creates products.}
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(ii)

K+[HAUSGRPxHAUSJ is an E-reflectiv e subcategory of TTG, where E
denotes the class of all morphisms <w,f> in TTG with su;pjective w

and f.
{Similar to (i).}
(iii) K+[COMPGRPxHAUSJ is E-reflectiv e in the category K+[HAUSGRPxHAUSJ,
where E is the class of all morphisms <w,f> in K+[HAUSGRPxHAUSJ such

that w and

f

have dEnse ranges.

{In the notation of 4.3.1, take:
Ao := COMPGRP, A := HAUSGRP; Bo := B :=HAUS;
Ea {Eb}: all morphisms in HAUSGRP {HAUS} with dense ranges;
Ma {~}: all closed embeddings in HAUSGRP {HAUS}.
Then the conditions (R4) through (R7) are fulfilled by E,M,X 0 and X
(for (R5), observe that K: X+ HAUSGRPxHAUS creates all products; cf.
4.2.3). Also condition (R3) is fulfilled. Indeed, in the situation of
diagram ( 1 ), H' = c~ w[G], Y' = cly f[X]. Hence by one of the remarks
in 1.4.5, Y' is an H'-invarian t subset of Y. So a' exists in diagram
( 1) • }

(iv)

K+[HAUSGRPxCOMPJ and K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ are E-reflectiv e subcategori es
of the category K+CHAUSGRPxHAUSJ, where Eis as in (iii).
{Similar to (iii).}

(v)

K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ is E-reflectiv e in K+CHAUSGRPxCOMPJ and in
K+[COMPGRPxHAUSJ, with E as in (iii).
{Similar to (iii).}

(vi)

Fix any topological group G. Then HAUSG is epi) 1-reflective in TOPG
and COMPG is epi) 2-reflective in HAUSG. Consequently, COMPG is Ereflective in TOPG, where E denotes the class of all morphisms of
G-spaces with dense ranges.
{Similar to (i) and (iv).}

4.3,3, We can summarize the above examples by saying that the following
inclusion functors have left adjoints (hence all their possible composites
have):

G
Recall that epimorphisms in TOP are the surjective morphisms of
G-spaces.
G
)2
The epimorphisms in HAUS are the morphisms of Hausdorff G-spaces
with dense ranges.
)1
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In pa:r>ticula:r>, it follows that aU subcategories of TTG mentioned here are
complete and cocomplete (use the last part of o.4.4 and the fact that TTG
and

TOPG are both complete and cocomplete).

4.3.4. It is clear how colimits in the above mentioned reflective subcategories of TTG can be computed: for any diagram in the subcategory, first
compute the colimit in TTG, and then compute the reflection of the resulting
colimiting cone. A similar procedure can be followed for the reflective sub-

TOPG. Limits can directly be computed in TTG. For the computation of some of the required reflections, cf. 4.3.11 and subsection 4.4.

categories of

4.3.5. At this place the reader might expect a theorem like: "if A0 and B0
a:r>e reflective in A and B, respectively, then X0 is reflective in X".
However, if <G,X,TI> is an object in

X and X0 is reflective in X, as well

as A0 and B0 are in A a.rid B, then there is in general not a nice connection
between the reflection of <G,X,n> in X0 and the reflection of X in B0 . See
4.3.13 below. Therefore, it cannot be expected that reflectiveness of A0 in

A and of B0 in B alone is sufficient for X0 to be reflective in X. In many
cases, however, A0 and B0 are known to be reflective in A and B because
they satisfy some stronger conditions (e.g. the conditions mentioned in

4.3.1, or, according to the FREYD adjoint functor theorem, completeness
together with a "solution set condition"). But then these stronger conditions may be used (as was done in

4.3.2) to prove that X0 is reflective in

X. Consequently, it seems to be not worth troubling about conditions under
A0 in A and of B0 in B imply reflectiveness of X0 in
X. Rather, we shall have a brief look in the converse direction. Notation
will be as before, but we shall require only condition (R1) for A0 , A, B0
which reflectiveness of

and B.
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X0 is a refleative suhaa:tegoI'if of X. Then:
If B0 aontains a one-point spaae, then A0 is a refleative suhaategoI'if
of A.
(ii) If A0 aontains a one-point group)\ then B0 is a refleative suhaategoI'if
of B.

4.3.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose that
(i)

PROOF. We prove only (ii). (The proof of (i) can be given in a similar way.)
Let (*) denote a one-point object in A0 , and for any object X in B, let 'x
denote the obvious action of (*) on X. Then the functor
{Xt--+- <(*),X,TX> on objects
f

t-+

<1 ( *), f>

on morphisms

is an embedding of B into X, carrying B0 into X0 • From this, the result may
easily be derived. D
4.3.7, PROPOSITION. Suppose that X0 is a refleative suhaategoI'if of X and
that A0 is a refleative suhaa:tegoI'if of A. Then the funator G: X+A preserves

refleations of objeats of X0 into X. That is:
If <G,X,ir> is an objeat in X and <ljJ,f>: <G,X,ir> + <H,Y ,cr> is its refleation into X0, then ljJ: G-+H is a refleation of G into A0 •
PROOF. Let cp: G+ K be a reflection of G into A0 • Then 1jJ = ~ cp for a unique
morphism~: K+H in A0 • Hence <ljJ,f> factorizes in X as follows:
<q>, f>
<G,X,ir>

<H,Y,cr>.

Obviously, <K,Y,criji> is an object in X0 , so there exists a (unique) morphism
<q>' ,f' >: <H, Y,cr> + <K, Y,criji> in X0 such that <cp, f> = <q>' ,f' ><ljJ,f>. Then we
have

whence <iji,1y><q> 1 ,f 1 > = <1H,1Y> by universality of <iji,f>. In particular,
iji cp' = 1H. On the other hand,
(cp•iji) cp = cp'ljJ = cp,
)l See also 4.3.12 below for a particular case where A does not contain
0

a one-point group.
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whence ~·~ = 1K by universality of ~· It follows that ~ is an isomorphism
in A0 . In particular, we may conclude that ljJ: G+H is a reflection of G
into A0 .

D

4.3.8. COROLLARY 1. If X0 is roeflective in X and A0 is reflective in A,
then the l'eflection in X0 of an object <G,X,7r> in X having G € A0 may

assumed to be of the fol'TTI <1G,f>: <G,X,7r> + <G,Y,cr>.
PROOF. If G

€

A0 , then 1G: G+G is a reflection of G in A0 .

D

4.3.9. COROLLARY 2. The l'eflection of an object <G,X,7r> in TTG into
K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ has the fol'TTI <aG,f>: <G,X,7r> + <Ge ,Y,cr>, whel'e aG: G+Gc

is the Bohr-compactification of G.
4.3.10. i:>ROPOSITION. If A0
va"lent:

= A,

D

then the fo"l"lowing conditions aroe equi-

( i) X0 is a l'eflective subcategol']f of X.
(ii) Fol' each object G of A, Bg is a l'ef"leative subcategOl']f of BG.

If these conditions aroe fu"lfiUed, then fol' any object <G,X,7r> of X the
l'eflection in X0 coincidEs with the reflection in Bg.
PROOF. (i),.. (ii): Apply 4.3.8 (plainly, A0 is reflective in A).
(ii),.. (i): Consider an object <G,X,7r>

€

X, and let <1G,f>: <G,X,7r> +

<G,Y,cr> be its reflection into Bg. If <ljJ,g>: <G,X,7r> + <H,Z,1;;> is a morphism in

X with <H,Z,1;;>

€

X0 , then <ljJ,g> can be factorized as indicated in

the following diagram

.
. a universal
.
. BG from <G,X,7r> into
·
BG , there exists
·
Since
<1G' f > is
arrow in
0
a unique morphism <1G,g>: <G,Y,cr> + <G,Z,l;;ljJ> in Bg such that g = gf. Now it
is easily seen that <ljJ,g>: <G,Y,cr>+<H,Z,1;;> is the unique morphism in X0
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such that <w,g> = <w,g><1G,f> (by 3.3.3, any other morphism in

X0

with this

property factorizes over <G,z,~W> with <w,1z> as a factor). This shows that
<1G,f> is a universal arrow from <G,X,TI> into
that

X0 is reflective in X.

X0 .

In particular, it follows

D

4.3.11. Next, we consider the question how to "compute" reflections in
general. We shall restrict ourselves to the case that A = TOPGRP and B
hence

X = TTG.

In addition, we shall assume that
+

X0

TOP,

is a reflective sub+

category of TTG, hence also of K [A 0xTOPJ, and that K [A 0xTOPJ is a reflective subcategory of TTG. Thus, the following inclusion functors have
left adj oints:

Moreover, let us assume that

A0

is a reflective subcategory of

A (e.g.

because B0 contains a one-point object). Now the reflection of an object
<H,Y,cr> of TTG into X0 can be obtained in two steps (cf. [ML], p.101).
(i) The refleation of <H,Y,cr> in K+CA 0 x TOPJ. Let w: H-+G be the reflection
of H in A0 . According to 4.3. 7, the reflection of <H,Y,cr> in K+[A 0 x TOP]
is of the form <W,f>: <H,Y,cr>-+ <G,X,n>. Then this arrow is at least
universal in TTG for all arrows <w,g> with domain <H,Y,cr>. Hence it
coincides (up to isomorphism) with the universal arrow which arises
)1
from the unit of adjunction of the functors LW and RW (cf. 3.3.11).
Consequently, once the reflection w: H-+ G of H in A0 is known, the
reflection <W ,f>: <H, Y,cr> -+ <G,X, n> of <H, Y,cr> in l<cA 0 x TOPJ can be
computed by means of the methods of subsection 3.3. In particular,
<G,X,n>

= Lw<H,Y,cr>.

(ii) The refleation of <G,X,n> in

X0, where

<G,X,n> is the objeat of

K+[A 0 xTOPJ whiah was obtained in (i).According to 4.3.10 this reflection is of the form <1G,g>: <G,X,n> -+

<G,Z,~>.

morphism is just the reflection of <G,X,n> in

Moreover, this

sg..

Thus, we reduced the more general problem to the following one, where G is
a fixed topological group:

Given an objeat <G,X,n> in TOPG, determine the universal arrow <1G,k>:
<G,X,n> -+ <G,Z,~> in TOPG from <G,X,TI> to sg, whenever sg is a refleative
)1

Because W: H-+ G is the reflection of H into A0 , the condition mentioned
in the footnote to 3.3.11 is fulfilled.
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subaa;tegory of TOP G•
We shall show now that under very weak and quite natural conditions
reflectiveness of Bg in TOPG implies that B0 is reflective in TOP. However,
even in that case, reflections are in general not preserved by the functor
SG: TOPG+TOP. Examples will be indicated in 4.3.13 below.
4.3.12. If Bg is a reflective subcategory of BG, then the proof of 4.3.6
cannot be used to show that B0 is a reflective subcategory of B. However,
if for any object X in B, 'x denotes the trivial action of G on X, and if
. BG , then it
. is
.
<1G,f>: <G,X,<x> + <G,Y,cr> is the reflection of <G,X,<x> in
0
easy to show that f: X+Y is a universal arrow from X to B0 , provided f is
an epimorphism in B. Thus, we proved:

Let E be a alass of epimorphisms in B and let EG be the alass of all
(epi!) morphisms in BG of the form <1G,f> with f E E. If Bg is EG-refleative in BG, then B0 is E-refleative in B.
4.3.13. NOTES. Although most results in this subsection could not be traced
back in the literature (at least in this form), they are not very surpris.
.
.
ing. The reflection
<aG,f>: <G,X,n> + <G c ,Y,cr> of a ttg <G,X,n> in
K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ has been considered earlier by M.B. LANDSTAD [1972].
There it has been shown that f: X+Y can be obtained as the Hausdorff
completion of X with respect to a certain uniformity on X. (This uniformity
is quite similar to the one considered by E.M.ALFSEN & P. HOLM [1962] for
topological groups, leading to a construction of the Bohr compactification.)
Similar to 2.2.9, there turns out to be a nice relationship between <aG,f>
and a certain subalgebra of C (X).
u
In contradistinction to the functor G: X+A, the functors S: X+ B and
SG: BG+ B behave badly with respect to reflections. For example, COMPG is
reflective in TOPG, but the functor SG does not preserve reflections of
objects of TOPG in COMPG. This means, of course, that the space component
of the reflection <1G,k>: <G,X,n> + <G,Z,s> of <G,X,n> in COMPG is in
general not the reflection of X in COMP. If it were, then the action of G
on Z could be "extended" to an action of G on the reflection SZ of Z in
COMP. It has already been indicated in 4.2.13 that this cannot always be
done if G is not discrete. Other examples will be given in the next subsection.
Another question is, whether the reflection <1G,k>: <G,X,n> + <G,Z,s>
of an object <G,X,n> E HAUSG in COMPG is such that k is a topological
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embedding. A necessary condition for this to be so is that X is a Tychonov
space, but it is an open problem whether this condition is sufficient.
However, if X can equivariantly be embedded in some compact Hausdorff Gspace Y, say by <1G,g>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,cr>, then g =

gk

for some equivariant

mapping g: Z + Y, and it can easily be seen that k has now to be a topological embedding because g is.
This is why we are interested in equivariant embeddings of Tychonov
G-spaces in compact G-spaces. This problem will be considered in subsection
7,3, (To be sure, the compactifications considered there are in general not
the reflections into COMPG).
4.4. Some particular reflections
4.4.1. We shall consider in this subsection reflections of a ttg <G,X,n>
in COMPG and in K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ. As has been pointed out in 4.3.11, the
latter reflections can be reduced to the former ones (even to reflections
in COMPH of ttgs of the type <H,Y,cr> with H =Ge, an object in COMPGRP).
First, we have to consider reflections of objects of TOPG into HAUSG.
Essential in the following proposition is that the reflection of any topological space into HAUS is a quotient mapping.
4.4.2. PROPOSITION. Let <G,X,n> be an object in TOPG and "let f: X+Y be

the rejlection of X in HAUS. If one of the foUOUJing conditions is fu"lfiUed, then there e:r:ists a unique action cr of G on Y making f equivariant.
In that case, <1G,f>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,cr> is the rejlection of <G,X,n> into
HAUSG. The conditions are:
(i )
f is an open mapping.
(ii) f is a perfect mapping.
(iii) G is a ZocaZZy compact Ha:usd.orff group.
(iv) G x Y is a k-space.
~·

Since f: X+Y is the reflection ofX into HAUS, there exists for each t

€

G a unique continuous mapping crt: Y+Y such that crtf = rnt. It is easily seen
that we obtain in this way an action of Gd on Y such that f is equivariant
with respect to the actions n and cr of Gd on X and Y, respectively. Now f
is known to be a quotient mapping. It follows immediately from 1.5,7 that
cr: GxY+Y is continuous whenever one of the conditions (i) through (iv) is
fulfilled. Therefore, <G,Y,cr> is a ttg, and cr is the unique action of G on
Y making <1G,f> a morphism in TOPG. We claim that <1G,f>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,cr>
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is the reflection of <G,X,~> in HAUSG. For if <1G,g>: <G,X,~> + <G,Z,~>
is any morphism in TOPG with Z

HAUS, then g = gf for some (unique) con-

€

tinuous function g: Y+Z. Now the equations
( -gcrt) f = -gfit =
(t

€

~

t = ~ t g = ( ~ t-)
g f

G) and the fact that f is a surjection imply that g is equivariant. So

<1G,g> is the unique morphism in HAUSG such that <1G,g> = <1G,g><1G,f>.
This proves our claim.

D

4. 4. 3. COROLLARY. If G is a Zoca7:ly compact Hausdo'l'ff group then the functo'l'
SG: TOPG +TOP pPese'l'Ves a7:l !'eflections of objects of TOPG into HAUSG. If
G is any topoZogicaZ gpoup, then the functo'l' SG p'l'ese'l'Ves a7:l :reftectiona
into HAUSG of objects <G,X,~> of TOPG UJith X compact.
PROOF. In both situations, SG "creates" the reflections) 1 into HAUSG of
the objects under consideration (notice that a continous mapping of a compact space onto a T2-space is perfect). Now the corollary follows from the
fact that reflections are unique (up to isomorphism). D
4.4.4. We are now in a position that we can "describe" the reflect;i.on of
an arbitrary object <G,X,~> of TOPG in COMPG.
First, there is the action
with r.espect to the actions

~'

of Gd on 13X making 13X: X + 13X equi variant

~ and~·

of Gd on X and 13X, respectively (cf.

proposition 4.2.9).
Next, let
<Gd,13X,~ 1 >

+

1:

Gd +G be the identity, and· consider the arrow <t,g>:

<G,Z,~>

which is universal for the class of all morphisms

<i,g'> in TTG with domain

<Gd,13X,~'>

(cf. 3.3.11). By 3.3.13(ii), g: 13X+Z

is a bijection, so that Z is certainly compact (but presumably not Hausdorff). Notice that <1G,gl3x>: <G,X,~> + <G,Z,~> is a morphism in TOPG.
Finally, let <1G,f>:

<G,Z,~>

+ <G,Y,cr> be the reflection of

<G,Z,~>

in HAUS. Since Z is compact, it follows from 4,4.3 that f: Z+Y is the reflection of Z in HAUS and that cr is uniquely determined by the condition
that f be equivariant. So <G,Y,cr> may be assumed to be known (cf, also
the explanation of our policy in 3.1.1). Since f is surjective and Z is

)1

"Creation of reflections" has not been defined, neither in [ML],
nor by us. What we mean by it is just what has been described in
the preceding proposition.
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compact, Y is an object in COMP. Now a straightforward argument shows, that

t1te

ar'?'Obl

in TOPG is unive'I'Bal fl'om <G,X,u> to COMPG, i.e. it is t1te refleation of
<G,X,u> in COMPG (use the several universality properties of ex• <1,g> and
<1G,f>, and the fact that fgex has a dense range).
If the space X above is aompaat (but not Hausdorff), then the preceding construction may be reduced to its last step. So let f: X+Y be the
reflection of X in HAUS and let a be the unique action of G on Y making f
equivariant. Then Y € COMP, and it is easy to see that <1G,f>: <G,X,u> +
<G,Y,a> is not only the reflection of <G,X,u> into HAUSG, but that it is
also its reflection into COMPG.
If the group G is compact Hausdorff, then it can be shown that the
orbit space Y/C0 of the reflection of <G,X,u> in COMPG is just the reflection of X/C
.

u

in COMP. See 4.4.13(v) below. {This case is of particular in-

terest because the computation of the reflection of an arbitrary ttg

<H,Z,~>

in K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ requires computation of the reflection of a G-space
<G,X,u> in COMPG with Ga compact Hausdorff group, viz. G =He; cf. 4.3.11.}
4.4.5. Using 4.3.11, 4,3,9 and 4.4.4, we can give the following description
of the reflection of a ttg <G,X,u> with X € COMP into K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ. It
is the morphism
<a,gf>: <G,X,u> + <Gc,Y,a>
where a, g, f, Y and a are obtained as follows:
a: G+Ge

is the Bohr-compactification of G.

<a,f>: <G,X,u> + La<G,X,u> is the universal arrow according
to 3.3.11; notice that the phase space X' of
La<G,X,u> =: <Ge ,X' ,u'> is a quotient of Gcx X. In
particular, it follows that X' is compact.
g: X' +Y is the reflection of X' in HAUS (so Y € COMP).
a is the unique action of Ge on Y making g equivariant.
The reflection of a ttg <G,X,u> with x

€

COMP into K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ has

obtained considerable attention in the literature. However, there a quite
different terminology is used, so that we have to reformulate the matter.
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To do so, we introduce a new category, viz.

COMPEQ. It is the full subcate-

K+[TOPGRPxCOMPJ determined by all objects with an equiaontinuous
action. Thus, a ttg <G,X,TI> is in COMPEQ iff x E COMP and n[G] is equicongory of

tinuous on X (with respect to the unique uniformity of X).
4.4.6. Obviously,

K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ ~ COMPEQ. Indeed, an action of a compact

group on any uniform space is equicontinuous by a straightforward compactness argument (namely, 0.2.2(ii)).
Moreover, it is not difficult to see that
to the formation of products in

COMPEQ is closed with respect

TTG and with respect to the passage to

closed invariant subspaces. Therefore, it can be shown by means of
methods similar to the proof of theorem o.4.3 that

COMPEQ is a refleative

subaategory of TTG. However, we shall present a proof which relates the reflection of an object of

+

TTG in COMPEQ with its reflection in K [COMPGRPx

COMPJ.
COMPEQ is refleative in TTG. Far eaah
objeat <G,X,n> in TTG the refleations in COMPEQ and in K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ are
4.4.7. PROPOSITION. The subaategory

related as follaws: if <a,k>: <G,X,n> + <Gc,Y,cr> is the refleation in
K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ, then the refleation in COMPEQ is <1G,k>: <G,X,n> +
<G,Y,cra>.
PROOF. The transition group of <G,Y,cra> is a subgroup of the transition
group of <Gc,Y,cr>. As <Gc,Y,cr> is an equicontinuous ttg it follows that
<G,Y,cra> is equicontinuous. Next, we show that <1G,k>: <G,X,n> + <G,Y,cra>
is the reflection of <G,X,n> in

COMPEQ.

<~,g>: <G,X,n> + <H,Z,s> in TTG,
COMPEQ. By 1.3.18, the enveloping semigroup

To this end, consider a morphism
where <H,Z,s> is an object in

EZ of <H,Z,s> is a compact Hausdorff topological homeomorphism group on Z.

TTG (cf. 1.4.4(vi)).
TTG, where <EZ,Z,o> is an

Thus, we obtain a morphism <~,1Z>: <H,Z,s>+<Ez,Z,o> in
Now <~~.g>: <G,X,n>+<EZ,Z,o> is a morphism in

object in

K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ. Since <a,k>: <G,X,n>+<Gc,Y,cr> is the reflec-

tion of <G,X,TI> in the latter category, it follows that there exists a
unique morphism <~,h>: <Gc,Y,cr>+<EZ,Z,o> in
<~,h><a,k>.

TTG such that

<~~.g> =
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<1G,k>

<G,X,TI>~~~~~~~~~~<G,Y,aa>

]<a, 'z'

<a,k>

<Gc,Y,a>
«.p,h>
I

I
I
J,

<H,Z,~>~~~~~~~~~--><Ez,Z,o>

<'1;, 1z>
The following calculation shows that <~,h>: <G,Y,aa> + <H,Z,~> is a morphism in TTG:
ha(at,y)
(t

E

G, y

E

y). In addition,

o (\P at , hy) = o ( ~~ , hy)

<~,g> = <~,h><1G,k>,

and

~(~,hy)

<~,h>

is the unique

morphism in TTG with this property (by 4.3.2 (ii), (iii) and (v), k has a
dense range?). This completes the proof. D
4.4.8. As was noticed in the above proof, k has a dense range. Stated otherwise, if E is the class of all morphisms <1G,k> with G E TOPGRP and with f
a continuous mapping with a dense range, then COMPEQ is E-reflective in TTG.
In the literature the following terminology is often used. If <G,X,TI>
is a ttg with X E COMP, then its reflection <1G,k>: <G,X,TI> + <G,Y,aa> in
COMPEQ is called the ma:cimal equiaontinuous faator of <G,X,n>. The enveloping semigroup of <G,Y,aa> is an object in COMPGRP (cf. 1.3.18). It is called

the struature group of <G,X,n>.
Notice that in this case k: X+Y is a surjeation. I t can be described
following the lines of 4.4.5 (indeed, k = gf with notation as in 4.4.5).
4.4.9. The reader may have noticed that there is a great similarity between
the proofs of 4.4.2 and of 3.4.3. The reader might also have asked himself
why the functor SG: TOPG +TOP preserves reflections into HAUSG if G is
locally compact T2 , whereas it does not preserve reflections into COMPG
(not even if G is compact, as we shall see below). The following lemma will
provide a partial answer to these, and similar, questions.
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4.4.10. ~· Let (P,Q,a.,S) be an ad.junction from the category Y to the

category C. Let Y0 be a reflective subcategory of Y, say with reflections
Py: Y+FY (Ye: Y), and let C0 be a subcategory of C such that the following
conditions are fulfilled:
(i) P[Y 0 J =. c0 and for each object c in C0, the arrow Sc: PQC+C is in C0 •
(ii) Q[C 0 J =. Y0 and for each object Yin Y0 , the arrow a.Y: Y+QPY is in Y0 •
Then for each object Y in Y the arrow Ppy: PY+ PFY in C is universal for
the class of all arrows f: PY+ C with C e: C0 •
PROOF. First, notice that for any object Yin Y, the object FY is in Y0 ,
hence PFY is in C0 • Next, consider a morphism f: PY+C in C with C e: C0 .
Then Qf o ~: Y+QC is a morphism in Y with Qc e: Y0 • Hence there exists a
1 : FY +QC in Y
0 such that the first one of the following diagrams

morphism f
commutes:

y

Py

~l
QPY

Ppy

py

FY

PFY
I

I

I
I

I
I
I

f

1

'

>¥

Qf

Qc

I

'l

I

I

1
I

Pf'

I

'
.Y

c

Sc

PQc

We claim that the second diagram commutes as well. To prove this, observe
that
S oPf 1 o Pp = S oP(f 1 op) = S oP(Qfoa...).
C
Y
C
Y
C
r
According to 0.4.2 (in particular, diagram (3) and formula(4)),Qfo~ is
the unique morphism h in Y such that Seo Ph = f.

So 9 f = (Seo Pf')

o

Ppy,

as was claimed, Observe that Seo Pf' is a morphism in C0 , by condition (i).
Finally, if g: PFY + C is any other morphism in C0 such that f = g o Ppy,
then g = Seo Pg' for some unique morphism g': FY +QC in Y. Then f =
Seo P(g'opy). However, we have seen above, that Qf o ~is the unique morphism in Y such that Seo P(Qfoa.y) = f,

so g 1 o Py= Qfo ~· Again according

to o.4.2, g' = Qg o a.FY' so by condition (ii), g' is a morphism in Y0 . Since
f' was the unique morphism in Y0 such that f' o Py = Qf o a.y, it follows that
f' = g'. Consequently, g = Seo Pf'. This shows that Seo Pf'
morphism in C0 whose composite with Ppy is f.

D

is the unique

4.4.11. Notice that the second part of condition (ii) is only used to ensure
the uniqueness of the morphism

Sc o

Pf' in the above proof. It is clear, that

this uniqueness can also be proved if condition (ii) is replaced by the
following one

c

c0 , Qc

E Y0 and, in addition, Py is an epimorphism in Y for each object YE Y.

(ii)' For each object

in

For then the existence of f' in the preceding proof is guaranteed as before,
and the uniqueness of Seo Pf 1 follows from the fact that Ppy is epic in C
(P preserves epimorphisms because it has a right adjoint).
4.4.12. If in the preceding lemma C0 is given to be a reflective subcategory
of C, then obviously Ppy is the reflection of PY into C0 • Thus, the functor
P preserves reflections of objects of Y into Y0 •
It is useful to observe that the lemma implies that C0 will be a
reflective subcategory of C if, in addition to the conditions (i) and (ii),
it is required that P maps the object class of Y0 onto the object class of

co.
4.4.13. APPLICATIONS. We shall describe now briefly some applications of
the preceding remarks. Most of the details are left to the reader.
(i)

Let X, X0 , A, A0 , B, B0 and G: X+A be as in subsection 4.3. Suppose
that B0 contains a one-point object (*) and that for each object X in
B the obvious function f: X-+ ( *) is a morphism in B (so ( *) is a final
object in B). Under these conditions, the asswrrption that X0 is a re-

flective subcategory of X implies that A0 is a reflective subcategory
of A and, in addition, the functor G: X+A preserves the reflections
of objects of X in X0 • To prove this, take in 4.4.10, Y := X, Y0 :=X 0 ,
C := A, C0 := A0 , and P := G; then the functor G: X+A has a right
adjoint

Q,

namely the functor
on objects
on morphisms

(cf. 4.1.2(ii), or the proof of 3.4.9). Then 4.4.10 and 4.4.12 yield
the desired results. {Notice that these results can also be proved by
using 4.3.6(i) and 4.3.7.}
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(ii)

Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff group. It will be shown in §6
that the functor SG: TOPG+TOP has a right adjoint MG: TOP+TOPG. The
.
.
fun ctor MG is
defined by
X>--+- <G,C (G,X),p>
G
M: {
c
ft-+ <lG,fo->

on objects
on morphisms

(cf. 6,3,6(iii)). In particular, it maps HAUS into HAUSG, so all
requirements of lemma 4.4.10
G
Y0 :=HAUS , C :=TOP and C0
preserves the reflections of

are satisfied if we take Y := TOPG,
.
G
:= HAUS. Consequently, the functor S
objects of TOPG in HAUSG (cf. also the

first part of 4.4.3). {Notice that this proof fails if we try to
replace HAUS by COMP: the functor MG does not send COMP into COMPG!}
(iii) The functor F: TOPGRPxTOP+TTG which has been described in 3.1.14
has a right adjoint, namely the functor K: TTG + TOPGRPxTOP. Applying
4.4.10 and 4.4.12 to this situation, we see that the functor F
preserves reflections of objects of TOPGRPxTOP in COMPGRPxCOMP. Con-

.

G is any
sequently, if <G,GxX,µX>
free ttg, then its reflection in
K+[COMPGRPxCOMPJ is the arrow

c
Here a.G: G+ G and f3x: X+ f3X are the reflections of G in COMPGRP and
of X in COMP, respectively.

(iv). Let G be a aorrrpaat Hausdorff group. Then the functor FG: TOP + TOPG
(cf. 3,2,7) maps COMP into COMPG. So the functor FG and its right
adjoint SG fit the situation of 4.4.10, and FG preserves reflections
of spaces in COMP. Consequently, if <G,GxX,µ~> is any free G-space,
then its reflection in COMPG is the arrow

{Since now Ge = G and a.G = 1G' this is in accordance with (iii)
above; cf. 4.3.10.}
(v)

Let G be a aorrrpaat Hausdorff group. Then for any object <G,X,TI> in
COMPG the orbit space X/C is in COMP (only the fact that X/C is a
TI
TI
Hausdorff space needs a proof; this is an easy corollary of

1.3.10(iii)). Hence the functor S~: TOPG-+-TOP (cf. 3.3.13(iii)) maps
.COMPG into COMP. According to 3.3.13(iii), the functor S~ has a right
ad.joint. Now 4.4.12 can be used to show that S~ preserves reflections of
arbitrary G-spaces in COMPG. Thus, if <1G,f>: <G,X,n>-+- <G,Y,cr> is the
reflection in COMPG of the G-space <G,X,n>, then the induced morphism
f': X/C 1T -+-Y/C cr is just the reflection of X/C1T in COMP.
4.4.14. Now we can easily provide an example of a G-space such that the
space component of its reflection in COMPG is not the reflection of the
phase space in COMP. To this end, consider any compact Hausd.orff group G
and any Tychonov space X. Then the space component of the reflection of
<G,GxX,µ~> in COMPG is, according to 4.4.13(iv), the morphism 1Gxf3X:
GxX-+-Gxf3X in TOP. The reflection of G in COMP is 1G: G+G, so we can write
f3Gxf3X: GxX + f3Gxf3X for this morphism. By a result of I. GLICKSBERG [ 1959],
this can only be the reflection of G x X in COMP if G x X is pseud.ocompaat.
So we have our desired counterexample if we take for X a non-pseudocom pact
space. Another example could be provided by the ttg <G,G,A.> for any non-

compact, non-discrete locally compact Hausd.orff group G.
To this end, we shall first describe some properties of the reflection
of <G,G,A.> in COMPG, where G is an arbitrary topological group. Let this
reflection be denoted by
<1G,g>: <G,G,A.> -+- <G,U,V>.
In addition, set u := g(e). An easy calculation shows that g =vu; hence
g[G] is the orbit of u in U. By 4.3.2(vi), g has a dense range in U, that
is, the orbit of u is d.ense in U.
4.4.15. PROPOSITION. Let <G,X,n> be any object in COMPG and let x EX. There
exists a unique morphism <1G,f>: <G,U,V> -+- <G,X,n> in COMPG such that
x=f(u),i.e.1 T x =fov,
u
PROOF. For an equivariant mapping f: U-+-X the condition x = f(u) is equivalent to the condition 1Tx = fVu. Notice that <1G,1Tx>: <G,G,A.> -+- <G,X,n>
is a morphism in TOPG with codomain in COMPG So existence and unicity of
<1G,f> as meant in our proposition follow immediately from the universal
property of <1G,Vu>.

D

4.4.16. COROLLARY. Every compact Hausdorff G-space which is the orbit-

closure of one of its points is the continuous equivariant image of u.

D
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4.4.17. PROPOSITION. The cornpactification)l u : G+U of G is the unique
u

cornpactification of G (up to isomwphism)2.) bJith the property that c*<uu):
h >---+- h o u maps C(u) onto Rue* ( G).
u

PROOF. First, we show that C(U) is mapped into RUC*(o). Leth€ C(U). By an
elementary compactness argument (namely 0.2.2(i), applied to the continuous
function h o u), it follows that the mapping t '-"bout: G+C (U) is continu

uous. Since C*(u ): C (U)+C (G) is continuous, it follows that t"'"- h 0 utou:
u
u
u
t
t
u
G + C (G).is continuous as well. However, u ou = u oA , so the mapping
u
u
u
ti-+ (hou) o At is continuous from G into C (G).Therefore, by the "right"
u

u

analog of 2.2.2, hou

u

€ RUC(G). Obviously, ho u

u

is bounded, hence hou

u

€

RUC*(o).
Conversely, suppose we are given any f € RUC*(G). By 2.1.9,
<G,KpEfJ,p> is an object in COMP 0 , in which f has a dense orbit) 3 • By 4.4.15,
there exists a morphism of G-spaces k: U+K-[f] such that Pr= kou. If

*

p

u

K-p[f] + lF denotes evaluation-at-e, then <5 ok € C( U), and C ( u )( <5 ok) =
e
e
u
e
<Seokouu = <Seopf = f. This proves that C*(uu) maps C(U) onto RUC*(o).
<5 :

Finally, unicity follows from [Se], 7.7.1 and 7.7.2.

D

4.4.18. COROLLARY. If G is a Hausdorff group, then u : G+U is a topoZogicaZ

u

eni:Jedding, and <G,U,u> is an effective ttg.
PROOF. By the lemma in 0 .2. 7, RUC* ( G) separates points and closed subsets
of G. Now the result that u : G+U is a topological embedding is an easy
u

consequence of the fact that c*(u )[C*(u)J = RUC*(o). Finally, if ut = ue
u

for some t € G, then u (t) = u (e), hence t = e.
u

u

D

s

4.4.19. Since 0 : G+SG is the unique compactification (up to isomorphism)
of G such that C*(S 0 ): hi--.- hoS 0 maps C(SG) onto C*(G) ) 4 , it is obvious from
4.4.17 that the following statement is true: the forgetful functor s0 : TOPG
+ TOP maps the ref"Lection of <G,G,A> in COMPG onto a ref"Lection of G in
COMP iff RUC*(o) = c*(o), that is, iff each bounded continuous function on
G is uniformly continuous.

) 1 A cornpactification of G is just a continuous mapping f: G+ X with
X € COMP and g[G] dense in X.
)2
Two compactifications gi: G+Xi (i=1,2) are said to be isomorrphic
if g 2 = fg 1 for some homeomorphism f: x1 + x2 •
) 3 Recall that K-[f] is the closure of {ptf ! t€G} in Cc(G).

)4

p

Cf. [GJJ, 6.5 or [He], 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
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By

the results mentioned in Appendix A, the equality of RUC*(G) and C*(G)

implies that G is either pseudocompact or a P-space (i.e. every countable
intersection of open sets is open). Now suppose that G is a locally compact
Hausdorff group. Then pseudocompactness of G implies its compactness. Moreover, if G is a P-space then it is discrete (by [GJ], Exercise 4K2, compact
P-spaces are finite!). Consequently, if G is a non-aompaat, non-disarete

ZoaaUy aompaat Hausd.orff group, then RUC*(G) c c*(G), and SG d.oes not
presel'Ve the refZeation of <G,G,A> in COMP 0 •
We shall mention now some. situations in which RUC*(G) = c*(G). First,
this is of course true if G is compact and if G is discrete. However, if G
is pseud.oaompaat, then RUC*(G) = C*(G) as well (cf. Appendix A). In that
case, $0 : G-+-$G is isomorphic to a.0 : G-+-Gc, hence we may assume that the
reflection of <G,G,A> in COMPG is <1 0 ,a.0 >: <G,G,A>-+- <G,Gc,&0 > (cf. 1.1.6(v)
for notation). {Hence eaah compact G-space which is the orbit closure of one
of its points is equicontinuous, being the equivariant continuous image of
the equicontinuous ttg <G,G C ,a.0 >.
o

A

}

4.4.20. NOTES. The concepts of the maximal equicontinuous factor and the
structure group of a ttg <G,X,n> with X

€

COMP seem to be introduced in

R. ELLIS & W. GOTTSCHALK [ 1960]. The maximal equicontinuous factor of a ttg
can be trivial, i.e. an action of G on a one-point space. A lot of research
has been done in order to find sufficient conditions for non-triviality of
the maximal equicontinuous factor. According to 4.4.7, the construction
which has been described in 4.4.5 can be used to obtain the maximal equicontinuous factor of an object <G,X,n> in COMPG. This method seems to be
new. However, we have not yet explored this alternative description in order
to get results about non-triviality of the maximal equicontinuous factor.
In the literature, the study of the maximal equicontinuous factor is often
related to full subcategories of COMPG which are defined by imposing
restrictions on the aation of G

(o~en

G is supposed to be discrete, i.e. in

most cases the topology of G plays no role). This falls outside the scope
of this treatise, but we cannot resist temptation to mention the following
class of compact G-spaces: the class of all rrrinimaZ compact Hausdorff
G-spaces (a ttg is said to be rrrinimaZ if it contains no proper closed invariant subspaces; by ZORN' s lemma, each non-void compact Hausdorff G-space contains a non-void invariant closed subspace which is minimal under the action of G) •
The classification of compact minimal G-spaces forms an important and largely
unsolved problem of Topological Dynamics, For an excellent introduction,
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cf. [El]. It has been shown in R. PELEG [1972] that a minimal ttg
<G,X,ir> with X e: COMP has a non-trivial maximal equioontinuous faotor iff
<G,X,n> is weakly mixing (a ttg <G,X,n> is said to be weakly mixing if the
product <G,XxX,cr> of it with itself in TOPG is ergodic; a ttg <G,Y,cr> is
ergodia whenever every proper closed invariant subset has non-empty interior). More information about the maximal equicontinuous factor of a minimal compact Hausdorff G-space <G,X,TI> can be found in R. ELLIS & H. KEYNES
[1971].
Another class of objects in COMPG which has attracted much attention
is the class of ambits. An ambit is an object <G,X,x,n> such that <G,X,n>
is an object in COMPG and x is a point in X with a dense orbit (in [El]
the term "point transitive" is used). In the literature there are several
constructions for a universal ambit (or maximal ambit, or greatest ambit),
i.e. an ambit <G,U,u,U> with the property described in 4.4.15. Our proof
of its existence seems to be new. Note that uniqueness (up to isomorphism)
of this universal ambit is trivial, because of the requirement that its
base point (i.e. the point with a dense orbit) can be mapped onto the base
point of any ambit. {In [El], Chap. 7, in particular, on p.63, it is shown
that there exists a universal point transitive ttg: an object <G,X,n> in
COMPG such that K [x] = X for some x e: X; in addition, if <G,Y,cr> is any
TI
object in COMPG such that Kcr[y] = Y for some y e: Y, then there exists an
equivariant mapping of X onto Y. Here no uniqueness is required, nor
preservation of base points. Yet such a universal point transitive ttg can
be shown to be unique up to isomorphism. Using this uniqueness theorem
(which is by no means trivial), it follows from 4.4.16 that our ttg <G,U,U>
is (isomorphic to) the universal point transitive ttg of ELLIS.}
The property of the universal ambit which we stated in 4.4.17 was used
in J. AUSLANDER & F. HAHN [1967] and in R.B. BROOK [1970] as a starting
point for their construction of the greatest ambit. Both papers use essentially the theorem that to every suitable

le~

invariant subalgebra A of

RUC*(G) there corresponds a compactification f: G+Y of G such that on the
u
space Y an action of G can be defined so as to obtain an ambit. The papers
differ from each other with respect to the proof of this theorem (i.e. the
construction of a suitable compactification). The former paper invokes
Gelfand theory (the space Y is obtained as the maximal ideal space of the
algebra A, whereas f: G+ Y assigns to each point t of G the maximal ideal
{ge:A: g(t)=O}). The proof in R.B. BROOK [1970] uses the following procedure: provide G with the weakest uniformity making each f e: A uniformly
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continuous, and let f: G+ Y be the completion of the uniform space G obtained in this way) 1 (since each f E A is bounded, G is totally bounded in this
uniformity, hence Y is compact: cf. [En], Example 1 on page 335). Still
other methods can be used to prove this theorem. For a quite general method,
cf, [Se], 14.2.2.
The paper W.H. GOTTSCHALK [1968] only mentiones the existence of a
greatest ambit. It contains no proof, but the paper strongly suggests that
it is constructed completely similar to the proof which we presented of the
theorem in o.4.3 (i.e. form the product of a representative set of ambits
and consider the closure of the canonical image of Gin it). In the paper
of P. FLOR [1967], this method is used to obtain a maximal semigroup
compactification of G, say lP: G+S, such that C*(l!>)[C(S)J = RUC*(G), and
<G,S,$> is a ttg (cf. 1,1.6(v) for notation). It follows from the results
in this subsection that <G,S,l!>(e),$> must be isomorphic to the maximal
ambit. Notice that this implies that the phase space U of the greatest ambit
<G,U,u,U> can be given the structure of a semigroup such that uu: G+U is
a morphism of semigroups. {This can also be proved directly: if <G,U,u,u> is
a maximal ambit, e.g. constructed according to the lines of this subsection, then the ambit <G,EU,1U,u*> has also the properties of a maximal
ambit. Hence <G,U,u,u> and <G,EU,1U,u*> are isomorphic.}
It is tempting to mention more full subcategories of COMPG, defined by
means of restrictions on the actions of G. We shall not do so, and we refer
the reader to H. CHU [1962], where several subclasses of the object class of
COMPG are mentioned admitting universal (or "maximal") objects. Cf. also
L. AUSLANDER & F. HAHN [1963].

) 1 If A consists of all uniformly continuous functions on G, then f: G+ Y
is the Samuel compactification of G.
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5 - K-ACTIONS OF K-GROUPS ON K-SPACES

As has been pointed out by N.E. STEENROD [1967], topologists should
work mainly with k-spaces. We shall do so in this section, by dealing with
k-actions. A k-action of a k-group on a k-space is just an ordinary action
in which the requirement of continuity on the usual cartesian product of
phase group and phase space has been replaced by the (weaker!) requirement
of continuity on their product in the category KR of all k-spaces. The
resulting categories k-TTG and k-KRG (Ga k-group) behave completely similar
to their counterparts TTG and TOPG as far as it concerns limits. We cannot
say much about colimits in k-TTG, because we don't know anything about colimits in the category KRGRP of all k-groups. Indeed, it is impossible to
express colimits in k-TTG in terms of KRGRP and KR without explicit reference to the existence of colimi ts in KRGRP. On the other hand, k-KRG behaves very
nicely with respect to colimits: all its colimits can be computed in KR.
The proof of this fact will be postponed to §6. In fact, all material in
the present section should be considered only as preliminaries to the considerations in §6 (in particular, to subsection 6.2).
5.1. General remarks on k-spaces and k-groups
5.1.1. We shall review here uriefly some facts about k-spaces. All results
can be found in N.E. STEENROD [1967] or [ML], p.181-184. Observe that often
k-spaces are called aompaatZy generated spaces. Recall that a k-spaae is
a T2-space in which a subset is closed iff its intersection with each compact subset is closed. They can be characterized as T2 -spaces which are
quotients of locally compact T2-spaces.
5.1.2. The full subcategory of HAUS defined by the class of all k-spaces
will be denoted KR. All statements about limits, colimits, epi- and mono-
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KR can be derived from the following two facts:
(i) KR is a coreflective subcategory of HAUS, i.e. the inclusion functor
KR +HAUS has a right adj oint. Hence KR is complete.
(ii) The inclusion functor KR +HAUS creates all colimi ts. Hence KR is

morphisms in

cocomplete.
Ad (i): For any object X

€

HAUS, the coreflection of X in KR is the mapping

1X: x 1 + X, where x 1 is the set X endowed with the finest topology making all
inclusion mappings of compact subsets of X into x1 continuous) 1 • Limits of
diagrams in KR can be obtained as coreflections in KR of the limits which are

HAUS. In particular:
If X,Y are objects in KR, then their produat X ® Y in the category KR
consists of the coreflection of the cartesian product space X x Y into KR,

computed in

together with the "usual" projections.
If f,g: X+Y are morphisms in KR, then their equalizer in KR is the
inclusion mapping i: Z+X, where Z := {XEX 1 f(x) =g(x)} with the usual
relative topology inherited from X (closed subspaces of k-spaces are again
k-spaces ! ) .
Notice that the forgetful functor

KR +SET preserves all products and

equalizers; so it preserves all limits and all monomorphisms (cf. 0.4.4).
It follows that monomo!phisms in KR are just the injective morphisms.
Ad (ii): All aolimits and, consequently, all epimorphisms in KR can be
computed in

HAUS. In particular, epimolphisms in KR are the morphisms with

dense ranges.
5.1.3. If X and Y are objects in KR, then Ckc(X,Y) shall denote the
k-refinement of the space Cc (X,Y)). For each triple X,Y ,Z of objects in KR one has
( 1)

To be more precise: the mapping
( 2)

is a homeomorphism (in particular, it is a bijection); here f: Z+Ckc(Y,X)
is defined by
)1

We shall call x 1 the k-refinement of X. Obviously, the topology of x 1 is
finer than the topology of X.
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f(z) := fz: y ,__ f(z,y): Y+X

(3)

(f

E

C(Z©Y,X)). A proof of this statement can be given by taking

k-refinements in o.2.7(iii). A detailed proof can be found in N.E. STEENROD
[1967]; cf. also [ML], p.183,184.
5.1.4. The precise meaning of 5.1.3 is the following one (cf. [ML], p.183;
however, justification of the following statements can be given easily in
a straightforward way).
Fix an object Y in KR. Then the functor Ly: KR + KR, defined by

(4)

z

I-+

Z ©Y

on objects

f

I-+

f © 1y

on morphisms

Ly: {

. . t , namely Ry : KR + KR, where
has a right adJoin
x
( 5)

I-+

Ckc(Y,X) on objects

Ry: {
ff-+ fo-

on morphisms.

The following explanation of notation may be useful. First, if fi: Xi + Yi
(i=1,2) are morphisms in KR, then f1X f2: (x1 ,x2)

I-+-

(f1x1 ,f2x2): x1x x2 +

Y1 x Y2 is continuous. Taking k-refinements, we obtain a continuous mapping
x 1sx2 + Y1®Y 2 , which will be denoted f 1® f 2 . Second, if f: X+Z is a morphism, then f o -: Ckc(Y,X) +Ckc(Y,Z) is defined as the mapping g i---+ fog.
Unit and counit of the adjunction of Ly and Ry are given, respectively,
y y
y
y y
y
by y : IKR + R L and o : L R +I KR' where for each object Z in KR

(6)

y
y
Yz: Z + Ckc(Y,Z®Y); Yz(z)(y) := (z,y)

and

(7)

y
y
oz: ckc(Y,Z) ®Y + z; oz(f,y) := f(y).

5.1.5. Well-known examples of k-spaces are locally compact T2 -spaces and
first countable T2-spaces. In addition, all Hausdorff quotients of k-spaces
are again k-spaces. If Y is a locally compact T2 -space and X is a k-space,
then X ® Y = X x Y, i.e. the cartesian product X x Y is already a k-space.
In general, for k-spaces X and Y, the topology of X © Y is strictly
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finer than the topology of X x Y, i.e. X x Y is not a k-space. Examples can
be found in [Du], p.249. Another example is given in 1.5.11.
5.1.6. The following extension of 0.2.4 holds in KR: If f: x 1 +Y 1 and
g: x2 -+Y 2 are morphisms in KR, and both f and g are quotient mappings, then
aZso f@g: x 1@x2 -+ Y1@Y 2 is a quotient mapping.
For a proof, cf. N.E. STEENROD [1967], Theorem 4.4. Alternatively, it
is sufficient to prove this when Y1 = Y2 = Y and g = 1y. In that case,
observe that quotient mappings in KR are just the coequalizers (just like in

HAUS, cf. 5.1.2(ii)), and that the functor Ly of 5.1.4 preserves coequalizers.
5.1.7. Let

KRGRP denote the following category. Its objects, the k-groups,

are the groups G having a topology such that G is a k-space and such that
( 8)

.A:(s,t)

>-+

st: G@G-+G; s o---r s- 1 : G-+G

are continuous. Its morphisms are the continuous morphisms of groups.
If G is a topological group and the underlying topological space of G
happens to be a k-space, then plainly .A: OOG-+ G is continuous. Hence G is an

KRGRP. Thus, considering all relevant categories as subcategories
TOP, we can express this symbolicaly by

object in
of
( 9)

TOPGRP n KR

c

KRGRP.

It can be shown that equality in (9) would imply that the free topological
group of a k-space would be a k-space as well. According to a result of
B.V.S. THOMAS [1974] this need not be true. Hence the inclusion in (9) is
strict. Obviously, the category in the left hand side of (9) equals
HAUSGRP n KRGRP. It is the full subcategory of HAUSGRP defined by all its
objects which are k-spaces; alternatively, it is the full subcategory of
KRGRP determined by all its objects with simuZtaneousZy continuous multiplication.
Thus, in general, if G is a k-space and a group such that the mappings
in ( 8) are continuous, then .A: GXG-+ G need not be continuous. However, for

any object G in KRGRP the mapping .A: GxG-+ G is separate Zy continuous.
Indeed, if s

E

G, then t

1--+-

(

s, t): G-+ GXG is continuous; taking k-refinements

we see that the mapping t o---r ( s, t): G-+ G@G is continuous. Hence the composite
of this mapping with .A: G@G-+G is continuous, i.e. t 1->- st: G-+G is continuous. Similarly, t 1-+ ts: G-+ G is continuous.
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5.1.8. It is easy to see that alosed subgroups of objects in KRGRP (with
the usual relative topology) are still in KRGRP. In addition, using the
fact that the formation of products in KR is associative, it is a straightforward exercise to show that the product in KR of a set of objects in
KRGRP, endowed with coordinate-wise multiplication, is an object in KRGRP.
These observations show, that trze for>getful funator> KRGRP-+- KR ar>eates all

limits. In par>tiaular>, KRGRP is aomplete, and limits and monomoY'phisms aan
be aalaulated in KR (as topological spaces).
Moreover, the forgetful functor KRGRP -+- GRP has a left adj oint (assigning to each group the group itself with the discrete topology), hence it
preserves all limits, in accordance with what we found above.
5. 1 . 9. The coreflector of HAUS into KR induces a functor M: HAUSGRP-+- KRGRP.
Indeed, if G is an object in HAUSGRP, then the k-refinement G1 of G eq_uals G as
a set, hence it can be given the same group structure as G. Let MG denote
the space G1 with this group structure. Since the mappings (s,t) ~ st:
GxG-+- G and t i---r t - 1 : G-+- G are continuous, it follows that ( s, t) 1--+- st:
MG®MG-+-MG and t1-r t- 1 : MG-+-MG are continuous, i.e. MG is an object in
KRGRP. Moreover, if lj!: G-+-H is a morphism in HAUSGRP, then obviously 1/J: MG-+MH is continuous, so ljJ can be interpreted as a morphism in KRGRP; in doing
so, we shall denote it with MijJ. In this way a functor M: HAUSGRP-+-KRGRP is
defined. Clearly,

Mis

a faithful functor.

Since the coreflector of HAUS into KR preserves all limits, it follows
easily that M: HAUSGRP -+- KRGRP preserves all limits (use the descriptions of
limits in these categories, given in 0.4.11 and 5.1.8). Now we can apply the

Mhas a
left ad.joint N: KRGRP-+- HAUSGRP. Without any reference to the FREYD adjoint

FREYD adjoint functor theorem (cf. [ML], p.117) to the effect that
functor theorem, the left adjoint

N of Mand the corresponding unit of

adjunction u can be obtained in the following way. If G is an object in
KRGRP, let {T. : iEJ} be the set of all topologies on G such that (G,T.) is
l
l

a topological group and T. is weaker than the original topology on G (such
l

T be
Tl.. Obviously,

topologies do exist; e.g. consider the indiscrete topology on G). Let
the weakest topology on G which is finer than all topologies

(G,T) is a topological group (it is the diagonal in JP.(G,T.)). Set N'G :=
l

l

(G,T). Obviously, the underlying groups of G and N'G are identical; only
the topologies are different. If lj!: G-+-H is a morphism in KRGRP then the
weakest topology on G making lj!: G-+- N'H continuous makes G a topological
group and is weaker than the original topology on G. It follows that lj!:
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N'G + N'H is continuous. In this way, we obtain a functor N' : KRGRP + TOPGRP.
Notice that for each object Gin KRGRP, 1G: G+N'G is continuous. Now let
N be the composition of N' with the reflector of TOPGRP to HAUSGRP. Then N
is left adjoint to the functor M. The unit u of the adjunction is given by
the morphism u G: G+ MNG, where considered as a mapping, u G coincides with
the reflection of N'G into HAUSGRP. The straightforward proof is left to the
reader.
5.1.10. Many questions about the category KRGRP are left undiscussed here.
For example, using 5.1.8, it can be shown that the forgetful functor

KR has a left adjoint (the "free k-group functor"). In addition,
it can be shown that the aategOT'lf KRGRP is aoaompZete. The existence of
coproducts in KRGRP can be shown similar to the existence of coproducts in
TOPGRP (see e.g. Theorem 1 in E.T. ORDMAN [1974]). The coequalizer of
1)J 1 ,1)J 2 : G+H in KRGRP can be obtained as follows: let q: H+K 0 be the
coequalizer of 1)J 1 ,1)J 2 in GRP, give K0 the quotient topology, induced by q
and, finally, let q 0 : K0 + K be the reflection of K0 in HAUS. Then K is a
KRGRP

+

k-group, and q 0q: H+ K is the desired coequalizer. Details will appear
elsewhere.
5.2. The category k-TTG
5.2.1. If (G,X) is an object in KRGRP x KR, then the mappings
(1)

which are defined according to 1.1.1, are continuous. Taking the coreflections in KR of these mappings, we obtain the following morphisms in KR:
(2)

{Note that it is permitted to identify G® (OOX) with (G®G) ®X.}
5.2.2. Let (G,X) be an object in KRGRP x KR. Then a k-aation of G on X is a
morphism 7f: G®X + X in KR such that the following diagrams in KR commute:
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G
nx

x

1G€1 7T
GS (OOX)

GSX

1x

GSX

jµ~

]·

j'
x

GSX

x

1T

A k-topological tPansfol'TTlati(JYL gPoup (abbreviated: a k-ttg) is a triple
[G,X,7T] with (G,X) an object in KRGRP x KR and 1T a k-action of G on X.
All terminology and notation concerning ordinary ttgs will also be
used for k-ttgs, as far as it is meaningful. Thus, we may speak about
transitions, motions, orbits, etc., of k-ttgs. Formally, the definitions
are the same as for ordinary ttgs.

then 1T: GxX-+X is sepwately
t de .
.
. .
f1-nes a mo:r1T: t 1-+- 1T
mapp1-ng
t1-on
tPans1continuous. Consequently, the
phism of gPoups fPom G into H(X,X).
5.2.3. PROPOSITION. If [G,X,7T] is a k-ttg

PROOF. For each (t,x) c. GxX, the mappings y>---+ (t,y): X-+GxX and s

>---+

(s,x):

G-+ GxX are continuous. Taking k-refinements, we obtain the continuous mappings
y>---+ (t,y): X-+GSX and s >---+ (s,x): G-+GSX. The compositions of these mappings with the continuous function 7T: GSX-+X just equal 7Tt X-+ X and 1T x :
.
t
.
G-+ X, respectively. Consequently, 1T and 7Tx are continuous. D
5.2.4. For any k-ttg [G,X,7T],

1T

is an action of Gd on X, so that we can

speak about the ttg <Gd,X,7T>; this is immediate from 5.2.3.
On the other hand, if (G,X) c. (HAUSGRP n KRGRP) x KR is given, and if
7T: GxX-+X is an action of G on X, then 7T: OOX-+X is continuous, hence

1T

is

a k-action. So foP any ttg <G,X,7T> with (G,X) c. KRGRP x KR, we can speak

ahout the k-ttg [G,X,7T].
5.2.5. We shall present now an example which shows that a k-ttg may not be
a ttg, even if the phase group is a topological group. First, however, we
make the following useful observation: if [ G,X, 7T] is a k-ttg and if G is

a locally compact T2-space, then 1T is an action of G on x, and we ho:ve also
the ttg <G,X,7T>. The proof of this observation is a trivial consequence of
the fact that now GSX = GxX (cf. 5.1.5), whereas G is a topological group.
Here follows the example of a k-action of an object in HAUSGRP n KR
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on a k-space which is not an action:
For any k-space Z, the mapping µ~: (s,t,z)

....-+

(s+t,z): Ql,@(Ql,@Z) -H).©Z is

continuous, i.e. we have the k-ttg [Ql,,Ql.@Z,µ~] (notice that QI. is metrizable,
hence a k-space). Next, take for Z the space ~ ~ (X/R), considered in 1.5.11.
We have seen in the Remark in 1. 5. 11, that Ql.x Z is not a k-space. Similar to the
proof in 1 • 5. 11 one shows that ,µ~: . i:ii,x (~®Z ) -+ l!).@Z is not continuous (otherwise (s,O,y)

i-+

(s,y):

~xA-+

Ql,@Z would be continuous, where A:= {(O,y)

yEZ} may be identified with Z). Soµ~ is not an action of

QI.

on Ql.@Z.

5.2.6. If [G,X,n] and [H,Y,o] are k-ttgs, then a morphism of k-ttgs Cw,fJ:
[G,X,nJ -+ [H,Y,oJ is a morphism (w,f): (G,X)-+ (H,Y) in KRGRP x KR such that
the following diagram commutes:
TI

G@X

x

j

jw•r

f

y

H ©Y

a
So [W,f]: [G,X,TI]-+ [H,Y,O] is a morphism of k-ttgs iff <W,f>: <Gd,X,TI>-+
<Hd,Y,o> is a morphism of ttgs and w: G-+H is continuous. If we consider

onZy ZocaZZy compact T2 phase groups, then the concept of a morphism of
k-ttgs is equivaZent to that of a morphism of ttgs (cf. also the remark in
5.2.5).
5.2.7. Let k-TTG denote the category whose objects are the k-ttgs of definition 5.2.2, and whose morphisms are the morphisms of k-ttgs, defined in
5.2.6. As composition of morphisms in k-TTG we shall use the operation
which is defined similar to the composition in TTG: if cw,fJ: [G,X,TI]-+
[H,Y,o] and
(5)

[~,g]:

c~.gJ

0

[H,Y,o] -+

[K,Z,~]

are morphisms in k-TTG, then

cw,fJ := c~w.gfJ: ca,x,nJ -+ CK,z,~J
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(this is plainly a morphism in k~TTG).
5.2.8. In order to make the notation not too complicated, we shall denote
the obvious forgetful functors fronlk-TTG to KRGRP and KR simply by G and S,
respectively (there seems to be no danger of confusion with the notation
of 3.1.2). Thus, G and Sare defined by

(6)

G: {

[G,X,1T] ~ G on objects;
[$,f]

1--+

S: {

$ on morphisms;

[G,X,1T]

~

X on objects;

[ $, f]

i-+-

f on morphisms.

In addition, let K: k-TTG + KRGRPxKR be defined by

(7)

K: {

[G,X,1T] 1--+ (G,X) on objects
[$,f]

1--+

($,f) on morphisms.

5. 2. 9. In the remainder of this subsection, the category KRGRP x KR will be denoted
by C. Let us consider the functor H: C + C which is defined in the following way:

(8)

H: {

(G,OOX) on objects

(G,X)

1-+

( $, f)

1-+ (

$, ljl8f) on morphisms.
2

Then we have natural transformations n: IC+ H andµ: H + H, where for
each object (G,X) in the category C,
(G,X) + (G,OOX)

(9)
(G,G@(OOX)) + (G,G@X).

Then (H,n,µ) is a monad. As in subsection 3.1 it is easy to determine the
H-algebras: they correspond uniquely to the k-ttgs [G,X,1T]. In fact, the
aatego'I'Y of aii H-atgebras is isomorphia to the aatego'I'Y k-TTG. If we identify these categories, the functor K coincides with the standard forgetful
functor from the category of all H-algebras to the category

C. Consequently,

we obtain the following statements as corollaries of the general theory of
monads (er. o.4.6 and o.4.7):
First, the functor K has a lef't adjoint, namely the functor F: C +
k-TTG, where
G

F: { (G,X)

t-+

[G,OOX,µXJ on objects

($,f)

I-+-

[$,$®f]

on morphisms.
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Here [G,G®X,~] is called the free k-ttg on G and X. The unit and counit of
the adjunction of F and K are n and ~' respectively, where n is as above,
and ~ is the natural transformation ~: FK + Ik-TTG' defined by

for every object [G,X,n] in k-TTG.
Second, the functor K creates all limits in k-TTG. Since KRGRP and KR
are complete, it follows tho:t k-TTG is aorrrplete; in addition, K preserves

K preserves and reflects all monomorphisms. Shortly, lirrrits
and monomorphisms in k-TTG aan be aorrrputed in C.
all limits and

5.2.10. It is a rather annoying exercise to determine which properties of
the category TTG carry over to the category k-TTG. There seem to arise no
difficulties from the fact that in objects of KRGRP multiplication is
perhaps not simultaneously continuous. Indeed, in §3 simultane continuity of multiplication in the phase groups of objects in TTG has been used only
in subsection 3.1 (continuity ofµ~). However, we have seen above that the
results of subsection 3.1 do carry over to k-TTG.
In our next subsection, we briefly deal with k-KRG, the analog of TOPG.
Here the situation turns out to be even better than in TOPG (cf. subsection
3.2) as far as it concerns colimits. Consequently, we do not need the analog
of subsection 3.3 in order to show that k-KRG behaves nicely with respect to
colimits. Yet we shall see that a version of 3.3.11 is valid (cf, 5.3.8).
This will be used, similar to the method in subsection 3.4, that the
category k-TTG is cocomplete. First, however, we want to make a few
remarks on epimorphisms.

5 .2. 11. Similar to 3. 4.9 one can show that the funator G: k-TTG + KRGRP has

a right adjoint; henae G preserves all aolirrrits and G preserves and refZeats
all epimorphisms. Now the proof of 4.1.10 can be adapted to the present case,
showing the following statement:

If epimorphisms in KRGRP have dense ranges) 1 then the funator K:
k-TTG + C preserves and refZeats epimorphisms.

)l Recently it has been announced by W.F. LAMARTIN that this conjecture
is false. So it is still an open problem whether K preserves epimorphisms.
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In the proof of this statement (which we leave to the reader), one has
to use the following version of 1.5.10: if [G,Y,cr] is a k-ttg and A is a

alosed invariant subset of Y, then there exists a unique k-aation T of G on
Y uA Y making the aanoniaal injeations f 1 ,f2 : Y + Y uA Y equivariant. The
difficulty in proving this is of course not that Y uA Y is a k-space (it is
a T2-space and it is the quotient of a k-space, viz. the disjoint union of
Y with itself.). The problem is that the unique action T of Gd on Y uA Y
has to be shown to be a k-action of G on Y uA Y, i.e. T: G®(YuAY) + Y l.JA Y
is continuous. The proof is .similar to the one in 1 • 5. 10, except that the
reference to 1.5.7(ii) has to be replaced by a reference to the following
statement (since we are given only a k-action of G on X, we cannot apply
1.5.7(iv)!):
5.2.12. Let [G,X,n] be a k-ttg and let R be an invariant equivalenae relation in X suah that X/R is a T2-spaae, i.e. the quotient mapping q: X +
X/R is a morphism in KR. Then there exists a unique k-aation T of G on X/R
making [1G,q] a morphism in k-TTG.
The proof is as follows: let T be the action of Gd on X/R making q
equivariant. The only thing that has to be shown is that T: G®(X/R) + X/R
is continuous. Obviously, To(1G@q) = qon: G®X+X is continuous. By 5.1.6,
1G® q: G@X + G@(X/R) is a quotient mapping. Hence T: G®(X/R) + X/R is continuous.
5.2.13. We shall see in 5.3.8 below that the following analog of 3.3.11
holds: if ijJ: H + G is a morphism in KRGRP, then there exists for eaah obj eat
[H,Y,cr] in k-TTG an arrow [ijJ,f]: [H,Y,cr] + [G,X,n] in k-TTG whiahis "universal" fox: all morphisms [ijJ,g] in k-TTG with domain [H,Y,cr]. ) 1
Using this, the proof in 3.4.12 can be modified in such a way that we
obtain a proof of the following theorem:

5. 2. 14. THEOREM. The aategory k-TTG is aoaomp lete. O
5.2.15. Although k-TTG turns out to be cocomplete, the functor S: k-TTG+ KR
does not preserve all colimits. This can be shown similar to 3.4.12: the
construction of colimits in k-TTG is completely similar to the construction
of colimits in TTG.
)1

Here "universal" has the same modified meaning as in 3,3.11 (viz. uniqueness
is only with respect to k-KRH).
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5,3, The category k-KR

G

5,3.1, Fix an object Gin KRGRP. Then k-KRG will denote the subcategory of
k-TTG, determined by all objects [G,X,n] and all morphisms of the form
[1G,fJ) 1 • Most facts about the category TOPG carry over to k-KRG. In particular, if the functor SG: k-KRG + KR is defined by

( 1)

SG: {

[G,X,n]

I-+

X on objects

[1G,f]

I-+

f on morphisms,

then we obtain the following proposition:
5,3,2, PROPOSITION. The funator SG: k-KRG + KR areates all limits. In partiaular, k-KRG is a aomplete aategory, and SG preserves aU limits. In
addition, SG preserves and refleats all monomorphisms.

fBQQE. Consider a suitable monad in KR. Cf. 5.2.9. D
5,3,3, PROPOSITION. The funator SG: k-KRG + KR areates all aolimits. In
partiaular, k-KRG is a aoaomplete aategory, and SG preserves all aolimits.
In addition, SG preserves and refleats all epimorphisms.

fBQQE. It is sufficient to show that SG creates all colimits. This will be
done in 6.2.11. We shall show there that k-KRG may be identified with the
category of all coalgebras for a suitable comonad in KR. D
5,3,4, We shall present now two situations in which k-ttgs are just ttgs.
(i) Let G be a loaally aompaat T2 topologiaal group. Then for each k-space
X, G @X = G x X, hence the aategory k-KRG just equals the aategory KRG,

the full subaategory of TOPG determined by all G-spaaes with a k-spaae
as a phase spaae. So by the previous propositions, all limits, aolimits,
monomorphisms and epimorphisms in KRG aan be aomputed in KR. In particular, since colimits and epimorphisms in KR can be computed in HAUS,
all colimits and epimorphisms in KRG can be computed in HAUS. The
reader should compare this result with 3,4,3,

)1

Observe that notating KR G would contradict the terminology of subsection
4.1. Indeed, according to 4.1.1, KRG would denote a subcategory of TTG
(i.e. simultaneously continuous actions!).
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(ii) Let G be any object in HAUSGRP n KRGRP. Then for any compact Hausdorff
space X, G ®X = G x X,hence the full subcategory k-COMPG of k-KRG,
determined by all k-ttgs with compact Hausdorff phase spaces coincides
s TOPG. {We have seen in 4.2.7, that

with the subcategory COMPG of KRG

all limits, monomorphisms, epimorphisms, and all colimits of finite
diagrams in COMPG can be computed in COMP. Hence a similar statement
holds for k-COMPG, thus providing a certain extension of the propositions 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 to a particular subcategory of k-KRG.}
5.3.5. Let 1/J: H+G be a morphism in KRGRP. For each k-ttg [G,X,TI], set
1T1/I := 1fo(1/J®1x). Then 1T1/I is easily seen to beak-action of Hon X. Thus,
we can define a functor Rl/I: k-KR

Rl/I:

{

G

+ k-KR

H

by

[G,X,1T]

>---+

[H,X,1T1/1 ] on objects

[1G,f]

1->-

[1H,f]

on morphisms.

(cf. also 3.3.1).
If [1/J,f]: [H,Y,o] + [G,X,1T] is any morphism in k-TTG, then [1H,f]:
[H,Y,o] + [H,X,1T1/I] and [1/J,1x]: [H,X,1T1/I] + [G,X,TI] are morphisms in k-TTG,
and [1/J,f] = [1/J,1X] o [1H,f] (compare this with 3.3.3).
Plainly, Rl/I preserves all limits (apply 5.3.2 to k-KHG and to k-KHH).
Since KR is a colocally small category (it-is a subcategory of HAUS),
k-KRH is colocally small, hence the solution set condition in FREYD's
adjoint functor theorem is satisfied. Consequently, we obtain the following
theorem.
5. 3. 6. THEOREM. Let 1/1: H + G be a morphism in KRGRP. Then the functor Rl/I:
k-KRG + k-KRH has a left adjoint Ll/I.
PROOF. Cf. the preceding remark.

D

5.3.7. We can also repeat the construction of 3.3.5 through 3.3.7,
replacing x by®,< ..• > by[ •.. ], etc. We obtain in that way a k-action
p: H®( G®Y) + G®Y commuting with the k-action µ~ of G on G ®Y. So if
(G®Y)/Cp were a k-space everything could be proved as in 3.3.5 up to 3.3.7
(using 5.2.12 instead of 1.5.8!). But (G®Y)/Cp may be not a T2-space, hence
not a k-space. However, it is a quotient space of a k-space. Hence, if g:
(G®Y)/Cp + Z is its Hausdorff reflection, then Z is a k-space (g is a
quotient mapping). Similar to the proof of 4.4.2 one shows that the equivalence relation on (G®Y)/C

p

induced by g is invariant under the k-action
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of G on (GSY)/Cp. So 5.2.12 again implies that there is a unique k-action
of G on Z making g equivariant. Then [lH,gf]: [H,Y,cr] + [G,z,~WJ is the

~

desired universal morphism (fas in 3,3,6).
5. 3. 8. COROLLARY. Let W: H+ G be a morphism in KRGRP and "let [H, Y, a] be an
objeat in k-TTG. Then there exists an ar?'OW [$,h]: [H,Y,cr] + [G,Z,~J in
k-TTGwhiahis "universaZ.")l forthealassofaU arrows in k-TTG with domain
[H,Y,cr] and with group aomponent W·
PROOF. The arrow [$,h] is the composite of [$,lXJ: [H,X,nWJ + [G,Z,~J :=
LW[H,Y,crJ and the universal arrow [1H'hJ: [H,Y,crJ + [H,z,~WJ = RwliH,Y,crJ,
arising from the adjunction of LW and RW. See also the proof of 3.3.11. D

)l

er.

the footnote to 5.2.13.
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6 - THE CATEGORIES TTG AND k-TTG

*

,,.

In subsection 6.1 we consider the category TTG*, defined in 1.4.16. Although the obvious forgetful functor K*: TTG*-+ TOPGRP 0 PxTQP preserves all
colimits, the category TTG* turns out to be not cocomplete. In addition, it
is not complete. Then, in subsection 6.2, we consider the category k-TTG*
of all k-ttgs (i.e. the objects of k-TTG) and all comorphisms between k-ttgs.
The category k-TTG* turns out to be isomorphic to the category of all coalgebras over a suitable comonad. This implies that all colimits can easily
be computed. The same methods with similar results can be applied to the
categories k-KRG (with G a k-group) and TOPG (with G a locally compact
Hausdorff group). Incidentally, this provides an explanation for some previously obtained theorems on ttgs with locally compact phase groups (er. subsection 6.3). Moreover, this forms the basis for some statements about cogenerators (having locally compact phase groups) in TTG*. This, in turn,
will place our considerations in the next section in their proper context.
In addition, the result on cogenerators is used in the proof that TTG* is
not complete.
6.1. The category TTG*
6.1.1. In this section, let A := TOPGRP and B :=TOP. Then to the category
A we may associate the opposite category A0 P. The objects of A0 P are the objects of A, the morphisms in A0 P are arrows
WI-+

w

0P

wP,
0

in a one-one correspondence

with the morphisms W in A. For each morphism W: G-+ H in A, the do-

main and the codomain of the corresponding Wop are H and G, respectively, so
that

w0 P:

H-+G (the direction is reversed). The composite

w0 Pq,0 P

:= (w) 0 P

is defined in A0 P exactly when the composite ~ is defined in A. Moreover,

w0 P

is a monomorphism in A0 P iff

limiting cone for a diagram

o

0 P:

w is

an epimorphism in A, a 0 P: G-+

J°P-+A0 P

o0 P

is a

iff a: D-+G is a colimiting cone

for the diagram D: J-+ A (here J 0 P is the opposite category of J' and o~P
D. for every object j e: J°P'
J

o

0 P; 0 P

:=

(DE;) 0 P

for every morphism ;

0P

J

;;=

in J°P)'

and so on.

6.1.2. If <G,X,n> and <H,Y,cr> are ttgs, then a aomorphism <w 0 P,f>: <G,X,n>
+ <H,Y ,cr> is a morphism (w 0 P,f): (G,X) + (H,Y) in
)1

ing diagram in B commutes for every t EH

Ax B for which the follow-

:

TIW(t)

x

]'

( 1)

t
cr

y

x

G

1'

I·

y

H

The aomposite of two comorphisms <wop,f>: <G,X,n>

+

<H,Y,cr> and <n°P,g>:

<H',Y',cr'> + <K,Z,s> is defined iff <H,Y,cr> = <H',Y',cr'>; i~ that case, the
.composite is the comorphism <n°P ,g> o <w 0 P ,f> := <n°Pw 0 P ,gf>: <G,X,n> +
<K,Z,s>.

6.1.3. Let TTG* denote the category whose objects are the ordinary ttgs
(i.e. the objects of TTG) and whose morphisms are the comorphisms, defined
in 6.1.2. In addition, let composition of comorphisms be defined as in 6.1.2.
We have the following "forgetful" functors from TTG to A0 P x B, A0 P
and

B,

*

respectively:

G · TTG

*.

*

+

A0 P

'

where
<G,X,TI> I-+ (G,X)

K :

*

{ <wop ,f>

I-+

(wop,f)

<G,X,n> f-+ G

G:

*

s

*

{ <wop ,f>

f--+

<G,X,TI> f--+

:

on objects
on morphisms
on objects

wop

on morphisms

x

on objects

{ <wop ,f> 1 - f

on morphisms,

...
1 y, th"is definition
.
) 1 Ob vious
is equivalent with the one, given in 1.4.14.
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6.1.4. Concerning the preservation and reflection properties of the above
defined functors, we have the following trivial observations:
(i) <w 0 P,f> is an isomorphism in TTG* iff 0 P is an isomorphism in A0 P
(i.e. Wan isomorphism in A) and f is an isomorphism in B (i.e. f is

w

a homeomorphism).
(ii) K* is faithful, so K* reflects monomorphisms and epimorphisms. For example, if <w 0 P,f> is a morphism in TTG* and we know that w0 P is monic
in A0 P (i.e.

wis

follows that

<w 0 P,f>

epic in TOPGRP) and that f is monic in B, then it
is monic in TTG*.

6.1.5, Obviously, most of the methods in §3 fail if we want to apply them
to TTG*. For instance, there is no natural way to associate to a comorphism
<w 0 P,f>: <G,X,1T> + <H,Y,a> a morphism GXX+HXY in TOP (we only have wxf:
HXX + GxY, where the phase spaces are multiplied by the wrong groups). There
is one proof (viz. the proof of 3.4.9) which can easily be adapted to the
present situation:
6.1.6. PROPOSITION. The aovariant funator G : TTG +A 0 P has a right adjoint.

*
*
Consequently, G* preserves aolimits and epimor:phisms.
PROOF. Similar to the proof of 3.4.9.

D

6.1.7. PROPOSITION. The aovariant funator S : TTG +B has a right adjoint.
*
*
Consequently, S* preserves aolimits and epimor:phisms.
PROOF. The idea of proof is the same as in 3.4.15. Let the functor R*:
B+ TTG* be defined as follows. Fix a one-point group E. For any object X
in B, let TX denote the trivial action of E on X, and set R*X := <E,X,TX>.
If f: X+Y is a morphism in B, then <1~P ,f>: <E,X,TX> + <E,Y ,TX> is a comorphism, denoted by R*f. Then R* is a covariant functor, and the following
diagram shows that R* is right adjoint to S*:
<E,X,TX>
'1'
I
I

(2)

I

<t 0 P,f>

I
I
I

<H,Y,a>

In this diagram,
1[EJ = {e}.

0

1 op:

H + E is associated to the morphism

1:

E + H in A, where
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6. 1. 8. COROLLARY. The functor> K*: TTG* + A0 PxB pr>ese!'Ves co limits and epi-

mor>phisms.
PROOF. Use 6.1.6 and 6.1.7 (cf. also 3.1.3).

D

6.1.9, We shall show now, that a set of objects in TTG* always has a copr>oduct. Using 6.1.8, we can easily compute its phase group and its phase
space. However, we shall show a little bit more:
6.1.10. PROPOSITION. The functor> K*: TTG* +A 0 PxB cr>eates aU copr>oducts.

Consequently, TTG* has all copr>oducts.
i€J} be a set of objects in TTG*. The coproduct in
PROOF. Let {<G.,X.,7T.>:
1
1
l
0
l i€J} is formed by the object (G,X) and the coA PxB of the set {(G.,X.)
1
1
the product of the
projections (p?P.r.): (G.,X.) + (G,X). Here G := JP.G.,
J J
1
1
l
1
groups G. in A, with projections p.: G+G., and X := LX., the coproduct of

~~-

J

1

1

J J

the spaces X. in B, with coproj ections r. : X. + X. For each i € J, we can form
1
1
G
•
J
the object <G,Xi,7Tl1 > in TOP and then we can form the coproduct <G,X,7T>
l i€J} in TOPG. Now 7T is easily seen to be the unique
of the set {<G,X.,TI~i>
1
1
action of G on X making each (p?P,r.) a comorphism, i.e. a morphism <p?P,r.>:
1

1

l

1

<Gi,Xi,7Ti> + <G,X,7T> in TTG*. Finally, a straightforward argument shows that
<G,X,7T> is the desired coproduct in TTG , with coprojections <p?P,r.>. 0

*

1

l

6.1.11. It follows immediately from 6.1.8 that the coequalizer of <w~P,f 1 >,
<w~P,f2 >: <G,X,7T> + <H,Y,cr> in TTG*, if it exists, is of the form <1°P,q>:
<H,Y,cr> + <K,Z,1;;> with 1: K+H the equalizer in A of w1 ,w 2 : H+G and q: Y+Z
the coequalizer in B of f 1 ,f2 : X+Y.
In particular, if the morphisms <1~P,f 1 >,<1~P,f 2 >: <G,X,7T> + <G,Y,cr>
in TTG* have a coequalizer, then it is of the form <1~P,q>: <G,Y,cr> +
<G,Z,I;;>, where q: Y+Z is the coequalizer in B of f 1 ,f2 : X+Y. Plainly, I;;
is the unique (cf. 1.5,5) action of G on Z making the quotient mapping q a

morphism of G spaces. Consequently, the example in 3.4.4 shows that not all

par>allel pair>s of mor>phisms in TTG* have a coequalizer>.
6.1.12. PROPOSITION. The functor> K*: TTG* +A 0 PxB cr>eates aU coequalizer>s
of par>allel pair>s <w?~f.>: <G,X,7T> + <H,Y,cr> (i=1,2) of mor>phisms in TTG*
1

1

for> which G is a T2-gpoup and H is locally compact T2•
PROOF. The equalizer of w1 ,w2 : H + G in A is l : K + H, where K is the closed
(hence locally compact!) subgroup {t€H l w1 ( t) = w2 ( t)} of H, and l is the
inclusion mapping. The coequalizer of f 1 ,f2 : X+ Y in B is a quotient mapping
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say q: Y +Z.
Consider the ttg <K,Y,o> (we use here the convention of 1.3.4). We
shall show that there exists an (obviously unique) action s of Kd on Z making q an equivariant mapping. To this end, observe that for all t EK,

Since q is the coequalizer of f 1 and f 2 , it follows that there exists a
.
.
.
. easy t o see
unique
continuous
mapping
s t : Z + Z such that s t q = qOt • It is
that in this way we obtain the desired action s of Kd on

z.

Since K is locally compact, 1.5.7(iv) implies that s: KXZ+Z is continuous. Hence s is the unique action of Kon Z for which <1°P,q>: <H,Y,o>
+ <K,Z,s> is a morphism in TTG*. Finally, a straightforward argument shows
that <1°P,q> is the coequalizer of <w~P,f 1 >,<w~P,f2 >: <G,X,n> + <H,Y,o> in

TTG*.

0

6.1.13. We shall pay now some attention to limits in TTG*. First some remarks on the analogues of subsection 3,3, in particular proposition 3,3,3,
Let w: G +H be

a:

morphism in A. Then to each object <H,X,n> in TTG

there corresponds the object <G,X,nw> in TTG and the morphism <w,1X>:
<G,X,nw> + <H,X,n> in TTG. Then we have plainly the morphism
(3)

<w

op

,1x>: <H,X,n>

+

W

<G,X,TI >

in TTG* In addition, a straightforward calculation shows that for each morphism <w 0 P,f>: <H,X,n> + <G,Y,o> in TTG , there is the morphism <1°P,f>:
W
*
G
<G,X,n > + <G,Y,o>, so that <w 0 P,f> can be factorized in TTG* in the following way:

( 4)

6. 1. 14. PROPOSITION. The functor G : TTG + A0 P preserves aU limits, Conse-

*

quentZy, it preserves aZZ monomorphisms.

*

G* preserves all products and all equalizers.
l iEJ} of objects in TTG * has a .proI. Suppose the set {<G.,X.,7f.>
].
].
i

PROOF. We shall show that

G+G.].
(icJ). Let 13?P:
<H,X,7r> +<G.]. ,X.]. ,7f.>
,f.>:
duct with projections <1/l?P
].
].
].
].
0
be the projections of the product of {G.l. l iEJ} in A P, i.e. G is the coThe
G.+G.
$.:
product of the set {G. l iEJ} in TOPGRP, with coprojections
].
].
.
].

G.]. +H in TOPGRP induce a unique morphism 1/1: G + H such that
morphisms 1/1.:
].
fac1/1.i = 1/18.]. for each i EJ. So in view of 6.1.13, each morphism <ijJ?P,f.>
].
].
way:
following
the
in
TTG*
in
torizes over the object <G,X,7f1jJ>

( 5)

in TTG, the morSince <H,X,7f> is the product of the objects <G.,X.,7T.>
*
].
].
i
0
unique morphism <a P,g>: <G,X,7f1/I> + <H,X,w> such
a
induce
phisms <e?P,r.>
].
].
0 P,g>. Since morphisms to <H,X,7r> are uniquely
= <w?P,f.><a
that <e?P,f.>
].
].
].
].
of a
(property
determined by their composites with all morphisms <1/l?P,f.>
.
].
].
product in a category), it follows from the equations

that <a 0 P,g><w 0 P,1X> = <1~P,1X>. In particular, ljla = 1H. On the other hand,
the composites of all morphisms $.]. in TOPGRP with a morphism with domain G
completely determine that morphism, because the e.]. are the coprojections of
the coproduct of the groups G. in TOPGRP. Hence it follows from
J

(aljJ)B.]. = al/I.]. = e.].
that a1jJ = 1G (notice that al/I.]. = $.]. because <a 0 P,g> was such that 13?P
].
ijJ?paop),

=

].

It follows that 1jJ is an isomorphism in TOPGRP, hence <1jJ 0P,1~ is an
<G,X,7f > +
isomorphism in TTG*. Consequently, the morphisms <e?P,f.>:
].
].
<Gi,Xi,7Ti> form the projections of the product of the objects <Gi,Xi,7Ti>
in TTG*. Hence G* preserves products.
II.

G* preserves all equalizers. The proof is similar to the proof of

preservation of products, and we leave it to the reader.
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6.1.15. Although the functor

G* preserves all limits, it cannot have a

le~

adjoint, since it does not satisfy the solution set condition in FREYD's adjoint functor theorem. This is due to the fact that any topological group G
admits an action on all topological spaces (namely, at least the trivial action). Similarly, the functor S doesn't satisfy the solution set condition,
*
.
because any topological space admits an action of all topological groups.
In addition, the example in 6.1.17 below shows that the funator S* does not
preserve all limits. Yet the functor K* preserves all monomorphisms:
6.1.16. PROPOSITION. The funator

K*: TIG* +A 0 Pxs preserves and refleats

a Zl monomorphisms.
PROOF. Reflection:

K* is faithful.
G* preserves all monomorphisms, by 6.1.14. That

Preservation: The functor

S*: TTG + B preserves all monomorphisms can be shown similar to the proof
of the first case in 4.1. 5,

0

6.1.17. EXAMPLE. Let G be a non-trivial group, let Ebe a one-point group,
let

'a

denote the trivial action of E on G, and consider the morphisms

(6)

TTG*, where

E+G is the obvious injection, f 1 = 1G and f 2 is the constant mapping with f 2 [G] = {e}. If these morphisms have an equalizer in

in

t:

TIG*, it has to be of the form
<1~P,g>
<G,X,7T>---------+ <G,G,.A>,

since 1~P: G+G is the equalizer of

t 0 P,1°P:

G+E in A0 P. Hence g[X] is an

invariant subset of <G,G,.A>. On the other hand, the condition f 1g = f 2 g implies that g[X] ~ {e}, hence g[X] cannot be an invariant subset of <G,G,.A>,
unless g[X] =

0.

Since the injection of {e} into G is the equalizer of f 1

and f 2 in TOP, it follows that S* does not preserve equalizers.
6.1.18. REMARK. Since the functor K* does not preserve all limits, it seems
to be difficult to solve the question of whether TTG* has all limits. It is

TTG* is not aomplete, but for the proof we need a
result from subsection 6.4. See 6.4.11 below. We have also seen, that TTG*
quite easy to show that
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is not cocomplete. But if we restrict ourselves to actions of locally
compact T2-groups, then we obtain a finitely cocomplete subcategory of TTG*.
(see6.1.12and 6.1.10, and notice that finite products, hence all finite
limits in
of

TTG*

A0

can be computed in

TOPGRP).

We shall return to this subcategory

in 6.3.2 below. First, we shall deal with k-ttgs and comorphisms

between them, i.e. the category

6.2. The category

k-TTG*.

k-TTG*

A:= KRGRP,

:= KR, and let A0 P denote the opposite category of
A. Notation with respect to A0 P will be as in 6.1.1. In this section, we
consider the category k-TTG*, which is related to the category k-TTG just
in the same way as TTG* is related to TTG.
The objects of k-TTG* are the k-ttgs [G,X,n], where (G,X) is an object
6.2.1. Let

in A0 P x B, and

TI

B

is a k-action of G on X ( cf. subsection 5. 2). The morphisms

k-TTG*

are the comorphisms of k-ttgs. Here a aomorphism of k-ttgs,
[ljJop ,f]: [G,X,n] -+ [H,Y ,cr] is a morphism (1jJ 0 P ,f): (G,X) -+ (H,Y) in A0 P x B

in

such that
fn(ljJ(t) ,x) = cr(t,fx)
for all tEH and XEX (equivalently: [lH,f]: [H,X,nljJJ-+ [H,Y,cr] is a morphism of k-ttgs).
Similar to 6.1.3, we define forgetful functors, which will also be denoted by K : k-TIG -+ A0 P x B, G : k-TTG -+ A0 P and S : k-TTG -+B. We shall

*

*

*

*

*

*

not write down here the definitions: they may be obtained by replacing in
6.1.3 all brackets<,> by brackets of the form [, ].
6.2.2. I f (G,X) is an object in A0 P x B, then

is also an object in A0 P x B. I f (1jJ 0 P ,f): (G,X)-+ (H,Y) is a morphism in

A0 PxB, then foi;oljJ E ckc(H,Y) for each!; E ckc(G,X). Let fo-oljJ denote the
mapping!; !--;- f 0 i; 0 1jJ: Ckc(G,X) -+ Ckc(H,Y). This is a morphism in B; set
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Clearly, we have defined a functor H : A0 PxB + A0 PxB. We shall show now that

*

H* is part of a comonad (H*,o,E).
For this end we have to define natural transformations o: H* +
and E: H +H 2 .

*

IA 0 PxB

*

6.2.3. LEMMA. Let (G,X) be an object in A0 PxB, and let e be the identity
of G. Then the following statements hold:
(i)

The mapping o~: f
morphism in B.

(ii) For each f

E:

1---+

f(e): Ckc(G,X) +X is continuous. Hence it is a

ckc(G,X), the mapping

Pr=

tGI-+ pft

~ ptf: G+Ckc(G,X) is

I n add".
.
I,·~t~on, t h e mapp~ng
EX: f,..-.pf: ckc (G,X ) +
Ckc(G,Ckc(G,X)) is continuous. Hence it is a morphism in B.

.
) 1.
con t ~nuous

PROOF.
( i) :

Obvious.

(ii): I f f

E:

ckc(G,X), then

Pr=

G+Cc(G,X) is continuous, by 2.1.2. Taking

into account that G is its own k-refinement, it follows that Pr: G+ c·kc ( G,X)
is continuous. Next, recall that we may identify the space
C (G,C (G,X)) with Ck (G®G,X), identifying a E Ck (G,Ck (G,X)) with
kc
kc
c
c
c
the element a co Ckc(G3G,X), where a(s,t) = (a(s))(t) for s,t E G (cf.
5.1.3). In doing so, it is clear that we obtain E~(f) = f 0 P for each
f € Ckc(G,X); here p(s,t) := ts for s,t E G. Since the mapping
f

fop: C (G,X) + C (G3G,X) is continuous (notice, that p: G3G+G
c
c
is continuous), we see that ft-+- fop: Ck (G,X) +Ck (G3G,X) is conG
c
c
tinuous. Consequently, EX is continuous. D
1-+

6.2.4. For each object (G,X) ~n A0 P xB, ~;t the morphisms o(G,X): H*(G,X) +
(G,X) and E(G,X): H*(G,X) + H*(G,X) in A xB be defined by
(3)

( 4)

) 1 As we shall see in 6.2.8 below (in particular, formula (17)), it follows
that even p: G3Ckc(G,X) + Ckc(G,X) is continuous.
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G
G
Here ox and EX are as in the preceding lemma, namely,
( 5)

for each f

€

Ckc(G,X). It follows from the lemma that, indeed, o(G,X) and

E( G,X) are morphisms in A0 P x B.
6.2.5. PROPOSITION. With the notation of 6.2.4, we have the natural trans-

formations

(6)
and (H*,o,E) is a aomonad.
PROOF. First, we have to show that o and E are natural transformations, i.e.
that for each morphism (iµ 0 P ,f): (G,X) + (H,Y) in A0 P x B the following diagrams in B commute (plainly, the A0 P-components of the diagrams which we
should consider in A0 P x B are commutative; the B-component of H:(iµ 0 P ,f)
is denoted by H:(iµ 0 P,f) 2 ):

(7)

For the first diagram to commute it is necessary and sufficient that for
each h € Ckc(G,X), f(h(eG)) =(foho1/J){eH), This equality is certainly valid,
since 1/J: H+G is a morphism of groups, so that 1/J(eH) = eG.
In the second diagram we have first to determine what H:(1/J,f) looks
like. To this end we shall use, again, the homeomorphisms

a I-+ a:

and S ~ $: Ck (H,Ck (H,Y)) +Ck c (H0H,Y). Then
Ck (G,Ck (G,X)) +Ck (G0G,X)
c
c
2
c
c
c
0
it is easily seen that H*(iµ P ,f) 2 corresponds to the continuous mapping
f 0 - 0 (1/J01/J): Ckc(G0G,X) + Ckc(H0H,Y). In the proof of 6.2.3 we have seen al-

) 1 Recall from §2 that we decided to write always simply
to write p~. Now the G and X occur in ~·

p,

where we ought

G

ready that EXh = h
holds for each g

E

0

p

for every h

E

eke ( G,X). Since a similar relation

ekc(H,Y), we have to check the commutativity of the fol-

lowing diagram:

Commutativity of this diagram is equivalent to the validity of f[h(~(t)~(s))J
=(foho~)(ts)foreach

valid, because

~

hEekc(G,X) and (s,t)

E

G®G. This equality is surely

is a morphism of groups. Consequently, the second diagram

in (7) commutes.
Thus, we have shown that o and E are natural transformations. In order
to prove that (H*,o,E) is a comonad, it is sufficient to check that the following diagrams commute for each object (G,X) in A0 P x B (again, we ought to
consider diagrams in A0 P x B, but their A0 P -components trivially commute):
G

EX

eke (G,X)----------~ eke (G,ekc (G,X))

(8)

G

EX
eke ( G,X) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,,eke ( G, eke ( G,X) )

(9)

Commutativity of the first diagram amounts to the equalities
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p(e)=h=tfop
h

x

h

for all h € Ckc(G,X), i.e. to the equalities h(te) = h(t) = h(et) for all
t €G. Therefore, (8) commutes (notice, that the reason is exactly the same
as the reason for commutativity of the first diagram in the proof of 3.1.7,
namely the identity law in G).As for the diagram (9), here we have to show
that
( 10)

=
for each h € Ck (G,X). Since for all s,t € G and h € Ck c (G,X),(p-Ph (t)}(s)
.
c
t
(p ph)(s) = ph(st), and [E~(ph(t))J(s) = ps(ph(t)) = pspth, the equality
-sth
.
.
.
. equivalent
( 10 ) is
p p h for all h € Ckc ( G,X ) and
= -s-t
p
the equality
with
s,t € G. This equality is valid by the associative law for the multiplication in G, and it follows that diagram (9) commutes (again, the reason is
the same as that of commutativity of the second diagram in the proof of
3.1.7).

D

6.2.6. THEOREM. There exists an isomorphism J from the category of all coalgebras for the comonad (H*,o,E) onto the category k-TTG*. Moreover, if
L denotes the forgetful functor from the category of all coalgebras for
the comonad (H*,o,E) to A0 PxB, then L K*oJ.

( 11 )

A0 P x B
PROOF. By definition, an H*-coalgebra is a pair ((G,X),(w 0 P,a)) with (G,X)
an object in A0 PxB and (w 0 P,a): (G,X)-+ (G,Ckc(G,X)) = H*(G,X) a morphism
in A0 P x B such that the following diagrams commute:

( 12)

( 13)

From the first diagram it follows that
(14)

w

1G' and that

a(x)(e) = x

for all x EX. From the second diagram we obtain now the relation Pa(x)
a 0 a(x) for all x EX. Hence pt (ax) = a(a(x) ( t)), that is
(15)

a(x)(st)

= a(a(x)(t))(s)

Next, we use again the fact that C(X,Ckc(G,X)) and C(X0G,X) or C(G0X,X) are
in a one-one correspondence, as follows: if for any~ E C(X,Ckc(G,X)) we
write ~'(t,x) := ~(x)(t) (tEG,xEX), then ~i-+- ~· is a bijection of C(x,Ckc(G,X))
onto C(G0X,X). Thus, we may rewrite (14) and (15) as follows:
a' (e,x)

= x

a' (st ,x) = a' (s,a' (t,x))
for all xEX and s,t E G, or equivalently, a' is a k-action of G on X. We
have shown, that ((G,X),(w 0 P,a)) is an H*-coalgebra iff w = G and a' is a
k-action of G on X. If we write J((G,X),(1~P,a)) := [G,X,a'], then J defines
a bijection of the class of H*-coalgebras onto the class of k-ttgs.
We proceed by determining the morphisms of H*-coalgebras. Suppose
((G,X),(1~P,a)) + ((H,Y),(1~P,S)) is a morphism of H*-coalgebras.
This means that the following diagram commutes:
(w0 P,f):
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Equivalently, foa(x)o1fi = S(fx) for all x EX. Using once again the bijections
l;I--+ I;': C(x,Ckc(G,X)) + C(G0X,X) and

nl--+ n': C(Y,Ckc(H,Y))

+

C(H0Y,Y), we

obtain
f(a' (1/J(t) ,x)) = S' (t,f(x))
for all t EH and xEX. Therefore, (1fi0 P,f): ((G,X),(1i\a)) + ((H,Y),(1~P,S))
is a morphism of H -coalgebras iff (1fi0 P,f) is a comorphism of k-ttgs,
*
[1/J 0 P,f]: [G,X,a'] + [H,Y,$']. If we set J(1fi 0 P,f) := [1/J0 P,f] for each morphism (1/J 0 P,f) of H -coalgebras, then clearly we have obtained a f'unctor J
*
from the category of all H -coalgebras to the category k-TTG . In addition,

*

*

.

J induces not only a bijection of the object classes, but it also induces
bijections of morphism sets. So J is an isomorphism of categories. It is
clear from the definitions that we have the relation L
6.2.7. COROLLARY. The funator K: k-TTG

+

= K* J. D
0

A0 PxB hasa'I'ightadjoint. Henae

*
* (being faithful, K* also reK* prese'l'Ves all aolimits and epimo'l'phisms

fZeats epimo'l'phisms). In addition, K* even areates all aolimits, and k-TTG*
is aoaorrrp lete.
PROOF. Immediate from 6.2.6 and

o.4.9. Hence cocompleteness of k-TTG* fol-

lows from cocompleteness of A

and B (cf. 5,1.8 and 5.1.2(ii)).

0P

D

6.2.8. Using the general theory of coalgebras, the right adjoint M* of the
f'unctor K* can be determined as follows. First, the right adjoint R of the
f'unctor L is given by
on objects
on morphisms.
In addition, the unit and counit of adjunction of
pectively, by the morphisms

for every

(16)

L and R are given, res-

H -coalgebra ((G,X),(1°P,a)), and
*
G
( 1°P tPJ
G ' X
(G,Ckc(G,X) )------~
(G,X)

for every object (G,X) in A0 P xB. Cf.

o.4.9 for details.
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Since obviously, M* := Jo R, we obtain from the definition of J (cf.
the proof of 6.2.6) that M* is defined by the assignments

( 17)

M . {

*'

[G,Ckc(G,X),p~]

(G,X)

!---+

(~op,f)

I---+ [~op,fo-o~]

Here p~ stands for (e:~) I' hence for all t

p~ ( t '~ ) : = ( e:~~ )( t )

on objects
on morphisms •

€

G, ~

= p~ ( t ) = p ( t

€

ckc(G,X):

'~ ) .

Thus, p~ just equals the mapping which was abbreviated to p in §2. We shall
adopt here the previous usage, and write simply p for p~ = (e:~)' if there
is no risk of ambiguity.
Similar considerations show that the unit of the a.djunction of K* and

M* is given by the morphisms
(18)

for every k-ttg [G,X,7f]. Here rr: X+Ck (G,X) is defined by rr(x) := 7f • Ree
x
call from 2.1.13 that 7r: X+C (G,X) is a topological embedding, so that rr: X +
-

c

-

Ckc(G,X) is also a topological embedding. {We strengthen the topology in
the codomain, so 7f remains relatively open. Taking k-ations in rr: X+C (G,X),
c
we see that 'If: X+Ck (G,X) is continuous, because X is its own k-ation,}
c
The counit of adjunction of K* and M* is given by the morphisms of the
form (16). If [H,Y,cr] is any k-ttg, and (~ 0 P,f): (H,Y) + (G,X) is any morphism in A0 P x B, then there exists a unique morphism in k-TTG*, namely

M*(~0 P,f)o[1~P,Q] = [~0P,foQ(-)o~]: [H,Y,cr] + [G,Ckc(G,X),p], such that the
following diagram commutes:
[G,Ckc(G,X) ,p]

( 1op cSG)
G ' X
(G,Ckc~G,X))-----L~(G,X)

1'

( 19)

[~

op

I

,focr(-)o~] I
-

I

(>0 P ,fo£(-) :.) ' '

'', /

(<p0 P ,f)

I

I

[H,Y,cr]

(H,Y)

6.2.9. The example in 6.1.17 can easily be adapted in order to show that the
functor K*: k-TTG* + A0 P x B does not preserve equalizers. We leave this to
the reader. We do not know whether k-TTG is complete (the method of 6.4.11
*
below does not work in this case).
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6.2.10. Fix an object G € KRGRP, and consider the k-ttgs

[G,X,~]

and [G,Y,cr].

If f: X+Y is a morphism in KR, then obviously [1~P ,f]: [G,X,~] + [G,Y ,cr] is
a morphism in k-TTG* iff [1G,f]: [G,X,~] + [G,Y,cr] is a morphism in k-TTG,
that is, iff [1G,f] is a morphism in k-KRG. Equivalently, k-KRG could have

been defined as the subcategol'Y K:[A~PxBJ of k-TTG*, ~here AG is the subcategol'Y of A = KRGRP, consisting of one object G and one mozrphism 1G.
Thus, identifying k-KRG with K:[AgPxBJ, we obtain the following results.
The proofs are completely similar to 6.2.1 through 6.2.9, replacing

A by

AG.

There exists a functor He: KR + KR,

(20)

H;:

r
f

I-+ Ckc(G,X)
I-+

fo-

on objects,
on morphisms,

and eG: HG+ ( HG) 2
and there exist natural transformations r,G: HG+ I
*
* •
* KR

(21)
(22)
such that (H;,oG,eG) is a comonad in KR. Moreover, the category of all coalgebras for this comonad is isomorphic to the category k-KRG,
The functor SG: k-KRG + KR has a right adjoint MG, given by the assignments

(23)

MG:

r
f

I-+ [G,Ckc(G,X),p]

on objects

~

on morphisms.

[1G,fo-]

The unit of adjunction is given by the morphisms

(24)

E1G,1I.J

[G,X;rrJ------~

[G,Ckc (G,X) ,p]

in k-KRG, for every k-ttg [G,X,~]. The counit of the adjunction is given by
the morphisms
(25)

in KR, for every k-space X. Recall that in (24), 1!.: X+Ckc(G,X) is defined
by 1!.(x) := ~x (x€X), and that 1I. is a topological embedding of X into Ckc(G,X),
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6.2.11. If GE KRGRP is fixed, then by the above remarks the category k-KRG
can be identified with the category of all coalgebras over a suitable comonad in KR, and, consequently, the funator SG: k-KRG +KR not only prese!'Ves

all aolimits, but also areates them. In pa:Ptiaular, it follows that k-KHG
is aoaomplete. In addition, the functor SG preserves and reflects all epimorphisms. These results have already been announced in 5.3.3.
Recall from 5.3.2, that the functor SG: k-KRG +KR not only has the
right adjoint MG, but that it also has a left adjoint FG, where
on objects
on morphisms
(cf. also 5,2.9 or 3.2.7). In fact, k-KR G may also be considered as a cateG
gory of algebras over a suitable monad in KR, viz. (H G,n G,µ),where
on objects
on morphisms.
It follows immediately from 5.1.4 that the functor HG is le~ adjoint to the
G
functor H*.
It can be shown that the monad (H G,n G,µ G) and the comonad
G -"G ,E G) are
. .
. . .
. .
(H *'u
adJoint
to each other. For a definition
of adJointness
of
monads, cf. for example S. EILENBERG & J.C. MOORE [1965].

6.3. Actions of locally compact Hausdorff groups
6.3.1. In preceding sections it sometimes occurred that a construction could
be carried out only if one or more of the phase groups under consideration
were locally compact and Hausdorff. Cf. for example 3.4.3, 4.4.3 and 6.1.12.
Moreover, as was noticed earlier in 5,3,4, if G is a loaally aompaat T2-

group, then the category k-KRG equals the category KRG, which is a subcategory of TOPG (ordinary actions of G on k-spaces). Then, by 6,2. 11 • KRG is both
(isomorphic to) a category of algebras over a monad in KR and a category of
coalge bras over a comonad in KR. Consequently, SG: KRG + KR has both a left

and a right ad.joint, and all limits, aolimits, monomorphisms and epimo:pphisms
in KRG aan be aomputed in KR. We shall indicate in 6.3.6, why similar results
are valid for all of TOPG (G locally compact Hausdorff).

6.3.2. In the proofs of 6.2.3, 6.2.5 and 6.2.6, an essential use has been
made of the homeomorphisms
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and their inverses (GE KRGRP, X E KR). So at first sight the previous methods cannot be applied to the category TTG*. But it follows from o.2.7(iii)
that for any loaally aompaat T2-group G and a:ny topologiaai spaae X we have

the homeomorphisms
( 3)

a

I-+

a:

Cc (GxG,X) + Cc (G,C c (G,X))

(4)

S 1-+

~:

C (Gxx,x) + C (x,C (G,X))
c
c
c

f(e): C (G,X) +X and pf: G+C c (G,X) (with
c
f E C (G,X)) are continuous. Therefore, the proofs of 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 can
c
be modified into proofs of the following statements:
In addition, in that case f

1-+

Let A0 be the full subcategory of TOPGRP, defined by all locally compact T2-groups, let B0 := TOP, and let X* := K:[A~PxB 0 J, where K*: TTG* +
TOPGRP 0 PxTOP is the usual forgetful functor. Thus, x* is a full subcategory
of TTG*.
Then we have a comonad (H*,o,e:) in A~P x B0 , where
on objects
( 5)

on morphisms,
and the natural transformations o: H* + IA3PxB and e:: H + H2 are defined
* *
(G,X). The aategory of all
(G,X) replaced by
similarly to 6.2.4 with
c
c
aoalgebras over this aomonad (H*,o,e:) may be identified with the aategory

ck

E

X*, defined above, in suah a way that the standard forgetful funator from
the aategory of aoalgebras to A~PxB 0 maybe identified with K*: X* +A~PxB 0 •
Consequently, the functor K*: X* + A~PxB 0 has a right adjoint, X* is
finitely cocomplete) 1 , and all colimits) 2 and epimorphisms in X* can be computed in A~p x B.
Notice that these results were already obtained in 6.1.10 and 6.1.12.
There the restriction to locally compact phase groups might seem somewhat

)1

Observe that the category A0 has at least all finite products, so that
A~P is certainly finitely cocomplete.
)2
If some infinite colimit in X* exists, it is preserved by K*, even created
by K*.
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unnatural. In the present context it is clear that this restriction arises
as a consequence of the passage from k-TTG* to TTG*.
6.3,3. Let the notation be as in 6.3.2. The counit of the adjunction of K*
and its right adjoint is given by the arrows

(6)

(1oGp.cSG): (G,C (G,X))-+ (G,X)

x

c

in A~P x B0 , (G,X) € A~PxB 0 • Cf. also 6.2.8. However, this arrow is universal
for a much wider class of arrows than might be expected: the arrows are allowed to have domains outside A~p x B0 . Indeed we have:
A~P x B0 . Then for> o:ny objeat <H,Y ,er>

€ TTG* and for> o:ny
morphism
(H,Y) -+(G,X) in TOPGRP 0 PxTOP, ther>e exists a unique mor>phism <w~P,f 1 >: <H,Y,er>-+ <G,Cc(G,X),p> in TTG* suah that the foZZowing diagr>am aorrmutes:

6. 3.4. Let (G,X)

€

(w0 P,f):

( 1op 0G)

<G,C (G,X) ,p>
c ,,..
I

(7)

,,pp
I
<'f'1 ,f,>,

I

G-' -X- - ' > (G,X)
(G,C (G,X) ) - - - - c 'i'
I

(w~P,f 1 )1
I

I

I

<H,Y,er>

(H,Y)

The proof is as follows (cf. also (19) in 6.2.8): If such a <w~P,f 1 >
exists, then necessarily w1 =Wand (af'ter some straigtforwardcomputations)
f 1 = f 0 er(-) 0 w: y I-+ fer w: Y-+C (G,X), This proves uniqueness. Existence is
y
c
now easy; indeed, set

By 2.1.13, er: Y-+C (H,Y) is a topological embedding, and since hi--+ fhw:
c
C (H,Y) -+C (G,X) is continuous, it follows that the above defined mapping
c
c
f 1 : Y-+Cc(G,X) is continuous. Now it is straightforward to verify that
,,pp ,f > is
· a morphism
.
. TTG* and that it
. meets all requirements.
.
<'1'
in
1 1
Remar>k. Local compactness of G is used only to ensure that p: GxC (G,X)
c
-+ C (G,X) is continuous, i.e. that <G,C (G,X-),p> is a ttg (cf. 2.1.3). If G
c
~is not locally compact, then the above statement remains true if we replace
G by Gd at all places where G occurs in its role as phase group.
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6.3.5. Fix an object (G,X)

E

A~Pxs 0 , i.e. (G,X)

E

compact T2 . Then by 6.3.4, for any object <H,Y,cr>

TOPGRP 0 PxTOP, G locally
E

TTG*, there is a bi-

. t.-ion ) 1
Jee

'¥

TOPGRP 0 PxTOP((H,Y),(G,X)) + TTG (<H,Y,cr>,<G,C (G,X),p>).

*

<H,Y,cr>

c

In fact, it is clear from the proof in 6.3.4, that

(9)
for any morphism (ip 0 P ,f): (H,Y) + ( G,X) in TOPGRP 0 PxTOP, and that
( 10)
for any morphism <ip~P,f 1 >: <H,Y,cr>

o~(f)

= f(e)

for f

E

+

<G,Cc(G,X),p> in TTG*. (Recall, that

Cc(G,X).) In addition, it is straightforward to show

that this bijection'¥

is natural in <H,Y,cr>. {We shall use this in
<H,Y,cr>
the next subsection in order to prove some facts about cogenerators in
TTG .}

*
6.3.6. Fix a locally compact T2 -group G. Then TOPG is a subcategory of TTG,
but it may also be considered as a subcategory of TTG*; in the latter case,

TOPG is a subcategory of the category X*, considered in 6.3.2. Therefore,
we do not only have the results and methods of subsection 3.2 for TOPG, but
also the methods of subsection 6.2 (in particular, 6.2.10) can be used, replacing 0 by x and Ck

c

by C . Collecting all these results together, we
c
.

have:
(i) TOPG is (isomorphic to) the category of all algebras over the monad (HG, nG, 1.P) in TOP in such a way that SG: TOPG +TOP coincides with the
standard forgetful f'unctor which forgets the structure maps of algebras.
Consequently, SG creates and preserves all limits and monomorphisms. In
particular, TOPG is complete (cf. subsection 3.2).
(ii) TOPG is (isomorphic to) the category of all coalgebras over the comonad (HG,oG,sG) in TOP) 2 . Hence SG: TOPG+TOP creates and preserves all

*
)lThe a d
' ' t ness described in 6.3.2 would give this bijection only for
Join
locally compact T2 -groups H; this restriction is shown now to be superfluous.
2
) We shall not write down here the definitions of HG € G and oG; the reader
*'
may do it himself, using 6.2.10 as a model.
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colimits and epimorphisms. In particular, TOPG is cocomplete (cf. 6.2.10
and 6.2.11; also 3.4.3)
(iii) The functor SG: TOPG +TOP has a le:f't adj oint FG and a right ad• '
MG , defined
'
by
Joint
on objects
on morphisms,
and
~:

{x f--+ <G,Cc(G,X},p>
f f--+ <1G,fo->

on objects
on morphisms.

6.3.7. NOTES. With notation as in 6.3.6, it can be shown that the functor
HG: TOP +TOP is le:f't adj oint to the. functor H;: TOP +TOP ( cf. also 5. 1 • 4
for a similar situation in KR). Moreover,thecomonad(H~,cSG,EG) turns out to
be ad.joint to the monad (HG,nG,µG). As was noticed in 6.2.11, a definition
of adjointness of monads can be found in S. EILENBERG & J.C. MOORE [1965].
The results in 6.3.6 seem to be known in one form or another, viz. that

TOPG can be seen both as a category of algebras over a monad and as a category of coalgebras over the adjoint comonad. Cf. for instance the first part
of C.N. MAXWELL [1966], where this essentially has been shown for locally
compact abelian T2-groups (MAXWELL doesn't use the language of monads and
comonads, but his results can be interpreted in the above sense; this has
been remarked earlier by F.E.J. LINTON in his review of the above mentioned
paper; cf. Math. Reviews 1967,#3563). All other results in this subsection,
as well as in subsection 6.2 may be seen as extensions or generalizations
of this result, viz. that ttgs can be seen as coalgebras if the phase groups
are locally compact: we have weakened local compactness of the phase group
to the requirement of being a k-group, at the cost of replacing actions by
k-actions; moreover, the appropriate morphisms turned out to be the comorphisms of k-ttgs.
6.4. Cogenerators in TTG*
6.4.1. Recall that a cogeneratol' in a category X is an object A€ X for
which the contravariant functor X(-,A) : X +SET is faithful. This functor
is defined by
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X(-,A): {

X

1-+

X(X,A)

on objects

f

1-+

f*

on morphisms,

where for every morphism f: X+Y in X, the function f*: X(Y,A) +X(X,A) is
given by f*(g) := gof if gc:X(Y,A) (so f* =-of in our previous notation).
It is just a reformulation of the above definition to say that an object Ac: X is a cogenerator in X iff for every parallel pair of morphisms
f 1 ,f2 : X+Y in X, f 1 # f 2 , there exists a morphism g: Y+A such that gf 1 #
gf2.
6.4.2. EXAMPLES. The following examples are standard, and we leave all
proofs for the reader. The list is by no means exhaustive: we insert only
the examples which we need in the sequel.

0 and

(i)

The indisarete two-point space E2 (the only open sets are
is a cogenerator in TOP.

(ii)

Let F2 denote the two-point space {0,1} with the T0-topology {0,{0},
{ 0, 1}}. Then F2 is a cogenerator in the full subcategory of TOP, de-

E2 )

termined by the class of all T0-spaces.
(iii) Let D2 be the disarete two-point space {0,1}. Then D2 is a cogenerator in the category of all 0-dimensional Hausdorff spaces.
(iv)

The closed unit interval [0,1] is a cogenerator in the category of
all Tychonov spaces and also in the category COMP.
The category HAUS doesn't have a cogenerator. This is due to the fact
that for each Hausdorff space Y there exists a Hausdorff space Q con-

(v)

taining two points p and q such that each continuous function from X
into Q has equal values in p and q. Cf. H. HERRLICH [1965].
(vi)

A slight modification of the above mentioned proof in H. HERRLICH
[1965] shows that the space Q constructed there may assumed to be a
k-space. Consequently, the category KR does not have a cogenerator.

(vii) The dual concept of a cogenerator is a generator. It is easy to see
that the group~ is a generator in GRP. Hence the (discrete!) group
~

is a generator in TOPGRP and in any of its subcategories contain-

ing ?l. In addition, 7l is a generator in KRGRP. Consequently, 7l is a
cogenerator in TOPGRP 0 P and in KRGRP 0 P )l

)1

It is known that the circle group T is a cogenerator in the category of
all locally compact T2 groups (cf. [HR], 22.17), Hence Tisa generator
in the opposite category.
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6.4.3. Notice that KR can be seen as a subcategory of the category
k-TTG*, identifying each k-space Y with the object [Z,Y,Ty] E k-TTG*, where
Ty is the trivial action of Zi:on Y. It follows easily that A is a cogenerator in KR if k-TTG* has a cogenerator with phase space A, In view of
6.4.2(vi) it follows that k-TTG* cannot have a cogenerator. This is one
of the reasons that we turn now our attention to the category TTG* (another reason is that we are interested in comprehensive objects in TTG*;
see §7). First we prove a general lemma about cogenerators.
6.4.4. LEMMA. Let F: X+Y be a faithfuZ functor, Zet X0 EX, Y0 EY and. suppose that there exists a naturaZ transformation~: Y(F-,Y 0 ) + X(-,x 0 ). If
each ~Z is a bijection of Y(Fz,Y 0 ) onto X(z,x 0 ), then the assumption that
Y0 is a cogenerator in Y irrrpZies that x0 is a cogenerator in X.
PROOF. Let r,,f2: X + Y be morphisms in X such that f 1 ::f f 2 • For i=1 ,2, the
following diagram commutes:
X(x,x 0 )
( 1)

~x

f.*

IC•r,>'

l.

X(Y,X 0 )~

Y(FX,Y 0 )

~y

Y(FY,Y 0 )

If Y0 is a cogenerator in Y, then Y(F-,Y 0 ) is the composition of two faithful functors. Hence (Fr 1 )* ::f (Fr2 )*. Since "'x and IPy are bijections, it follows that f~ # r;. This proves that the functor X(-,X 0 ) is faithful. D
6.4.5. If (F,G,~) is an adjunction from X to Y and Fis faithful, then the
preceding lemma can be applied with x 0 := GY 0 • Thus, if Y0 is a cogenerator
in Y, then Gy 0 is a cogenerator in X. However, in the situation which we
want to consider below, there is no adjointness, so that we have to use the
lemma as it is formulated in 6.4.4.
6.4.6. We shall use the following notation in the remainder of this subsection. First, we consider the standard forgetful functor K*: TTG* + TOPGRP 0 Px
TOP. Further, let A and B denote full subcategories of TOPGRP and TOP, and
set X := K+[AxBJ. So X is a full subcategory of TTG*. Finally, let the
*
*
*
restriction and corestriction of K* to the domain X* and the codomain A0 P x B
also be denoted by K*.
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6. 4. 7. PROPOSITION. Let the focally compact Hausdorff (J:l'OUp Gbe a cogenera-

tor in A0 P and let X be a cogenerator in B. If Cc (G,X) is an object in B,
then the ttg <G,C (G,X),p> is a cogenerator in X .

*
c
PROOF. Observe that (G,X) is a cogenerator in A0 P xB. In view of 6,3,5, we
can apply now lemma 6.4.4 with F :=

K*. D

6.4.8. COROLLARY. If G is a locally compact Hausdorff (J:l'OUp and if the category B has a cogenerator X, then <G,C (G,X) ,p> is a cogenerator in BG, proc
.
vided Cc (G,X) E B. 0
6.4.9, Except COMPGRP and its subcategories, each "reasonably nice" subcategory A of TOPGRP contains z) 1 . In such a category A,~ is a generator,
hence~ is a cogenerator in

A0 P

(cf. also 6.4.2(vii)). In this situation

X of B is rather
the condition that Cc (~,X) be in B for the cogenerator
.
product of
cartesian
countable
the
that
than
else
nothing
weak: it means
copies of X, viz. the space

i.!1',

is still in B. This condition is fulfilled

in all examples mentioned in 6.4.2. In particular, we obtain the following examples of cogenerators in subcategories of TTG* (for the notation, cf. 6.4.2):
<Z,~,p> is a cogenerator in TTG*. Observe, that here ~is an in(i)
discrete space.
(ii)

<Z,~,p> is a cogenerator for the

ru:i-1

subcategory of TTG* determined

by the class of all ttgs with a T0 phase space.
.
. a cogenerator for the full subcategory of TTG * determined
- is
( iii) <Z, DZ
2 ,p>
(iv)

by all ttgs with a 0-dimensional T2 phase space.
<Z,[0,1]~,p> is a cogenerator for the full subcategories of TTG*, determined by all ttgs with a Tychonov, resp. with a compact T2 , phase
space.

6.4.10, Similar applications can be made of the corollary 6,4,8. although
here the restriction that Cc (G,X) has to be an object in B is more serious,
However, it is easy to see that Cc(G,F 2 ) is a T0-space and Cc(G,D 2 ) is
a 0-dimensional Hausdorff space, In addition, it is clear that Cc (G,[0,1])
is a Tychonov space, Thus, 6.4.8 can be used to obtain cogenerators for the
categories of all G-spaces with arbitrary, or with T0 , or with 0-dimensional

- )1

This statement should be considered as the definition of "reasonably
nice" subcategories of TOPGRP, at least in this context.
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T2 , or with Tychonov phase spaces. But Cc(G,[0,1]) is compact iff G is
discrete, so for non-discrete groups G we cannot apply 6.4.8 to the case

B = COMP. If COMPG has a cogenerator, it seems to be of a quite complicated
character. At this moment, it is an open problem whether -COMPG has a cogenerator or not,
6.4.11. PROPOSITION. The category

TTG* is not complete.

PROOF. According to [Pa], p.114, a complete, locally small category with
a cogenerator is cocomplete. We have seen above that
In addition, the category

TTG has a cogenerator
.
*

TOPGRP PxTOP is locally small, hence 6.1.16 implies
0

that TTG* is such. So if TTG* were complete, it would be cocomplete,
contradicting the result of 6.1.11. D
6.4.12. ~·In the literature the elements of the space D~ are often
called bisequences. Notice that this space is homeomorphic to the Cantor
discontinuum. The action p of 7. on D~ is generated by the homeomorphism
>-+(an + 1 )n ; this homeomorphism is o~en called the bilateral
p 1 : (a)
n n
shift. The ttg <~,D~,p> and, more generally, ttgs of the form <2,S~,p> with
S a discrete set, have been investigated intensively in the literature. Cf.
[GH], Section 12 and G.A. HEDLUND [1969]. In the present context, such ttgs
arise as follows: we shall see in the next· section that each ttg <Z':,X;rr>
with X a compact 0-dimensional topological Hausdorff space can be equivari·
· easily
• COMPz;: . It is
.
. a product of copies
of <Z,Dz;:
antly emb e dd ed in
2 ,p> in
seen that a product of
K

S := D2 •

K

copies of

<~,D~,p>

in

COMp2'- is just <~,Sz::,p>' with

CHAPTER Ill
COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTS AND LINEARIZATIONS

7 - COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTS IN TOPG

x0 in a

category X is said to be aomprehensive for a class B
of objects in X whenever each B E B admits an "embedding" into x0 • Here an
"embedding" is to be understood as an element of a distinguished class of
An object

monomorphisms in X. The existence of comprehensive .objects for certain
classes of objects can be based on the existence of cogenerators. In fact,
if in a category X all powers of the object A exist, then the following
statements are easily seen to be equivalent (cf. also [HS], 19.6):

X.

(i)

A is a cogenerator in

(ii)

For each object X E X the unique morphism (induced by the product)
X + AX(X,A) is monic.

(iii) Each object X

E

X is

a subobject of some power AK of A.

However, there is a priori no reason why the monomorphism in (ii) above
should belong to our distinguished class of monomorphisms. In the concrete
situation which we are interested in, viz.

X is

a subcategory

of

TOPG for

some given topological group G, the distinguished class of monomorphisms
shall be the class of equivariant topological embeddings. Here we feel free

TOP and its subcategories. In particular,
suppose that B is a full subcategory of TOP having a cogenerator X such
that each object of B can be topologiaally embedded in some power of X.

to use all known results about

we

We shall show that for any locally compact Hausdorff group G each object of
BG can be equivariantly embedded in some power of <G,C (G,X),p>. Notice that
c

if Cc (G,X) is in B, then <G,C c (G,X),p> is a cogenerator in BG (cf. subsection 6.4), which is completely in accordance with the equivalence of the
statements (i), (ii) and (iii) above. We shall not use explicitly this
equivalence nor the concept of a cogenerator. The preceding discussion
is only included in order to indicate the relationship of subsections 7.1
and 6.4. In subsection 7.2 we present a highly non-categorical modification
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of the approach of 7,1, which enables us to replace in some cases powers
of the space C (G,X) by the simpler space C (GxG,X). Finally, in subsection
c
c
.
7.3 we apply the results of 7.1 in order to obtain statements about the
existence of compactifications of G-spaces.
7.1. General remarks
7 .1.1. An object X in TOP will be called comprehensive for a class B of
objects in TOP if for each Y € B there exists a topological embedding of Y
into X. Observe that we do not require that X € B.
Similarly, if G is a fixed topological group, then a G-space <G,X,TI>
is said to be comprehensive for a class C of objects in TOPG whenever each
<G,Y,cr> € C admits an equivariant topological embedding into <G,X,TI>. Again,
we do not require that the comprehensive object <G,X,TI> for C is itself
in C.
7.1.2. If <G,X,TI> is comprehensive for a class C of G-spaces, then obviously
X is comprehensive (in TOP) for the class SG[CJ. In this section we shall
consider comprehensive objects in TOPG of the form <G,C (G,X),p>. To do so,
c

we have to assume that G is locally compact Hausdorff. In order to avoid
trivialities, we shall also assume that G is infinite. So from now on, G is

an infinite locally compact Hausdorff

{JY'Oup.

Recall from 6.3.5 that for any G-s~ace <G,Y,cr> and any topological
space X there exists a bijection of C(Y,X) onto TOPG(<G,Y,cr>,<G,C (G,X),p>).
c

For simplicity, we shall denote this bijection here by

~

a

• Hence by (9) and

(10) in 6.3.5, we have
( 1)

for f € C(Y,X), y € Y and <1G,g>: <G,Y,cr> + <G,C (G,X),p>. In particular, if
c
+
<1G,g> defines a topological embedding of Y into C (G,X), then f := ~ <1G,g>:

a

c

Y+ X is a continuous function such that
(2)

{ focr t

.
:. t€G } separates the points
of Y.

Conversely, if f: Y+X is any continuous function satisfying (2), then
induces an equivariant continuous injection of Y into C (G,X).

~

a

f

c

Therefore, there are two possibilities to

s~lve

the question for what
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classes the ttg <G,C c (G,X),p> with given X is comprehensive: a direct
approach, which provides the equivariant embedding <1G,g>, and an indirect
one, where one looks for continuous functions f satisfying (2), such that
is, in addition, relatively open.
We shall choose the first possibility. In addition, we adopt the same
point of view as in the preceding chapter, viz. that everything about TOPG
should be reduced to facts about TOP. To be concrete, we shall consider a

~0 f

class B of topological spaces, and a topological space x0 such that X~ is
comprehensive for B (with I a given index set). Using this as a starting
point, we shall search for a comprehensive object in TOPG for (SG)+[BJ.

7.1.3. EXAMPLES.) 1 If K is a cardinal number, then X~ denotes a product of
K copies of X0 • With this notation, we have for any cardinal K (finite or
transfinite):
[0,1]K is comprehensive for the class of all Tychonov spaces of
(i)
weight s K. Cf. [En], Chap.2, §3, Theorem 8. Obviously, JRK is also
comprehensive for this class. In particular, if K = ~O' we infer that
~
[ 0, 1J O (and similarly, JR 0) is comprehensive for the class of all

l-1

(ii)

separable metrizable spaces.
Let D2 := {0,1} be the diserete space consisting of two points. Then
D~ is comprehensive for the class of all 0-dimensional Hausdorff
spaces of weights K. Cf. [En], Chap.6, §2, Theorem 11. In partic~
ular, D2 is comprehensive for the class of all separable metrizable

°

0-dimensional spaces.
(iii) Let F2 be the space {0,1} with the T0-topology {~,{0},{0,1}}. Then
for each cardinal number K, F~ is comprehensive for the class of all
T0-spaces of weight s K. Cf. [En], Chap.2, §3, Theorem 9.
(iv)

If K is a cardinal number (finite or transfinite), then the space S(K) will
be defined as follows: let I be a set of cardinality K, and define an
equivalence relation in the set Ix[0,1] such that the equivalence
classes are just all singletons {(i,x)} with i E I and 0 < x s 1
together with the set {(i,O) : iEI}. The resulting quotient set ma;y
be vizualized as a "star", i.e. a union of K intervals [O, 1] which
have their left end points 0 in common; the intervals which constitute

)1

As indicated in the introduction, there is a close connection between
these examples and those in 6.4.2.
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this star shall be called "rays". Now S(K) will denpte this star with
the topology which is generated by the following metric d:

d(x,y)

:= {

lx-yl

if x and y are in the same ray;

Ix!+ lyl if x and y are in different rays;
for x,y

€

S(K). Note that this topology is not the quotient topology

inherited from Ix[0,1], unless K is finite.
A collection B of subsets of a topological space X is said to be
~ ~ 0 ) provided B = U{Bj ! jEJ} with !JI s a and each Bj
a discrete family of subsets of X (i.e. each point~i,n~s
a neigh,
..,..,..,,

a-disarete (a

bourhood which meets at most one member of B.). For example, for any
J

~ 0 -discrete base, because [0,1] has a countable base (cf. [Kw], 28.6).

cardinal K, the space S(K) defined above has an

A close examination of the proof of [Kw], 28.7 shows that for any two
infinite cardinal numbers a and K with a s K the space [S(K)]a is
comprehensive for the class of all T4-spaces which have an a-discrete
base of cardinality s K (these spaces have therefore weight s K). In
particular, [S(K)]K is comprehensive for the class of all T4-spaces of
weight s K.
~

In addition, [S(K)] 0 is comprehensive for the class of all T3-spaces
having an ~ 0 -discrete base of cardinality K (cf, [Kw], 28.8). Hence by
BING's metrization theorem, it is comprehensive for the class of all
metrizable spaces of weights K (this can also be found in [En],
Chap.4, §4, Theorem 7).

7. 1. 4. Let B denote a class of topological spaces. Suppose that the space xI0
is comprehensive for B in TOP. We shall construct a comprehensive object in
TOPG with respect to the class (SG)+[BJ, provided G and x 0 fulfill some
additional conditions.
The first step is the observation that for any G-space <G,Y,o> with

Y

E

(3)

B we have the equivariant erribedding
a: Y+C (G,Y)
c

of the G-spaae Y with aation a into the G-space C (G,Y) with action p
c
( cf. 2. 1 . 3) •
I

Let Y admit the embedding f: Y+x 0 • Equivalently, there exists a set
{fi : iEI} of continuous mappings of Y into x 0 which separates points and
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is a topological embedding of Y into X.::0 •
closed sets; then f: y....-+ (f.(y)).
i
i
It is trivial, that the mapping
I

F:g-.....+ fog: Cc (G,Y) -+ Cc (G,X0 )

(4)

is a topological embedding. In fact, Fis an equiva:t'iant erribedd:ing of the
G-space Cc ( G, Y) with action p in to the G-space Cc ( G, X~ ) with action p •
Observe, that we may define F alternative ly by
F(g)(s) := (f.i (g(s))).i

(5)

for g € Cc (G,Y) and s € G, where {f.i 1 i€I} is an (arbitrary, but fixed)
collection of continuous mappings of Y into x 0 which separates points and
closed sets.
The next step is the observation that the G-space Cc(G,X~) is isomorphic with the product of III copies of <G,Cc(G,x 0 ),p> in TQPG. Formally, let
· . )•
·
. product ( cf. 3.2. 6 for the precise
description
<G, Cc ( G,X 0 ) I ,p-I > denote this
If n € Cc(G,X~), then for every t € G, n(t) = (n(t,i))i with n(t,i) E XO
for every i €I. Then each ni:t r-r n(t,i): G+x 0 is continuous, and in this
way we obviously obtain a bijection

It is easy to see that ~ is equivariant with respect to the action p of G
on Cc(G,X~) and the action pI of G on Cc(G,X 0 )I. We show now that~ is a
homeomorphism, so that ~is an isomorphism of G-spaces of Cc(G,x;) with
-I
.
. h acti.on
. -p and Cc ( G,x )I unt
p •
ac t i.on
0

is a homeomorphism can be seen as follows. For any space Z, we
may write ZI = Cc (I,Z), if we give I the discrete topology. Since both G
and I are locally compact Hausdorff spaces, we have the homeomorphisms
That

~

q>,:a.1-+ c;:
q>2:f31-+ -s

cc (GxI,Xo)-+ cc (G,C c (I,Xo)),
: cc (GxI,Xo)-+ cc (I,C c (G,Xo))

(cf. 0.2.7(iii)) . Plainly~= qi2qi~, so~ is a homeomorphism.
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7.1.5. Reswning, if <G,Y,cr> is a ttg with Ye B, then we have an equivaPiant

erribedding

(7)

~oFocr:

-

Y-+C (G,X) I
c

0

of the G-space Y into the G-space Cc(G,x 0 )I. Note, that if Fis given by
(5), then
(8)

(f.ocr ).
1

y

1

for ally e Y. Untill here our construction is "canonical" in the sense
that we used only mappings which have some meaning in the categorical
context of the preceding sections.
7.1.6. We leave the applications of 7.1.5 to the various classes B, mentioned in 7.1,3, to the reader. If x 0 = JR, then we have to do with the G-space
Cc(G)I, which is comprehensive for the class of all G-spaces Y such that Y
~

is a Tychonov space of weight W(Y)

III. In the next subsection we shall

show that under rather weak restrictions, we can obtain a comprehensive
object with phase space C (GxG). Although this space is in a sense simpler
c

than C (G)I, the methods in subsection 7.2 will be non-categorical.
c

7.1.7. NOTES. In 7.1.2 we mentioned an alternative attack of the problem of
comprehensive objects, exploring condition (2). This has been done in
S. KAKUT.ANI [1968] in proving that <JR,C (JR),p> is comprehensive for the
c

class of all compact metrizable JR-spaces having a fixed point set which is
homeomorphic to a subset of JR.
7.2. The comprehensive object <G,C

c

(GxG,X~

7.2.1. As before, let G denote a locally compact Hausdorff topological
group; to avoid trivialities, we assume that G is infinite. In addition.
we shall consider an object x0 e TOP such that ~ is comprehensive for a
class B of topological spaces (where the index set I and the class B are,
·-

of course, somehow related to each other; cf. 7.1.3.
We shall show in this subsection that, under certain additional conditions on G, B, x 0 and I, the class (SG)+[BJ admits a comprehensive object
with phase space Cc(GxG,X0 ). See 7.2.9 and 7.2.10 below. The action of G on
Cc(GxG,X0 ) can be described as follows:
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In the usual way, Cc (GxG,x 0 ) can be identified with Cc (G,C c (G,X 0 )). In
doing so, the action p of G on C (G,C (G,x 0 )) corresponds to an action r of
c
c

ruf(s,t) := f(su,t)

( 1)

for f

E

Cc(GxG,x 0 ), u

respondence between
uous, because

E

G and (s,t)

E

GxG. It follows from the above cor-

p and r, that r: GxCc(GxG,x0 )

p is continuous by

+

Cc(GxG,X0 ) is contin-

2.1.3 (of course, continuity of r can also

be proved directly). In this way we obtain a ttg <G,Cc(GxG,X 0 ),r>,
which is isomorphic to <G,C (G,C (G,X 0 )),p>.
c

c

7 .2.2. LEMMA. Suppose G is non-aompaat, and let I be a set of cardinality
III = L(G), the Lind2l8f dBgree of G. Then there exists a locally finite,
disjoint) 1 family {Ci l icI} of non-empty open subsets of G. If L(G) > ~O
(i.e. G not sigma-compact) or if G is a-dimensional, then every Ci ma:y
assumed to be open and closed. In aU cases, the family {clG Ci : id} ma:y
supposed to be disjoint.
PROOF. First we consider the case that G is not sigma-compact, i.e. L(G)
~ 0 • Let U

E

Ve be compact and symmetric, and set H

:=

>

U{Un : icJN}.

Then it is well-known (and easy to prove) that H is a subgroup of G, that
His open and closed in G (see [RR], 5.7), a...>JdthatHis sigma-compact (each

~is compact). Since the family of all different right cosets of Hin G
forms an open covering which has no proper subcovering, it is clear that
L(G) ~ JG/HJ. On the other hand, JG/HJ > ~O' otherwise G would be sigmacompact. Moreover, each of the right cosets of H is open in G and its
Lindelof degree equals L(H) which is s ~ 0 • Now it is not difficult to see
that every open covering of G has a refinement of cardinality ~ 0 ·JG/HJ =
JG/HJ (take intersections with cosets). Hence it has a subcovering of
.

cardinality JG/HI and, consequently, L( G) = I G/H I. Hence for the family {C.l
id} we can take the right cosets of Hin G: this collection satisfies all requirements.
If G is sigma-compact then the preceding method fails because it may
occur that H = G (e.g. if G is connected), Now we proceed in the following

)1

Disjoint means: i ::/: j

~

plainly that C. 'f C. for
l

J

C.n C. = r/J. Since each C. 'f r/J, this implies

i

'f Jj .

1
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way. First, note that L(G) = N , so we may take I = JN) 1 . Again, let U de0

note a compact neighbourhood of e in G. Since G is not compact, there is
a sequence {t. 1 i€JN} in G such that t +l t U{ t. U l 1sisn} for every n € JN.
1

1

n

.

4

-1

Let V be an open neighbourhood of e such that V = V

and V

.= U. Then the

family {t.v2 : i€JN} is disjoint, hence {t.V 1 i€JN} is disjoint and locall.

l.

ly finite (ifs€ G, then sV meets at most one of the sets t.V). Hence we
l.

can take C. : = t. V for i € JN. Observe that clGC.
l.

l.

t. v2, so that the sets

c

l. -

l.

clGCi are mutually disjoint. If G is 0-dimensional, then V could have been
ta.ken open and closed, so that each C. = t.V would be open and closed.
.

l.

l.

D

7.2.3. Suppose that G is non-compact (for compact groups, cf. 7.2.13 below).
Fix a locally finite family {C. 1 i€I} of non-empty open subsets of G,
l.

where I is a set of cardinality L(G), and clGCi n clGCj = ~ for i,j € I,
i :/: j. Next, fix a family of continuous functions ijl.: G+[0,1] (i€I) as
l.

follows:
If each Ci is open and closed, let ijli be the characteristic function
of C1. , that is, ijl.(t) = O or 1, according tot t C. or t €c., respectively.
l.

l.

l.

In the other case, fix ti € Ci for every i € I. Using complete regularity
of G, it follows that there exist continuous functions ijl.: G+[0, 1] such
that ijl.(t.)
l.

l.

=1

and ijl.(t)
l.

= O fort€

l.

G ~C .•
l.

Notice that in both cases we have ijli(t)

= O foP

t t Ci; in addition,

foP each i €I thePe e:x:ists t.l. € C1• such that ijl.(t.)
= 1.
l.
l.
7.2.4. With I as in 7.2.3, assume that the space X~ is comprehensive in

TOP with respect to a class B of topological spaces. Assume that there
exists a mapping m: [0, 1Jxx0 + x 0 with the following properties:
(U1) 3x 0 € x 0 1 m(O,x) = x 0 for all x € x 0 •
(U2) m(1,x) = x for all x € x 0 .
(U3) For every i € I, the mapping (s,x) 1-+ m(ijli(s),x): Gxx 0 + x 0 is
continuous.
7.2.5. EXAMPLES.
(i)

If x 0 is a contractible space, then there exists a continuous mapping
m: [0,1]xX0 + x 0 satisfying (U1) and (U2) of 7.2.4. Condition (U3) is
then obviously fulfilled. Notice that for each cardinal number K the
space S(K) (cf. 7.1.3) is contractible. Other contractible spaces are

)1

Obviously, L(G) < N0 implies that G is compact (in fact, it is not too
difficult to show that L(G) < N0 implies that G is finite).
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[0,1] and JR. If x 0 = [0,1] or x 0 = JR, we can take form the usual
multiplicat ion mapping, m: (x,y) i-+ xy.
(ii) If x 0 = D2 = the discrete space {0,1}, then define m: [0,1]xD 2 + D2 by
m(a,o)

0 for all a e: [ 0' 1J

m(a,1)

{

(2)

0

if a = 0
if 0

<

a

~

1.

Obviously, m satisfies (U1) with x 0 = O,and (U2). In addition, if all
sets Ci in 7.2.3 could be chosen to be open and closed, then (U3) is
also satisfied. {Indeed, then the functions W·]. have only the values 0
and 1, so m(w.(s),x) = o for alls e: G ~c. and m(w.(s),x) = x for
].

].

].

are open, continuity of
].
is obvious.} Thus, if G is 0-dimension al or if
(s,x) t-+ m(w.(s),x)
].
L(G) > ~O (cf. 7.2.2) then we may assume that the function m, defined

alls e: C.]. (x

i::

n2 ). Since both C.]. and

G~C.

by (2), satisfies (U1), (U2) and (U3) for x 0 = D2 .

7.2.6. In the remainder of this subsection, we shall write more concisely
m(s,x) =: sx for (s,x) e: Gxx 0 , if m is as in 7.2.4.
With notation as in 7.2.3 and 7.2.4 we can define unambiguous ly a
GxG
I
.
by
function f: Cc(G,X0 ) + x 0
r(n)(s,t) := {

(3)

W·]. (t)n.]. (s)

if t

XO

if t e: G

E

clGCi
~

U.C.

J J

I

and s,t e: G. That this is possible follows from the
fact that the closures of the sets Ci are disjoint. Moreover, fort e:
= O, hence w.(t)n.(s)
clGC 1. n (G ~ U.C.) we have t i C., so w.(t)
].
].
].

for n=(ni)i

E

Cc(G,X 0 )

J J

].

(U1). So the definition is unambiguous .
7.2.7. ~·The mapping f defines a topological erribedding of Cc(G,X 0 )I
into Cc(GxG,x 0 )) 1 .

)1

Stated otherwise, r induces a topological embedding of Cc(IxG,Xo) into
C (GxG,X 0 ) or, alternative ly, of Cc (I,C c (G,x 0 )) into Cc (G,C c (G,x 0 )).
c
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PROOF. Consider n=(ni) i:: Cc(G.,X0 )I··· First, we have to show that r(n) i::
Cc(GxG,X0 ). To this end, observe that for every i i:: I the function (s,t)

>--+

lji.(t)n.(s):
GxG+X0 is continuous by (U3). Consequently, the restriction of
].
].
r(n) to each set G x clGCi is continuous. Obviously, the restriction of r(n)
to the set Gx (G-U.C.) is continuous. The family {GxclGC. : id} u
].

J J

{Gx(G- U.C.)} is a covering of G x G by closed sets, and this covering is
J J

easily seen to be locally finite. Indeed, {C.]. : ii::I} and hence {clGC.]. : ii::I}
is a locally finite family in G. Now it is an easy exercise to show that
continuity of r(n) on each member of this locally finite, closed covering
of G x G implies continuity of r(n) on G x G. (Cf. also [Du], Chap.III,
Theorem

9.4.)

Next, we show that r: Cc(G,X0 )I + Cc(GxG,X 0 ) is continuous. It is sufficient to show that for every subbasical open set of the form N(K 1xK2 ,v)
with compact

+

K 1 ,~

in G and open V in x 0 , the set r [N(K 1xK2 ,v)Jisopenin
Cc(G,Xo)I. So consider n E r+[N(K1XK2,V)J, i.e. n=(ni)i € Cc(G,Xo)I with
r(n)[K 1x K2 J S V. Since {clGCi' ! id} is locally finite and K2 is compact,
there is a finite subset I 0 of I such that Ai := K2 n clGCi ~ ~ iff i E I 0 •
For every ii:: I 0 , set u.]. := {yi::x0 ! lji.(t)yi::Vforall
ti::A.}.
If y i:: u.,
].
].
].

then some elementary compactness arguments (namely, an application of
0.2.2(i)) show that y ls an interior point of U]..• This proves that U.]. is an
open subset of x 0 • Since r(n)[K 1xK2 J S V, it follows that ljii(t)ni(s) i:: V
for alls i:: K1 and t i:: A]..• Hence n.(s)
i:: U.]. for alls i:: K1 , that is, n.]. i::
].
N(K 1 ,u.). Thus, N(K 1 ,u.) is an open neighbourhood of n. in C (G,X 0 ).
].
].
].
c
Now set v. := N.(K1,U.) if i € Io and v. := c (G,Xo) if i €I - Io.
i
i
i
i I
c
Then lP.]. V.]. is a neighbourhood of n in Cc ( G,X 0 ) • Moreover, if ; i:: lP.]. V.]. then
we have for all (s,t) i:: K1x K2 :
r(~)(s,t) = {

lji.(t);.(s) if t i:: A.
1

XO

1

].

if t i:: K2- U.C.
J J

In the first case, ii:: I 0 , hence ;.(s) i:: U. and lji.(t);.(s} i:: V. If, in the
].
].
].
].
other case, s i:: K1 and t i:: K2-ujcj then r(n)(s,t) = x 0 , and consequently,
r(;)(s,t) =XO€ r(n)[K1xK2] s v. In all cases, therefore, we have
r(;)(s,t) i:: V for (s,t) i:: K1x K2 • We have proved now, that r[lPiVi] S
N(K 1x K2 ,V), and the continuity of r follows.

That r is injective is easy to see: if ;,n i:: Cc(G,X 0 )I,; ~ n, then
for some ii:: I and s i:: G we have ;.(s)
~ n.(s). Take the element t. in C.
].
].
].
].

with lji.(t.)
= 1. Then, by (U2),
].
].
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= r(n)(s,t.).
= ljJ.(t.)n.(s)
= t;.(sl:fn.(s)
= ljJ.(t.)t;.(s)
r(t;)(s,t.)
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
Consequently, r(t;) f. r(n).
Finally, we show that r is relatively open. It is sufficient (and,
by injectiveness of r, also necessary) to show the following: given any
n E Cc(G,x 0 )I and any neighbourhood V of n in Cc(G,X 0 )I, there exists a
neighbourhood W of r(n) in Cc(GxG,x 0 ) such that

(4)

{ t;

We may assume that V = JPiVi' where for some finite subset I 1 of I, some
compact set Kin G and some open sets Ui in x 0 (i E I 1 ),

v.1.

{ Cc(G,Xo)

if i

€

I ~ I1

N(K,Ui)

if i

€

I 1•

Let K1 := {ti : iEI 1} (recall that each ti E Ci satisfies the condition
= 1). Then K1 is a finite, hence compact subset of G.
that ljJ.(t.)
1.
1.
Now for every i E I 1 and s E K we have
= ljJ. (t.1. )n.1. (s)
r(n)(s,t.)
1.
1.

(5)

n. (s)
1.

€

u.1.

Consequently, f(n) €
V. = N(K,U.)),
(use (U2) and the fact that n.E
1.
1.
1.
n{N(Kx{t.},U.) ; iEI 1} =: W. Obviously, it follows that W is a neighbour1.
1.
hood of r(n) in C (GxG,x 0 ). This W satisfies condition (4). Indeed, if t; E
Cc(G,X0 )

I

(6)

c

and f (t;) E W, then for any i

€

I 1 and s

= r(t;)(s,t.)
t;.(s) = ljJ.(t.)t;.(s)
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

€

€

K we have

u1...

Hence, t;i E N(K,Ui) =Vi for every i E I 1 , and, consequently, t; E V.

D

7.2.8. LEMMA. The mapping r: Cc(G,x0 )I + Cc(GxG,x 0 ) defines a morphism of
G-spaaes fPom Cc(G,X 0 )I with aation pI (af. 7.1.4) into Cc(GxG,X0 ) with

aation

r.

PROOF. A straightforward computation.

D
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7.2.9. PROPOSITION. The ttg <G,Cc(GxG,X 0 ),r> is comprehensive in TOPG with
respect to the cla.ss (SG)+[BJ, provided X~(G) is comprehensive in TOP with

respect to the cla.ss B, G is non-compact, and
(U1), (U2) and (U3) of 7.2.4.

x0 satisfies the conditions

PROOF. For any G-space <G,Y,o> with Y E B, we have the equivariant embedding
fo~oFoQ

~oFoQ,

of Y into Cc(GxG,X 0 ) (for

cf. 7.1.5).

D

7.2.10. APPLICATIONS. Suppose G is a non-compact locally compact Hausdorff
topological group. Then:
(i)

<G,C (GxG,[0,1]),r> is comprehensive in TOPG with respect to the
c

class of all ttgs <G,Y,o> with Y a Tychonov space of weight W(Y) s
L(G).
(ii)

<G,Cc(GxG,D2 ),r> is comprehensive in TOPG with respect to the class
of all ttgs <G,Y,o> with Ya 0-dimensional Hausdorff space of weight
W(Y) s L(G), provided either L(G) > ~O or G is O-dimensional) 1 .

(iii) <G,C (GxG,S(K)),r> is comprehensive in TOPG with respect to the class
c

of all ttgs <G,Y,o> with Y a T4-space which has an L(G)-discrete base
of cardinality s K.
If G is sigma-compact (i.e. L(G)

= ~ 0 ),

then in (i) and (ii) above, all ad-

mitted spaces Y are separable metrizable, and in (iii), Y may be any metrizable space of weight s K.
PROOF. Cf. 7.1.3 and 7.2.5.

0

7.2.11. In 7.2.lO(i), the space C (GxG,[0,1]) may clearly be replaced by
c

C (GxG,JR) = C (GxG). The ttg <G,C (GxG),r> seems simple enough to deserve
c
c
c
the predicate "nice". On the other hand, this ttg comprises all ttgs
<G,Y,o> with Ya Tychonov space of weights L(G). This implies that
<G,C c (GxG),r> has to have a rather complex structure.
7.2.12. According to 7.1.5, in particular formula (8), and the definition
of Min 7.2.6, the equivariant embedding of a ttg <G,Y,o> with YE

B into

the ttg <G,Cc(GxG,X 0 ),r> mentioned in 7.2.9 may be effected in the following
way. Let I be a set with III = L(G), let{~.]. ! iEI} be a set of functions
from G into [0,1] and let m: [0,1Jxx 0 +x 0 be as in 7,2,3 and 7.2,4 (these
data can be fixed with G and x 0 ). If {fi ! iEI} is a set of continuous
functions from Y into x 0 which separates points and closed sets in Y, then
the equivariant embedding h of Y into C (GxG) is given by
c

)1

In neither case G can be connected. Notice that the only action of a
connected group on a 0-dimensional Hausdorff space is the trivial one.
So the above mentioned restrictions on G are rather weak.
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(7)

{

h(y)(s,t)

1/J.]. (t)f.]. (cr(s,y))
XO

iftf.U.C.

J J

for y € Y and (s,t) € GxG.
{If we identif'y the space Cc(GxG,X 0 ) with Cc(G,Cc(G,X 0 )) in the usual
way, then the action r becomes the action p of G on Cc (G,C c (G,X 0 )); cf.
7.2.1, where r was defined in this way. Then an equivariant embedding h of
<G,Y,a> into <G,Cc(G,Cc(G,X 0 )),p> is obtained. I t is given by
h(y)(s,t)

(h(y)(s))(t)

-

.....

for y € Y and s,t €G. According to 7.1.2, the mapping '!'0 <1G,h>: Y+Cc(G,XJ
s .: SEG } separates the points of Y. Recall, that
is such that { '!'+ <1G,h>oa
here
h(y)(e): ti--+ {

( 8)

1/J. (t)f. (y)
1

XO

on clGCi

1

on

G~

U.c.
J J

for every y € Y. We might also have started by defining a mapping Y+
Cc(G,X 0 ) according to this rule, and then defining h as the '!'0 -value of
this mapping. The technical difficulties, however, would have been the same
(i.e. the several parts of the proof of lemma 7.2.7).}
7 .2.13. If G is a compact T2 group, then every locally finite family of subsets of G is finite. So the previous method yields only a ttg which is
comprehensive for ttgs <G,Y,a> with Y a subset of J(~, n € JN such that G
admits a locally finite disjoint family consis.ting of n non-void open subsets. This can be a considerable class of ttgs: each k-dimensional separable
metrizable space Y can be embedded in [0,1J 2k+ 1 ) 1 . Consequently, if

a disjoint family of n non-void open subthen <G,C c (GxG,[O, 1]),r> is comprehensive for the class of aU
ttgs <G,Y,a> with Y a separable metrizable space of finite dimension.
G admits for every n

€

JN

sets J2,

We shall remove now finite dimensionality from the conditions, i.e. we
shall prove that 7.2.10(i) is also valid if G is compact, but not finite.

)1

)2

Cf. for example [Na], Theorem IV.8.
Since G is a compact Hausdorff space, this is equivalent to saying
that G is not finite.
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First we have to find a substitute for lemma 7.2.7.

7 .2.14. LEMMA. Let G be an infinite aorrrpaat HausdoPff topoZogiaaZ group.
Then the'l'e mats a sequenae {C ! n€JN} of pairuise disjoint, non-empty
n
open subsets of G.
PROOF. Since G is not finite, G is not discrete. Hence there exists a
sequence {Vn ! n€JN} of neighbourhoods of e such that clGVn+l
every n € JN. Now set en := vn- clGVn+l (n € JN).

c

Vn for

D

7.2.15. Let G be compact and infinite, and fix a sequence {C

n

! n€JN}of

mutually
disjoint, non-empty open subsets of G. As in 7.2.3, let {$n !
,
n€JN} be a sequence of continuous functions from G into [O, 1] such that

wn (t)

w

= O fort € G-C and
(t ) = 1 for some t € C (n € JN). Define
n
n n
n
n
a mapping f: C (G,[O, 1])JN + [O, 1]GxG by
c

co

(9)

r(n)(s,t) :=

for n = (n )

n n

l

n=1

2-n

w (t)n
n

n

(s)

€ C (G,[0,1])JN and s,t €G. Here juxtaposition in the rightc

hand member of (9) denotes ordinary multiplication in [0,1]. Since for every
s,t € G the series in (9) is absolutely dominated by the convergent series
E 2-n (which has sum 1), it is clear that f(n)(s,t) is well-defined for
n
JN
every n € C (G,[0,1])
and s,t € G, and that f(n)(s,t) € [0,1].
c

We can draw even one more conclusion: the convergence of the series in
(9) is uniform in (s,t) € GxG. For fixed n € C (G,[0,1])JN, the terms in
c

the series are continuous functions of (s,t) on G x G. Consequently, the
sum of the series depends continuously on (s,t), i.e. f(n) € C(GxG,[0,1]).

7. 2. 16. ~. The mapping r defined in ( 9) is a topo ZogiaaZ erribedding of
C (G,[0,1])JN into C (GxG,[0,1]).
c

c

f!!QQ.E. Since G x G is compact, basical neighbourhoods of f(n) in
C (GxG,[0,1]) have the form
c

{E; € C (GxG,[O, 1]) ! lf(n)(s,t)-E;(s,t) I< e: for all s,t € G},
c

with e: > O. Using this, continuity and relative openness of r may be proved
along the lines of the proof of 7.2.7. In the proof of the continuity of r,
the finite subset I 0 of JN may be obtained by requiring that E{2-n !
n € JN-I 0 } is sufficiently small (i.e. I 0 a sufficiently large initial
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segment in JN).

D

7.2.17. Neither in 7.2.8, nor in 7.2.1, we used the non-compactness of G.
Consequently, 7.2.9 remains valid for compact infinite G, provided we substitute [0,1] for x0 • The class B for which [0,1]JN is comprehensive is
just the class of all separable metrizable spaces, i.e. the class of all
Tychonov spaces of weight s

~0 .

7 .2.18. THEOREM. Let G be any infinite 'locally compact HausdoPff topological gPoup. Then the ttg <G,C c (GxG,[0,1]),r> is compPehensive in TOPG with
respect to the class of all ttgs <G,Y,a> with Ya Tychonov space of weight
w(Y) s L( G).
Cf. 7.2.10(i) for the case that G is non-compact. If G is compact,
~ 0 , because L(G) < ~O would imply that
we have L(G) ,;;, ~O (in fact, L(G)
G were finite). Hence W(Y) s L(G) implies that Y is a separable metrizable

~·

=

space, and we can apply the preceding remark.

D

7.2.19. In the above theorem, we may of course replace Cc (GxG,[0,1]) by
the space c* (GxG), or by the space Cc( GxG). However, it is useful to notice
c
that a unifoY'17lly bounded invariant subspace of Cc (GxG), namely Cc (GxG,[0,1]),
is comprehensive for the class of G-spaces described in the theorem.
We mention some particular properties of the ttg <G,C (GxG),r>:
c

( i)

This ttg is effective but not strongly effective. Indeed, if t # e,
then there is f E C (GxG) such that f(t,e) # f(e,e), hence rtf # f;
.~\
g for any constant function g.
on the other hand, r g

(ii)

The set of invariant points in <G,C c (GxG),r> is homeomorphic with
Cc (G).This follows immediately from the fact that <G,C c (GxG),r> is
isomorphic to <G,C (G,C (G)),p>. {Indeed, for any space Y, the in-

=

c

c

variant points in <G,C c (G,Y),p> are the constant functions, and they
form a subset of Cc ( G, Y) which is homeomorphic to Y.} Similarly, the
set of invariant points in <G,C c (GxG,[0,1]),r> is homeomorphic with
Cc(G,[0,1]).
(iii) If G is compact, then C (GxG) = Cu (GxG), and every rt is an isometricc
al mapping of the metric space C (GxG) onto itself (the metric in
u

Cu (GxG) is of course, the metric generated by the uniform norm).
7.2.20. EXAMPLES. We shall describe here three examples concerning the
case that G = IR,

~,

or '.!:', respectively.
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Suppose G = lR. For i=1,2, ••• we can take Ci := [i-a,i+aJ, and ljl.: lR+[0,1]
J.
as follows
:= { cos 2 2TI(t-i) if i-a S t
0
otherwise.

( 10)

S

i+a

If <lR, Y ,CJ> is any ttg with Y a separable metrizable space and {f. : iEJN}
J.
is any family of continuous functions from Y into [0,1] separating points
and closed subsets of Y, then an equi variant embedding h of Y into
C (lRxJR,[0, 1]) is given by
c
h(y)(s,t) = {

( 11 )

cos

2

2n(t-i)·f.(cr(s ,y)) if i-a s t s i+a
J.

0

for y

Y and (s,t)

lRxlR, We may interprete this also as an equivariant
embedding of y (with action cr) ·into c (lRxJR) (with action r) or into
c
C (lR,C (lR)) (with action p).
c
c
€

Suppose G =

z.

€

For i E Z, set Ci .·= {i}, and define ljl.: Z + [0,1] by
J.
if t

( 12)

if t

i
€

z~{i}.

If Y is a separable metrizable space and {f. : iEZ} is any family of continJ.
uous functions of Y into [0,1] separating points and closed subsets of Y,
then for any homeomorphism a 1 Y + Y (equivalently, for any action CJ of Z
on Y; cf. 1.1.6(viii)) we have the following equivariant embedding h of Y
into C (Zx:?Z,[0,1]) = [0,1]Zx7Z:
c

.
-r of Z on [ 0, 1Jz x z is
.
for y E Y and ( s,t ) E zx z. Note that the action
generated by the autohomeomorphism

( 14)

:r.: 1 : (l;(i,j)) . .

(bilateral

shi~

J.,J

~ (l;(i+1,j)) . .
J.,J

in the first coordinate.)

If Y is a separable metrizable 0-dimensional space and {f. : iEZ} is
J.
a family of continuous functions of Y into {0,1} separating points and
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1
.
Y+Y, (13) describes an
closed subsets, then for any homeomorph1sm cr
•
}z;:x ~ • In this
{
space,
equivariant embedding of Y into Cc (::Z x :;z, {O, 1}) = 0, 1
the action is again described by (14).

Suppose G ='Jr. For i=1,2, ••• , set Ck:= {exp(2nit)
interval
1
[k

-

2k+3
1 ] = [ 2k+1
.l +
1
2k(k+1). 2k(k+1)
2k(k+1)
2k(k+1)' k

J•

Define lj!k by

If <'ll:', Y,cr> is a ttg with Y a separable metrizable space and {f.1 : iEJN} is
a family of continuous functions of Y into [0,1] separating points and
closed subsets of Y, then an equivariant embedding of Y into C (']['x '.lC, [0, 1])
c

= C (TxT,[0,1]) is obtained by setting
u

k(k+1)n(t-k- 1 )·fk(cr(u,y)) if v = exp(2nit)
with t E Dk

h(y) (u,v)

otherwise
for y E Y and (u,v) E 'I'x 'lE'.
7.2.21. NOTES. Fundamental in this subsection is lemma 7.2.2. However, in
this lemma it is not essential that G is a group. In fact, the lemma can
be proved for any

par~compact

locally compact Hausdorff space. Cf.

J. DE VRIES [1972b].
7.3. Compactifications of G-spaces
7.3,1. For the motivation, or at least, for the connection of the contents
of this subsection with the results of Chapter II, we refer to the final
remark in 4.3.13. Although all applications will be for locally compact
Hausdorff groups G, we shall not make any particular assumption about G up
to 7.3.7 (except that it has to be a topological group).
7 .3.2. Let <G,X,TI> be a ttg with X a completely regular space (i.e-. the topology of X can be generated by a uniformity). Then <G,X,rr> is said to be
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bounded with respeat to the uniformity U provided
(i) U generates the topology of X.
(ii) Va E U, 3U E V : (Titx,x) E a for all t E U, x E X.
e
The ttg <G,X,TI> is said to be bounded if it is bounded with respect to
some uniformity U. If X is metrizable and <G,X,TI> is bounded with respect
to a metrical uniformity (i.e. a uniformity with a countable base), then
<G,X,TI> is called metriaally bounded.

7 .3.3. LEMMA. Let <G,X,n> be a ttg, X a uniform spaae with uniformity U.

The following aonditions are· equivalent:
<G,X,TI> is bounded with respeat to U.
(i)
xEX} of funations from G into X is equiaontinuous
(ii) The family {TI
at e

x

)1

(iii) The family {TIx

xEX} is equi-.uniformly aontinuous on G, if G is

endowed with its right uniformity.
PROOF.

(i)
(i)

.,. (ii) : Obvious from the definitions.
t

• (iii): Let a E U. Take U E Ve such that (TI y,y) E a for all t E U
S
and y E X. In particular, for every s E G and x E X, setting y :=Tix,we
obtain (TI x (ts),TIx (s)) Ea for all x EX, s E G and t E V.
(iii) • (ii) : Obvious. D

7,3.4. In contradistinction to 7.3.14 below, we present now an example of
a ttg <G,X,TI> with G a sigma-compact locally compact Hausdorff topological
group and X a (non-separable!) metrizable space, such that <G,X,TI> is bounded but not metrically bounded.

7.3.5. EXAMPLE. Let I be an unaountable set, and let, for every i E I,
<Hi,Yi,pi> be a ttg with the following properties:
Yi is a compact metric space, say with metric di and metrical
(i)
uniformity U.•
1.

(ii)

<H.,Y.,p.> is transitive, i.e. for every x,y E Y. there exists t EH.1.
1.

1.

1.

t

1.

such that p.(x) = y.
1.

(iii) Hi is a sigma-compact locally compact Hausdorff topological group.
In addition, for a fixed finite, non-void subset I 0 of I we require

) 1 In [GH], a ttg with this property is called motion equiaontinuous.

2Q7
that H.l is compact if i € I-IQ and Hi is non-compact if i € IQ.
{Observe that such collections {<H. ,Y. ,p.> ! id} of ttgs exist. For example,
l
l
l
let Yi= Tfor every i €I, fix iQ €I, and set Hj_Q= lR, PIQ =rotation of
T over 21Tt radians. For i € I, i :;. iQ, let Hi = T (as a topological group)
and p. = A ( = ordinary multiplication in T ) • }
l

Since each'Y.l is compact, U.l is the unique uniformity in Y.l which is
compatible with the topology of Y.• We shall use this fact without further
l
reference. In addition, by 7,3.6 below, each <Hi,Yi,pi> is (metrically!)
bounded.) 1
Let <G,X,1T> denote the coproduct of the set {<H.,Y.,p.> ! i€I} in TTG
l
l
l
*
( cf. 6. 1. 10), with coprojections <ijJ?P, f.>: <G,X, 1T> +<H., Y. ,p. >. Then G is
l

l

l

l

l

the product of the set {Hi ! id} in TOPGRP, with projections 1jli: G+Hi • So
by condition (iii), G is a sigma-compact, locally compact Hausdorff group,
but G is not compact. Moreover, X is· the disjoint union of the spaces Yl.•
Suppressing the canonical injections fi: Yi +X, set for i € I and n € lN
U(i,n) := {(x,y) €Y.xY. ! d.(x,y) <n- 1}
l

l

l

and for every finite subset J of I
V(J,n) := U{U(i,n) ! i€J} u U{Y.x Y. ! i € I-J},
l

l

Then B := {V(J,n) : n€lN & Ja finite subset of I} is a base for a uniformity

U in X which is compatible with the topology of X. Since for any a € U we
can have an (Y.x
Y.)
c Y.xY.
for only finitely many i € I and since
l
l
l
l
<H.,Y.,p.>
is
bounded
for
those
i, it is easy to see that {1T x ! x€X} is
l
l
l
equicontinuous with respect to the uniformity U in X. So by 7,3,3, <G,X,1T>
is bounded.
However, it is not difficult to show that U cannot have a countable
base, because I is uncountable. On the other hand, there exist uniformities
for X, generating its topology, which have a countable base, because X is
obviously metrizable. Let V denote any such a uniformity. Then for some
13 € V the set

) 1 If we restrict ourselves to the concrete example with each Yi = '.JL',
etc., then this can be seen directly, without any reference to

7,3,6,
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Y.xY.}
J($) := {id: $n(Y.xY.)-:/=
i
i
i
i

is infinite. Otherwise, V would be equal to the uniformity U which has
not a countable base. Fix such a 8. Let V = JP i Vi be a neighbourhood of
e in G, with V.
i

-:/=

H. for only a finite number of indices i
i

J($) is infinite, there exists j

€

€

I. Since

J($) such that v. =H .• In view of conJ

J

dition (ii) and the choice of$, there exists t.EH. = V. such that
J

J

(p.(t.,y),y)
J

J

f_

$n(Y.xY.) for somey
J

J

X, this means that (rr(t,y),y)
of G. for i-:/= j and t.

J

i

exists $

€

€

f_

€

J

Y.• Consideringy as an element of
J

$fort= (t.).
i
i

€

V, where t.i is the unit

V. is as above. We have proved now, that there
i

V such that every neighbourhood V of e in G contains an element

t such that (rrty,y)

f_

$ for some y

€

X. Thus, <G,X,rr> is not bounded with

respect to V. This shows that <G,X,rr> is not metrically bounded.
7.3.6. PROPOSITION. If the phase space X of a ttg <G,X,rr> is a aompaat

Hau.sdorff space, then <G,X,rr> is bounded. If X is compact and metrizable,
then <G,X,rr> is metrically bounded.
PROOF. Suppose X is a compact Hausdorff space. By an elementary compactness
argument, namely 0.2.2(ii), <G,X,rr> is bounded with respect to the unique
uniformity U of X. The second statement in the proposition is now trivial.
7.3.7. From a different point of view, we can formulate

D

the proof of 7.3.6

as follows. If X is compact, then :![X] is a compact subset of Cc (G,X), by
2.1.13. Moreover, the restriction of the evaluation mapping (~,t) ~ ~(t):
Cc (G,X)xG+X to -rr[X] x G is continuous on :![X] x G; indeed, :!: X+:![X] is a
homeomorphism, and (x,t) ~ rr (t): XxG+X is continuous. So by 0.2.8 (in
x
particular, the converse to (iii)), 1!.[X] is equicontinuous at every point
of G, hence <G.X.rr> is bounded by 7.3.3. This proof suggests that it may be
useful to have a look at ttgs of the form <G,C c (G,Y),p> with Ya uniform
space. Although in general local compactness of G is needed to ensure that
this is a ttg (cf. 2.1.3), we can dispense with this condition for Gin the
following proposition.
7.3.8. PROPOSITION. Let G be a topological group, let Y be a unifo1'1T1 spaae,

and let X be an invariant subset of the ttg <Gd,Cc(G,Y),p>. Consider the
following statements:
(i) X is equicontinuous on G.
(ii) The mapping p: GXX+X is continuous, and the ttg <G,X,p> is bounded
with respect to the relative uniformity of X in Cc(G,Y).
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(iii) <G,X,p> admits an equiva:l'iant embedding into a ttg <G,X,n> with

X a compact Hausdor>ff space.
(iv) <G,X,p> is bounded.
Then (i) ~(ii)=> (iv) and (iii)=> (iv). In addition, if X ~ C*(G,Y), then
also the implication (i) => (iii) is valid.
PROOF. (i) =>(ii): By 2.1.6, p: GxX+X is continuous, so <G,X,p> is a ttg.
Next, consider a compact subset K of G and an element a E U. Since X is
equi-uniformly continuous on K, there exists VE V such that (f(s),f(t))
e
-1
.
E a for all s E Kandt E G such that t s E V, and for all f E X. Hence
(f,puf) E M(K,a) for all f EX and u E v- 1 •
(ii)=> (i): Let U denote the uniformity of Y, and takes E G, a EU. Boundedness of <G,X,p> implies that there exists U E Ve such that (ptf,f) E
M({s},a) for all f EX and t EU, i.e. (f(st),f(s)) Ea for all f EX,
t E U. This proves that X is equicontinuous.
(ii) => (iv) is trivial, and (iii) => (iv) is an obvious consequence of
7.3.6. Moreover, if X c C*(G,Y), then equicontinuity of X implies that· the
-

c

X

closure X of X in Cc (G,Y) is compact, by the ASCOLI theorem. Therefore,
is a compact invariant subset of Cc (G,Y). Moreover, X is equicontinuous as
well ( cf. O. 2. 8) , so p is continuous on G x X, by the implication ( i) => (ii)
for

X.

Thus, (i) =>(iii) with TI:= PIGxx·

D

7. 3. 9. If in 7. 3. 8 the gr>oup G is Zoca Uy compact and s-igma-compact • and Y
is metrizable. then in (iii), Xmay required to be metrizable. and in (iv)
we may demand: <G,X,p> is metrically bounded.
Indeed, this follows immediately from the above proof and the fact
fact that in the given situation Cc (G,Y) is metrizable (cf. Appendix C.4,
or alternatively, [Du], Chap. XII, 8, 5),
7.3.10. EXAMPLES.
(i)

Any ttg <G,X,TI> with X locally compact Hausdorff is bounded. If
in addition, X is a separable metrizable space, then <G,X,TI> is
metrically bounded. Indeed, X admits an equivariant embedding in the
= Xu{ 00 } , the one-point compactification
compact Hausdorff G-space
) ( See
.
.
"t
f
oo ( t E G •
TIt and TI t( oo )
o X, wi h action TI defined by TI-t
J. DE VRIES [1975c]). Now apply 7.3.6. Notice that X is metrizable

X

Ix=

(ii)

=

if X is separable and metrizable.
Any ttg <G,X,TI> with X a Tychonov space and G a discrete group is
bounded. In fact, <G,X,TI> is bounded with respect to every uniformity
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which generates the topology of X. This is a trivial consequence of
(ii),.. (i) in 7.3.3,
We have not been able to find an example of a ttg <G,X,n> with X a Tychonov
space which is not bounded. Observe that such an example would provide an
instance of a Tychonov G-space which cannot be embedded in a compact G-space.
7.3.11. The behaviour of boundedness under the application of (co)morphisms
of ttgs is very similar to the behaviour of ttgs with a compact phase space.
For example:
(i)

If <ljl,f>: <G,X,n>+<H,Y,a> is a morphism in TTG, where f: X+Y is a
topological embedding of X in the Tychonov space Y, then boundedness
of <H,Y,cr> implies boundedness of <G,X,n>. We leave the straightforward proof to the reader. Notice that we have applied this statement
several times in the preceding proofs with Y compact and

(ii)

If <ljl,f>: <G,X,n>+<H,Y,a> is a morphism in
spaces, f a surjection and

1jJ

1jJ

= 1G.

TTG, X and Y Tychonov

an open mapping, then boundedness of

<G,X,n> with respect to a uniformity U implies boundedness of <H,Y,a>
with respect to any uniformity V for which (fxf)+[VJ £ U (i.e. f uni-

foI'fTIZy continuous) . Straightforward.
(iii) If <ljl 0 P,f>: <G,X,n> + <H,Y,a> is a morphism in TTG*, X and Y Tychonov
spaces, f a surjection, then boundedness of <G,X,n> with respect to
a uniformity U implies boundedness of <H,Y,cr> with respect to any
uniformity V in Y which makes f uniformly continuous (no additional
conditions on <ljl0 P,f>). Straightforward.
(iv) Arbitrary products in TTG (cf. 3.1.12 for what they look like) of
bounded ttgs are again bounded. Similarly, coproducts in

TTG* of

bounded ttgs are bounded (cf. 7.3.5; there the proof that the
coproduct <G,X,n> of the given set of objects in

TTG* is bounded

makes only use of boundedness of each of those objects). We leave
the details to the reader.
The preceding statements show that bounded ttgs behave like ttgs with a
compact phase space. A link between the two classes of ttgs is provided by
our next proposition. First, recall that a Tychonov space X of weight W(X)
admits for every compatible uniformity U a topological embedding f: xi---+
(f.(x)).: X+[0,1]I such that III = w(x) with the additionaZ property that
1

1

ea.eh fi: X+ [0, 1J is unifo1'1T1Zy continuous with respeat to the unifo1'1Tlity
U in X. Indeed, the usual proof that X can be embedded in [0,1]I with III
W(X) (e.g. the proof of [En], Theorem 2.3.8) can easily be modified to a
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proof of the previous statement, using the lemma in 0.2.7. Then f: X+[o,1JI

is uniformly continuous, hence the induced topological err/bedding F: ~ 1-+
fo~: Cc(G,X) + Cc(G,[0,1JI) sends equicontinuous subsets of Cc(G,X) into
equicontinuous subsets of C (G,[0,1JI). This will be used in our next result.
c

7,3.12. THEOREM. Let <G,X,TI> be a ttg with Gan arbitrary topological

group and X a Tychonov space. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) <G,X,TI> is bounded.
(ii) There exists an equivariant erribedding of X into a compact Hausdorff
G-space X with
w(X) s max{W(G),W(X)}.
PROOF.
(ii)=> (i) : Apply 7,3,6 and 7.3.11(i).
=>(ii): Suppose <G,X,TI> is bounded with respect to the uniformity U
in X. If X is finite, take X = X and TI = TI, and there remains nothing to
be proved. So we may assume that w(X) ~ ~ 0 • By 7,3,3, .:!!_[XJ is an equicontin(i)

uous subset of C(G,X) with respect to the uniformity U in X. By the preceding remark, the topological embedding F o TI of X into C ( G, [0, 1JI) maps X
c

-

equivariantly onto an equicontinuous, invariant subset of the G-space
C (G,[0,1JI) (with action p); here III = W(X). By 7,3,8 there exists a compact
c

Hausdorff G-space X in which X can equi variantly be embedded. Recall, that Xis the
closure of X in C ( G, [ 0, 1JI). Hence the inequality w( X) , ; W( X) •W( G) can be proved as
c

=

W(G)• ~O (cf. Appendix C). In
follows. First, notice that w(Cc(G,[0,1J))
addition, it is well-known that for any space Z and any infinite cardinal
number K, w(ZK) = K•W(Z). Combining these results with the fact that
C (G,[0, 1J 1 ) is homeomorphic to C (G,[0,1J)I (cf. for instance 7.1.4), we
c
c
see that

w(C c (G,[0,1JI)) = IIl·W(C c (G,[0,1J)) = w(X)•W(G)

= W(X)

because of the assumption W(X) ~ ~ 0 ). Now
X is a subspace of C (G,[0,1JI), so clearly W(X) s w(C c (G,[0,1JI)) =
c
W(X)•W(G) = max{W(X),W(G)}. This completes the proof. D
(here we use that W(X)·~o

7.3.13. PROPOSITION. If in 7,3,12 G is locally compact and sigma-compact and
X is a separable metrizable, space, then X may also assumed to be separable

and metrizable.
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PROOF. Repeat the proof of 7.3.12 with III = ~ 0 ; so now C (G,[0,1]I) 1s
c
Xis metrizable and w(x) = W(X) = ~O
(use the final remark in 0.2.10). D

~~-

metrizable (cf. Appendix C). Hence

7.3.14. COROLLARY 1. Let G be a sigma-compact locally compact Hausdorff

topological group and let

X

be a separable metrizable space. For any action

7T of G on X the following are equivalent:
(i)

<G,X,7T> is bounded.

(ii) <G ,X, 7T> is metrically bounded.
PROOF. (i) =>(ii): Apply 7.3.13.
(ii)=> (i): Obvious.

D

7.3.15. COROLLARY 2. Let <G,X,7T> be a ttg with Ga countable discrete group

and X a separable metrizable space. Then
bedding in a compact metrizable G-space

X

admits an equivariant dense em-

x.

PROOF. <G,X,7T> is bounded because G is discrete. In addition, G is sigmacompact. Now apply 7.3.13. D
7.3.16. NOTES. The term bounded has been borrowed from D.H. CARLSON [1972].
However, what is called there "bounded" is what we call "metrically bounded".
The close connection between boundedness and embeddability in compact G-spaces
seems to be not earlier recognized. In particular, theorem 7.3.12 seems to be
new.
Essential in 7.3.15 is the metrizability of the compactification X.
Indeed, if G is discrete, the action 7T of G on X extends in a natural way to
an action TI of G on SX, the Stone-~ech compactification of X (cf. 4.2.9).
Then <G,SX,n> is a ttg in which <G,X,7T> can be embedded, but SX is not
metrizable (cf. [GJ], 9.6), unless X itself 1s already compact and metrizable.
Originally, corollary 7.3.15 is due to J. DE GROOT & R.H. MC DOWELL [1960].
Another proof has been given in [Ba], 3.4.11. The case G = ?Zis also handled
in R.D. ANDERSON [1968].
In R.B. BROOK [1970] one may find a general compactification theorem
for ttgs. Roughly speaking, it is our theorem 7.3.12, except that the actions
are not only required to be motion equicontinuous (=bounded), but in
addition, each transition has to be a unimorphism of the phase space. By our
theorem, this latter condition is superfluous.
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8 - LINEARIZATION OF ACTIONS

A linearization of a ttg <G,X,TI> may roughly be described as an embedding of X into the phase space Y of a ttg <H,Y,cr>, where Y is a.topological
linear space and cr an effective action of H on Y such that each crt is a
linear operator on Y. In addition, each Tit has to be the restriation to X
of some crs. Therefore, a linearization should be a morphism in TTG*. See
also the motivation for the introduction of comorphisms in 1.4.13. Now
such linearizations turn out to exist as soon as X can topologically be
embedded in some topological vector space, i.e. X is a Tychonov space.
Therefore some restrictions on the admitted linearizations are considered.
First, the lineari zation has to be striat, i.e. it should be a morphism in TOPC:
Second, in constructing a strict linearization <1G,f>: <G,X,TI>
<G,Y,cr>, one should try to meet the following conditions:
(i) The topological vector space Y should be "nice".

+

(ii) A large class of other ttgs <G,X',TI'> can also be strictly linearized
in <G,Y,cr>.
Of course, these conditions are more or less contradictory. As to condition
(i), we shall interprete it in the following sense: topologically, Y should
belong to the same distinguished class of spaces as X does (e.g. if X is
metrizable, then so should be Y; moreover, it would be nice that Y were a
Frechet space or even a Hilbert space). Condition (ii) obviously relates
the problem of linearization to the existence of comprehensive objects,
considered in §7.
In subsection 8.1 we shall make some general remarks about linearizations. Then, in subsection 8.2, we consider strict linearizations of metric
G-spaces in Fr~chet spaces. Using the main result from subsection 7,2, it
follows readily that for every infinite locally compact Hausdorff group G,
each action of G on any Tychonov space X with W(X)

~

L(G) can be strictly
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linearized

in <G,C (GxG) ,r>. If G is sigma-compact, then C (GxG) is a Frechet
c
c
space, and each action of G on a separable metric space can be strictly
linearized in it. Finally, we shall consider strict linearizations in

Hilbert spaces. The main result is, that each action of a sigma-compact
locally compact Hausdorff group on a metric space X can be strictly linearized in the linear ttg <G,H(K),o(K)> (cf. subsection 2.4 for its definition),
with K = W(X). In the notes to this subsection we mention some earlier
results, which motivated our investigations.
8,1. General remarks on linearization
8.1.1. The action TI in a ttg <G,X,TI> is said to be linear, and <G,X,n> is
called a linear ttg provided
( J.• )

•
•
X is
a topological
vector space. ) 1

(ii)

n[G]

~

GL(X), the group of invertible continuous linear operators on X.

(iii) <G,X,TI> is effective.
8.1.2. Obviously, linear ttgs are in a one-to-one correspondence with subgroups of general linear groups of topological vector spaces, endowed with
a topology such that it is a topological homeomorphism group. Classical
examples are matrix groups, acting on finite dimensional spaces. Other
examples can be found in §2. Indeed, if G is a topological Hausdorff group
and Y is a topological vector space, then C (G,Y) and C (G,Y) are topologic
u
cal vector spaces (note that a topological vector space Y has a uniformity
compatible with its topology, viz. the left (=right) uniformity of the
underlying additive group of Y). Moreover, each pt is a linear operator,
and -t
p r~ -e
p for t r~ e )2 •
Consequently, <Gd,C (G,Y),p>, <Gd,C (G,Y),p> and <G,LUC (G,Y),p> are
c
u
u
linear ttgs for any topological vector space Y (cf. 2.1.2, 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).
Moreover, if G is locally compact, then <G,C (G,Y),p> is a linear ttg
c
(2.1.3). In that case, we have also the linear ttg <G,Lp(G),p> for 1 :>p<oo
(2.3.3) and if G is, in addition, sigma-compact, the linear ttg <G,L2 (G),o>
defined in 2.4.9.

)1

All topological vector spaces are assumed to have a Hausdorff topology.

) 2 Immediate from the fact that C(G,Y) separates the points of Y (note,
that JR is topologically embedded in Y, and G is a Tychonov space).
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8.1.3. A linearization of a ttg <G,X,TI> is a comorphism of ttgs, i.e. a
morphism <1j1°P,f>: <G,X,n>-+ <H,Y,a> in TTG such that
*
(i) <H,Y,a> is a linear ttg;
(ii) ijl: H-+G is a surjection and f: X-+Y is a topological embedding.
In that case we say that <G,X,TI> is linearized in <H,Y,a>, or that <G,X,TI>
has a linearization, viz. <ijl,f>. A strict linearization of <G,X,TI> is a
linearization of the form <1~P,f>: <G,X,TI> -+ <G,Y,o>, which we may and shall
denote in the sequal by <1G,f>.
8.1.4. PROPOSITION. Let <G,X,TI> be a ttg. The following conditions are

equivalent:
(i)

<G,X,TI> has a linearization.

(ii)

X is embeddable in a topological vector space.

(iii) X is a Tychonov space.

In that case, <G,X,TI> has a linearization of the form <1~P,f>: <G,X,n>-+
<Gd,Y,o>. Moreover, if G is a locally compact Hausdorff group then the
equivalent conditions (i), (ii) a:nd (iii) imply that <G,X,TI> has a strict
linearization.
PROOF. (i)
(ii)~

~(ii):

Obvious.

(iii): Any topological vector space is a Tychonov space, and sub-

spaces of Tychonov spaces are still Tychonov spaces.
(iii)~

(i): If X is a Tychonov space, it can be topologically embedded in

[ 0, 1JI, hence in JRI , where I is some index set (in fact, we may assume
that II I = W(X), but this is irrelevant here). Let E := JRI. Then E is a
topological vector space (ordinary product topology and coordinate wise
linear operations), and we may assume that X

s

E. Then <Gd,Cc(G,E),p> is a

linear ttg by 8.1.2, and using 2.1.13 it is easy to see that -TI: X-+ Cc (G,X)
s Cc(G,E) is an equivariant embedding. Thus we obtain the linearization
<1~P,.:rr.>: <G,X,TI>-+ <Gd,Cc(G,E),p>. If G is locally compact, then

p: GxC (G,E) -+ C (G,E) is continuous, and <1G,.:rr.>: <G,X,n>-+ <G,C c (G,E),p>
c
c
is a strict linearization of <G,X,TI>. This proves (i) and the remaining
statements in our proposition. D
8.1.5. The topological vector space C (G,E) in the preceding proof is
c

independant of the particular choice of the space X, except that the index
set I used in its definition is such that X can be embedded in [0,1]I. Thus,
the only requirement is that W(X)

~

III. It follows (cf. also 7.1.4) that

we have, in fact, also a result about comprehensive objects. Stated other-
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wise, the above proposition meets condition (ii) of the introduction to
this section. In this context, one might also ask if there is a linear ttg
in which all ttgs from a certain class can be linearized, where the ttgs
of that class do not have identical phase groups. See 8.2.12 and 8.2.14
below.
8.1.6. The preceding proposition shows that an action can always be linearized as soon as its phase space can be embedded in a topological vector
space E. However, the space C (G,E) in the above proof is isomorphic to
C (G)I (I as above), hence itcis not always metrizable if X is.) 1 Stated
c

otherwise, the space Cc(G,E) seems to be too complicated. This is why we
shall consider other methods in the following subsection. Incidentally, it
should be observed that the above proof of (iii) => ( i) is similar to the
first part of 7.1.4. In the next subsection, we shall replace this by the
results of subsection 7.2. A second motivation for the next subsection is
that, by the preceding proposition, linearizations are not very interesting:
they do always exist if X is Tychonov. Hence strict linearizations shall
deserve our attention.
8.2. Strict linearizations in Frechet spaces and in Hilbert spaces
8.2.1. In this subsection, G shall always be an infinite locally compact
Hausdorff topological group. Recall that a Fr~chet space is a locally convex
topological vector space which is metrizable in such a way that it becomes
a complete metric space.
8.2.2. The space C (GxG) is a complete locally convex topological vector
c
space. Indeed, a local base at O in C (GxG) is formed by the collection of
c
all sets {f ! lf(s,t) I < E: for (s,t) e: K} with E: > O and K .s. GxG compact.
These sets are easily seen to be convex. So C (GxG) is locally convex.
c
Completeness follows from [Bo], Chap. X, §1.5, Theorem 1, taking into
account that the uniformity of C (GxG) induced by its topological vector
c
space structure coincides with the uniformity of convergence on compact
sets (the theorem in [Bo] deals with the latter uniformity).

If G is sigma-compact, then C (GxG) is a Frechet space. For GxG is
c
sigma-compact and locally compact, so we can apply results from Appendix C.

)1

Unless, of course, III s

~O

and G is sigma-compact; see Appendix C.
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8.2.3. THEOREM. Let G be an infinite loaally aorrrpaat Hausdorff topologiaal
group. Then any ttg <G,X,TI> with X a Tyahonov spaae of weight W(X) ~ L(G),

aan be striatly linearized in the linear ttg, <G,C c (GxG),r>.
.!]QQ!. Apply 7.2.18 and observe, that Cc (GxG,[0,1]) may be replaced there
by C (GxG). Moreover, <G,C c (GxG),r> is plainly a linear ttg (for effectivec
ness, cf. 7.2.19(i)). 0
8.2.4. COROLLARY. Any aation of an infinite loaally aorrrpaat, sigma-aorrrpaat

Hausdorff group G on a separ~ le metria spaae aan be striatly linearized in
a Fr~ahet spaae, viz. in Cc (GxG) with aation r of G.
PROOF. Apply 8.2.2 and 8.2.3.

0

8.2.5. In the above corollary we have obtained linearization of an important
class of G-spaces in a quite simple Frechet space. Now we shall consider
topological linearization in Hilbert spaces.
Recall from subsection 2.4 that for any sigma-compact locally compact
2
Hausdorff group H and any weight function w0 on H we have the ttg <H,L (H) ,CJ>,
Moreover, for any uniformly bounded compact invariant subset A of Cc (H) the
mapping FIA: f ~ w0 f: A+L2 (H) is an equivariant embedding of the H-space
A (with action p) into the H-space L2 (H) (with action CJ).
We shall apply this with H = GxG. However, the action CJ of GxG on
L2 (GxG) will be replaced by the action O :=CJ~ of G on L2 (GxG), where
G+GxG is the morphism in TOPGRP defined by ~(s) := (s,e). The weight
function w0 on GxG will be defined by w0 (s,t) := w(s) w(t) for s,t E G,
where w is a weight function on G (cf. Appendix B.2). Then O is defined by
~:

Osf(u,v) = w((u)) f(us,v)
w us

• ( 1)
2

GxG. Moreover, it is not difficult to
see that the above mentioned mapping FIA is also equivariant if we consider
of G on L2 (GxG), Indeed,
(GxG) and the action
the action r of G on AcC
- c
r = p~, where p is the usual action of GxG on Cc (GxG), and~ is as above.
Using these preparatory remarks, we can prove:
for f

E

L (GxG), s

E

G and (u,v)

E

a

8.2.6. PROPOSITION. Let G be an infinite loaally aorrrpaat sigma-aorrrpaat
Hausdorff topologiaal group. Then every ttg <G,X,TI> with X a aorrrpaat metria
spaae aan be striatly linearized in the linear ttg <G,L2 (GxG),O>.
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PROOF. By 7.2.18, X can be equivariantly embedded in C (GxG) (with action r)
c
as a uniformly bounded subset {C (GxG,[0,1]) is, indeed, a uniformly bounded
c
subset of C (GxG).} Therefore, we may assume that X is a compact, uniformly
c
bounded, invariant subset of the ttg <G,C (GxG),r>, and that TI is the
c
restriction to X of the action r. So we can apply the preceding remark. D

---

8.2.7. The Hilbert space L2 (GxG) occurring in 8.2.6 has dimension W(GxG)
W(G) (cf. 2.3.15). The same is true for L2 (G). Consequently, there exists
an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces (i.e. a linear inner product preserving
bijection) between L2 (GxG) and L2 (G). Via this isomorphism the action

a

defined above induces plainly a linear action T of G on L2 (G) such that
<G,L2 (G),T> and <G,L2 (GxG),cr> are isomorphic as G-spaces.) 1 So we proved:

If G is a locally compact sigma-compact Hausdorff topological group,
then there exists a linear action T of G on L2 (G) such that each ttg
<G,X,n> with X a compact metric space can be strictly linearized in
2

<G,L (G),T>.
_By 7.3.13, compactness of X may be replaced by the conditions that X
is an arbitrary separable metric space and that 1T is a bounded action of G on X. We
shall show now that there exists a linear action T' of G on L2 (G) such that
<G,L2 (G),T'> is comprehensive for the class of all ttgs <G,X,n> with X a
metrizable space of weight W(X) :o; W(G). (Since W(G) = W(L 2 (G)), the condition
W(X) :o; W(G) is obviously necessary for X to be embeddable in L2 (G)). Cf.
8.2.13 below.
As a motivation for the proof, recall that the basical step in the
proof of 8.2.6 is the application of 7.2.18, and that in the proof of

~

7.2.18 it is used that a separable metric space can be embedded in [0,1] O
~o
or JR
by means of a suitable sequence of continuous functions. For metric
spaces, however, we can take this sequence subject to certain additional
conditions, and this enables a more direct approach. In this approach, the
mapping Fused in 8.2.5 (hence 8.2.6) is used in the construction from the
beginning.
8.2.8. LEMMA. Let X be a metrizable space of weight K. Then there exist a
set I with III = K a:nd a set {f. : iEI} ~ C(X,[0,1]) such that for every
J.

1

Observe-trrat-we- only noticed the existence ·of the linear action T; we
cannot describe it more explicitely. For a proof, that two Hilbert spaces
of the same dimension are isomorphic, see for instance p.30 in P.R. HALMOS,
Introduction to Hilbert Space, 2nd ed., Chelsea Publishing Company,
New York, 1957.
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8.2.3. THEOREM. Let G be an infintte locally compact Hausdorff topological
group. Then any ttg <G,X,TI> with X a Tychonov space of weight w(X) ~ L(G),

can be strictly linearized in the linear ttg· <G,C c (GxG),r>.
PROOF. Apply 7.2.18 and observe, that Cc (GxG,[0,1]) may be replaced there
by C (GxG). Moreover, <G,C (GxG),r> is plainly a linear ttg (for effectivec

c

ness, cf. 7.2.19(i)).

D

8.2.4. COROLLARY. Any action of an infinite locally compact, sigma-compact

Hausdorff group G on a separable metric space can be strictly linearized in
a Fr~chet space, viz. in Cc (GxG) with action r of G.
PROOF. Apply 8.2.2 and 8.2.3.

D

8.2.5. In the above corollary we have obtained linearization of an important
class of G-spaces in a quite simple Frechet space. Now we shall consider
topological linearization in Hilbert spaces.
Recall from subsection 2.4 that for any sigma-compact locally compact
2
Hausdorff group Hand any weight function w0 on H wehavethettg< H,L (H),o>.
Moreover, for any uniformly bounded compact invariant subset A of Cc (H) the
mapping FIA: f~ w0 f: A+L2 (H) is an equivariant embedding of the H-space
A (with action p) into the H-space L2 (H) (with action o).
We shall apply this with H = GxG. However, the action a of GxG on
L2 (GxG) will be replaced by the action cr := aW of G on L2 (GxG), where
w: G+GxG is the morphism in TOPGRP defined by w(s) := (s,e). The weight
function w0 on GxG will be defined by w0 (s,t) := w(s) w(t) for s,t E G,
is defined by
where w is a weight function on G (cf. Appendix B.2). Then

o

crsf(u,v) = w((u)) f(us,v)
w us

. ( 1)

for f

E

2

L (GxG}, s

E

G and (u,v)

E

GxG. Moreover, it is not difficult to

see that the above mentioned mapping FIA is also equivariant if we consider
of G on L2 (GxG), Indeed,
C (GxG) and the action
the action r of G on Ac
- c
r = pw, where p is the usual action of GxG on C (GxG), and w is as above.

a
c

Using these preparatory remarks, we can prove:
8.2.6. PROPOSITION. Let G be an infinite locally compact sigma-compact
Hausdorff topological group. Then every ttg <G,X,n> with X a compact metric
space can be strictly linearized in the linear ttg <G,L2 (GxG),cr>.
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PROOF. By 7.2.18, X can be equivariantly embedded in C (GxG) (with action r)
c
as a uniformly bounded subset {C (GxG,[0,1]) is, indeed, a uniformly bounded

---

c

subset of C (GxG).} Therefore, we may assume that X is a compact, uniformly
c
bounded, invariant subset of the ttg <G,C (GxG),r>, and that TI is the
c
restriction to X of the action r. So we can apply the preceding remark. D
8.2.7. The Hilbert space L2 (GxG) occurring in 8.2.6 has dimension W(GxG)
W(G) (cf. 2.3.15). The same is true for L2 (G). Consequently, there exists
an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces (i.e. a linear inner product preserving
bijection) between L2 (GxG) and L2 (G). Via this isomorphism the action

a

defined above induces plainly a linear action T of G on L2 (G) such that
<G,L2 (G),T> and <G,L2 (GxG),cr> are isomorphic as G-spaces.) 1 So we proved:

If G is a loaaUy aompaat sigma-aompaat HaUBdorff topologiaal group,
t"hen there exists a linear aation T of G on L2 (G) suah that eaah ttg
<G,X,TI> with X a aompaat metria spaae aan be striatly linearized in
2

<G,L (G),T>.
_By 7.3.13, compactness of X may be replaced by the conditions that X
is an arbitrary separable metric space and that TI is a bounded action of G on X. We
shall show now that there exists a linear action T' of G on L2 ( G) such that
<G,L2 (G),T 1 > is comprehensive for the class of all ttgs <G,X,TI> with X a
metrizable space of weight W(X) ::;; W( G) . (Since w( G) = W( L2 ( G)), the condition
W(X)::;; W(G) is obviously necessary for X to be embeddable in L2 (G)). Cf.
8.2.13 below.
As a motivation for the proof, recall that the basical step in the
proof of 8.2.6 is the application of 7.2.18, and that in the proof of

l'l;

7.2.18 it is used that a separable metric space can be embedded in [0,1] O
!'{o
or JR
by means of a suitable sequence of continuous functions. For metric
spaces, however, we can take this sequence subject to certain additional
conditions, and this enables a more direct approach. In this approach, the
mapping Fused in 8.2.5 (hence 8.2.6) is used in the construction from the
beginning.
8.2.8. LEMMA. Let X be a metrizable spaae of weight K. Then there exist a
set I with III = K ·and a set {f. : iEI} ~ C(X,[0,1]) suah that for every
l.

)1

Observe""ttrat-we-- only noticed the existenae ·of the linear action T; we
cannot describe it more explicitely, For a proof, that two Hilbert spaces
of the same dimension are isomorphic, see for instance p.30 in P.R. HALMOS,
Introduation to Hilbert Spaae, 2nd ed., Chelsea Publishing Company,
New York, 1957.
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2
~ 0 for at most countably many i EI, and L.f.(x)
x EX, f.(x)
1 1
1

$

1.

Moreover, by
(2)

r(x,y) :=

(I·1

If.1 (x)-f.1 (y) 1 2 )~

(x,y E X) a metric r is defined in X, and r generates the topology of X.
In this metric, X has a finite diameter (in fact, r(x,y) $ 2 for aU points
x,y in X).
PROOF. It is well-known that X can be topologically embedded in the unit
sphere of a Hilbert space H of dimension K (cf. the proof of the NagataSmirnov metrization theorem as given in [Du],p.194). Let {~ ! iEI} be an
:=
orthonormal base of H. Then we have III = K. For i E I, set f.(x)
1
(xl~.), where( .. 1 •• ) denotes the inner product in H. So f.(s) is the
J
.
1
j-th Fourier coefficient of x with respect to the base{~. ! iEI}. Hence
1

~ O for at most countably many
elementary Hilbert space theory, f.(x)
1
2
2
i EI, Lf.(x) = llxll $ 1, and the metric which X enherits from H is given
2
2
121
2 = Llf.(x)-f.(y)l 2 .
I = E.!(xl~.)-(yl~.)1
by r(x,y) = llx-yll = E.1 I (x-yl~-)
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
This proves our lemma. D

by

8.2.9. Recall from 2.4.14 and 2.4.16 that, given a locally compact sigmacompact Hausdorff topological group G and a weight function w on it, we can
construct a ttg <G,H(K),cr(K)> for every cardinal number K. This ttg
<G,H(K),cr(K)> is obtained as a Hilbert sum of K copies of <G,L2 (G),cr>,
with a defined according to 2.4.5. Therefore, it is a linear ttg.
8.2.10. THEOREM. Let <G,X,11'> be a ttg with Ga sigma-compact, ZocaUy compact
Hausdorff group, and X a metrizabZe space. Then the action 11' can be

strictly Zinearized in the Zinear ttg <G,H(K),cr(K)> with K = w(x).
PROOF. Fix a set {f.1 ! iEI} of continuous functions of X into [0,1] according to 8.2.8. For each i E I, we have the equivariant, continuous mapping
with action -p).
(X with action 11' and C*(G)
f.o 11': X+C (G,[0,1]) -c C*(G)
c
c
c
1 Recall that the mapping F introduced in 2.4.10 is equivariant with respect
to the actions p on C*(G) and a in L2 (G). It follows that F. := Fof.o1f:

~~-

c

1

1 -

X+L2 (G) is an equivariant mapping of G-spaces, from X with action 11'
into L2 (G) with action cr. In this way, we obtain the mapping F': x <-+
I
2
(F. (x)). : X + ( L ( G)) •
1
1
First, we show that F'[X] : H(K). To this end, we have to show that
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LHF.(x)D 22 <
1

1

oo

= w(t)f.('IT(t,x)), we obtain
for every x EX. Since F.(x)(t)
1
1

2
l.UF.(x)H
2
1
1

= l·1 J w(t) 2

2 dt
f.(1T(t,x))
1

G

=I w(t) 2 l·

(2)

1

2 dt
f.(1T(t,x))
1

G

<

J w(t) 2

dt

< ""·

G

{Here the exchange of integration and summation can be justified by the
2 s 1 for all
Lebesgue theorem. Moreover, we have used the fact that ~.f.(y)
1 1
y E X.} So we have F'[X] : H(K).
Next, F': X+H(K) is continuous·. Indeed, similar to the above computation, we have for every x,y E X, using formula (2):
.

llF'(x)-F'(y)ll

2

2
= l-11F.(x)-F.(y)ll 2
1
1
1

= J w(t) 2

(3)

(t,y))i 2 dt
t.lf.(1T(t,x))-f.(1T
1
1
l..1

G

I

w( t )

2

t 2
t
r ('IT x, 'IT y ) dt •

G

Let

E >

O.

In view of formula (10) in 2.4.10, there exists a compact sub-

set K of G such that

Fix x E X. Then 0.2.2(i) implies that r('ITtx,'ITty) < s 2 for all y in some
neighbourhood U of x and for all t E K. Bearing in mind that X has diameter
s 2, we see that
llF' (x)-F' (y)ll 2 s 4

I

2
w(t ) 2 dt + E

s 4£2 + E2

I

w(t)2 dt

K

G--K

I
G

2 2
w(t)2 dt = (4+11wll 2 )E ,
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for ally EU. This proves continuity of F'.
In order to show that F' is relatively open and injective, it is
sufficient to show that for any x E X and E > O, there exists

o>

0 such

that

(4)

Vy E X

llF'(x)-F'(y)ll <

o •

r(x,y) ::;

E.

Suppose the contrary. Then for some x E X and E > O there exists a sequence
{y ! nElN} in X such that llF'(x)-F'(y )II < 1/n
n
n
Then (3) implies for every n E lN

J w(t) 2

r(Titx,Tityn) 2 dt

and r(x,yn ) > E for all n.

= llF' (x)-F' (yn )0 2

::; n

-2

G

If we set f(t) := inf{r(Titx,Tity )2 ! nElN}, then obviously
n

o $ J w(t) 2

f(t) dt

inf n -2
nEJN

o.

G

Hence f(t) = 0 for almost all t E G (recall that w(t) > 0 for all t E G).
However, f(t)

=0

for some t E G implies that there is a subsequence {n.}.

J. J.

of lN such that lim._.
TitYn·J. = Titx, whence limn·J. Yn·J. = x. This contradicts
--nJ.
the choice of the points y subject to the condition r(x,y ) > E. Conn
n
sequently, for any x E X and E > O, there exists o > O such that (4) holds.
Thus, F': X+H(K) is a topological embedding. Notice that F' is equivariant with respect to the given action TI on X and the action cr(K) on H(K),
because each F. : X+ L2 ( G) is equi variant with respect to TI and cr. D
J.
8.2.11. COROLLARY 1. Let G be a sigma-compact locally compact Ha:usd.orff

topological group, and let K denote any cardinal nurriber. Then the linear
ttg <G,H(K),cr(K)> is comprehensive for the class of all ttgs <G,X,TI> with
X a metrizable space of weight::; K. D
8.2.12. COROLLARY 2. Let G and K be as above, and let <G',X,TI> be any ttg
satisfying the conditions
(i) there exists a surjective morphism ijl: G+G 1 in TOPGRP;
(ii) X is a metric space of weight::; K•
Then <G',X,TI> can be linearized in <G,H(K),cr(K)>,
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PROOF. If <G',X,n> satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii), then <G,X,n$>
can be equivariantly embedded in the ttg <G,H(K),cr(K)>, i.e. there exists
an equivariant topological embedding f: X+H(K). It is easy to aee that
<$ 0 P,f>: <G',X,n> + <G,H(K),cr(K)> is a morphism in TTG*. Since$ is given
to be a surjection, <$0 P,f> is the desired linearization.

D

8. 2. 13. COROLLARY 3. Let G be an infinite sigma-compact ZocaUy compact

Hausdorff topoZogicai group. Then there e:r:ists a Unear action a* of G on
L2 (G) such that <G,L2 (G),cr*> is comprehensive in TOPG with respect to the
cZass of aU ttgs <G,X,n> with x a metl'izabZe space of weight s w(G).

~·Since G is infinite, W(G) ~ ~ 0 • It follows from 2.3.15 that L2 (G)
has Hilbert dimension W(G). Consequently, for any cardinal number K, H(K)
has Hilbert dimension K•W(G) = max{K,W(G)}, In particular, if K = W(G),
H(K) and L2 (G) have the same Hilbert· dimension. In that case, there exists
an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces g: H(K) +L2 (G). Let cr* be the unique
action of G on L2 (G) such that g is equivaria.nt with respect to the action
cr(K) of G on H(K) and cr* of G on L2 (G). Thus, cr*t = gocr(K)tog+ for all
t

i;

G. Then obviously cr* is a linear action, and <G,L2 (G),cr*> is isomorphic

to <G,H(K),cr(K)>, where K = W(G). Now apply 8.2.11 with K = W(G).

0

8.2.14. COROLLARY 4. Let G be an infinite sigma-compact ZocaUy compact
Hausdorff topoZogicai {ll'Oup, and Zet <G,L2 (G),cr*> be as in 8.2.13.

Then any ttg <G' ,X,n> satisfying the conditions
(i) there e:r:ists a SUI'jective morphism$: G+G' in TOPGRP,
(ii) X is a metric space of weight s W(G),
can be Zinearized in <G,L2 (G),cr*>.
PROOF. Similar to 8.2.12.
8.2.15. If G is compact, then we may take as a weight function on G the
function w: tH 1: G+lR. In that case, we have crtf(s) = f(st), for f i;
L2 (G) and s,t i; G, so that cr = p on L2 (G). So for any cardinal number K,
the action cr(K) of G on H(K) is by means of unita'I'lf operators (orthogonal
2

operators, if we consider only lR-valued functions as elements of L ( G),
in which case H(K) is a real Hilbert space).
A close examination of the proof of 8.2.13 shows that in the case that
G is an infinite compact Hausdorff topological group we may assume that
the action cr* of G on L2 (G) with the properties mentioned in 8.2.13 is by
means of unitary operators as well.
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8.2.16. If G is discrete and sigma~compact, then G is countable. In that
2
2
case, L (G), is isomorphic to the (separable) Hilbert space l (~ 0 ) (cf.
[Du],p.191 for the notation). In particular, if G = Z, then for any cardinal
number K, H(K) is isomorphic to the Hilbert sum of K copies of the space
l 2 (~0). 'A weight function on z is defined by w(n) := 2-lnl for n E z. So
the action cr of z;: on l 2 (~ 0 ) = L2 (z) is the action generated by the homeo1

.

morphism cr , where
if n

1

( cr x)

( 5)

= (xn ) nE""',.,,

for x

n

~

0

if n s -1

E L2 (z;:). Now let I be a set with III

= K.

Plainly, an

element ( (x . ) ,.,,) . I in H(K), may be identified with the element
2
ni nE~ 1E
((x .). I) ,.,, in the Hilbert sum of IZI copies of the Hilbert space l (K)
ni 1E nEtu
of dimension K. In this way we obtain an isomorphism of the Hilbert space
H(K) onto the Hilbert sum K of lz;:I copies of l 2 (K). Under this isomorphism,
the action cr(K) of z;'.on H(K) carries over to an action of Z on K which may
also be described by (5), now interpreting the x

n

n E

~.

2

as elements of l (K) for

{This action was described for the first time in J.H. COPELAND &

J. DE GROOT [1961]}.
8.2.17. NOTES. The question whether certain ttgs can be embedded in a ttg
whose phase space is a topological vector space and whose action is by means
of a linear representation of G is almost as old as the theory of ttgs itself. In connection with the existence of comprehensive objects for certain
classes of ttgs, one of the most notable early results is BEBUTOV's theorem
(the literature gives conflicting references to the original; see for instance V.V. NEMYCKII [1949]). In our terminology, it reads as follows:

The ttg <JR,C c (lR),p> is corrrprehensive for the class of all ttgs
<lR,X,n> with X a corrrpact metric space and with an action n such that X
contains at most one invariant point.
In S. KAKUTANI [1968] this theorem has been strengthened in the sense
that the condition that <JR, X, n> has at most one critic al point may be
replaced by the condition that the set of invariant points in X is homeo-

morphic with a suhset of JR. In O. HAJEK [1971 J a further modification was
presented:

The ttg <JR,C c (lR,JRn) ,p> is corrrprehensive for the class of aZZ ttgs
<JR,X,n> with X a locally corrrpact separable metric space, such that the set
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of ·invariant points in X is homeomorphic to a cZosed subset of lRn.
It should be noticed that in these theorems certain restrictions are
imposed on the actions in order to describe the class of ttgs for which the
above mentioned objects are comprehensive. However, D.H. CARLSON [1972]
described a linear ttg <lR,C (JR2 ),T> which is comprehensive for the class
u

of all ttgs <lR,X,1T> with X a separable metrizable space. The action T of lR
on C (JR2 ) in this comprehensive object are "weighted" translations; in
u

fact,
T

t

f(u,v) = e(u+v)t+t2 f(u+t.v+t).

In this context, our theorem 7.2.18

(~proposition

8.2.6) is on the one

hand a generalization of the results. of BEBUTOV, K.AKUTANI and HAJEK, and
on the other hand it is a simplification and generalization of the result
of CARLSON. ) 1
Euclidean spaces and Hilbert spaces appear for instance in work of
L. ZIPPIN, D. MONTGOMERY, R.H. BING and others. Most of these results are
special cases of results of G.D. MOSTOV [1957]. We quote one of MOSTOV's
theorems:

If G is a compact Lie gmup and X is a sepa:PabZe metrizabZe G-space
of finite dimension and with a finite nwrber of orbit types. then any action
of G on X can be strictZy Zinearized in a EucZidean G-space where the
action is by means of orthogonal- Zinea:P transformations.
For a nice proof, cf. R.S. PALAIS [1960]. In R.S. PALAIS [1961], these
results are generalized to non-compact Lie groups: if G is a matrix group
and X a separable finite dimensional metrizable G-space with a proper action,
having only finitely many orbit types, then X admits an equivariant embedding in a linear G-space of finite dimension. In the same paper, PALAIS
shows that if G is any Lie group and X is a sepa:PabZe metrizabZe G-space
with a proper action, then X admits an equivariant embedd.ing in a reaZ
HiZbert G-space where the action is by means of orthogonal- Zinea:P transformations. ) 2

)1

)2

2

To be honest, although the action T of lR on C (JR ) in the CARLSON
system is not as simple as the action r, his s~stem is related to
the solution space of a first order partial differential equation.
The paper of PALAIS does not contain statements about comprehensive
objects, nor seem such statements to be obtainable from it.
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Meanwhile, theorems on linearization in Hilbert spaces were also
obtained by J.H. COPELAND & J. DE GROOT [1961] for cyclic groups and in
J. DE GROOT [1962] for compact groups and discrete countable groups. These
results were extended to more general locally compact groups by P.C. BAAYEN.
Cf. Chap. 4 in [Ba], and also P.C. BAAYEN

&

J. DE GROOT [1968]. These "more

general locally compact groups" were described as locally compact Hausdorff
groups admitting weight functions ( "W-groups") • However, they did not
incorporate 2.4.2(ii) in the definition of a weight function, and consequently, they obtained only linearizations, no st!'iat linearizations. Their main
result was that for any such a W-group G and any aardinal nwriber K there
e:r:ists a Hilbert spaae H such that eVe"¥'if ttg <G,X,ir> !JJith X a metl'izabte
spaae of weight s K adrrrits a morphism <w,f>: <Gd,X,ir> + <GL(H)d,H,o> in TTG
!JJith w injeative and f a topologiaal errU:Jedding. Here o is the obvious action
of GL(H)d on H. (Our methods for e.g. the proof of 8.2.10 are similar to
those of BAAYEN). In a subsequent note (P.C. BAAYEN [1967]) it was shown
that in the above mentioned theorem, w: G+ GL ( H) is a topological embedding
if GL(H) is given its strong operator topology, provided G admits a aontinuous weight function. In that case, however, it was not yet clear that a

strict linearization in the sense of 8.1.3 had been obtained. Indeed, it was
not yet shown that in this case the subgroup w[G] of GL(H) with the strong
operator topology is a topological homeomorphism group on H (this is our
corollary 2.4.16), The results in the present section became possible by
the paper of A.B. PAALMAN - DE MIRANDA [1971], who proved that the locally
compact Hausdorff groups admitting weight functions are exactly the sigmacompact ones, Some of our results in this section have been published
earlier in J, DE VRIES [1972a; 1975a].
Finally, it should be noticed, that [Ba] contains many results on
comprehensive objects in TTG; however, most classes of ttgs considered
there have disarete phase groups, this in contradistinction with our results
in subsection 7,3 and in §8. More information about the history of this
subject can be found in the paper P.C. BAAYEN & M.A. MAURICE, Johannes de
Groot 1914-1972, General Topology and Appl. 3 (1973), 3-32. Cf. also section
6 in "The topological works of J. DE GROOT", a lecture by P.C. BAAYEN,
contained in Topologiaal Struatu:t'es (Proceedings of a Symposium, organized
by the Wiskundig Genootschap of the Netherlands on November 7, 1973, in
honour of J. de Groot (1914-1972)), Mathematical Centre Tracts 52, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam, 1974.
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APPENDIX A

Pseudocompactness for topological groups

A.1. In this appendix, G shall always denote a topological Hausdorff group.
Recall that G is totally bourul.ed whenever for every U
by finitely ma.ny
le~

its

le~

€

Ve, G ca.n be covered

translates of U. This means tha.t G is precompact in

uniformity. If G is totally bounded, then the

le~

and right uni-

formities on G coincide. The following is well-known:
A.2. LEMMA. The following statements are equivalent:

(i)

a.G: G+Gc is a topological embedding.

(ii)

G is totally bounded.

(iii) G is a subgroup of a compact Hausdor>ff group H.
In this case, a.G: G+Gc may be identified with the inclusion mapping of G

into clHG for> any compact Hausdor>ff group H in which G is topologically
embedded as a subgr>oup. In addition, AP(G) = LUC*(G).
PROOF. That (i) •(ii) is trivial. In order to prove that (ii)• (iii),
consider the completion H of G with respect to its

le~

uniformity, and

apply [Bo], Chap. IV, §3.4. Next, assume (iii). Then every continuous morphism of groups from G into a compact Ha.usdorff group K, being a uniformly
continuous function into a complete uniform Ha.usdorff space, can be extended
to clHG. This extension is obviously a morphism of groups. So clHG may be
identified with the reflection of Gin COMPGRP, i.e. the Bohr compactifica.tion of G. Similarly, each f

€

LUC*(G) can be extended to a continuous func-

tion f' on clHG. Since clHG is a compact group, it follows that f

€

AP(G),

by 2.2.7. Thus, LUC*(G) = AP(G) (cf. 2.2.16). This shows that (iii)• (i) a.nd
that the final statement is true. D
A.3. Since G is a Tychonov space, the reflection BG: G+BG of Gin COMP is

a. topological embedding. Obviously, there is a. unique continuous mapping

a:

BG+Gc such tha.t a.G

=a

0

Ba· The following lelllllla. describes groups G for
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which

a is

a homeomorphism.

A.4. LEMMA. The foUolJJing eonditions al'e equivalent:
(i)

SG can be given the stl'UctU?'e of a rfl'OUP in such a way that it becomes

a topological gl'OUp and SG: G+SG a mo?'phism of gl'oups.
(ii)

AP(G) = C*(G).

a:

(iii) Thel'e e:r:ists a homeomo?'phism
SG+Gc such that Cl.G =
(iv) G is totally bounded and LUC*(G) = c*(G).

a

0

aG.

PROOF. (i) • (ii): Since C*(SG): ff-+ f 0 SG maps C(SG) onto C*(G), this is
an immediate application of lemma 2.2,7
(ii) • (iii): If (ii). is valid, then C*(a.G): f I-+ f oa.G maps C(Gc) onto
C* (G), by 2.2.18. Now use the fact that SG is uniquely determined by the
property that C*(SG) is a surjection (cf. [GJ], 6.5·).
(iii)• (i): Obvious.
(i).,.. (iv): Clear from A.2 and the equivalence of (i) and (ii).

0

A.5. Recall that G is pseudocorrrpact whenever C(G) = C*(G). It is wellknown that G is pseudocompact iff the following condition is fulfilled
(cf. [GJJ, 6I1):
(i) Any non-void closed G0-set in SG meets G.
Notice, that this characterization is valid for any Tychonov space. For
topological groups G, one can prove that G is pseudocompact iff
(ii) G is a dense subgroup of a compact group H and every non-void G0-set
in H meets G.
This result is due to W.W. COMFORT & K.A. ROSS [1966]. For an elementary
proof, cf. J, DE VRIES [1975b]. Using this characterization it is easy to
prove the following theorem (which is also contained in the above mentioned paper).
A.6. THEOREM. An al'bitl'apy pl'oduct of pseudocorrrpact Hausdol'ff rfl'OUps is

again pseudocorrrpact.

D

A.7. THEOREM. G is pseudocorrrpact iff one of the conditions in A.4 is ful-

fiUed.
PROOF. Cf. W.W. COMFORT & K.A. ROSS [1966].

0

A.8. Another question, which was considered in the paper of COMFORT and
ROSS was, under which conditions on Gone has LUC*(G) = c*(G) (i.e. condition A.4(iv) without total boundedness). It turned out that the condition
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c*(G) is equivalent to the condition LUC(G) = C(G). If this condition is fulfilled, then either G is pseudocompact, or G is a P-space (i.e.
each G0-set in G is open). {For related results, cf. O.T. ALAS [1971], and
also a forthcoming paper by W.W. COMFORT & A.W. HAGER.}
A.9. There exists an abundance of non-compact pseudocompact groups. Cf.
the above mentioned paper by COMFORT and ROSS. See also H.J. WILCOX [1966;
1971]. For additional facts about pseudocompact groups, cf. W. MORAN [1970]:
barring the existence of measurable cardinals, all groups which admit
invariant means on C(G) are pseudocompact (the converse is almost trivial).
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APPENDIX B

Weight functions on sigma-compact locally compact Hausdorff groups
B.1. Throughout this appendix, let G denote a locally compact Hausdorff
topological group. In addition, from B.4 on up to the end, G will be assumed to be sigma-compact, i.e. G = U{C n : nEJN}, where each Cn is a com2
pact subset of G. Recall that a weight function on G is an element w EL ( G)
such that
(i)

'v'tEG: w(t)

>

0.

'v's,tEG: w(st) ;:;: w(s)w(t).
(iii) The function t I-+ w(t)- 1 : G-+JR is bounded on compact subsets of G.
(ii)

B.2. EXAMPLES. The following examples are taken from P.C. BAAYEN &
J. DE GROOT [1968]; cf. also [Ba], section 4.2, where all proofs can be
found.
If G is compact, then the constant function t I-+ 1 : G -+JR is a weight
( i)
function on G.
(ii)

The function t

H-

exp(-ltl ): JR-+ :Risa weight function on the ad-

ditive group JR.
·
·
· a weight
on the group :l.
function
~ 2- It I ·. Z-+ JR is
(i. i' i' ) The functi' on t L_~,
More generally, let G denote the free group generated by the countable
set {t 1 ,t 2 ,. .. }. Every t € G, t # e can be written uniquely as a reduced
word
t

then we put
w( t ) : = 2

-2:~ 1ik.
i
i=

in.

i.

If, in addition, we define w(e) := 1, then f is a weight function on the
group G.
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(iv) If G = G xG x .•. xG
1

2

n

where each G. admits a weight f'unction w., then
i

i

w: (t 1 ,t 2 , ... ,tn) 1-+ w1 (t 1 ).w2 (t 2 ) ..... wn(tn): G1xG 2x ... xGn +JR is a
weight f'unction on G1xG 2 x ••. xGn.
B.3. THEOREM. The foZZ01iling statements are equivalent:

(i)

G is sigma-compact.

(ii) G admits a weight function.
PROOF. This theorem and its proof are due to A.B. PAALMAN-DE MIRANDA [1971 J.
We shall confine ourselves here to the following remarks.
The proof of (ii) ... (i) is based on the observation that in a locally
compact group the closure of a sigma-compact subset is again sigma-compact,
w2 ,
and on the well-known property that for any f E L 1 (G), f ~ 0 (i.e. f
if w is the weight f'unction on G), there exists an f' € L 1 (G) such that

=

Osf' Sf on G, fGf'(t)dt = fGf(t)dt; and the set {t: tEG & f'(t)>o} is
sigma-compact.
The proof of (i) ... (ii) is much more complicated. Actually, in
A.B. PAALMAN-DE MIRANDA [1971] the existence of an element f E L 2 (G) has
been proved, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of B.1. However, it follows
immediately from the construction that there exist V
that f(t) ~

€

Ve and n 1 E JN such

n~ 1 for all t E V. Now any compact subset K of G can be covered

by finitely many le~ translates of V. Hence the fact that sup{f(t)- 1 : tEK}
<

00

follows from the observation that for each s E G
sup{f(t)- 1

tEsV} = sup{f(st)- 1 : tEV}
::; sup{f(s)- 1f(t)- 1 : tEV} ::; n 1f(s)- 1 .

0

B.4. From now on we shall assume that G is a sigma-compact, locally compact Hausdorff group. Then G admits a weight f'unction w. The question may
be raised, if G admits a continuous weight f'unction. The construction in
A.B. PAALMAN-DE MIRANDA [1971] does not necessarily produce a continuous
weight f'unction: if we apply that construction to G = JR, then we obtain
the f'unction w: JR +JR defined as follows:
if t

=o.

w( t)

ifk-1

<

iti Sk

(k=1,2,. •• ).

On the other hand, JR admits a continuous weight function (cf. B.2(ii)).
More generally, it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3 in P.C. BAAYEN &
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J. DE GROOT [1968], that every locally compact <ibelian Hausdorff group

which is either sepaP<ible or compactly generated admits a continuous weight
function.
We have not been able to improve on this result. In the following
sequence of lemmas we provide some material showing how "nice" a weight
function can always be chosen.

B.5. LEMMA. There exists a weight function won G satisfying the following
additional conditions:
w(t) s 1.

(iv) VtEG
(v)

VtEG : w(t) =w(t- 1 ).

PROOF. (iv): In fact, we show that (iv) is always implied by the requirements that w E L2 (G) satisfies (i) and (ii) of B.1. I f w is a weight function on G, then Dwll 2 >O because of B.1(i). Then by B.2(ii) and right invariance of Haar measure, we obtain

2 JGw(st) 2ds

llwll 2 =

~ w(t)

2J Gw(s) 2ds

2
2
w(t) llwll 2 .

Consequentl y, w( t) s 1 for all t E G.
1
(v): Let w0 be any weight function on G, set w(t) := w0 (t)w0 (t- ) for
1
all t E G. Then w is obviously measurable. Since by (iv), w0 (t- ) s 1 for
2
all t E G, it follows that O s w(t) s w0 (t), so that w E L (G). Now conditions
(i), (ii) and (iii) of B.1 are easily verified for w.

D

B.6. LEMMA. There exist a lower semicontinu ous weight function w' on G
and an upper semicontinu ous weight function w" such that w'(t) s w"(t)

for all t

E

G.

PROOF. Let w be a weight function on G. Define w' and w" by
w' (t) := lim inf w(s);
s+t

w" ( t ) : = lim sup w' ( s )
s+t

f'or each t E G. Then the following inequalitie s are valid:
(1)

w'(e)w(t) s w'(t) s w(t);

w'(t) s w"(t) s w(t).

Indeed, since vt = {Ut : UEVe}, we have for each t:
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w' (t)

<:sup
UEV

e

(inf w(s)w(t)) = w'(e)w(t).
SEU

On the other hand, it is trivial that for each U E Vt' inf{w(s) ; SEU}
~

w(t), whence w'(t) ~ w(t). This proves half of (1); the remaining part

of (1) is trivial.
It is routine to check that w' is lower semicontinuous and that w"
is upper semicontinuous. In particular, w' and w" are measurable, so that
2
the inequalities 0 ~ w'(t) ~ w"(t) ~ w(t) (tEG) imply that w',w" e L (G).
Next, observe that w'(e) > O, because, by condition B.1(iii), the
function w is bounded away from zero in a (compact) neighbourhood of e in
G. Hence ( 1) implies that w' and w" ·satisfy condition B. 1 ( i). That they
satisfy condition B.1(ii) follows from a straightforward computation, and
B. 1 (iii) for w' and w" is, again, an easy consequence of ( 1).

D

B. 7. As was remarked in the proof of B. 5 (iv), the functions w' and w" satisfy w' (t) ~ w"(t) ~ 1 for each t E G. If win the proof of B.6 has property
B.6(v), then so do w' and w".
The process of "regularization" described in the proof of B.6 does
in general not produce a continuous weight function. Indeed, if we take
w: lR +JR as in B. 4, then
-1

w' (t)

f-k
3

if t

= o.

if k-1 ~ it! < k

(k=1,2, ... )

and
-1

w" (t)

G-k

if t = 0
ifk-1 <it! ~k

(k=1,2, ... ).

So we gained only one point of continuity, namely, the point t = 0.

B.8. ~· Let w be a lower semicontinuous weight function on G. Then for
every £ > o there exists u E Ve such that
(2)

( 1- s)w( e )w( t) ~ w( s) ~ _1_ w( t )

for all tEG and SEUt.

1-£ w(e)
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PROOF. Let E > O. By lower semicontinuity of w there exists U € Ve such
that w(u) ~ (1-dw(e) for all U€U. Thus, ifs €Ut for some t € G, say
s = ut with UEU, then w(s) ~ w(u)w(t) > (1-dw(e)w(t).
In addition, we may and shall assume that U is symmetric, i.e.
-1
-1
-1
EU,hencew( t)=w(ts s)~
U=U .ThenforsEU twehavets
w(ts- 1 )w(s) ~ (1-E)w(e)w(s). D
B.9. COROLLARY. A lower semicontinuous weight function w on G such that
w(e) = 1 is right unifo!'111ly continuous.
PROOF. Since w( t) ::;; 1 for all t € G, there exists for each o > 0 a real
number E > O such that w(t)-o < (1-E)w(t) < (1-E)- 1w(t) < w(t)+o. Now
apply B.8.

D

B.10. In 2.4.10 we gave another proof of the existence of an upper semicontinuous weight f'unction on G. We do not know whether the weight function
constructed there is actually continuous. For this, it would be sufficient
to show the continuity of the norm, i.e. the mapping T t-+ llTll, on the image
of Gin GL(L2 (G)). {Observe, that for a continuous weight function w with
w(e) = 1 we have llcrtll = w(t)- 1 for all t € G (cf. 2.4.10). In that case,
2
the norm is actually continuous on the image of Gin GL(L (G)).}
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APPENDIX C

The weight of C (X)
• • • )1
•
•
locally compac t HausX shall denote an infinite
appendix,
C.1. In this

dorff space; so w(X) ~ ~O and L(X) ~ ~ 0 • We state our results o'nly for
C (X). However, similar results (with the same proofs) are valid for C* (X)
c

c

and for C (X,[0,1]). Most proofs are straightforward; they can be found in
c

J. DE VRIES [ 1972 b] •

The basic observation which enables us to determine the local weight
of C (X) is the following
c

C.2. LEMMA. For any transfinite ca:r>dinal nurriber K the following conditions

a:r>e equivalent:

(i)
(ii)

L(X)

!> K.

X can be covered by
(iii) X can be covered by

K
K

relatively corrrpact, open subsets.
corrrpact sets. D

(X)) = L(X).
LEMMA.
C.3. - - iw(C c

c.4.

0

COROLLARY. C (X) is metrizable iff X is sigma-corrrpact. In that case,

Cc (X) is a Freche~ space) 2

PROOF. If C (X) is metrizable, then L(X)

--

c

= ~O'

by C.3. Hence X is sigma-

compact by C.2. Conversely, if X is sigma-compact, then it follows in a
similar way that iw(Cc(X))

= ~0 .

Since Cc(X) is a locally convex topologi-

cal vector space, it follows from [Sc], 6.1, that this implies that Cc (X)
is metrizable by means of an invariant metric d (i.e. a metric d such that
)1

If X is finite, then all results remain true if we add a factor
the appropriate places.

~O

at

)2 Of course, here C (X) cannot be replaced by C* (X) or C (X,[0,1]): the
former space is n8t complete, and the latter 8ne is not a vector space.
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d(f+g,h+g) = d(f,h) for all f,g,h € Cc (X)). In addition, the usual uniformity for C (X) derived from this metric d coincides with the uniformity of
c
uniform convergence on compact sets in X. With the latter, Cc (X) is complete
(cf. [Bo], Chap. X, §1.5, Theorem 1). Consequently, Cc (X) admits a metric
making it a locally convex vector space which is complete in this metric.
{An alternative proof is as follows: according to [Du], Chap. XII, 8.5,
sigma-compactn ess of X implies that C (X) is metrizable. It is quite easily
c

that the metric indicated there, generates exactly the ·uniformity
of uniform convergence on compact sets in X. Then proceed as above. This
proof works also for Cc (X,[0,1])!}. 0
chec~ed

LEMMA.
C.5. - W(X)

~

d(C
. c (X)).

PROOF. For the compact case, cf. [Se], 7.6.5. Using this, the general case
can be proved quite easily. 0
C.6. LEMMA. W(X) = L(X).d(C c (X)).
~~-

0

c.7. PROPOSITION. w(x) = w(C c (X)).
PROOF. First, observe that
( 1)

w(C (X)) = d(C (X)).lw(C c (X)).
c
c

This is due to the fact that Cc (X) is a uniform space. In any uniform space
Y it can be shown that W(Y) ~ d(Y).u(Y), where u(Y) is the uniform weight
of Y (that is, the least cardinal number of a uniform base of Y). Since the
uniform weight of Cc (X) is equal to lw(C c (X)), this proves that w(C c (X)) ~
d(C (X)).lw(C c (X)). In order to prove equality, use (3) in 0.2.10. Using
c
(1), the desired equality follows easily from the preceding lemmas. O
C.8. REMARK. It follows from [Du], Chap. XII, Theorem 5.2, that w(Cc(X))
~ W(X).~ 0 = W(X). Conversely, C.6, C.3 and (1) (or rather the obvious"~"
in it; cf (3) in 0.2.10) imply that W(X) ~ w(C (X)). Thus, the use of"~"
c

in ( 1) can be avoided by this appeal to the theorem in [Du].

O
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ambit, 148

Action, 24
bounded, 206

greatest (= maximal

universal),

discrete, 27
effective, 28
equicontinuous, 40
ergodic, 148

145, 148
approximate unit, 69
cardinality of, 70
ASCOLI, theorem of, 8

free, 29
linear, 214
minimal, 147

Bilateral compact-open topology, 34
bilateral shift, 188

point-transitive, cf. ambit
proper, 125, 224
strongly effective, 28

bisequence, 188

transitive, 206

bounded action, 206

trivial, 27
weakly mixing, 148

Bohr almost periodic, 60, 62
Bohr compactification, 23, 65, 134, 139
metrically, 206
boundedness and compactifications, 211

adjunction, 12
of a monad and a comonad, 180
adjoint (left or right), 13

Cardinal invariant, 9
coalgebra, 20

of Li/!, 100, 162

in KR, 179

of Ri/J, 100, 162

in KRGRP 0 PxKR, 175

ofSp 116

in

of

sy,

103

algebra, 16
morphism of, 17

TOP, 183

in TTG, 92
cocomplete, 12
subcategories ofTTG, 126, 127, 132

in KR, 161

codomain, 2

in KRGRPxKR, 158

coequalizer, cf. colimit

in

TOPG, 95

in TOPGRPxTOP, 88
almost periodic, 60, 62
Bohr, 60, 62
Von Neumann, 62

co-E-small, 14
cogenerator, 184
in k-TTG*, 186
in subcategories of TTG*, 187
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relation with comprehensive

equalizers in subcategories of TTG, 128

objects, 189 equicontinuous ttg, 40, 140
colimits in subcategories of

TTG,

equicontinuous factor, 141
126, 127' 132 equi variant, 43
ergodic, 148

comonad, 19
in KR, 179

E-M-, 14

in KRGRP 0 PxKR, 173

Factorization,

in TOP, 183

free algebra, 17

in TTG, 92

free coalgebra, 20

comorphism, 48, 165, 171

free k-ttg, 159

compactification, 146, 211

free ttg, 29, 91

Bohr, 23
of G-spaces, 211

Greatest ambit, 148

Stone-~ech, 22

group component, 42, 48
G-space, 28

compact-open topology, 6
complete category, 12
subcategories ofTTG, 120, 125
comprehensive object, 189

HILBERT-SMITH conjecture, 105, 123
homeomorphism group, 33

rn TOP, 191

full, 33

in TOPG, 194, 200, 203, 221, 222

topological, 33

relation to cogenerators, 189
counit, 14

Induced action, 97

cross-section, 26, 41, 92

invariant,
equivalence relation, 50

Density (of a topological space), 9
of Cc(X), 235
of L2 (G), 70
dimension of L2 (G), 70, 71

point, 37
subset, 37
inverse image, 2
isomorphism,

discrete ttg, 27

of compactifications, 146

domain (of a function), 2

of G-spaces, 42
Of ttgs, 42

Effective, 28
ELLIS, theorem of, 36

K-action, 155

embedding problem, 105

k-group, 153

E-M-factorization, 14

k-refinement, 151

enveloping semigroup, 39

k-space, 150

epimorphisms in subcategories of

TTG, 122, 128

k-ttg, 156
morphism of, 157
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Left adjoint,
le~

cf.

Perfect mapping,

ad.joint

4

phase group, 25

almost periodic, 62

phase space, 25

left uniformity, 11
limits in subcategories of TTG, 120,
125, 128, 132

point-open topology, 6
point-transitive ttg, af. curiJit
preservation of reflections, 133,

Lindelof degree, 10

138, 143

linear ttg, 214

products in subcategories otTTG, 128
proper action, 125, 224

linearization, 215
in aFrechet space, 217
in a Hilbert space, 217, 219, 221, 222
strict·, 215

Quotient mapping,
products of, 5

4

list of categories, 12, 250
locally compact Hausdorff groups, 180

Range, 2

local weight, 9

reflection, 14
of a G-space in COMPG, 138

Maximal equicontinuous factor, 141, 147

of a G-space in HAUSG, 137

maximal G-ambit, 148

of a ttg in K+[AxBJ, 135

metrically bounded, 206

of a ttg in COMPEQ, 140
reflective subcategory, 14

minimal G-space, 147

of TTG, 132, 140

monad, 16
in KR, 161
in KRGRPxKR, 158

relatively dense, 60

in TOP, 95
in TOPGRPxTOP, 86

right almost periodic, 60

right adjoint, af, ad.joint
right invariant, 55

monomorphisms in subcategories of TTG,

right uniformity, 11

120, 121, 128 right translation, 55
morphism of algebras, 17, 97
of G-spaces, 42

Shift, 188

of k-ttgs, 157

space component, 42, 48

of monads, 18, 97

stability group, 29

of ttgs, 42

stabilizing set, 30
Stone-~ech compactification, 22

Norm in Cu(X), 9
in LP(G), 66

strict linearization, 215
strongly effective ttg, 28
is not free, 38

Opposite category, 164

structure group, 141

orbit, 37

syndetic, af. reZativeZy dense

closure, 39
space, 38

Topological transformation group, 25
transition, 25
group, 26
mapping, 26
transitive, 206
trivial action, 27
ttg, af. topologiaal t!'ansfo!'TTIO.tion

gPoup; also: aation
Uniform convergence, 7
unit of adjunction, 14
universal ambit, 148
universal arrow, 13
Weight, 9
of Cc(G), 235
of L2(G), 70, 71
weight function, 72, 229
weighted translation, 72
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
The following list includes only those non-standard notations which are
of a more than local application in this book (i.e. which are used not
only immediately af'ter the definition). For notational conventions concerning set-theory and topology, see pp. 1-3 and 9,

AP(G) ,60

E<G, X,'11"> ' 40

(.)be' 34

e<G,X,'11">, 30

C(X,Y), 6

Ge, 23

c*cx,Y), 1

H(X,X), 25

Cc(X,Y), 6

Hbc(X,X), 34

C (X,Y), 6

K'll", 39

Cu(X,Y), 7

M(K,a), 6

Ckc(X,Y), 151

N(K,U), 6

c11.. 37

(. )p. 7

c'll", 38

Uf(K,a), 7

(.)c,7

(,)u' 7

p

aG' 23
G
nx• 24

..

~

10

µ~, 24
'll"x' 2
'II"y '

'ii',

2
26

?!> 58

p, 55
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A list of the categories which are considered as "known" can be found on
p. 12. In this book; we have defined the following categories and functors:

COMPEQ, 140

Lljl, 100, 162

COMPG, 119

Rljl, 98, 162

HAUSG, 119

s'

G, 84, 119, 158

s*,

G*, 165, 171

SG, 94, 119, 161

K, 85 , 119, 158

TTG, 84

K*, 165, 171
k-KRG, 161

k-TTG, 157

84' 119' 158
165, 111
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